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Abstract4

,* Affordable small satellites need affordable propulsion systems. The primary objective of this research

was to investigate cost-effective propulsion system options for small satellites. The research

comprised four interrelated goals:

* Identify key cost drivers for spacecraft hardware.

& Characterise propulsion technology costs.
* Characterise propulsion sXsiM costs.
* Evaluate and compare the cost-effectiveness of system options.

Each of these goals was attained. Important results and conclusions emerged. To begin with, key

spacecraft hardware cost drivers were shown to occur during each phase of a mission-definition.

design and acquisition--ad a process for resolving them was advanced. Furthermore, propulsion

system costs were shown to include far more than performance and price. A new paradigm for

understanding the total cost of propulsion systems was defined that encompasses nine dimensions-

mass, volume, time, power, system price, integration, logistics, safety and technical risk.

This paradigm was used to characterise propulsion technology options. From this effort, hybrid

rockets emerged as a promising but underdeveloped technology with great potential for cost-effective

* . application. To evaluate this potential, a dedicated research program was completed during which a

hybrid motor was designed, built and tested using 85% hydrogen peroxide as oxidiser and polythene

as fuel. The basic concept for a hybrid upper stage was proven. Excellent combustion performance

was measured and characterised. Real total costs for future small satellite applications were assessed.

This research demonstrated that hybrid rockets offer a safe, reliable upper stage option that is a

versatile, cost-effective alternative to solid rocket motors. In addition, despite negative industry bias,

hydrogen peroxide proved itself as a safe, effective oxidiser for hybrid and mono-propellant

applications. 0

The characterisation of propulsion system costs led to a complete design case study for a minisatellite

aimed at the most cost-effective solution. It was shown that by focusing on the key cost drivers and

trading among the cost dimensions, a truly versatile, cost-effective system design can be achieved.

Finally, an innovative techn.que was derived to parametrically combine the diverse cost dimensions

into a useful, quantifiable figure of merit for mission and research planning. Overall, it was shown

that the most c~st-effective solution is found by weighing all options along the nine dimensions of the

cost paradigm within the context of a specific mission.

Overall, the research advanceQ the state of the art of hybrid rocket technology specifically, and

satellite engineering in general.

4H
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I.1 BACKGROUND

1.2. RESEARCH PLAN

1.3. THESIS SUMMARY

1.4. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.5. PUBLICATIONS

1.6. REFERENCES

My primary research objective was to investigate cost-effective propulsion system options for small

satellite missions. This chapter serves as an introduction to the thesis and provides an overview of

this research. To explain the context for my work the chapter begins with a brief background on the *
satellite engineering group at the Univers. -y of Surrey (UoSAT). From there, future mission

opportunities for small satellites are described from which the motivation for this research topic

derives. Concurrent with this research, the University was designing a multi-mission minisatellite

bus. The design objectives for this project are summarised to indicate the near-term application for

my results. The minisatellite project provided a well-defined set of requirement and constraints

enabling me to narrow the scope of my research and develop a detailed set of research goals. With

these goals in mind, specific tasks were derived to guide the program. These goals are reviewed and

an overview of the research plan is presented. Each goal and its corresponding tasks are summarised.

A list of my own publications during the research concludes the chapter.

0

0
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Chaptr 1: Inwtrouction

1. Introduction 4
1.1. Background

This section presents a brief background on the University of Surrey satellite engineering group, or AIN

UoSAT, within which my research was conducted, Future mission opportunities for UoSAT-class

satellites are then examined. From this discussion, the need for cost-effective propulsion systems

emerges as a key enabling technology to allow truly low-cost satellites to take on more challenging

missions. Finally, the section describes the UoSAT minisatellite. This multi-mission 250-kg-class

satellite was being developed concurrent with my own research and served as an important focal point

for the near-term applications of the results.

1.1.1. UoSAT Microsatellites

The current catch-phrase of the aerospace industry-"faster, better, cheaper"'-represents poiitical

and economic necessity as much as good engineering practice. While industry as a whole struggles to

fully define this "new" strategy in the wake of the post-cold war draw down, the University of Surrey

and its commercial arm Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd, (SSTL), as well as others in the so-called

"amateur" satellite community, have been quietly implementing this philosophy all along. Since

1981, University of Surrey satellites (UoSATs) have shown that small, reliable satellites can be built . *
and operated at costs far less than one would find in the mainstream aerospace industry. The basic

UoSAT design, evolved over more than ten missions, has proven itself as a reliable cost-effective

platform for quick access to low Earth orbit. Since the launch of UoSAT-1 in 1981, the role for

microsatellites in low Earth orbit has evolved from a useful education, technology demonstration and 6

radio amateur project to play a small but significant role in commercial electronic communications,

remote sensing, technology transfer and military research. As of this writing, the SSTL/UoSAT team

have logged nearly 50 orbit-years of operational experience.

Part of the reason for UoSAT's success is the remarkably short project time scale and comparatively

low project cost that has been achieved. A UoSAT microsatellite mission can be completed within 12

months from contract kick-off to in-orbit delivery enabling a rapid response to the customer's

requirements. Time scales are kept short and costs low by the adoption of small-team techniques, a 0

high degree of modularization within the microsatellite bus and experiments, as well as a variety of

other cost-effective engineering practices.

So far, all UoSAT spacecraft have been in the microsatellite range (- 50 kg), designed to operate in

the relatively benign environment of low-Earth orbit (LEO). These spacecraft have all been gravity

gradient stabilised, augmented with magnetorquers. A diagram of the latest configuration represented

by FASat-Alfa, built for the Chilean Air Force, is shown in Figure 1-1 with the gravity gradient boom

extended (6 meter boom not to scale). 0

1-2
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Figure 1-1: FASat-Alfa with gravity gradient boom deployed (8 meter boom not to scale).

1.1.2. Future mission opportunities

Deployed directly into stable, operational orbits as "piggy-back" secondary payloads, UoSAT-class

microsatellites have proven to be capable platforms for store-and-forward communications, space

science and remote sensing. As currently configured, these microsatellites fill a specialised niche.0

However, the primary motivation for my research was a desire to expand the role of these low-cost,

small satellites beyond this niche to take on a variety of more ambitious missions.

Obviously, small satellite missions depend on launch opportunities. So far, the majority of UoSAT

missions have been on Ariane launchers attached to the Ariane Structure for Secondary Payloads

(ASAP) ring and deployed into LEO. However, a review of Ariane launch manifests into the

foreseeable future at the outset of my research revealed the majority of opportunities for secondary

payloads would be into geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO). This is a highly elliptical orbit 200 x0

36,000 km altitude with an inclination of 7*. GTO offers a variety of mission opportunities. OSCAR

Phase-3 missions, for example, have used GTO as starting point for Molniya communications

missions. Other mission opportunities that could exploit low-cost launches into GTO include:

"* Small geosynchronous (GEO) communications-Currently, developing countries must
lease transponders on large, expensive commercial satellites. Thec possibility exists for
them to purchase their own small, dedicated satellite at a competitive price.

"* Meteorological monitoring-Microsatellites have demonstrated their utility for localised
weather monitoring from LEO. Small satellites beginning in !TO could be used as low-
cost weather itionitoring platforms with the higher altitude providing more global access.

"* Geomagnetic data collection-Because spacecraft in GTO travel though the entire depth
of the Van Allen radiation belts twice daily, they offer an ideal vantage point from which
to monitor important phenomena in the space environmient such as solar wind and
magnetic field interactions, galactic cosmic rays and solar flares.

1-3
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"* Ground-based astronomy calibration--Ground-based optical astronomy is handicapped
by the dynamic nature of Earth's atmosphere which attenuates faint signals. A satellite in .
very high Earth orbit with a low-power laser of known wavelength could provide the
feedback necessary to perform real-time calibration and correction of these signals, greatly 0
enhancing their resolution.

"" Lunar and planetary exploration-From GTO, the total velocity change (AV) necessary to
go to lunar orbit, Earth approaching asteroids or even other planets is roughly equivalent
to that needed to go into GEO. Spacecraft such as the U.S. Clemetine mission have
demonstrated how very good planetary science can be conducted from small, relatively
low-cost (-$70M) platforms. 7he opportunity exists to use GTO as a springboard to
explore the solar system with even smaller, and far cheaper (-$1OM) satellites.

In addition to these missions specifically related to GTO, other exciting opportunities are emerging

for LEO small satellites: 0
* Micro-LEO constellations--Constellations of two or more store-and-forward

communication satellites to support world-wide paging, data collection from
geographically remote scientific or industrial facilities, disaster relief and other services.

* "Personal" Remote Sensing-Developing countries currently depend on large, expensive
remote sensing platforms such as SPOT or LANDSAT. A dedicated small satellite with
nearly the same resolution that also offers on-demand coverage and the ability for the user
to exercise far greater control over imaging times, targets, lighting and area re-visits
appears feasible at a competitive cost.

* SAR missions-Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) offers the ability to pierce through cloud
cover to collect images day or night. So far, this technology has been limited to very
large, expensive platforms, however, it now appears feasible to deploy a limited but useful 0 0
SAR capability on a small LEO satellite.

* Equatorial belt missions-All of the LEO missions listed above would provide globai
coverage from a polar orbit. However, developing counties, especially in the Pacific Rim
such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and the Philippines are increasingly interested in
dedicated regional coverage. This could best be provided by satellites operating in very S
low inclination orbits.

Unfortunately, at the outset of my work, UoSAT spacecraft (as well as similar satellites built by other

Universities and companies) lacked one critical system that would allow them to exploit fully the

mission opportunities outlined above: a oronulsion system. Propulsion systems are a common feature

on virtually all larger satellites. However, until now there has been no need for very small, low-cost

satellites to have these potentially costly systems. As secondary payloads, they were deployed into

stable, useful orbits and natural orbit perturbations (drag, J2, etc.) were acceptable within the context

of the relatively modest mission objectives. Over the years, these pioneering small satellite missions 0

have proven that effective communication, remote sensing and space science can be done from a ;ost-

effective platform. As these missions have evolved, various technical challenges in on-board data

handling, low-power communication, autonomous operations and low-cost engineering have bcen 0
met and solved. Now, as mission planners look beyond passive missions in LEO to the new missions

described above, all of which require active orbit and attitude control, a new challenge is faced-cost-

effective propulsion.

0
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Propulsion systems are needed to perform a variety of tasks essential to active missions in LEO and

beyond. These include:

" Orbit Manoeuvring--the ability to move from an initial parking orbit to an escape
trajectory or insert into a final mission orbit, e.g. changing from GTO to GEO.

"* Orbit Maintenance-the ability to maintain a specific orbit against drag and other
perturbations, or phase the orbit to maintain proper angular separation of a constellation.

" Attitude Control--The ability to rotate the spacecraft to reorient sensors or dump
momentum, especially beyond LEO where magnetorquing and gravity gradient
stabilisation are not viable options.

Obviously, all these capabilities can be found in off-the-shelf systems used throughout the aerospace

community. However, as this thesis will show, current off-the-shelf technology may not be

appropriate for cost-effective applications within the context of small satellite missions. Furthermore,

the cost of these systems, when procured using standard aerospace practices can be prohibitive. Thus,

small satellite mission planners face a dilemma-future missions demand a propulsion capability but

the cost of this single system may be prohibitive, keeping the entire mission grounded.

By the nature of the small satellite industry, technology development costs must often be funded "in-

house." This is certainly the case at UoSAT/SSTL. There is no external customer to pass on these

costs to, and no easy way to amortise these costs over several missions. As a result, there is a very

sensitive "threshold cost" level for new spacecraft subsystems, meaning that below this threshold • 0
level the mission can proceed. Above this level, the mission is not feasible. A cost-effective

propulsion system could be the one piece of enabling technology that acts as a key to unlock the

future for small satellites and allow them to economically evolve beyond LEO and reach out to the

planets. I recognised this as a unique research opportunity at the outset of my work with immediate

and significant applications.

1.1.3. The UoSAT Minisatellite

Concurrent with my research, engineers in SSTL/UoSAT were designing a flexible, multi-mission 0

minisatellite to position themselves to exploit the emerging opportunities discussed above. With an

approximate mass of 250 kg, the minisatellite structural design builds on the modular approach used

in the UoSAT microsatellites in a way that allows maximum re-use of subsystems between the two

platforms. The minisatellite strncture starts with a honeycomb attach frame on which three stacks of

module boxes are arranged in a triangle. Solar panels of the same width as those used on the

microsatellites are arranged around the sides to get a total of nine sides. By extending the height of

the panels, an equipment or payload bay is formed at the top of the module box stack. A diagram of

the minisatellite is shown in

Figure 1-2. As this is written, the first flight of this new satellite bus, dubbed UoSAT-12, is in critical

design for a launch in Mid-1997.
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The technical objectives for the minisatellite mission strike a compromisc between all the features a

flexible minivatellite bus would have and what can be achieved within the available budget and time9

scale. The following technical objectives have been defined for the UoSAT- 12 mission:

*Demonstrate a commercially viable minisatellite bus with industry-standard support0
systems
* 28 VDC power bus
* I MBPS S-band down-link

*Demonstrate that enhanced core microsatellite technologies can be used in a minisatellite:
e Intel 386-based on board computers (OBC)
* Low-rate VHF/UHF data links
* Distributed TT&C via control area network (CAN)

e Demonstrate major new subsystems:
"* Enhanced attitude determination and control capability
"* Propulsion system capability with orbit maintenance and attitude control

* Enhance existing UoSAT payloads using resources of the minisatellite to provide
operational demonstration of:

6 High-resolution (<30 m) multi-spectral visible imaging
9 Store-and-forward communications to small terminals

Figure 1-2: Diagram of University of Surrey Minisatellite

Of these objectives, my research had direct application to the desire for propulsion capability. This

created a specific context for miy research and provided me an opportunity to narrow the scope of my

efforts by working within a well-defined set of engineering requirements and constraints.

Furthermore, because I carried out my research as an integral member of the minisatellite

development team, I had continuous feedback on the utility of my results.
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1.2. Ruwmh Pan
The formulation of my research plan drew upon the vast resources and expertise available within

SSTL/UoSAT as well as my own ten year's experience working in the industry. This section will

show how I devised a methodical approach for the research by first identifying relevant requirements

and constraints. From there, a specific set of research goals were defined, with corresponding tasks,

to form the basis for the overall plan,

1.2.1. Requirements and Constraints

Because the first application for the results of this research would be on the UoSAT minisatellite, it

was important to define the specific integration requirements and constraints imposed by this

spacecraft on any propulsion system technology options developed. Working with the UoSAT team,

the following set of system requirements and constraints were identified which served as guidelines

for the research:

1. System compatible with minisatellite envelope, mass and power
"* Total propulsion system loaded mass < 50 kg

"* Total system envelope as defined in Chapter 6
"* Power system requirements--total orbit average power available -100 W, 28 VDC

bus, maximum battery capacity 6 A-hr, maximum short-term power 560 W (20 amps
at 28 V for 10 minutes takes the batteries to 40% depth of discharge). * *

2. System in compliance with U.S. Air Force specifications for pressure systems and
acceptable to Vandenberg Air Force Base range safety requirements (actual launch site
was initially not known so this was chosen as the most conservative).

3. Propulsion system research and development constrained by available facilities, resources,
man-power and budget.

1.2.2. Approach

As stated above, the primary objective of this research was to investigate cost-effective propulsion

system options for small satellite applications. The relatively wide scope of this objective required

that the research encompass not only rocket technology but systems engineering as well. Years of

experience, at UoSAT and elsewhere, have repeatedly emphasised the importance of this two-phased

approach to effective small satellite engineering. It is not sufficient to concentrate only on

technology. In fact, the "best" technology is often not the "best" solution, especially for small

satellites. Rather, a truly cost-effective design is an innovative blend of sufficient technology with

thorough systems engineering.

Recognising this necessity, the research encompassed both the purely theoretical and technological

issues of rocket science in depth as well as the broader, systems engineering issues of adapting this

technology to the philosophy of small satellites. Using the requirements and constraints described in

the last section, the scope of the research was narrowed by developing the specific set of research

goals listed below:
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I. Determine key cost drivers for spacecraft systems to identify useful cost-effective
engineering practices and develop a paradigm for evaluating the total cost of propulsion
system options.

2. Characterlae propuhlon tMchmolohw costs by identifying viable options and investigating
each to evaluate their performance, price, and overall potential for small satellite
application.

3. Characterlse propulsion system costs by completing a design case study for a
representative minisatellite mission.

4. Evaluate and compare the cost-effectiveness of system options by developing a useful
process for quantifying total cost and demonstrating its utility as a mission planning and
research tool.

With these goals in mind, an overall research strategy was devised to encompass them. This strategy

is best illustrated using a "road map" as shown in Figure 1-3. Each phase of the strategy is shown

along with the specific chapter of the thesis where it is discussed. As you can see, the research begins

by fully exploring cost-effective engineering practices to identify specific cost drivers for spacecraft

hardware important throughout the life of a mission. Based on this investigation into spacecraft

systems engineering, I developed a nine-dimensional cost paradigm for propulsion systems that

recognised that their costs can be tackled on two fronts: propulsion technology (&W type of rocket is

used) and system architecture (how the rocket is used). This revelation pointed the way to two

parallel lines of research, one looking at rockets, the other looking at complete systems. * 0
Focusing first on rocket options, my research began by considering all realistic near-term

technologies. Cold-gas thrusters, solid rocket motors, storable liquid systems, hybrid rockets and

electric propulsion options were all examined in detail. Each was fully characterised using the nine

dimensions of the total cost paradigm. From this analysis, hybrid rockets emerged as having various 0

inherent features that make them attractive for cost-effective upper stage applications. Unfbrtunately,

because hybrid technology does not exist off-the-shelf, an in-depth basic research effort was called

for to develop this technology to a sufficient level to realistically evaluate its true potential. This

effort resulted in a comprehensive hybrid research program looking at all aspects of this little-used

technology to prove its feasibility, characterise its performance and fully assess its total cost.

With all the technology options fully characterised, the research proceeded down the second path to

"ixamine complete systems. It was determined that the best technique for fully quantifying the 0

systems engineering effects on total cost was to actually design a complete system for a well-defined

minisatellite mission. Using conventional off-the-shelf technology, this design exercise took a

complete system through to Critical Design Review in order to develop a real system that could be

flown on the UoSAT minisatellite, evaluate the influence of mission cost drivers on total system cost,

and establish a realistic system cost model useful for future mission planning. The success of this

effort was assessod by comparing derived system cost with that predicted by standard cost estimating

relationships. 0
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The final gttl of the research was to evaluate total system costs by developing a simple method for

synthesising my results and applying them to preliminary mission manning. This would enable

important conclusions about cost-effective cropulsion systems to be diawn. The effort involved the

development of a parametric technique to combine eah of the nine dimensAons of the total cost

paradigm to produce a single figure of merit fbr each system option within the context of a given

mission. These figures of merit serve to combine and quantify diverse data and proved to be a total

quality planning tool with immediate application.

Raneerh Appmakc

Syseem CotaSs'"Ch"a '" •pý 2

O)ptic. Chap. 6
Chap. 3 " 1

[Hybrid Researeh

HyrdProgram

Chap. 4

* 4
guHybrid 1-oram p

Chap. 5 i"

Wo g oComparith Propulsion msystem costs

Chap. 71--
Figure 1-3: *Rodd Map* of research strategy.

Working from these basic research goals, with the overall strategy in mind, a specific set of tasks was

defined to guide my work. Table 1-I summarises the tasks undertaken to accomplish each reswearch 4

goal and indicates the chapter ofthe thesis where each is discussed.

* 4
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Researeh Goal Tasks Chapt0r
1 Detennine key co•t drivers 1.I Review low-cost satellite engineering practices at UoSAT 2

for iepacraft systmns to and elsewhere. 
' •"

idantiy usful cost-effectiveand 1.2 Identify cost drivern at each phase of spamraft hardware.
dengineen paractigm ad development and cost-effective engineering methods todevelop a paradigm for ud~s hm

evaluating the total cost of a 
:

prouon s=m ,ofions. 1.3 Develop a total cost paradigm for propulsion systems. -

2. Identify candidate propulsion 2.1 Identify candidate propulsion techno!ogy options. 3,4, 5 0
tehooyoptions and 32

g otitons a3.2 Fully characterise each option with respect to the totalinvestigate them to at

sufficient level to charecterise cost paradigma-Hybrid rockets emerge as a promising

their total c-stp technology in need of further research.

and overall potential for small 2.1 Define goals of a hybrid research program and set about
satellite application, attaining them: ,

"* Prove the Concept-demonstrate the basic
accessibility of hybrid technology, address and solve
significant engineering problems

"* Characterise Performance-experimentally
determine hybrid combustion relationships.

"* Assess total cost--analyse and assess the total cost
of hybrid for satellite applications.

"3. Design and analyse a 3.2 Review and apply existing propulsion system cost models -

representative propulsion to derive system cost estimates.
system architecture for the 3.3 Perform a market survey ofpropulsion system component

minisatellite in order to
identify and evaluate useful costs,
cost-effective engineering 3.4 Evaluate cost-effective propulsion system engineering
practices and fully practices on other low-cost missions.
characterise total system 3.5 Perform a detailed design of a minisatelite propulsion
costs. system based on off-the-shelftechnology--bi-propellant

and cold-gas--to use the design justification process for
evaluating overall costs.

3.6 Apply cost-effective engineering practices to iterate the
system architecture in order to simplify operations and
lower cost.

3.7 Select a potential supplier for propulsions system
components (tanks, valves, etc.) to determine system
configuration, size, mass, and cost.

3.8 Define a realistic system price model.

4. Develop a metric for 4.1. Use the propulsion system cost paradigm and the design 7
evaluating cost-effectiveness justification process to develop a total system cost figure 4
of system options by using the of merit.
results from the previous
objectives to derive a total 4.2. Apply the cost figure of merit to various system options

to evaluate them for different mission scenarios.cost figure of merit and
demonstrate its utility for 4.3. Evaluate all results to draw useful conclusions.
future mission planning. _

Table 1-1: Summary of research goals, their specific corresponding tasks and the c4iapter of the thesis
where they are addressed.
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Allery, M.N.. -Sellers, J.J., Sweeting, M., "Results of University of Surrey On Orbit

Microsatellite Experiments," Presented at the 2nd International Symposium on Small Satellite

Systems and Services, Biarritz, France, 27 June -41 July, 1994.

Sellers, J.J., Meerman, M., Paul, M., Sweeting, M., "A Low-Cost Propulsion System Option

for Small Satellites," Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, Vol. 48., pp. 129-138,

Maruh, 1995.

Sellers, J.J., Hashida, Y., Williams, R. Sweeting, M., "T'.0, Attitude aikd Orbit Control System

for the University of Surrey Minisatellite," Presented at the International Symposium on

Space Dynamics, Toulouse, France, 19-23 June, 1995.

Sellers, J.J., Paul, P.I, Meerman, M., Wood, R., "Investigation into Low-Cost Propulsion S
System Options for Small Satellites" Presented at the 9th Annual AIAAIUSU Small Satellite

Conforence, Logan, Utah, September 1995.

Sellers, J.J.,. Milton, E., "Cost-Effective Spacecraft Hardware & Technology," Chapter in

"Reducing Space Mission Costs, Dr. James Wertz, editor, to be published, early 1996.
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Chapter 2

System Cost Drivers

2.1. OVERVIEW ,

2.2. MISSION DEFINITION PHASE

2.3. MISSION DESIGN PHASE 0
24. HARDWARE ACQUISITION PHASE

2.5. PROPULSION SYSTEM COSTS

2.6. CONCLUSIONS
2.7. REFERENCES 0

Before one can begin to design cost-effective propulsion systems it is essential to understand the basic

cost environment of spacecraft hardware in general. This chapter begins by identifying the

* fundamental cost drivers affecting space hardware. The purpose of this exercise was to establish a

useful context for understanding the expensive process of selecting and flying space hardware. Based

on this analysis, the critical cost dimensions for propulsion systems could then be isolated. A new

paradigm for understanding and evaluating these costs is described and a preview of its application in 0
subsequent chapters is given.

0

4 °
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2. System Cost Drivers I 4
2.1. Overview

As I began research into the factors affecting the cost of propulsion systems, it immediately became .

obvious that I must first address the broader issues of spacecraft hardware costs in general. Only by

first isolating and explaining the fundamental cost drivers of these traditionally expensive

components could I formulate a credible strategy for reducing the costs of propulsion hardware

specifically. Furthermore, the most useful application for this research would be on commercially I
viable small satellites which demand systems with predictable, repeatable total costs. Therefore, it

was important to understand both near-term non-recurring and longer term recurring costs.

To that end, the research began by identifying specific hardware cost drivers which occur during each

phase of a mission. The purpose was to provide a useful context for understanding the process of

selecting and flying space hardware in general which could then be applied to propulsion systems.

Taken separately, the specific cost drivers identified here, and the recommendations offered for

overcoming them, could well be viewed as simply common sense. However, it is important to

emphasise that for the first time this research combines these diverse cost drivers into a coherent

strategy firmly rooted within the context of mission development. In so doing, the complex

interrelationships between the various trade-off decisions made during the course of a mission can be

better understood and dealt with. The discussion in this chapter summarises a more detailed chapter

on the subject which I wrote during the research. The unique nature of this approach is underscored

by its selection for publication in a new industry-standard reference, Reducing Space Mission Costs, 0
edited by Dr. Jim Wertz [Wertz 96].

The first question to ask when trying to reduce spacecraft system costs is "why is space hardware so

expensive?" Some, like space economist Chris Elliot [Sellers 94a] argue that space missions (and

their associated hardware) are so expensive simply because we expect them to be. That is, when it is

assumed that space missions will be expensive, programmatic decisions are often made which turn

this into a self-fulfilling prophesy, as Figure 2-1 illustrates. High-cost missions mean there will be

fewer missions. Fewer missions dictates higher reliability for those that do fly. Demand for high 0

reliability leads to high cost, and so on, a vicious circle. To break out of this vicious circle,

organisations must first accept that missions can be inexpensive. Only then can decisions be made

which allow this to happen.
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Higher Cost

Fewer - khgher
Missions - Reliability

"Figure 2-1: Vicious circle of high cost mission. Assuming space is expensive means fewer missions

are planned which demand greater reliability. This becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy. [
So, assuming one can make this leap of faith and accept that low-cost spacecraft are an achievable I'

goal, how does one go about obtaining the necessary low-cost hardware? To simplify the discussion

of this complex process, I will divide the life-cycle of a mission, as it pertains to specific hardware

cost, into three phases:

* Mission Definition Phase
* Mission Design Phase
9 *Hardware Acquisition Phase

During each of these missioi phases, decisions and actions are carried out that directly influence the

bottom line price paid for hardware. The first part of the chapter will examine these mission phases

in detail to identify specific hardware cost drivers. By understanding the cost sensitivity of these

decisions and actions, one can be in a better position to capitalise on specific low-cost hardware

technology options. As this chapter will show, cost-effective hardware is most often is achieved by an

innovative definition of requirements tempered by a sound understanding of mission drivers.

S4 A "road map" summarising the approach explained in this chapter is presented in Table 2-1.

Understand that while this is presented in a linear fashion, by its nature the process is one requiring

feedback, iteration and imagination. The purpose is to develop a comprehensive but flexible approach

that encompasses the critical aspects of cost-effective hardware selection and qualification. The

following three sections will go through cost drivers in each of the mission phases. The final sections

will tie these back together to formulate a coherent cost analysis paradigm for propulsion systems.

2.2. Mission Definition Phase

Despite the best cost-cutting attention of any engineer or program manager, there are certain harsh

realities of planning and operating space missions that cannot be simply budgeted away. During the

Mission Definition Phase, the "who, what, where, why & when" of a mission are defined. The

answers to these questions determine the entire mission environment.

There are two aspects of this environment that are among the biggest cost drivers for space hardware:

* The physical launch & space environments
a The political environment
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Minion Cost Drivers Technical Impact Cost Implications , 0
Phase _____ __

1. Mission 1.1 Launch & 9 Specific hardware * Missions to very high radiation
Definition Space performance orbits e.g. inside the Van Allen

Environment- requirements e.g. belts, may not be able to use
what the hardware radiation hardness terrestrial semiconductors.
will be subjected to. . Materials and practices * Space environment requirements

to use or avoid. may preclude cheap, terrestrial
material options

1.2 Political * Specified quality level * If the customer or political force
Environment- of components requires Space.Qualified
what hardware * Acceptable risk vs. components costs will increase.
decisions are allowable risk of a . Use of specific low-cost but higher
possible. given technical risk technology options may be

approach e.g. what you precluded.
can technically accept
vs. what you can
politically allow.

2. Mission 2.1 Performance * Subsystem * Higher performance leads to higher
Design requirements and performance cost.

margins-what the specifications * Specified performance may
hardware must do. Engineering margins to preclude the use of some

be followed during technology solutions.
component * Overly-constraining margins
manufacturing & increase manufacturing, analysis
testing. and testing costs.

2.2 Quality 0 Specific components, e "Space Qualified" components cost
Level-how you. materials and processes more than their industrial-grade
will manage that must be m,.t. counterparts.
performance 9 Acceptance tests * Quality verification during
uncertainty. requirements. acceptance testing increases

manpower and documentation
costs.

2.3 System 9 Type, number and * Some system architectures may
Architecture deployment of lead to a simpler, lower cost design
Design--how the components with little or no performance
hardware will be * Redundancy degradation.
put together. philosophy * True functional redundancy is

expensive.
3. Hardware 3.1 Hardware a Component * Type and level of in-house
Acquisition Source- the manufacturing process. expertise and facilities.

decision to buy, e Insight into technical
build or "borrow" aspects of hardware.
specific hardware.
3.2 Procurement * Risk sharing Level of supplier oversight-risk
Process-how you * Acceptance testing sharing, documentation &
will work with requirements and meetings.
suppliers procedures.
3.3 Space * Qualification , Type and level of in-house
Qualifying-how requirements and expertise and facilities.
do you ensure it procedures. * In-house hardware and expertise.
will work in space. * Number of dedicated

components needed for
qualification.

Table 2-1: Space hardware cost drivers during each phase of the mission life-cycle.
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I.

2.2.1. Launch & Space Environment

During mission definition, the launcher is identified along with the mission orbit. Of course, the price

of the launch is a significant portion of the total mission cost. However, the actual launcher and orbit

also have a direct impact on available hardware options and their associated cost. Any potential

hardware options must be screened and tested to ensure they will survive the punishing ride into space

and function in the harsh space environment. Because of this inflexible constraint, some promising

low-cost terrestrial hardware must be rejected due to materials or other aspects that are incompatible

with launch requirements or space itself. In this way, the launch and space environment serves as a

important driver of the technical approach that must be used.

Launch vehicle requirements are strictly defined by launcher agencies. For the Ariane launch vehicle,

for example, these procedures and requirements are contained in the Interface Control Document

(ICD) [DCI] which identifies the temperature, vibration, acceleration and other aspects of the launch

environment. Along with the purely technical mechanical requirements spelled out in the ICD, there

are also a variety of other requirements specified. These are summarised in my chapter of [Wertz 96].

Compliance with these requirements is especially important when low-cost satellites fly in "piggy-

back" mode along with the primary spacecraft customer who bears most of the launch cost. In these

situations especially, the launch agency will not tolerate low-cost, cormer-cutting options which could

endanger the primary payload. Any designer of spacecraft systems must factor these launch agency

requirements into the design from the very beginning of the program to avoid costly changes later on.

For example. propulsion systems to be used with launch operations out of Vandenberg AFB in

California are governed by WRR 127-1 Range Safety Requirements [WRR 93]. In addition to this

regulation, Military Standards dictate requirements for specific components, for example MIL-STD-

S1522A [MS 1522A] covers "Standard General Requirements for Safe Design and Operation of 4

Pressurised Missile and Space Systems." Propulsion systems intended to fly on spacecraft out of

Vandenberg, no matter how innovative they may be, must comply with these regulations.

Once your hardware has survived the launch, it next faces the unpleasant environment of space. For a

more complete discussion of the physics of the space environment, see [Sellers 1994a] for a basic

introduction to the topic, [Jersa 85] for a much more detailed discussion, and [Larson 1992] for

specific spacecraft design requirements. Key aspects that affect hardware selection including specific

practices to use or avoid are discussed in my Chapter of [Wertz 96]. S

2.2.2. The Political Environment

In addition to the well-defined launch and space environment, there is an equally constraining, if less

well-defined, political environment which is just as hard to ignore. Whatever cost-cutting techniques 0
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are applied to a given space mission, whether its the use of some particular terrestrial hardware or the

elimination of a specific documentation requirement, the overriding concern, at least for commercial

endeavours, is "will it be politically acceptable?"

It is an unfortunate but true fact of life that the optimum engineering solution is often irrelevant in the

face of political demands. Any discussion of options for buying or producing low-cost system

hardware can only be effective once this basic context is understood. While the purely technicai side 4

of this political environment determines the "acceptable risk" of a given engineering solution, the

political dimension determines "allowable risk." That is, a given technical approach, e.g. use of

commercial-grade computer hardware, may be deemed by engineers to constitute an acceptable risk

to the program, however, mission managers, with their own agendas and superiors to answer to, may

override this decision saying it is not an allowable risk.

Regardless of how cleverly you can manage to cut comers on a particular engineering solution and

how confident you are it will actually work, if your customer or the launch authority cannot be 0

convinced the risk is acceptable then it will not be allowed. Fortunately, within the context of small

missions, especially those undertaken by University researchers, the customer and the designer are

sometimes one and the same. When you are your own customer, you are more likely to fully

appreciate all the mission trade-offs and therefore more willing to raise the threshold of both 0 O

acceptable and allowable risk.

In addition to internal issues, there are external agencies which also drive hardware costs. Parts

bought in from abroad often require government export licenses to be obtained by the supplier which

can be a very time consuming process, especially where new technologies are involved. The cost of

this administration will be passed on in the price of the goods. It is also worth remembering that it

may take many months to obtain a license. This is not acceptable in projects using short time scales

to contain costs, not forgetting the risk that a license may not be granted at all. 0

2.3. Mission Design Phase

Once the mission definition phase is completed, the basic mission context is established. At that

point, the Mission Design Phase can begin. During this phase, many key designs and technical 0

philosophies are established which serve as important cost drivers for spacecraft hardware. Among

the most critical of these are fundamental performance requirements, with corresponding margins, the

required component quality level and the basic system architecture definition. It is during this phase 0
that there is the greatest leverage for designing cost effectively.

This process of designing for cost falls under the topic of cost engineering. Dean and Unal [Dean 91]

provide an excellent overview of this topic as applied to the aerospace industry. As they point out,

too often satellite designers focus on reducing mas in order to reduce cost. Unfortunately, this is a 0
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misdirected approach. Parametric analysis consistently reveals that the best leverage for cost

reduction is through complexity reduction. Reducing mass alone may actually drive up costs because

of the associated increase in production complexity. In other words, the best advise is "keep it

simple." For mechanical components, this involves efforts to simplify specifications and reduce parts

count as well as assembly and finish tolerances. This section will examine two aspects of system

complexity as it relates to cost-performance requirements and system architecture-as well as a

third, related issue-component quality level.

23.1. Performance Requirements with Margins

Mission performance requirements have one of the biggest impacts on what specific hardware can be

considered for a mission. For example, mission AV requirements, coupled with mass constraints, can

limit you to consider only propulsion options above a certain performance level. Unfortunately, these

requirements can be expensive. Furthermore, for most systems there is an exponential relationship

between performance (whether measured in reliability, specific impulse or bits/sec) and cost. By

carefully considering the impact of each requirement on the total system, it may mean, in some cases,

that by simply relaxing a single requirement by 1 0%, the overall savings could be many times that.

Another point to consider is the performance margin. Margin is the engineering tolerance given to a

particular specifications. For example, specifications for an engine inlet pressure may be 25 bar with 0 "

Smargin of +0.07 bar. The smaller the allowable gap between a system's actual performance and its

specification, the more it will cost to ensure compliance. Over-specifying the margin can needlessly

drive up the cost. This simple fact has been verified both in practice and through parametric study

[Dean 91]. Low cost spacecraft engineering focuses on increasing such margins by controlling

requirements. This can lead to a wider range of possible solutions as well as less testing and analysis.

By increasing the margin for inlet pressure specification in the above example by a factor of 10 to

S-1 'ýr, less than 1% would be lost in engine performance but the overall savings to the program

cc, .ie many times that. To begin with, the relaxed margin would be much easier and cheaper to

ensL,- compliance. Furthermore, by designing in a wider operating range, overall performance

becomes less sensitive to small changes in configuration or performance of related support systems

such as L .ks, valves and regulators. S

There tý two important points to keep in mind when specifying the margin for a given performance

requirement:

1) How difficult is this margin to achieve? 0
2) How will you verify the margin has been met?

Typically, a design is thoroughly tested before committing it to flight model manufacture. However,

in systems dependent on precision items, operating with very small margins, the breadboards and

demonstrator models become more expensive, tending towards the cost and complexity of the flight S
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unit. For this reason, modelling and analysis tools are used to simulate the precise components that

would be too costly to fabricate for a demonstrator model. Tools and models can also lead to proof of 9
concept in shorter time scales than breadboards which may involve complex machining or long lead

time components. A further advantage of modelling is that it is possible to simulate conditions over a

much wider range than is possible with physical units.

Unfortunately, sometimes as much effort is required to validate the model as was required to create it

in the first place. This drives the models to be more complex which in turn increases costs. Unless

the risks and limitations of analysis are properly understood, it can easily become more expensive

than building flight representative hardware. The lowest cost is achieved in a desiRn that has

sufficient mareins to make modelling or demonstrators unnecessary.

Unfortunately, by the nature of small, fast missions, engineers can sometimes not be completely

certain of how wide their design margins are until there is a failure. This problem is primarily due to

rapid mission turnover, in some cases less than one year from blank paper to launch, which can be

both good and bad. On one hand, the short time scale dictates that only the most crucial tests are

performed which saves both time and money on expensive tests. On the other hand, this means

engineers and operators can not "live" with their hardware for long enough to fully explore all

possible failure modes and characterise system performance over a variety of off-nominal condit.ons. *
Once again, there is a classic cost vs. risk trade-off that must be faced.

2.3.2. Quality Level

Another important cost driver is inherent in the quality level demanded of components. You

obviously pay more for components certified to be "space qualified" than you do for ordinary

industrial grade components. Unfortunately, there is no universally accepted definition of what
m.kes a particular component "space qualified." The most obvious argument, of course, would be if

¶ a component had actually been used in space for some considerable length of time under similar 0

operating conditions without failure. However, in some cases, even this argument does not hold.

As any engineer knows, no amount of testing or analysis can completely guarantee that a particular

component will never fail. Attempting to manage this uncertainty is the purpose of the entire space-
qualifying process.

To deal with the process of managing the uncertainty of specific pieces of hardware, industry has

evolved a quality spectrum for components. This quality spectrum can be defined in terms of

increasing confidence or reliability as you start at one end with commercial/industrial grade

components and then moves up to MiLSPEC then High REL and finally Space Qualified at the top

end. Each of these quality grades are defined in detail in my chapter of [Wertz 96].

2-8
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2.3.3. System Archilte• re Dop g

System architecture is a broad term used to describe the selection, deployment and interaction of

components within a system. It is another cost driver established during the Mission Design Phase.

For propulsion systems, this process determines the "plumbing" lay-out of the tanks, valves and

engines and their concept for operations. This is fundamentally a design exercise that determines the

number and type of components used. During this process, cost vs. performance trade-offs are

identified. The decisions made will directly correspond to the final system cost.

Dean and Unal (Dean 91] describe system architecture as the first step in a robust design process.

Following this step, parameter design begins during which the engineer selects near optimum levels

for controllable design parameters such tha" the "system is functional, exhibits a high level of

performance under a wide range of conditions, and is robust to noise factors." Noise factors are

those design variables that can not or are too expensive to control. Ideally, an engineer would define

all the design variables, identifying those that are controllable and those that are noise. From there,

the robust design approach would apply Taguchi Methods [ITT 88] to systematically reduce the total

number of configurations to consider. This technique allows the designer to develop statistical
measures of "signal/noise" for each design option to highlight the optimum configuration.

While this robust design approach is appealing in its mathematical precision, it implies that that the

designer can clearly define all design variables at the outset of the process. While this can usually be

done for straightforward component design trades, it is not necessarily feasible when trying to trade

off cost/benefit between competing system technologies (e.g. choosing between a hybrid or bi-

propellant engine) when important control parameters are qualitative rather than quantitative in

* nature.

Noble and Tanchoco [Noble 89] offer an alternate approach to robust design for assessing and

comparing competing options by focusing on cost. Their concept, called designjustification, calls for •

the simultaneous development of the product design and its cost model. This method will be

discussed in greater detail in the final section of this chapter as it applies to my own research.

Another fallout of the system architecting process which directly drives cost is the redundancy

philosophy used. In the realm of low-cost, small satellites, true 1:1 hardware redundancy is virtually

impossible. The additional mass, power and volume requirements of flying complete back-up

systems, in addition to the additional overhead required to manage this redundancy, are prohibitive.

Yet, even on low-cost missions, single-point failures, while inevitable, must be dealt with. 0

The philosophical approach to redundancy taken for UoSAT spacecraft traditionally begins at the

circuit board level and is reflected in the overall mission design. This approach is one of degraded
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fimctional redwidancy. The aim is to minimise the impact of single point failures by allowing

continued, if somewhat degraded, performance of spacecraft systems and even the entire mission.

With the UoSAT approach, it is understood that low-power circuits am inherently reliable. Paths are

identified which allow hardware to be reconfigured by software comrnand to isolate potential failure

modes. In many cases, "sacrificial circuits" are identified which can be turned off to protect other,

more vital areas on the same board. To implement this approach, board designs allow for a minimum

state control mode whereby by 'aiss circuits can be commanded when only rudimentary spacecraft

command capability is available.

At higher levels, this degraded functional redundancy can be found in the selection of chips for RAM

and microprocessors. RAM chips are selected from several differant suppliers so a generic failure of

one design leaves an acceptable amount of memory. New missions are usually built around the

newest genemtion of microprocessor chips, with interfaces designed to take maximum advantage of

the latest capability. However, underlying this primary control level, back-up microprocessors

employing older, flight-proven hardware allow for degraded command and control of bus and payload

functions. Additionally, the use of special-purpose microcontrollers to independently command and

control payload and other functions allows greater flexibility in case of failure. Normally, payload

and other commands are sent through the primary CPU, but this can be by-passed, allowing S 0
commands directly to subsystem or payload in the event of failure. Thus, the ability for operational

reconfiguration of hardware and software gives the entire system a greater degree of reliability

without resort to individual HighREL parts or redundant components. In Chepter 6, these system S
architecture cost drivers will be revisited to explore their application in a design exercise for a

minisatellite propulsion system.

2.4. Hardware Acquisition Phase

The final phase of a mission that directly drives system cost is hardware acquisition. During this 0

phase, the design is brought to life through a process of purchasing, manufacturing, assembly and

testing. As this section will show, the primary drivers of cost during this phase come about through

the source of the hardware, how it is procured and the testing procedures. 0

2.4.1. Hardware Source

There are different routes to procuring spacecraft hardware. The route you chose is another important

cost driver. On the one hand, you can design, manufacture and test hardware yourself, or you can buy

complete assemblies from subcontractors or other manufacturers. Each of these routes can offer the 0

spacecraft designer opportunities for low cost. But before looking at these options, it is worthwhile to

look briefly at a third option---"free" hardware.

2-10
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By "free" hardware I refer to hardware that already exists due to production overruns, flight spares,

program cancellations or even salvaged from museums (as was the actual case with gravity gradient

booms =uWd in early UoSAT misaions1). However, a particular mission can only take advantage of 9

thee opportunities if

1) The program is aware of them
2) The mission design can adapt to accommodate them.

For example, it would be frustrating to find out that you could have used a donated hydrazine/MON

rocket engine after the structural design has already been committed to accommodate an MMH/MON

configuration.

This idea of "free" components is not without precedent. Many missions in the world of low-cost 9

spacecraft engineering, at least in the "amateur" and University research environment, have depended

on seeking out and using these spare components. The OSCAR series spacecraft are a good example

(see Chapter 6 or the AMSAT example in [Wertz 96]). Many of their critical components over the

years were either donated or provided at a much reduced cost. •

Another option for "free" hardware is to form a co-operative research and development agreement

with a component supplier who wishes to flight test new technology. In this way, you benefit from a

very low-cost or even free component and the supplier gains potentially valuable flight experience. * 0
The FASat-Alfa spacecraft built for the Chilean Air Force by SSTL contained an advanced data

recorder provided by Sanders, a Lockheed/Martin Company, as part of a co-operative R&D

agreement.

If "free" hardware is not available, then you are left to either buy it or built it yourself. Here it is

understood that parts or components are bought (applying the criteria used in the next section) and

then components, assemblies or an entire subsystem is the item to be built. So, no matter how much

of the spacecraft you can build from scratch, you are going to have to buy some basic components. S

However, for specific hardware options, such as a magnetorquer or flight batteries, the build vs. buy

debate is quite important. The following discussion includes the option of buying equivalent

terrestrial/commercial grade hardware and doing a separate qualification program.

Table 2-2 includes a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of building vs. buying flight

hardware. As you can see, the primary advantages gained in building hardware in-house are in an

increased span of control over a particular component. This of course creates the w•ential for cost

savings, but by no means guarantees it. The other primary advantage stems from the opportunity to

introduce new or untried hardware. Small satellites have been in the forefront of space technology,

trying and perfecting new technologies or "old" technologies which have never before been used in

space.

2-11
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The disadvantages of building your own hardware come from the inconvenience caused by having to

do it all yourself. Realise that while building vs. buying is presented here as a black and white issue.

in many cases you are more likely to face a rey situation in which you buy significant parts or even 0

components and put in some degree of engineering effort to adapt it for your own specific needs. For

example, you may choose to use a terrestrial grade component such as a GPS receiver to gait low-

cost and high reliability and then add significant modifications to adapt it for space use.

Option Advantages Disadvantages
Building Hardware YOU... YOU...
in-House Control the specifications and perfbrmance * Carry all the risk

"* Control the design and interfaces o Need the in-house
"* Control the schedule expertise to design the
"* Control the cost entire component and
"* Can introduce new or untried technology manufacture it
"* Spend over-head costs within your * Need to space qualify it

organisation a Need to acceptance test it
"* Gain expertise that should make it even

cheaper next time
Buyaing Hardware YOU... YOU... 0

"* Share risk with supplier * Have less control over
"* Use tried and tested hardware specifications
"* May reduce or avoid development costs e Have less control over
"* Learn from subcontractors schedule and cost

• Spend overhead outside
your organisation * *

* Do not leam how to do it
yourself next time

Table 2-2: Advantages and disadvantages of building vs. buying your flight hardware.

Once the programmatic decision has been made to build hardware in-house, the basic steps in the 0

manufacturing, integration and testing processes differ very little from those used throughout

industry. These processes are summarised in (Wertz 96].

2.4.2. Procurement Process 0

Whether you are buying entire components or just individual parts, another important cost driver is

the procurement process itself. During this process there are several opportunities to reduce (or

increase) the cost of identical quality items. Table 2-3 oatlines the important steps to follow when

buying components to ensure the desired quality and the lowest ,.ost. --

Cost drivers for hardware procurement begin with the definition of procurement specifications. Here

the decisions made during the Mission Design Phase get translated into precise language that must be

communicated to potential suppliers. While every effort should be made during the Mission Design 0

Phase to define flexible requirements, it is during the Hardware Acquisition Phase that the actual

hardware options come to light. To take advantage )f these hardware options, designers must be

prepared to revisit their earlier decisions and possibly modify the system architecture or compromise
•
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on performance. The iterative nature of this process is highlighted in Chapter 6 in the discussion of

the system architecture design and acquisition of an actual minisatellite propulsion system.

To achieve the lowest cost, the emphasis must be on flexibility and co-operation. This is especially

true when buying major spacecraft subsystem such as batteries, solar panels or rocket engines. It is

important to realise that for small, low-cost missions, the subsystem supplier may have as much, if

not more, to lose from a mission failure as you do. By tapping into that motivation for success,
customer and supplier can work together to lower cost while maintaining high quality. This means

you must be prepared to view your supplier as a deflacto partner in the mission. Furthermore, you

must be prepared to consider their suggestions for alternate technology, hardware or architecture to

lower your final cost. The request for quotation (RFQ) should focus on tangible results, not

philosophies on how the supplier should run their company, An adversarial or dictatorial approach

may get you good hardware in the end, but it may not be cheaper, The system design case study

presented in Chapter 6 will demonstrate the importance of focusing on these cost dcivers.

Step Cost Driver Guvdellnes
1. Define 1.1 Specified 9 Do not over-specify
procurement performance e Maintain large marginsspecifications ___________

1.2 Specified quality * Recognise you ran Mc'en get the "same" part with less "assured
level quality" *

2. Select a 2.1 Number of * Several data base list sppliers of ;e hardware
Supplier potential suppliers * Final customer may specifý your supplier

2.2 Request for e Many commercial pants can be bought off-the-shelf thus no RFQ
quotation (RFQ) is needed. Skip to step 2.3.

* Do not over define your requirements and margins
e Specify requirements only, do not design the internals or tell

them how to run their company
2.3 Review of bids * Look for proven track record
and selection of a e Look at previous projects. to get a feel for the company's scope
supplier and approach to projects i.e. don't ask a company to do more

(or less) than they can

3. Establish 3.1 s Get involved with suppliers
supplier Supplier/customer a Penalty and performance clauses can sometimes cost more than
relationship risk sharing they are worth and don't share the risk

3.2 Acceptance test e Work hands-on when possible
requirements * Paper work doesn't substitute tor direct knowledge

e Avoid ridundant tests
3.3 Contract * Define milestones and documentation requirements
management e Limit formal meetings-use frequent informal meetings

1 Define chan procedures
4. Receive 4.1 In-house e As required
Goods screening and burn-

I in procedures _ _I

Table 2-3: Stops and cost drivers in the low-cost procurement process. This process applies to
components or individual parts.

2 1
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2.4.3. Space Qualifying

With the component assembled, assuming all parts have been screened to ensure they are not

disqualified for use in space, true space qualification testing can begin. My chapter in [Wertz 96]

outlines the basic steps in space qualification testing process assuming the component (or part) has

already been subjected to acceptance testing to verify compliance with performance specifications.

Following each step in this process, the component is tested to ensure it still functions.

Assuming the technology passes the qualification tests, then it will be regarded as "space qualified"

for these particular conditions providing exactly the same parts, materials and processes are used.

This highlights the importance of repeatability between qualification and flight models.

The space qualification testing procedures can be applied to either dedicated qualification hardware or

the first set of flight hardware. In other cases, qualification testing may be skipped altogether if you

can prove to your (and the customer's and launch authority's) satisfaction that the component is

"qualified by similarity." Each of these options is described in Table 2-4.

Obviously, you would like to avoid this expensive process as much as possible. Therefore, for low-

cost missions, you want to qualify as much hardware as possible by similarity. When that is not

possible (as is often the case) then the proto-flight approach which reserves full-blown space

qualification testing for the assembled spacecraft is generally the lowest cost approach. However,

while the proto-flight approach can be much more cost effective than individually qualifying each

component and then separately qualifying the entire spacecraft, it runs the risk of only uncovering

disqualified components very late in the program, possibly too late to fix before flight.

Approach Characteristic
Dedicated qualification hardware A separate set of components for qualification are constructed and

tested at qualificatien levels. This set of components or a second set of
qualification components is assembled into the spacecraft and tested
together at qualification levels. e

Qualify the first set of flight The first set of flight components are tested at qualification levels, then
hardware assembled into the spacecraft which is also tested at qualification levels.

The spacecraft is then launched. This is the proto-flight approach.
Qualify by similarity Demonstrate that the component and the environment are identical to

1previously qualified hardware.
Table 2-4: Space qualification testing approaches (adapted from E. Reeves, Chapter 12, SMAD

(Larson 921)

2.5. Propulsion System Costs

We can now apply the general spacecraft hardware cost drivers identified in the previous sections to

the problem of propulsion systems specifically. The objective is to develop a total cost paradigm to

guide the remainder of the research and supply a framework for understanding subsequent results.

This section describes the concept of design justification in greater detail and outlines an approach for

analysing propulsion system costs by focusing on its key dimensions. This approach will serve as a
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basis from which to examine both propulsion technology and complete systems. It will also be used

compare competing options for different mission scenarios.

2.5.1. Design Justification

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, Noble and Tanchoco [Noble 89] describe an approach for

simultaneous development of product design and cost modelling called design justification. This

approach implies the design is both economically and functionally justified as it develops. The

authors note that the basic concept of design justification is that there is a "need to have meaningful

interaction between design and economic justification at all major points of design trade-off. This will

result in greater attention focused on the design factors which will enhance product performance with

respect to best cost efficiency." [Noble 89] The importance of this approach is noted by Fad and T

Summers, "too many developers fail to recognise that cost has historically been treated as an

inevitable result caused by a required design rather than a variable that can be planned for

strategically and used to control design." [Fad 88] 0
The purpose for taking the design justification approach was to develop a tool which would allow a

realistic comparison of propulsion system costs between widely varying technology options- options

where many of the cost dimensions may be qualitative rather than quantitative in nature. Design

justification sets out to track the benefits and costs of a given product. According to [Noble 89]

benefits can be measured in one of several ways:

I. The dollar value of a product sales or production-This is possible when the result of the
design is an easily determined product or system.

2. Arbitrary measure of performance (i.e. system flexibility)-This is used when the direct
benefit of the product is hard to determine.

3. Neglect of all benefit-This can be used when comparing several alternative designs that
have equal benefit.

The goal for my research was to compare the real cost of competing propulsion system options
designed to deliver the same benefit, i.e. AV, the third approach was taken, meaning that cost

modelling alone could be focused on. These costs can be modelled in one of several ways accorl'ing

to (Ncble 89]:

1. Budget constraint analysis-This entails using the budget from each design function to
develop the cost model.

2. Bill of Materials analysis-This method requires the cost model to be developed by
working down the bill of materials for the product or system.

3. Parametric modelling-This consists of developing the empirical relationships between
certain cost parameters and selected physical and performance parameters. 0

My appreach relied on the third option for modelling cost; however, where appropriate, I used

realistic prices foi actual component. The next section will isolate the specific cost dimensions as they

apply to propulsion systems.

I ~2-15"
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2.5.2. Cost Dimensions

As this Chapter has shown, the cost of hardware is driven by a variety of decisions that occur during

every phase of a mission. Therefore, to evaluate total propulsion system cost, we must somehow

encompass all of the cost drivers discussed. Traditionally, the approach taken to describe propulsion .

cost has been to isolate a single descriptive parameter of the technology, one that determines what

was perceived to be the most important premium on a satellite-mass. The propellant mass used by a '

given system is determined by its specific impulse, Isp. Specific impulse is similar in concept to the

"miles per gallon" rating used to compare automobile fuel efficiency. However, while mass is

certainly one important descriptive dimension of system cost it is not the only one. In fact, the

evidence presented from [Dean 91] clearly indicates that by focusing solely on mass, true cost .

reduction may not be achieved. It is even possible that the overall cost is increased due to the

increased system complexity needed to achieve the higher mass efficiency.

Yet, propulsion research has traditionally focused on this single goal. A recent paper sponsored by

NASA entitled "Small Satellite Propulsion System Options," Myers, et al, [Myers 94] argues that the

"recent emphasis on cost reduction and spacecraft downsizing has forced a re-evaluation of

technologies with critical mass impact." The paper goes on to point out the potential offered by

advanced chemical rockets and electric propulsion options in drastically reducing propellant mass

requirements. Follow-on research tDudzinski 95] continues to advocate the advantages of these

technologies for a future class of NASA planetary missions. Certainly, some of these new propulsion

systems may offer critical enabling technologies allowing smaller satellites to conduct the same

missions as once flown by larger, more expensive platforms. However, while the mission as a whole

may be "smaller and faster" the propulsion system may not be cheaper.

If mass is not the only dimension, what else is there to consider? The most obvious that springs to

mind is the price paid for the hardware. In some situations, price can be the most important ,

dimension, especially for low-budget missions such as those flown by small, University-sponsored

satellites. For these missions, if the price exceeds a certain threshold limit, the mission simply will

cannot proceed.

However, focusing too closely on the price may also cause you to miss important implications, All

decisions come with associated opportunity costs. Thus, while a given system option may appear to

be a bargain in terms of price, the ensuing logistics or operating costs may far exceed other,

seemingly more expensive options. @

Therefore, as part of my research, I set out to define all the dimensions that encompass total

propulsion system cost. Beginning with the easiest to quantify, performance, I will posit that system

performance can be fully characterised along four basic dimensions: These are: 0
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1. Propellant mass

2. Propellant volume
3. Total elapse thrust time (to complete all AV)
4. Power consumed

Each of these performance dimensions represents a different aspect of mission cost. Obviously, mass

is always at a premium on space missions, however, for small satellites volume can often be even

more valuable than mass. Furthermore, it is often said that "time is money." For missions beginning

in the harsh environment of GTO, this is especially true. In these orbits, there is a finite spacecraft

lifetime due to total dose effects of ionising radiation on electronics hardware. Thus, there is an extra

cost to be paid for low-thrust systems due to this added exposure. Finally, the power consumed by the

system must also be considered. While there is no obvious difference in power requirements for -

chemical options such as hybrid or bi-propellant, or when the energy is stored in the form of high

pressure as with cold-gas systems, this dimension is included to allow us to consider the additional

cost to the system for electrical propulsion options such as resistojets or pulse plasma thrusters.

Calculations for these dimensional values depend on the actual mission AV, deployed spacecraft mass

and the various technical specification of the propulsion technology used.

Along with performance dimensions, there is the easily understood price for the system that will be

* • defined as the fifth total cost dimension. Here it must be emphasised that the total system price must 0

considered. As results in Chapter 6 will indicate, the cost of the engine is actually only a small

percentage of the overall system price. This implies that a cheap engine may not necessarily result in

a cheap system.

In addition to the obvious performance and price dimensions of cost, there are other less obvious

opportunity costs to consider as well. Collectively, I will refer to these as mission costs as they

depend on the technology used and the mission environment. The first of these mission cost

dimensions is technical risk. For example, while a certain technology option, e.g. hybrid rockets, 0

may appear promising for certain applications, the inherent technical risk to the overall mission from

this untried technology must be traded against other options, e.g. bi-propellant, which are safer from a

technical standpoint due to their proven flight heritage.

4 Another important dimension with overall mission cost implications is integration. Integration cost is

assumed to encompass all aspects of installing and operating the propulsion system on the spacecraft.

This can include any number of issues such as mechanical and electrical interface, thermal control,

the operational requirements placed on the attitude determination and control system (ADCS), along '

with the corresponding impact on payload operations.

There are also inherent dangers involved with handling high energy rocket propellants, especially

hypergolic propellants such as MMH and MON. Even cold-gas systems which use benign propellants

such as nitrogen have an inherent danger associated with handling tanks and other components that
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are at very high pressure. Therefore, the direct and indirect costs associated with ensuring the

personal safety of engineers working on a given propulsion system must be factored into the total cost

accounting. This safety cost is another dimension to add to the paradigm.

in defining safety cost it must be emphasised that personal safety is of primary importance regardless

of the propellant used. Programatically, all reasonable steps must be taken to minimise personal risk.

The necessary personal safety equipment (such as SCAPE suits, etc.) as well as basic safety

infrastructure (propellant leak detectors, water deluge devices, easy building egress, etc.) must be

either available as part of normal launch site services or provided by the spacecraft builder along with

other s.pport systems such as ground support equipment (GSE). Safety costs account for the added

recurring costs for insuring a minimum safety level for a given propellant option at a given launch -.

site.

Unfortunately, providing a safe working environment for propellant loading can be expensive. At

well-established launch sites, i.e. Kourou, this safety infrastructure is already in place along with

detailed procedures for their use by spacecraft servicing personnel. At these sites, the necessary

safety infrastructure is already in-place. Thus the additional recurring cost for using it would be

minimal (but not zero). However, at other launch sites being considered for low-cost spacecraft this

is not necessarily the case. For example, detailed site surveys of Baikonur Cosmodrome in 0
Kazakhslan conducted for Motorola/Iridium [Valentine 94] and for British Aerospace Royal

Ordnance Rocket Motors Division [RMD 94] reveals a very different approach with respect to

propellant loading safety. There, they take a "success oriented" approach, that is, it assumed that

major accidents (e.g. propellant spills) will not happen. Therefore, the basic safety infrastructure is

not nearly up to the same standard as a Western site such as Kourou. Other sites being considered,

such as Svobodny, appear to have even less safety infrastructure in place. This is further complicated

by the communication difficulties associated with these sites. Some equipment may actually be

available but ensuring it is there and serviceable on launch day may not be possible. As a result,

prudent mission planning would dictate that virtually all safety equipment be shipped in along with

the spacecraft. As a result, while these sites may offer "free" launches, the added safety cost for

operating at these sites is significantly higher than at Western sites and must be factored into the final •

system cost equation. Hughes, for example, spent on the order of $400,000 to install safety

equipment at a Chinese launch site [AstroTech 96]

All launch campaigns depend on good logistical support. For propulsion systems, the most important

aspect of this support is related to propellant availability and handling during launch preparation.

With the exception of cold-gas systems, a spacecraft rarely sees the actual propellaw' until it reaches

the launch site. At the launch site the propellant tanks are loaded or the solid motor installed prior to

mating with the launch vehicle. Somehow, the propellant or solid motor and all necessary handling •
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equipment must be delivered to the launch site. This can add significantly to launch campaign costs

when the additional requirements for safely transporting hazardous propellants are included. This

logistics cost is the final dimension in the cost paradigm I will consider.

By their nature, the assessment of these mission costs is qualitative and subjective, based on

engineering judgement. Being qualitative, they require a relative comparison on an arbitrary scale to

allow them to be quantified for comparison with other cost dimensions. This task will be undertaken

in Chapters 3 and put into practice in Chapter 7.

We can now summarise the nine dimensions of the propulsion system cost paradigm:

1. Propellant mass
2. Propellant volume

3. Total elapsed thrust time (to complete desired AV)
4. Power required

4 5. System price
6. Technical risk (to the program)
7. Safety (to deal with inherent personal risk)

8. Integration
""9. Logistics

Returning to the cost driver discussion presented earlier, we can now determine how each of these

dimensions flows from the drivers identified during each mission phase. This is shown in Figure 2-2. •

Starting at the top of the figure an.d focusing on the Mission Definition Phase, you can see, as noted

earlier, that during this phase inflexible mission constraints are established. These are similar to the

noise variables described by Dean and Unal [Dean 91] in their robust design approach in that they are

impossible or very expensive to change. Chapter 7 will re-examine these constraints as they serve to

establish the weightings applied to the other cost dimensions. The majority of the remainder of this

thesis will focus on the cost dimensions during the Mission Design and Hardware Acquisition Phases.

4 The next subsection will outline this approach. 0

2.5.3. Approach

The next three chapters of the thesis will address those aspects of the cost dimensions that are driven

by the technology option chosen. Chapter 3 will look at the technology options available for

propulsion systems. Chapters 4 and 5 will continue that analysis looking more closely at hybrid

rocket technology. Chapter 6 will return to the other side of the Mission Design Phase diagram to

address the influence of system design on total cost. Finally, in Chapter 7, the system technology

options will be brought together with the system architectures to analyse total system cost. The

weightings imposed by the Mission Definition will then be included to develop a useful means for

parametrically comparing system options.
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This chapter has presented a complete analysis of spacecraft hardware cost drivers and developed a

coherent context for understanding and dealing with them. Three mission phases were identifieds

Definition, Design and Hardware Acquisition. During each phase, specific actions and decisions
which effect the final cost of hardware were identified. Engineering practices to take or avoid in

order to reduce overall hardware costs were discussed.

An important result of this analysis was a new paradigm for understanding propulsion system costs.

Previous analysis has focused only on the engine performanicc as measured by specific impulse. This :

paradigm shift causes us to consider other performance dimensions as well--volume, time, power--

along with system price and mission costs. These mission costs include follow-on effects that result

from the selection of a particular technology option such as technical risk, integration, safety and

logistics. Another innovative feature of this new paradigm is the widening of perspective to consider

both technology and systems issues. This paradigm will be applied to give fresh insight into
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technology options in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 will return to consider system issues as part of total 4
system design case study for the minisatellite.
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Propulsion Technology Options

3.1. BACKGROUND

3.2. OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS

3.3. COLD-GAS THRUSTERS 0
3.4. SOLID MOTORS

3.5. LIQUID ENGINES

3.6. HYBRID MOTORS

3.7. ELECTRIC ENGINES S
3.8. CONCLUSIONS

3.9. REFERENCES

The analysis of spacecraft hardware cost drivers presented in Chapter 2 resulted in a new paradigm * *
for viewing piopulsion system costs. This paradigm looks at the two sides of the problem-

technology and systems. This chapter will begin the evaluation of the total cost of propulsion

technologies. The research goal addressed in this chapter was to identify candidate technology options

and investigate them to a sufficient level to fully characterise their total cost, performance, and 0
overall potential for small satellite application. The chapter begins with a very brief background

summarising important definitions and relationships used in the research. Following this introduction,

the chapter undertakes a realistic assessment of candidate technologies. Viable options are identified

and the potential costs for each in terms of the various dimensions of the cost paradigm are reviewed.

Cold-gas, solid, storable liquid, hybrid and electric systems are analysed in this manner. Several

* important conclusions from this analysis which served to guide further research include:

9 Hybrid rocket systems offer great potential for low-cost application, however, additional 0
research is needed to fully characterise this technology. This will be the basis of
additional research discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

* The LEROS-20 bi-propellant engine, along with cold-gas thrusters, offers a low-cost off-
the-shelf technology option with a variety of applications. These technologies will form
the basis for the system design study in Chapter 6.

Other promising technology options-mono-propellant, solid and electric-will be assessed together

with the bi-propellant, coid-gas amkd hybrid options in Chapter 7 to determine the most cost-effective

option for a given application.
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3. Propulsion Technology Options 4
3.1. Background

The research goal addressed in this chapter was to identify candidate propulsion technology options

and investigate them to a sufficient level to fully characterise their total cost, performance, and

overall potential for small satellite application. This process required a detailed understanding of

rocket science including thermodynamics, thermochemistry and spacecraft dynamics. A complete
discussion GF these background subjects is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is assumed that the

reader has e general background in propulsion theory and terminology. The Appendix includes a

brief overview of these topics, summarising the most important concepts used in the research. A

4 complete glossary of variables used can be found at the beginning of the thesis. Table 3-1

summarises the most relevant equations used in this and subsequent chapters to assess systnm

performance costs. More detailed background including complete derivations of fundamental

equations can be found in [Sellers 94a], [Humble 951, [Sutton 92], [Chang 89a] and [Chang 89b]. 0

Dimension Relationships

Propellant mass, mprop -AV)

nprop =deplod - radepioved V

Propellant volume, Volox and Volel 01/F

II Maxie =0 / F I ..Pi ~~mfitel 0F+Improp

SVolox = 0
POX

M~fu, i

Total Manoeuvre Time, TGO AjV
TGO= accei(! + 3Wratio + 3Vratio2)

Vratio = -

Table 3-1; Summary of equations used to compute mass, vclume and time performance costs.

3.2. Overview of Technology Options

Propulsion system technology can be divided roughly into four categories based on the method used

to accelerate the reaction mass. These four methods are employed in either cold-gas, chemical,

4 nuclear or electric systems. (The methods included here focus only on current or near-term 0

technology. For a list of more far-out ideas-fusion, anti-matter, negative matter, etc.--the reader is

referred to [Humble 95]).

* Cold-gas system-uses the energy of a gas stored at high pressure which it accelerated to
high velocity through a nozzle.
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"* Chemical system-uses the energy inherent in chemical bonds released through catalytic
action or combustion to produce high temperature exhaust products which are then
expanded out a nozzle to high velocity.

"• Nuclear system-uses the intense heat generated by nuclear fission (or fusion) to heat an
inert reaction mass to high temposture. The mass is then expanded out a nozzle to high
velocity.

"• Electric system-uses electrical energy to accelerate a reaction mass, through
electrothermal, electromagnetic or electrostatic means, to high velocity.

Table 3-2 summarises these oasic categories and gives specific examples of systems within each

along with their thrust and Isp range.

yst.em TTpe ypal Propellants Isp Range (see) Thrust Rane (N)
Celd-Gas N,, He, H, 60- 250 0.01 -50

Liquid (bi-propellant a LOX with RP-1 140-450 0.1 - 1.2 x 10r
or mono- or LHI
propellant) a N2H. or MMH

with N204
SN 2H. or H20,

with a catalyst _

Solid AI/NH 4CIO, 260-300 10 - 1.2 x 10'
Hybrid LOX, H0 2 or N20 - 290-350 10 - 1.2 x 10'

with PE or HTPB
Nuciw HHe 800- 600o Up to 1.2x 10x
Eitik _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

"Electrothermal (e.g. N2H,, NH, or H20 150- 1500 10' - 10
resistojefs,
arciets)

Electromagnetic (e.g. PTFE (Teflon), H2, 1000 - 10,000 l0"6 - 10"•
pubse plasma thrustes) He, Xe

Electrostatic (e.g. ion. Hg, Xe or Cs 2000- 100,000 I0F- 10"1
MPD) I__

Table 3-2: Comparisons of available propulsion system technology (adapted from [Humble 951 and
(Sellers 94@1)

Given these options, we can briefly review them to determine which ones offer potential for

applications on low-cost small satellites. We can begin by eliminating nuclear systems because of 0

practical political, economic and technical issues. Also note that of the chemical systems that can be

used we are restricted to propellants that can be stored for reasonably long periods of time on board a

spacecraft. Therefore, cryogenic liquid options must be elliminated.

Similarly, we can briefly examine the electric options to see which are truly viable for a small

satellite. It is important to note that all types of electrical systems differ markedly from chemical

options in that they rely completely on the spacecraft's electrical power system to provide the

necessary energy to accelerate the propellant mass. Thus, while chemical systems are enjgyjlimited

(there is a finite limit to the total energy available in propellant chemical bonds) electrical systems are

gw= IiMi (for a given spacecraft there is a finite amount of power available from solar arrays and

batteries).
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Figure 3-1 illustrates the basic trade-off between power and specific impulse for the various electrical 4
options. As the tigure indicates. arciet, ion and MPD systems require power in excess of 1000 W.

Pioneering work by Dr. Zube at the University of Stuttgart has pushed the envelope for an ammonia

arojet down to the 750 W level, This experimental thruster operating at 0.115 N thrust with an Isp of

430 seconds will see its first use in space on the OSCAR Phase-3 D mission in late 1996 [Zube 95].

[NASA 931 indicates the practical lower power limit for an arcjct may be around 500 W due to frozen

flow loses. However, such a low power arcjet thruster has yet to be built. Unfortunately, as defined "

in Chapter 1, the baseline minisatellite system has -100 W orbit average power available. Assuming

that the batteries could be partly drained each orbit to power a propulsions system, there is a

maximum of -500 W maximum available (20 Amp maximum discharge current at 28 ±4 VDC) for

only about 10 minutes at a time (taking the batteries to -40% DOD requiring at least one orbit to

recharge). Therefore, resistojet and PPT appear to offer the most accessible electrical options for the

minisatellite application.

GE0 N,1 StabookeeinW

0 E•o~mtm~n.•,,aelum*0 0
Orbi t nm.uv~wkW' I jfllb n l

I
i 10,0

Specific .iNm , Ibt-mcAb -

Figure 3-1: Comparison of power requirements vs. delivered specific impulse for varous electrical
propulsion options [Sutton 92).

Thus, the list of system options to consider comes down to:

* Cold-gas S
* Chemical:

"* Storable liquid
"* Solid
"* Hybrid

* Electric
"* Resistojet
"* PPT

To examine this list, we return to the nine dimensions of system cost established in Chapter 2:
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l. Propellant mass
2. Propellant volume 0
3. Total elapse manoeuvre time (to complete desired AV) 0
4. Power
S. system price
6. Technical risk
7. Safety cost
8. Integration cost
9. Logistics cost

To determine which option is "best" for small satellite application, we must evaluate each one against

these dimensions. That is the research challenge confronted in the remainder of the thesis. Only by

resorting to this total cost approach can mission planners realistically compare system options. In the

following sections, each of these options will be reviewed with respect to these dimensions to fully

eiiaracterise their total costs for small satellite application.

It is important to point out that, to my knowledge, such a comprehensive characterisation of all these

propulsion optiois with respect to these nine dimensions has never been done. Fortunately, 0

performance data was relatively easy to obtain. Price information could be obtained from vendors for

specific engines and, in some cases, represents rough order of magnitude (ROM). However, there

were no references specifically addressing the other mission costs for each option. Therefore, these * *
evaluations were determined by examining the fundamental requirements of the technology in light of

my own engineering judgement and based on experience gained from this research.

3.3. Cold-gs Thrustrs
This section explores cold-gas thruster technology to evaluate its potential application on low-cost,

small satellites. A brief background is first offered. describing the fundamental principles of this

technology and estimates of its perfbrmance. Operational requirements are then evaluated followed

by a preliminary evaluation of costs along the nine dimensions of the cost paradigm.

3.3.1. Background

Conceptually, cold-gas thrusters are perhaps the simplest of all rockets. A balloon represents a simple

cold-gas thruster. A gas (air, in this example) is stored under pressure and released through a nozzle

(the neck of the balloon). The energy for a cold-gas thruster comes from energy of the high pressure

gas. Onboard a spacecraft, the operating principle is not much more complex, A working fluid, e.g.

compressed nitrogen, is stored at high pressure (normally >200 bar). It is then regulated down to

some operating pressure (around 10 bar). The nozzle is normally integral to the control valve.

Opening the valve releases the gas to expand out of the nozzle producing thrust.

Cold-gas thrusters have seen a variety of spacecraft applications going back to the early 1960s. TRW

used them on more than 40 different missions [Greco 72]. Their inherent safety is underscored by

their use on Space Shuttle astronaut's Manned Manoeuvring Unit (MMU). However, because of their
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very low mass efficiency, and perhaps more important, very low volume efficiency at high AV levels,

cold-gas thrusters are almost exclusively used for attitude control rather than orbit correction.

3.3.2. Performace Costs

From basic rocket principles, a relationship between specific impulse. temperature and the molecular

weight of propellants can be derived,

Isp~ cc
M Eqn. 3-1

where

Tc Chamber temperature (K)

M- Molecular weight of propellant (kg/kmole)

As this equation indicates, the lower the molecular weight of the gas, the higher the efficiency. Table

3-3 lists the thtoretical specific impulse, Isp, for various cold-gas propellant options.

Gas Molecular Specific Impulse
Weight (see)

Air 28.9 74
Argon 39.9 57

Carbon Dioxide 44.0 67
Helium 4.0 179 • .

Hydroen 2.0 296
Ntoen 28.0 so80
Methane 16.0 114

Table 3-3: Theoretical specific impulse values for cold-gas thruster propellant options [Sutton 92].

However, Isp tells only part of the story. Consider two extreme options for a cold-gas propellant: I

nitrogen vs. helium. It is important to note that from a system design standpoint, Isp represents mUs

specific impulse. However, for many applications, volum can actually be more important than

mass. Thus, it is important to consider density specific impulse as well. Density specific impulse is

defined as

dlsp wp.. Isp Eqn. 3-2

where dlsp - Density specific impulse (s.g.sec)

paw = average specific gravity of propellants (non-dimensional)

Isp = specifi'n impulse (sec)

Table 3-4 summarises the performance characteristics for the nitrogen and helium options and

compares them in terms of density specific impulse and total impulse for a given tank and storage

pressure. Note that even though helium has over twice the mass specific impulse as nitrogen, once a 0

real system is considered with a specific tank and storage pressure over twice the total impulse is

obtained from the nitrogen system. Of course, a penalty paid in terms of over 4 times the propellant

mats, However, while the mass difference is large in terms of propellant (+400%), it is small in

terms of the final spacecraft mass (+0.6% for a 250 kg spacecraft). Thus, tor cold-gas thruster
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applications on volume-limited missions, nitrogen will deliver more total impulse than helium for a

given volume. Furthermore, for a given propellant mass, this analysis does not take into account the

additional tank mass needed to store the larger volume of the less dense helium. When this is

considered, the nitrogen system is even more advantageous overall. Therefore, all cold-gas thruster

applications analysed subsequently will assume nitrogen as the propellant.

Perameter Nitrogen Helium
"Molecular Weight 28.014 kg/kmole 4.003 kg/kmole
Ratio of specific heat, y 1.397 1.66
Tank Volume 6.57 litre 6.57 litre
Tank Pressure 240 bar 240 bar
Temperature 293 K 293 K
Density 276 kg/mr 60 kg/m3

Total initial mass 1.81 kg 0.394 kg
Characteristic Exhaust Velocity, C* 431 m/sec 1076 m/sec
Throat radius 0.5 mm 0.5 mm
Optimum expansion ratio 100 30
Nozzle exit radius 5 mm 3 mm
Thrust 3.25 N 3 N
Isp 75.6 sec 172.6 sec
Mass flow rate 4.4 grnsec 1.7 gm/sec
Total impulse available 1344 N-sec 667.8 N-sec
Density Isp 2.09 x 10' kg-sec/mr 1.04 x 10' kg-sec/m3

Table 3-4: Performance parameters for nitrogen vs. helium cold-gas thruster options.

Thrust levels for cold-gas systems are practically limited by the maximum operating pressure of the

control valves. Typical thrusters operate at < I N. Thus, from the standpoint of the time dimension

of system cost, cold-gas systems rate relatively high because of the correspondingly long transit times

for significant manoeuvres. Finally, their power usage is relatively low as it takes little power to hold I

open a single, small valve (- I W).

3.3.3. Price and Mission Costs

The other dimensions of the total cost paradigm for cold-gas technology will be addressed in this

section beginning with thruster price. Because cold-gas thrusters are a well-established technology

with a long flight heritage, they are available from a wide selection of vendors. Chapter 6 will

describe the costing exercise undertaken as part of an overall system design using cold-gas thrusters.

The results that will be described there indicate that a single 0.1 N cold-gas thruster can be purchased

for around $4000 [Arde 96]. This makes the monetary cost of cold-gas technology quite accessible.

The cost of an individual thruster, as further discussions will show, is roughly the cost of a single

valve needed for other technology options.

Cold-gas thruster costs are also low when the other cost dimensions are considered. Again, because

of their long, flight-proven heritage, cold-gas thrusters offer very little technical risk to a program.

Not only are they highly reliable, but a failure is unlikely to be cmtastrophic to the rest of the

spacecraft. This Emplies their safety costs would be relatively low as well. The propellant, nitrogen
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A as described above, is completely harmless. The primary safety issues are associated with the high

storage pressure. However, assuming tank and other component design conforms to Military

* qIStandard 1522 Standard General Requirements for Safe Design and Operation of Pressvrised Missile

and Space Systems [MS 1522A] or equivalent industry standards for high pressure vessels and

components, these costs can be easily managed.

Logistics costs for cold-gas technology should also be quite manageable. Again, the propellant itself

is inert. Dry nitrogen is readily available at all Western launch sites. If it were not available at more

remote launch sites, transport of high pressure supply bottles would add somewhat to shipping costs

but would not present significant logistical problems.

Finally, integration costs for cold-gas technology would be similarly low. The low thrust implies ease

of integration with respect to ADCS and payload operations. Thermal controi is also not a problem

because it is literally a cold gas being expelled. There are no sensor contamination problems to

consider either.

The potential costs of cold-gas technology are summarised in Table 3-5. All of these costs will be

examined in greater detail in Chapter 6 as part of the total system design and integration exercise. As

the table indicates, cold-gas thrusters are inexpensive and easy to integrate and fly. The primary

0 4 disadvantage is their extremely poor performance making mass and volume costs high for even

moderate AV applications. However, for attitude control applications where the actual ,V is quite

low, these costs would be less pronounced. This fact will be made more evident in Chapter 7 when

cold-gas is compared to other technology options for specific mission scenarios. E

Cost Dimension Cold-gas
Mass Cost Very high
Volume Cost Very high
Time Cost High
Power Cost Very low 0
Thruster Price -4000
Technical Risk Very low
Safety Cost Very low
Integration Cost Low
Logistics Cost Low

Table 3-5: Summary of potential cold-gas thruster technology costs. 0

3.4. Solid Motors

This section discuses the solid rocket motor option for small satellite application. A brief background

on solids is first offered followed by an analysis of their performance costs. Following this. the other 0

potential costs of solid motor technology are reviewed.

34
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3.4.1. Background

Solid rocket motors are one of the most widely used propulsion technologies in the aerospace

industry. They are used for first-stage boosters, on tactical missile systems, gas generators and as

upper stages for satellites. Conceptually, a solid motor is relatively simple. A solid fuel and solid

oxidiser are mixed together in the correct proportions along with some binding material, then packed

into a combustion chamber. In operation, an electrical or pyrotechnic ignition system is used to start

combustion. Figure 3-2 shows a cut-away view of a typical solid used for upper stage applications.

Motor case- Kevlar fibers

reinforced; 63.4 in. diameter
Roled up extension device

Movable nozzle extension,
ineconical sections in nestedigniter o "• •r s;towed Position

E.xtended nozzle in
operating position

propellant

Aft skirt/••/

for structural

Extended sheet metal
strip is disconnected and

rotated out of way of
vectoring nozzle

Figure 3-2: Cut-away view of the inertial upper stage (IUS) solid rocket motor [Sutton 921

Both [Humble 951 and [Sutton 92] offer very good introductions to solid rocket motor technology. 0

[Chang 89a] and [Chang 89b] offer more detailed explanations of internal ballistics with equation

derivations.

Typically, solid motors use aluminium, magnesium or beryllium as fuel (2-21% by mass) with 0

oxidisers such as ammonium perchlorate (or AP) (NH4CIO 4), ammonium nitrate (NH4NO 3) or

sodium nitrate (NaNO 3). Of these options, aluminium with ammonium perchlorate is the most

widely used [Humble 95]. While beryllium is more energetic than aluminium, it is also more toxic.

AP offers low cost, moderate performance and good processability. Its primary disadvantage is the 0

production of hydrochloric acid (HCL) in the exhaust leading to "acid rain" near launch sites. In

addition to the fuel and oxidiser, inert binder material is also needed to provide overall structure to the

propellant grain to enable it to withstand the thermal and mechanical environment as well as the high

pressures of combustion. Binders normally consist of "long-chain polymers that can keep the

propellant's powders and crystals in place by forming a continuous matrix through polymerising and

cross-linking. Cross-linking takes place by mixing a curative into the propellant just before casting

(pouring) the mixture into the motor." [Humble 95] Typical binder materials include hydroxy- 0
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terminated polybutadiene (HTPB). Solid motor designers strive for high solids loading fractions (the

ratio of propellant to binders). In a well-designed motor, binders would make up only 10-16% of

motor mass. The next section will begin with an overview of solid combustion ballistics as they

"influence actual motor performance.

3.4.2. Performance Costs

Solid motor performance is dependant on the propellants used, their oxidiser-to-fuel ratio, 0/F, port

geometry, temperature, pressure and rate of propellant burning within the combustion chamber. One

of the most important relationships to describe this process is the solid motor burning rate equation

[Humble 95] and [Chang 89b]

rb - e(PAr)api Eqn. 3-3

where

rb Propellant burning rate (mm/s)

* 'p Burning rate temperature sensitivity parameter (at constant pressure) (appropriate 0
units)

AT = Temperature change from standard conditions (K)

a = Bum rate coefficient (appropriate units)

4 Pc = Chamber pressure (bar) 0
n = Bum rate exponent (appropriate units)

Note that the burning rate relationship highlights the dependence on both temperature and pressure.

These parameters correspondingly depend on the burning rate. Knowing the burning rate and the port

4 geometry, mass flow rate can be determined. The combustion thermochemistry determines the ratio 0

of specific heats, y, and other important performance parameters. Therefore, any attempt to model

solid motor combustion requires an iterative approach. Unfortunately, because of the number of

variables involved, solid propellant combustion is very difficult to model even with modern
0

* computational fluid dynamics codes As a result, the coefficients in this relationship are most reliably

determined empirically. Thus, solid motor performance prediction is heavily dependant on

experimental data. Fortunately, performance values for solids in general vary very little and data is

readily available for many off-the-shelf motors. Analysis in this sectiou is based on data for Thiokol

motors as shown in [Thiokol 93]. Table 3-6 lists important performance data for their STAR-17A

motor.

40

40
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Parameter Value
Specific Impulse (sec) 287
Density specific impulse (sg.sec) 498.8
Characteristic exhaust velocity, C* (m/sec) 1532
Adiabatic flame temperature (K) 3400
Propellants e ammonium perchlorate -

70%
a aluminium - 16%
* carboxy-terminated

polybutadiene (CTPB) "
binder - 14%

Propellant specific gravity 1.738
Propellant mass (kg) 112.3
Propellant volume (litres) 64.6
Total motor mass (kg) 125.6
Propellant mass fraction 0.89
Burn time (sec) 19.4 seC
Bum time average chamber pressure (bar) 46.2
Total Impulse (Nsec) 3.2 x 10s
Bum time average thrust (N) __1.6 x 104
Spin capability (RPlvl) _ 40 - I O E::_:_ _]

Average nozzle expansion ratio, e[ 50,4
Table 3-6: Performance characteristics for the Thiokol STAR-1 7A solid motor, typical of those used for

satellite applications [Thiokol 931.

Based on their specific impulse and density specific impulse, it is apparent that solids offer much

lower mass and volume costs than cold-gas systems. As the next sections will show, solids compare

quiet favourably in both these dimensions with other chemical options such as bi-propellant and

hybrid. With their very high thrust (very much higher than cold-gas systems and higher than typical

liquid systems), solids offer rapid manoeuvre times making this cost dimension low as well. Finally,

the power required for solids is also quite low. Only an initial input is needed to start the pyrotechnic

ignition system. Thus, on every performance cost dimension solid rocket technology appears to be

low cost. However, the next subsection will reveal other aspects of solid costs which make them

somewhat less appealing for many small satellite applications. 0

3.4.3. Price and Mission Costs

This subsection will address the other cost dimensions related to use of solid rocket motor technology

beginning with system price. As addressed in Chapter 2, the first option to consider would be building

your own solid. It is not inconceivable that a small satellite organisation could build and fly its own

solid motor-amateur rocket enthusiasts have routinely made their own "cheap and dirty" solids for

hobby rocket applications for many years. Unfortunately, to scale up these "garate rockets" and

qualify them for applications on much more expensive satellites would require resorting to many of 0

the same rigorous, and expensive, procedures used by industry. Because each mot'r is essentially

hand-made, you can only test prototypes, you can never fully test the flight article belore committing

it to the mission. This implies two expensive consequences with respect to setting up an in-house

solid production capability; (1) highly controlled and precise design and production procedures and
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(2) many, many tests. Furthermore, the propellants used, most notably ammonium perchlorate (a

strong oxidiser) are potentially dangerous to work with and produce environmentally harmful exhaust

products such as hydrochloric acid, implying more expense to establish a safe testing facility.

For these reasons, the build-your-own solid option was discarded from further consideration. This

i. leaves buying an off-the-shelf motor. There are only a relatively small number of commercial solid

motor suppliers. One of the biggest is Thiokol Corp. in the U.S. They produce a catalogue of their .; '

standard motors [Thiokol 93] which gives technical specifications for each. The satellite designer

need only specify the total impulse needed for a given mission and then select the motor from the

catalogue that most closely matches the requirement. In reality, these motors are not kept in

¶ inventory and shipped on order. They are built individually to order based on a proven design. This

further restricts the flexibility of the solid option as mission planners must try to adapt the mission to

a given motor design. To request a non-standard, specialised design significantly drives up the cost.

ROM costs for three representative motors were supplied by Thiokol [Thiokol 96] and are

¶ 'summarised in Table 3-7. Motor prices assumes an order of five motors (not including non-recurring

cost for any additiomal modifications and qualification testing/analyses that may be required for

specific applications). "Additional equipment and expenses" includes initiation ordnance, shipping

container, ground support equipment, and technical support during the launch campaign. Of course,

the inherent simplicity of the solid means no other support components (tanks, valves, etc.) must be

purchased beyond these basic prices. Chapter 7 will review how this cost figure compares with those

of other system options.

. Motor Total Impulse Motor Price Additional
(Ns) Equipment and

Expenses
STAR-SA 5734 $40,000 $85,000
STAR-12G 46,040 $325,000 $130,000
STAR-17 197,900 $525,000 $185,000

Table 3-7: ROM costs for example solid motors [Thiokol 961.

The mission costs for solids can now be considered. For an off-the-shelf motor with a proven design,

the technical risk would be relatively low. The primary safety issues for a solid involves the

installation and use of the pyrotechnic ignition device. With a proven design, the safety costs should

be moderate to low as compared to handling hypergolic propellants (addressed in the next section).

Unfortunately, integration costs for a solid are not so easily dealt with. As discussed above, solid

motors produce relatively high thrust. This requires the spacecraft be in a very stable pointing mode

during manoeuvres in order to deal with engine disturbance torques which may interfere with payload

operations. Furthermore, where and how the solid motor is mechanically integrated into the

spacecraft structure has implications for thermal control as well. Solid combustion takes place at

temperatures in excess of 30000 C. While this high temperature is largely contained by the insulating
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properties of the propellant itself, there is the potential for excessive heat to soak into the spacecraft

which must be addressed as part of the overall spacecraft thermal control design.

The final, and perhaps greatest, integration cost related to solid motor application comes from their

inherent inflexibility. To begin with, as stated earlier, mission designers are slaved to a specific off-

the-shelf motor configuration unless they are willing to spend significantly greater amounts on one

that is tailored to mission requirements. Furthermore, by their very nature, solids cannot be

considered practical for station keeping or other applications which require multiple impulses of

varying duration. Solid motors are only suited to mission applications that call for a single or at most

two manoeuvres (requiring two separate motors).

There are also potentially high logistics costs associated with transporting a live solid motor and 0

providing the necessary infrastructure to install it on the spacecraft prior to mating with the launch

vehicle. By their nature, solids are delicate and extremely sensitive to shock or other violent handling

which could cause cracks in the grain. Along with transportation issues, there are the practical issues

of importing/exporting a live solid motor across international boundaries. Finally, as mentioned

above, the necessary logistics infrastructure must be in-place at the launch site to do the final

integration into the spacecraft.

The relative costs of solid motors are summarised in Table 3-8, system price reflects information

from the discussion above. All these cost issues of solid motors will be revisited in Chapter 7 to

allow for one-to-one comparison with other technology options.

Cost Dimension Solid
Mass Cost Moderate
Volume Cost Low
Time Cost Very low
Power Cost Very Low
System Price $125,000 -

$710,000 0
Technical Risk Low
Safety Cost Moderate
Integration Cost Very high
Logistics Cost Moderate

Table 3-8: Summary of Solid motor costs.

3.5. Liquid Engines

German work on the V-2 during the 1940s greatly advanced liquid rocket research. Powered by

LOX/alcohol engines, the V-2 required a dedicated propellant handling team with the volatile liquid

oxygen loaded shortly befo)re launch. Following the War, rocket development both in the US and the

USSR followed similar lines in the pursuit of rocket propellants which would be more "storable" for

both tactical and strategic missiles. Military planners were looking for a "fill and forget" propellant

combination that would allow missiles to be loaded once and stored indefinitely, ready for use.
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Ideally, this combination would be hypergolic, eliminating the need for complex ignition systems.

These same attributes later made these combinations ideal for spacecraft use. 6
In his book Ignition, John D. Clark (Clark 72] chronicles the twisting paths and numerous dead ends

that researchers followed after the War and into the late 1950s in search of the ideal hypergolic

propellant combinations. Today, there are only a handful of hypergolic oxidisers and fuels in

common use on spacecraft (additional options can be found for tactical applications). These are listed

in Table 3-9.

Fuels Oxidisers
Hydrazine, NH4  Nitrogen tetroxide (NTO), N204. (With varying

percentages of NO added this often called mixed
oxides of nitrogen or MON). 0

Monomethyl hydrazine (MMH), CH3NHNH2  Inhibited Red Fuming Nitric Acid (IRFNA),
HNO3 (with 6 to 20% NTO) ("Inhibited" implies
the addition HF)

Unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH), White Fuming Nitric Acid (WFNA), HNO3
(CH3)2NNH2"Aerozine-50" = 50/50 hydrazine + UDMH 0

Table 3-9: Commonly used hypergolic propellants

For in-space applications, the only oxidiser in common use is NTO. This is often combined with

small concentrations (I to 3%) of NO to reduce stress corrosion over long periods of storage and

scavenge dissolved oxygen. This combination is then referred to as mixed oxides of nitrogen, or

MON. From the standpoint of thermochemistry and combustion, MON behaves like NTO. Another

oxidiser not listed in Table 3-9 but which was widely used until the late 1960s is hydrogen peroxide.

The advantages of this oxidiser, especially for hybrid applications, will receive considerable attention

in Chapter 4.

It should be noted that a new mono-propellant option is receiving considerable research attention in

the U.S. A combination of hydroxl Ammonium Nitrate (HAN) and tri-ethanol ammonium nitrate

(TEAN) is being investigated for small engine applications with the potential for specific impulses in

the range of 245 - 280 sec. The primary advantage of this new propellant option is that it is non-toxic.

As later discussion will bring out, the most widely used propellants currently used, hydrazine and

nitrogen tetroxide, are extremely toxic leading to considerable safety and logistics costs. HAN/TEAN

is a water-based solution that could, in theory, be loaded into the spacecraft prior to shipment. [Allied

95] Unfortunately, as this new technology is still in its infancy, I was not able to consider it as part of

the technology assessment.

4 The most commonly used fuels for liquid propellant applications on Western spacecraft include

hydrazine, and MMH (with Aerozine 50 seen in some applications e.g. OSCAR P3C). UDMH is

widely used for Russian and Chinese applications. Hydrazine is often used in a "dual-mode" system
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on spacecraft which uses hydrazine/MON in a large bi-propellant engine for orbit insertion with extra

hydrazine loaded to be used as a mono-propellant in other, much smaller thrusters for attitude control.

For purpcses of discussion, I will focus on monomethyle hydrazine (MMH) and nitrogen tetroxide 0

(NTO or MON) for bi-propellant applications and hydrazine as a mono-propellant. Some of the

physical properties for hydrazine, MMH and NTO are shown in Table 3-10.

Parameter Hydrazine Monomethyle Nitrogen V
hydrazine Tetroxide
(MMH) (NTO or MON)

Chemical formula N2H4  C'I-INHNH, NO,4
Molecular mass 32.05 46.08 92.016
Melting/freezing point (K) 274.7 220.7 261.5
Boiling point (K) 386.7 360.6 294.3 0
Heat of vaporisation (kJ/kg) 1256 790 413
Specific heat (cal/kgK) 0.736 0.688 (293 K)_ 0.367(290 K)
Specific gravity 1.023 0.8788 (293 K) 1.447 (293 K)
Viscosity (centipoise) 0.97 0.855 (293 K) 0.423 (293 K)
Vapour pressure (MPa) 0.0014 (293 K) 0.0069 (300 K) 0.0958 (293 K)

-Table 3-10: Physical properties of hydrazine, MMH and NTO (adapted from [Sutton 921)

The following sections will address bi-propellant and mono-propellant options separately. Their

basic operating principles will first be reviewed, candidate engines for small satellite application

chosen and performance estimates presented. The advantages and disadvantages of each option will * *
then be evaluated. The final subsection will review price and mission costs associated with both

options.

3.5.1. Bi-Propellant Option

The oxidiser/fuel combinations listed in the previous section are all hypergolic. That is, the chemical

reactivity is so high that ignition takes place on contact (unlike a combination of pure hydrogen and

oxygen which requires a spark to initiate combustion). This combustion process within a bi-

propellant engine can best be understood by dividing the combustion chamber into four zones as4
described below and illustrated in Figure 3-3.

1. Injection/atomisation zone-Entering the combustion chamber, the two propellants pass
through an injector plate or "shower head" where they are atomised to aid in rapid and
complete mixing. Injector patterns are carefully designed to provide sufficient pressure
drop to de-couple chamber pressure from feed pressure and cause impingement of fuel and
oxidiser. The injector may also direct a thin spray of fuel along the chamber walls to
provide film cooling. Within this zone, chemical reactions begin to occur but
temperatures are relatively low due to the presents of both liquid and gaseous propellants.

2. Rapid combustion zone-Within this zone, intense and rapid chemical reactions occur.
.Any remaining liquid propellant is vaporised. Mixing is aided by local turbulence. The
combustion gases begin to heat up, expand and increase in velocity. By some analysis,
this process is not steady-state but rather a series of localised explosions leading to a series
of shock waves. At any one location within the chamber there are rapid changes in
pressure, temperature, density and mixture ratio.
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3. Streamtube combustion zone-Here chemical reactions continue but at a lower rate as the
mixture drives toward equilibrium. Velocities are higher in this zone (200 to 600 m/s) so

residence time is comparatively shorter. h is
4. Supersonic expansion zone-Past sonic conditions in the throat, continued expansion in

the nozzle increased gas velocity to supersonic. The streamtube reactions continue on out
the nozzle and beyond.

Injector/Atomisation
! ~~Zone "

S~Streamrtube Combustion Zone"

, •,

Rapid Combustion Supersonic 0
Zone Expansion Zone

Figure 3-3: Combustion zones within a bi-propellant engine. Adapted from [Sutton 92].

As this discussion indicates, the combustion process is extremely dynamic and therefore difficult to

model completely. Fortunately, basic thermodynamic and thermochemical theory provides accurate

approximations within 1% - 5%. More detailed information on thermochemistry variables is

obtainable from computer codes such as the USAF Isp program [Selph 92]. The actual performance

estimates for bi-propellant applications depends on the engine used. The selection of a potentially

cost-effective engine for further analysis will be the subject of the next subsection

3.S..1.Engine Selection- Price & Performance

Before proceeding to an analysis of bi-propellant total cost, it is important first to select a candidate

engine to consider. Bi-propellant engines come in a variety of sizes from tiny 10-N thrusters used for 0

attitude control to mighty booster rockets at 10,000+ N. The selection of an actual engine that would

lend itself to practical integration on a small satellite is the first big step toward realistically

quantifying their total cost.

Conventional spacecraft typically use large bi-propellant engines (400+N) for major orbit correction.

This is the same approach taken by the OSCAR (the Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio)

series of spacecraft. Since the first OSCAR spaceciaft in 1961, the OSCAR series has grown in size

*l and sophistication. OSCAR 21 (or P3C), launched in 1988 used a 500 N Aerozine-S0/NTO engine to 0

take it from geosynchronous transfer orbit to a Molniya orbit. The latest and most ambitious OSCAR

design, Phase III-D (P3D), will use the same basic engine with an MMH/NTO combination. These

relatively large engines are very expensive, >$200,000 each [Wood 95]. Fortunately for the OSCAR

designers, their engine and supporting components were donated to the program by the manufacturer
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(the OSCAR approach to propulsion system acquisition will be covered in greater detail in Chapter

6).

However, as the purpose of this research is to characterise realistic recurring cost, such charity cannot

be considered as a long-term option. Therefore, a less expensive engine was needed. One was found

by focusing on the cost-drivers identified in chapter 2 and taking the non-conventional approach of

adapting mission requirements to fit the least expensive engine. As my hybrid research put me in

close contact with British Aerospace, Royal Ordnance Rocket Motors Division (RO), their line of bi-

propellant engines was a logical place to start the search. RO has a long history in developing, testing

and manufacturing bi-propellant engines in thrust ranges 10 to 400-N. However, my discussion with

them on engine costs led me to consider one engine in particular, an industry-standard 20-Nengine 0

burning MMH/MON--the LEROS-20. These engines are used on large, conventional satellite

platforms for attitude control. Using one a small spacecraft in the primary orbit control role would

represent an innovative application.

By using one of these small engines which are produced in relatively large numbers, the system could

take advantage of existing economies of scale. Furthermore, because this is the same engine

repeatedly tested for very large-scale programs, direct evidence of component quality would be

available without resorting to expensive, and in this case redundant, acceptance testing. Thus, we • 0
were lead to ask the question--could one of these small, low-thrust engines serve as the primriny

propulsion system on a small satellite?

A diagram of the LEROS-20 engine is shown in Figure 3-4. The thruster design is based on years of

research and development at RO aimed at reliability and performance while slashing the production

cost. By focusing on design and manufacturing techniques (the complete engine has a total of five

parts), the Royal Ordnance team has been able to develop a production engine at very low cost. RO

engineer Robert Wood describes the development and design philosophy behind the LEROS-20 in 0

[Wood 90].

In addition, because the LEROS-20 was primarily designed for the attitude control role on large, very

expensive satellites, it has to incorporate high reliability and pulse-to-pulse repeatability. The three

primary requirements in the LEROS-20 design were, according to Wood:

"* Long life
"* High reliability
"* Low cost

The LEROS-20 design incorporates many advanced (and simple) features to meet these requirements.

Most of these represent an evolution from the larger, 470-N LEROS- 1 engines which have a previous

long history of success at RO.
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Figure 3-4: Diagram of LEROS-20 engine. The entire engine is less than 30 cm in length with a mass
of less than 1 kg. 0

The LEROS-20 option offers several unique advantages for small satellite application:

* Proven, off-the-shelf technology means very low risk.
* Industry standard configuration means no equipment and launch interface surprises. * *
"• "Teaming" with RO gives instant credibility.
* A ready-built engine frees up UoSAT/SSTL resources to concentrate on the design,

integration and testing of the entire propulsion system as well as programmatic and
logistics issues.

"* A low-thrust engine is inherently easier to control on a small satellite than a higher thrust
engine.

"* A low-thrust engine offers the opportunity of many, short manoeuvres with wider margin
for error which is more compatible with the UoSAT operations concept.

"* The low-thrust engine offers a very flexible system with a range of finely controlled AV (I
- 1000 m/s + I m/s).

The LEROS-20, when procured to "normal industry standards," at first appears quite expensive. In a

reply to a Request for Quotation (RFQ), RO responded that a "programme to meet typical spacecraft

requirement would consist of Design Verification Testing, Qualification and Production." ROM costs

for these phases would be [RO 94]

* Design Verification Testing using "bolt-up" thruster-£ 101,000 ($161,000)
• Qualification-360,000 ($576,000)
* One-off engineering model-.60,000 ($96,000)
* Flight model (at two-off)--60,000 ($96,000) each
* 14 months for delivery of engineering model and 16 months for flight models.

Given the nature of the small satellite business, "production runs" of spacecraft are unheard of.

Furthermore, the nature of the SSTL/UoSAT funded missions means that development cost for new

technology cannot be effectively amortised over several missions. This means that the first
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minisatellite mission would have to absorb all of this cost, putting the total cost of the engine alone

for its first use at over £580,000 ($928,000).

However, as part of my research, I worked with RO engineers on determining rational ways of

reducing this cost by accepting slightly lower performance and moderately greater programmatic risk.

Applying the approaches described in Chapter 2. we came up with several key areas for reducing the

unit cost of the engine:

"* Take maximum advantage of qualification by similarity-the LEROS-20 already has a
strong development heritage. This also goes for the engine valves (supplied by EG & G
Wright) which also have a proven flight heritage.

"* Reduce acceptance tests--thruster and valve acceptance tests would include leakage and
functional tests only [RO 94].

"* Reduce performance requirements-accept an Isp of 290 sec vs. 293 sec. (about I%)

Taking these steps, the unit price of the engine can be reduced dramatically. The RO quotation for

the LEROS-20 with series redundant EG & GlWright valves [RO 94] using this approach is:

"* Non-recurring/qualification-£46,800
"* One-off engineering model-£24,500
"* Two-off flight models-724,500
"* Delivery--6 month for engineering model, 8 months for flight model

This reduced the total cost for the first mission engine to under £100,000 ($160,000), a reduction of

over 5:1. Unfortunately, even at this price, the LEROS-20 option was still quite expensive to

consider for a very low-cost minisatellite mission, especially an experimental mission such as

UoSAT-12 with flexible propulsion system requirements.

However, subsequent discussions and negotiation with RO engineers determined that the engine cost

for a technology demonstration mission could be reduced still further by agreeing to fly an

engineering model which RO had used for development work. This engine would have a proven test

background and have more than sufficient lifetime left to fulfil the minisatellite's mission

requirements. The cost for this engine would be £24,500 ($39,200). By reducing the engine cost

below the threshold level, the LEROS-20 becomes a very ettractive option. For an experimental

mission, UoSAT/SSTL cculd accept the additional risk associated with this cost saving approach. Of

course, this is essentially a one-off approach. However, once an entire propulsion system based 0

around the LEROS-20 were proven on the Minisatellite platform, future missions with more clearly

defined propulsion requirements could revisit the engine qualification scheme outlined above to work

out a reasonably low recurring cost approach for a series of production engines. For these reasons,

and the added advantage of having logistical support from RO, the LEROS-20 was chosen as the

baseline engine for the minisatellite propulsion design exercise described in Chapter 6. The next

subsection will examine the performance of the LEROS-20 option.
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Engine specifications for the LEROS-20 are listed in Table 3-1 I, With this performance. the mass

cost of using this option is nearly the same as the solid propellant option. Density Isp, however, is

considerably lower requiring higher propellant volume. The much lower thrust levels implies longer

manoeuvres times than with solids but much less than for cold-gas. Power requirements are restricted

to that needed to open the dual redundant valves (four valves total) or about 4 W. A much more

detailed analysis of LEROS-20 performance is presented in Chapter 6 as part of the system design

case study. The other dimensions of the total cost paradigm for the LEROS-20 bi-propellant option

will be discussed together with the mono-propellant option at the end of the section.

SIrPairameter Value -1

Fuel MMH
Oxidiser MON3 0
Nominal Thrust (N) 22
Nominal mass flow rate (kf/sec) 0.0075
0/F 1.65
Inlet pressure (bar) 10 to 20
Chamber pressure (bar) 8.88 0
Nozzle expansion ratio ISO
Maximum chamber tempratumre (*C) 1250
Steady state Isp (sec) 293
Mass (kg) 0,45
Averae propellant specific ravity 1.16
Density Isp (s.g. sec) 339.9 0

Table 3-11: LEROS-20 engine performance parameters (adapted from (Wood 90]).

3.5.2. Mono-Propellant

As their name implies, mono-propellant rockets rely on a single propellant instead of two. The

release of energy within the chemical bonds of the propellant is initiated by the presence of a catalyst. 0

The catalytic decomposition of one such mono-propellant-hydrogen peroxide--will be covered in

detail in Chapter 4. This section will focus on a more widely used mono-propellant-hydrazine.

Chemically, hydrazine decomposes with an exothermic reaction into ammonia and nitrogen when 4

exposed to a catalyst as follows:

3 N2H 4 -+ 4 NH 3 + N2 + 336,280 joules

Unfortunately, if the reaction is allowed to continue, the ammonia further decomposes in an

endothermic reaction as follows:

4 NH3 -- 2 N2 + 6 H2 - 184,400 joules

Therefore, the art of hydrazine catalyst bed design is aimed at ,ninimising the effect of this second 4

raction which lowers operating temperature, reducing overall engine efficieacy.

Hydrazin, catalyst material normalty consists of iridium or cobalt deposited on porous ceramic such

as aluminium oxide. These compounds are commercially available going by the trade-names Shell-

405 or LCH (both of which were tested as hydrogen peroxide catalysts as discussed in Chapter 5).
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Unfortunately, in some situations, hydrazine can decompose spontaneously in the absence of a

catalyst. Experimental evidence indicates [Bunker 90] that hydrazine can detonate in propellant lines

that are pressurised too rapidly (such .ts by opening a pyrotechnic valve). This adiabatic compression

problem has led to costly research into slow-acting latch valves to make this pressure spike less

severe.

The chief limitation on thruster lifetime is catalytic attrition caused by a variety of effects, including

mechanical breakdown from thermal and pressure cycling as well as chemical poisoning by trace

contaminants in the propellant. To avoid this last effect, strict requirements on the chemical purity of

hydrazine are typically imposed (leading to cost implications as discussed below). A cut-away

diagram of a typical hydrazine mono-propellant thruster is shown in Figure 3-5. Performance for I

hydrazine thrusters can differ greatly depending on the size of thruster used. The selection of an

appropriate thruster for minisatellite applications will be the focus of the next subsection.

Propellant injector
Propellant diffuser screens

line
"20-30 mesh granules

iridum-alumina catalyst
40:1 nozzle, radiation cooled

141 mes granules !

Inf~o ube(1 Catalyst bed retainer

Bed midscreen

Figure 3-5: Hydrazine mono-propellant thruster shown in cut-away view (from [Sutton 92].

3.5.2.J.Engine Selection- Price & Performance

Mono-propellant engines are available in thrust ranges from 1 - 400 N. However, to allow more

realistic comparison with the LEROS-20 option, a similar thrust mono-propellant engine was 4
selected. Such an engine is represented by the MR-106E built by Rocket Research Company, Olin

Aerospace. I did not undertake the same level of detailed price negotiation with Olin as was done with

RO, however, with Mr. James Bartron of Olin indicated that an MR-106E engine could be purchased

at a price similar to that of the LEROS-20 (around $40,000). T-abk 3-12 summarises the performance l

parameters for the MR-50N mono-propellant thruster.
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Parameter Value
Catalyst LCH 227/202
Steady-state thrust (N) 11.1 - 31.2t.Isp (sec) 228-235 0
Propellant specific gravity 1.023
Average Density Isp (s.g. sec) 236.8
Rated total impulse (Nsec) 124,700
Total pulses 12,405
Minimum impulse bit (Nsec) 0.56 V-.
Feed pressure (bar) 6.7-24.1
Chamber pressure (bar) 4.5 - 12.4
Nozzle expansion ratio 61:1
Mass flow rate (gm/sec) 5.0 - 13.1
Valve power 27 W maximum @ 28 VDC
Thruster mass (kg) 0.52

Table 3-12: MR-1 06E hydrazine mono-propellant thruster performance data [Olin 95b].

3.5.3. Mono-Propellant vs. Bi-Propellant

To select the most appropriate liquid engine for a given mission it is important to understand the

inherent trade-offs between these competing options. Table 3-13 provides a comparison of the

inherent technical advantages and disadvantages of each option. As the Table summarises, there are

good technical arguments for and against each option. Of the two, mono-propellants are by far the

most widely used in spacecraft application. This is primarily due to conventional wisdom which

assumes that a mono-propellant system is always cheaper and simpler than a bi-propellant system.

This assumption will be partly challenged by the total system cost analysis presented in Chapter 7.

Option , Advantages Disadvantages
Mono- * Single propellant to handle * 20% Lower Isp
Propellant 9 No inherent danger of hypergolic * 30% lower density Isp

reaction * Displaces cold-gas system
* Simpler plumbing * Higher freezing point propellant (2'C) means
* Cleaner exhaust propellant heaters needed
* Simpler flow trimming * Heaters needed in catalyst pack
* Fewer performance variables * Adiabatic compression of hydrazine in
• Better CG control propellant lines can cause spontaneous
* Easier to use positive expulsion detonation.

methods @ Higher propellant cost (-I Ox)
Bi-Propellant * 20% higher Isp (much higher if @ Need for extra propellant loading cart

regulated pressure) (-S15,000)
s 30% higher density Isp o Possibly less reliable engine
9 Lower freezing point of o Added compatibility issues with MON 0

propellants o Problems with flow decay means MON
* More growth potential for higher purification required

jVmissions o More performance variables
* Shorter impulse bit engine I Greater contamination risk

Table 3-13: Compariwon between mono-propellant and bi-propellant technology options (partly based
on inputs from [Wood 95]).

3.5.4. Mission Costs

The remaining dimensions of the cost paradigm with respect to both bi-propellant and mono-

propellant technology will now be examined. In terms of technical risk cost, both options represent
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well-proven technology with considerable flight heritage. The mono-propellant option offers a slight

edge over the bi-propellant due to its inherently simpler operation.

Integration cost issues for the LEROS-20 will be addressed in greater detail in Chapter 6 as part of a

complete system design exercise. For the most part, integration costs for the MR-106E engine would

be almost identical. The bi-propellant option would be somewhat more complex because of the need

to safely isolate the propellants which will detonate on contact. One important consideration in the

choice of an engine is the cleanliness requirements imposed on the whole system, and its overall

impact on integration cost. For example, AMSAT at one time considered using a 10-N thrust engine

built by MBB for the OSCAR missions. Unfortunately, this particular engine had extremely small

injector holes requiring very precise cleaning to remove particulate in the propellant delivery system 0

[Meinzer 95] [MBB 81]. Fortunately, the LEROS-20 does not share this problem as its injector holes

are 40 microns or larger. Thus, conventional cleaning of components, along with a 7 micron filter is

sufficient to prevent particulate problems [Wood 95].

These logistical issues were very much in mind when an engine for use in the minisatellite design

exercise was being selected. Because of the on-going- co-operation between SSTL and RO, the

LEROS-20 was chosen specifically because of the integration and logistics advantages offered by

working directly with RO and leasing their facilities in the UK. S

The most important mission cost to consider for liquid propellant options is safety. It must be

emphasised that all of these propellants-hydrazine, MMH and MON-are VERY dangerous. [CPIA

74] provides a complete description of their toxicity, flammability and corrosive hazards. [GSC 87]

gives a useful overview of safety precautions taken for propellant handling operations at Kourou.

Extensive infrastructure has been put in place at this, and other Western launch sites to ensure safe

handling and to mitigate the effects of spills. Workers wear special suits (referred to as a self-

contained aspirated protection ensemble or SCAPE-suit) with self-contained breathing apparatus for S

complete isolation from the propellant. Because these facilities are already in place, the additional

cost to lease them would not add significantly to safety or logistics costs. However, research into

similar facilities at Russian and Chinese sites indicates a completely different standard exists with

regards to safety [RMD 94], [Valentine 94]. This creates the potential for extremely high safety

costs associated with using hypergolic propellants from these launch sites. As indicated in Chapter 2,

Information provided by [Astrotech 96] indicates that over $400,000 has been spent to deliver a

complete safety infrastructure to one such site.

These potentially high safety costs spill over into logistics costs as well. For launch operations from

Western sites, the transportation infrastructure is in-place to deliver these propellants. Thus, the

logistics cost would be roughly equivalent to that of a cold-gas system. However, once again for non-

Western sites this is not the case. None of the propellants needed for the either the LEROS-20
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,i •(MMH/MON) or the MR-106E (ultra-pure hydrazine) are readily available at Russian or Chinese

sites (both of which typically use UDMH/MON-27). Furthermore, even if these propellants were

0. provided by the launch authority, their chemical composition and purity would have to be accepted on

faith as there is no practical means of verifying either in the field. Moreover, the extremely

hazardous nature of these propellants makes their transportation to geographically remote launch sites

extremely expensive, if not impossible (preliminary inquires were made by SSTL for the transport of

4 MMH and MON to Baikonur, but no freight carrier could be located).

"Table 3-14 summarises the costs for both the bi-propellant and mono-propellant options based on a

worst-case scenario of operating from a geographically remote site with little or no support

infrastructure currently in place. It is interesting to note that, except for mass, this analysis shows the 0

two options have essentially the same cost for each dimension. This is somewhat contrary to

conventional wisdom which generally assumes the mono-propellant option is always less expensive

than the bi-propellant. This difference will be further analysed in Chapter 7.

.. Cost Dimension Bi- Mono-
propellant propellant

Mass Cost Low Moderate
Volume Cost Moderate Moderate
Time Cost Low Low

* 4 Power Cost Very low Very low 0
Engine Price -$40,000 -$40,000
Technical Risk Low Low
Safety Cost Very high Very high

"Integration Cost Moderate Moderate
Logistics Cost Very high Very high

Table 3-14: Summary of bi-propellant and mono-propellant technology costs.

3.6. Hybrid Motors

A hybrid rocket normally consists of a solid fuel and a liquid oxidiser (however, "reverse hybrids"

using solid oxidiser and liquid fuel have been investigated [Humble 95] but with limited success). 0

The configuration for a typical system is shown in Figure 3-6. Motor start-up involves opening a

single valve, allowing the pressurised oxidiser to flow into the fuel/combustion chamber where

combustion takes place either spontaneously or with an ignitor. Hybrids can operate using a variety of

readily available fuels such as HTPB (rubber) or polyethylene (plastic) and oxidisers such as liquid

oxygen (LOX) or hydrogen peroxide.

The simplest hybrid combustion chamber is a solid rod of fuel with a cylindrical port down the centre.

A suitable oxidiser is injected into the port and, in the presence of an ignitor (or with pre-heated S

oxidiser) the fuel vaporises and starts to burn. The hybrid motor can be easily turned off by stopping

the flow of oxidiser and then restarted at a later time. Laying somewhere between a traditional liquid

engine and a solid motor, it is often said that a hybrid "combines the best of both worlds" [Goldberg

91].
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Figure 3-6: Typical hybrid rocket configuration. A liquid oxidiser is fed into a solid fuel combustion
chamber.

The principle metric used for discussing the hybrid combustion process is the rate at which the fuel

bums. This speed of fuel consumption is called the regression rate. Theory describes the regression

rate as a function of the concentration of fuel and oxidiser. The standard regression rate formula is

normally given as

i = aGnxm Eqn. 3-4

where

S= fuel regression rate (mis)

G = total propellant (fuel plus oxidiser) mass flux (kg/m2s)
x = distance along the port (m)

a, n, m = regression rate constants, characteristics of the propellants (appropriate units)

Hybrid combustion differs from liquid and solid combustion in that the process occurs as a

macroscopic diffusion flame. That is, combustion occurs in a region near the fuel surface where the

fuel and oxidiser concentrations allow it. Typically, fuel is concentrated near the solid fuel wall while

oxidiser is concentrated near the centre of the port. The two mix through the diffusion process.

While oxidiser to fuel ratio, 0/F, is basically constant for liquid and solid rockets, for hybrids this

ratio gradually decreases down the length of the port. That is the reason regression rate is shown as a S

function of x in Eqn. 3-4.

Theory, backed up by experimental evidence, indicates that the rate of heat transfer to the fuel and it's

heat of decomposition are the controlling factors in combustion. The rate of heat transfer is

controlled by the rate of flow of the oxidiser which, in turn, determines the rate of heat generated in

the combustion zone. In practice, this combustion or flame zone exists within the boundary layer

above the solid fuel (from fluid dynamics, the rate of flow of a fluid over a surface is zero at the

surface and increases to a maximum at the boundary layer [White 86]). Oxidiser enters the flame 0
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zone by diffusion from the centre of the port. Fuel enters as a result of vaporisation from the solid 4
surface. A schematic of this process is shown in Figure 3-7, For a complete theoretical derivation of .

the regression rate equation refer to [Green 63] [Netzer 72] or [Humble 95]. -0

Temperature profile

Flow Velocity profile Boundary layer edge

SVe Flame zone
"- Pn ceer line ,-S•. '0

Oxidizer diffusion Od & rg
Fuel diffusion gases &.b .r ".,,se

Si, ,/ " Fuel & burnt gases x

Figure 3-7: Schematic of Combustion zone above hybrid fuel (from [Humble 951).

In experimental practice, Eqn. 3-4 has some basic limitations. To begin with, regression rate is

shown to vary along the length of the port. Ideally, we would like to determine an average value '

which could be easily determined by measuring the mass of fuel before and after combustion.

Fortunately, regression rate is actually a very weak function of x (except near the oxidiser inlet port

where a very thin boundary layer is formed leading to higher heat transfer and therefore higher fuel

vaporisation rate). This is a result of two compensating factors:

I. While the total mass flux increases down the length of the port due to added fuel, it is
approximately balanced by the decrease in heat flux due to the growth of the boundary
layer.

* 2. There is a self-regulating feature whereby a spurious, higher local cross section leads to a
reduced total mass flux which tends to level the contour.

* The other experimental drawback of Eqn. 3-4 is the dependence on total mass flux (fuel plus

oxidiser). In practice, one can easily control and measure the instantaneous oxidiser flux rate,

4 however, the fuel flux rate can only be measured on-average, after the experiment, by weighing the

fuel rod. Thus, experiments often use a simplified burning expression that lends itself better to

experimental data interpretation [THumble 95]

ox a,,Gn Eqn. 3-5

where

aox = simplified regression rate coefficient

Gox= oxidiser mass flux rate (kg/m 2 s)

4 n - regression rate exponent (constant) 0

Prediction of regression rate is fundamental to hybrid rocket motor design. Knowing the regression

rate, along with thermochemistry variables, the mass flow rate, 0/F and C* can be computed using

fundamental propulsion relationships. Regardless of whether you use the expanded Eqn. 3-4 or

simplified Eqn. 3-5 form of the regression rate equation, the regression rate constants can only be
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determined empirically due to the number of variables involved in the combustion process.

Therefore, the primary goal of all basic hybrid rocket combustion research is to determine the

regression rate constants for a given propellant combination. With these numbers in hand, the .

designer can then tailor a hybrid motor to support specific mission objectives.

3.6.1. Costs

In terms of performance costs, Table 3-15 demonstrates that hybrid rockets compare quite favourably

to the other chemical options. Hybrids have a comparable theoretical Isp to storable bi-propellants,

greater than that of solids or mono-propellants. Furthermore, because hybrids operate at much higher

oxidiser/fuel ratios (O/F) their density specific impulse, disp, is greater than liquid bi-propellant

systems, although not as high as solids. Typical bi-propellant systems for orbit manoeuvring operate 0

at thrust levels of up to 400 N. Similar mono-propellant systems are available at these thrust levels.

As we have seen, solids operate at thrust levels many times higher than this, 16000 N or greater.

Hybrids, on the other hand, can be tailored to deliver thrusts over a wide range, 10's to 100,000's N.

System Isp (see) Oxisiser Fuel O/F Average dlsp Thrust Power
specific specific propellant (s.g. see) (N) (W)
gravity gravity S.G. (approx.)

BiPropellant 347 1.447 0.8788 1.65 1.16 403 up to 400 2
Mono-Propellant 225 - 1.023 1 1.023 2,2 up to 400 1
Hybrid 330 1.3663 0.9 6 1.27 420 up to 1 0 0

_I 500+
Solid 287 1.661 1 - I 1.66 476 16000+ 0
Table 3-15: Comparison of System Performance Parameters. Bi-propellant and hybrid data computed

using Isp c4mputer program [Selph 92]. Mono-propellant data based on (Olin 95b]. Solid data
assumes a STAR-1 7A motor [Thiokol 93].

Before proceeding to an evaluation of other hybrid costs, it is useful to compare hybrids to the solid

and liquid chemical systems previously discussed. By the nature of their design and operation,

hybrids offer a number of inherent advantages over these other options. These are summarised below

(adapted in part from [Humble 95]):

Safety-Hybrids are inherently safe.
9 Inertfuel-Typical fuels such as HTPB or PE are completely inert. As a result, they

can be safely handled and installed into the spacecraft during integration.
* Non-toxic oxidisers-Oxidisers such as LOX or high test peroxide (HTP) are not •

toxic as are bi-propellant oxidisers such as NTO.
* No fuel burn-throughs-In solid rocket combustion, the propellant can burn along any

crack or defect in the grain (this feature directly led to the Space Shuttle Challenger
accident). Hybrid combustion takes place perpendicular to the flow of the oxidiser so
burn-throughs are not possible.

* Hybrids can not explode-Because combustion takes place only along the surface of
the fuel grain, it is virtually impossible to create an explosive combination of fuel and
oxidiser. A hybrid may burn in an accident, but it will not explode.

9 Safe exhaust products-Hybrid fuel/oxidiser combinations such as PE/HTP produce
very benign exhaust products. In contrast, solid motors produce hydrochloric acid in
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their exhaust (leading to acid rain near launch sites) and common liquid combinations
e.g. MMH/MON are extremely toxic,

•Simpficity--Hybrids are inherently simple to design and operate.

* Low temperature sensitivity-Like liquids, hybrid combustion burn rate is not
significantly influenced by temperature. As a result, there is no need to apply
additional margin to the combustion chamber design to account for operating pressure
variation due to ambient temperature as with solids.

* No combustion chamber cooling-The combustion chamber is automatically cooled
by the ablative action of fuel combustion. Furthermore, the fuel itself acts as .
insulation to the chamber outer wall. Thus, no complex regenerative or film cooling
system is needed.

* Robust grain design-Because the grain can not bum-through as with solid motors,
hybrid fuel grains are less prone to design or manufacturing defects unlike solids
which typically require X-ray examination of the grain prior to flight.

* Operationalflexibility--Hybrids offer other operational advantages.
* Controlled Shutdown and restart-Because motor operation involves the

opening/closing of single valve, the entire combustion process can be more easily
controlled than with solids or liquids.

* Easy throttling-Theoretical work discussed in [Williams 66] indicates a hybrid
rocket can be throttled over thrust ratios of 10 to 100 with only a 10% loss in
performance by simply varying the flow rate of oxidiser. In contrast, liquids can be
throttled but require the precise co-ordination of two valves and liquid flow rates.
Throttling a solid rocket can only be done apriori during the grain design.

* System testing-A large part of a flight hybrid system, notably the oxidiser delivery
4 system (tanks and valve, etc.) can be tested prior to flight, unlike solid motor

* Propellant versatility--The liquid oxidiser employed by a hybrid allows fG. .,er
energy levels than those used in solid propellants. Furthermore, the hybrid solid fuel
allows for the introduction of various additives, such as aluminium powder, to
increase Isp. This is much more difficult to do with liquid fuels.

Unfortunately, all these advantages do not come without some disadvantages. These are listed below: 0

* Low regression rate-Because the fuel bums relatively slowly, combusti.)n chambers
must either be fairly long or have multiple ports.

* Low bulk densit--Because all the oxidiser is injected at the top end,
sufficient port volume to allow mixing. This gives hybrids a lower mass .1" ........

liquids or solids. This is especially problematic for in-space applications where
volumetric loading within a spacecraft can be difficult.

* Combustion efficiency-Because mixing of fuel/oxidiser is less efficient than with liquids
or solids, their impulse efficiency is 1%-2% less. However, the delivered Isp is higher
than solids because of higher performance propellants.
O0F shift-During the course of a relatively long bum, the 0/F ratio can change
significantly. Depending on where combustion begins on the O/F vs. Isp curve this can
lead to a decrease (or increase) in efficiency throughout the impulse.

* Noflight heritage-No hybrid has been used or even tested in space. As a result, users
face a potential up-hill battle with launch authorities for the first use of hybrids on a
spacecraft. Furthermore, +his lack of heritage may make it more difficult to obtain flight 0
components (e.g. those compatible with HTP).

These relative advantages and disadvantages of hybrids are summarised in Table 3-16.

0•
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Option Advantages Disadvantages
Solid * Long heritage * Lowest Iso

* Simple * Highest d/sp
* Reliable * One-shot only

* Can not test the flight article•Hazardous t6xhaust products ":'.

* Sensitive to manufacturing flaws and
mishandling

* Difficult to throttle
Liquid (storable bi- e Long heritage ' Toxic and expensive propellants :
propellant) 9 High Isp difficult to transpo-t and handle

* Industry standard propellants e Toxic exhaust products
* Industry standard components e Complex designs, sensitive to
* Multiple ignitions manufacturing flaws
• Flight article can be tested
* Can be throttled •

Hybrid * Moderate Isp and dlsp * No heritage
9 Multiple ignitions 9 Not an industry standard
* Non-toxic propellants e Up-hill qualification battle
e Non-toxic exhaust products a Fewer off-the-shelf
* Simple, robust design components
9 Flight system can be tested (with fuel 0

I rod and nozzle replacement)
* Easy to throttle

Table 3,16: Comparing Propulsion Systems-Hybrids vs. Solids vs. Liquids

Based on these potential advantages of hybrids, we can now evaluate hybrids along the remaining

dimensions of the cost paradigm beginning with system price. Because of the great reduction in

failure modes, hybrids lend themselves to the use of commercial grade components and ingredients.

Furthermore, hybrid systems can tolerant much larger design margins (and margins - money as

discussed in Chapter 2). Both of these qualities imply that total system price of hybrids could be

lower than competing commercial propulsion system options. :

Unfortunately, before my research, there was no way to fully assess the real potential price of a

hybrid system. There are no commercially available hybrid systems designed for satellite

applications. In fact, the only hybrid systems available off-the-shelf are for small hobby sounding 0

rockets. These toy systems have only been gaining in popularity during the last few years. Relying on

a N2 0 oxidiser and cellulose or rubber fuel, these systems are designed for fairly low total impulse (<

1000 N) and attmospheric operation. While low in price (around $200 for a complete system) [Kilby

96], they could not be easily adapted and scaled up for space use. Therefore, I was forced to conclude 0

that additional research was needed to fully evaluate the true potential for hybrid upper stages.

As stated earlier, no hybrid has ever been used or even tested in space. For this reason, hybrids have

a potentially high technical risk cost until they can be successfully demorstrated in space. Once that

is accomplished, their technical risk would be comparable to solid systems or morno-propellant liquid

systems.

Turning to safety, because a hybrid literally can not explode, storage and handling procedures can be

relatively simple. The inert fuel can be safely handled in the clean room during spacecraft integration
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with no additional safety precautions. Furthermore, because the oxidiser used is safer than hypergolic

NTO, complex and expensive safety equipment (e.g. SCAPE suits) are not needed.

The integration costs of a hybrid system associated with the components themselves should be 9
roughly equivalent to that of a mono-propellant system. The fuel/combustion chamber can be

integrated along with the rest of the spacecraft prior to shipment to the launch site. However, their is

a potential integration cost due to the thermal control of the hybrid inside the spacecraft. In addition,

due to the relatively high thrust, payload operations would have to be interrupted for all manoeuvres 0

and additional requirements placed on the ADCS system.

Hybrid logistics requirements consist of the transportation and handling of a single propellant, the

oxidiser. This cost should somewhat less than that of a mono-propellant system due to the less toxic

nature of hybrid oxidisers.

In summary, based on the discussion presented in this section, it appears that aiong all nine cost

dimensions, hybrid rockets are roughly equivalent or better than competing chemical systems. These

costs are summarised in Table 3-17. Perhaps most important, the inherent simplicity and design

robustness of hybrids make them ideal for safe experimentation. Thus, hybrids not only have the

inherent technical characteristics that offer a cost-effective option, they offer the best potential for in-

house development within the context of a university environment. Given all their potential

advantages, the most obvious question to arise from this discussion is why have hybrid not seen more •

wide-spicad use? This question will be addressed in detail in Chapter 4.

Cost Dimension Hybrid
Mass Cost Low
Volume Cost Low •
Time Cost Low
Power cost Very low
System Price Potentially Low
Technical Risk High
Safety Cost Low
Integration Cost Moderate •
Logistics Cost Low

Table 3-17: Potential costs for hybrid propuilsion technology.

3.7. Electric Engines

From the discussion in Section 3.2, all possible electric options were reduced to one type of 0

electrothermal system-resistojets-and one electromagnetic system-pulse plasma thrusters (PPTs).

This section will examine these two options with respect to the nine dimensions of the total cost

paradigm.

3.7.1. Resistojets

Resistojets use resistive heating elements to convert electrical energy to heat. This heat is imparted to

a working fluid which is then expelled from a nozzle to produce thrust. Figure 3-8 shows a simplified

schematic of resistojet operation. Note that resistojets depend on convective heat transfer ft'om the 0
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heating elements to the fluid, therefore they must have high surface area of contact and are limited in

total flow rate, Despite these limitations, resistojets have seen a variety of applications on spacecraft

since the late 1960s [Greco 72] primarily using nitrogen, ammonia and hydrogen as propellant, The

next section will present basic performance calculations for resistojet thrusters.

Exhaust

flf..

Figure 3-8: Schematic diagram of a simple resistojet [Humble 951.

3. 7. 1. 1.Performance

The performance costs of a resistojet depend on two things, the chemical properties of the working

fluid (primarily the density, p, and ratio of specific heats, y) and the thruster chamber temperature. * *
From fundamental rocket concepts, a direct relationship for characteristic exhaust velocity, C*, as a

function of y and chamber temperature, Tc can be derived,

C* = • Eqn. 3-6T+l

Y 2(y- 1)

where
£

C* = characteristic exhaust velocity (m/s)

R Gas constant (J/kgK)

y= ratio of specific heats

Tc = chamber temperature (K)

The thrust can be determined from the thrust coefficient, CF, as follows:

2- Y~ P 12 +)A
CF Iy-l ( 1) 2 (P _ __Eqn. 3-7

F =cFAtPc Eqn. 3-8
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.V.,

where

Pexit" nozzle exit pressure (bar)

Pambient - ambient pressure (bar) •

A, * nozzle exit area (m2 )

A, = nozzle throat area (m2 )

PC chamber pressure (bar)

The specific impulse is then found using:

C*CF .. "
Isp 9 1 Eqn. 3-9

With Isp, density and thrust known, propellant mass, volume and time can be determined for a given

propellant and AV requirement.

The fourth performance cost dimension, power, depends on the initial and final propellant

temperatures, the mass flow rate, and the heat capacity of the propellant.

P =(T - TipICp Eqn. 3.10

where

P Power (W)

Tc - Operating chamber temperature (K)

Tinitial = Initial propellant temperature (K)

A Mass flow rate (gm/sec)

Cp Propellant heat capacity (cal/gmK)

To optimise overall performance, an ideal resistojet would have the following design requirements:

* High temperature
* Low molecular weight propellants

* High density propellants
* High thrust
* Low power

These requirements conflict. High operating temperatures demand either very high power or very low

flow rate (or both). Power is limited by the spacecraft bus. Flow rate is limited by the minimum 0
practical thrust. une way around this dilemma is with the choice of propellants. In theory,

practically any gas or liquid could be used in a resistojet. However, if the initial temperature of the

propellant is already high, then the total power needed to raise it to a given level will be lower. For

this reason, (along with logistical reasons associated with its general availability) hydrezine is

currently the most widely used propellant for resistojet applications (sometimes referred to as an

"augmented hydrazine" engine).

In operation, the hydrazine is first decomposed using a catalyst bed in exactly the same way as it is

done for mono-propellant applications producing an exhaust gas at temperatures of -700* C. The
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exhaust gas is then electrically heated using simple resistive elements to temperetures > 10000 C. The

MR-501 thruster produced by Olin Aerospace, for example, requires 350 - 500 W to produce 0.01 -

0.02 N thrust at an isp of 280 - 304 seconds (Olin 96b]. Thus, in terms of mass and volume costs, the 0

hydrazine resistojet is roughly equivalent or superior to a conventional bi-propellant system.

However, with the very low thrust, the time cost will be considerably higher. Finally, as with any

electric propulsion option, the power cost is very high. In the case of the Olin thruster, it is about 100 S
times greater than that of a conventional chemical system.

3. 7.1.2.Price and Mission Costs

The other costs for a resistojet depend, to a large extent, on the propellant used. Because the

hydrazine thruster is the only one currently available off-the-shelf, the other costs are based on that 0

option. According to Olin, the ROM price for this thruster is $150,000 [Olin 96b]. Because this is

well-proven thruster design, the technical risk would be roughly the same as that of a normal mono-

propellant thruster. Safety and logistics costs would also be the same,

Integration costs, however, would be somewhat different. With respect to the spacecraft's attitude

determination and control system (ADCS), the integration cost of resistojets should be roughly

equivalent to that of cold-gas systems because of their relatively low thrust. This means thai

integration costs with respect to payload operations would be low as well. However, due to the very

high power requirements and demands on battery capacity, the integration costs with respect to the

power system would be relatively high. Furthermoic, becaus-, of the high power requirement, the duty

cycle would have to be carefully balanced so as not to interfere with payload or other bus operations. 0
Therefore, the overall integration costs for a resistojet would be somewhat higher than for cold-gas

systems and equivalent to or slightly less than much higher thrust mono-propellant systems.

Price and integration costs aside, the primary costs for the hydrazine resistojet are the same as those

discussed for a mono-propellant systems. Therefore, for purposes of comparison, I have computed the 0

performance for a similarly powered resistojet using water as the working fluid. The results of this

analysis compared to the MR-501 hydrazine thruster appear in Table 3-18.

While a water resistojet has never been tested in space, it has received preliminary attention from 4

NASA researchers for Space Station application [Manzella 89], [Morren 88], [Morren 93a] and

[Morren 93b] with some success. These results indicste the performance shown in my own analysis

are practically attainable. Unfortunately, this NASA work was discontinued due to lack of funding

[Myers 95] as well as a preference to focus only on technologies with higher specific impulse [Myers •

94]. In clhapter 7, the water resistojet option will be re-examined in comparison to other options The

relative costs of both types of resistojet are summarised in Table 3-19.
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Parameter MR-S01 Hydruaine r Water
ResC[tijet H eResistoietnee t

Power Required (W) 350R -500 459e_ _
Thrust (N) 0.01 -0.02 0.282 0

Mass flow rate (ge/see) 0.06-0.13 0e155
Propell um speciic gravity M a 023 1M0
Chamber Pressure (bar) 3.4Poe6t6 8!Specific Impulse (sec) ... 280 -304 '1i85 ,

Chamber Temperature (K) -1700 (Derived) H000
Table 3.18: Cormparison of off-the-shelf hydrazine resistojet (Olin 96b] to a theoretical water resistojet,

Cost Dimension Hydrazine Watcr Resistojet
Resistojet

Mass Cost Moderate Moderate
Volume Cost Moderate Moderate 0
Time Cost Very high Very high

.Power Cost Very high Ve~ry h.igh
Thruster Price $150,000 Potentially Low
Technical Risk Moderate High
Safety Cost Very ikt Very Low
Integration Cost Moderate Moderate
Logistics Cost _ ery high "'Very Low

Table 3-19: Summary of resistojet costs for both hydrazine and water propellant options.

3.7.2. Pulsed Plasma Thrusters

Unlike the resistojet, and all other propulsion systems discussed so far in this chapter, the pulsed 0 0
plasma thruster (PPT) does not rely on the conversion of thermal energy to kinetic energy via
expansion of a gas through a nozzle. Instead, a high energy plasma is accelerated mainly by the

interaction of propellant charge with the electromagnetic field. This J x B force density is created

during a short, high-current discharge. The basic operating principle of PPTs currently in use is

described by Turchi writing in Space Propulsion Analysis andDesign [Humble 95]. He explains:

"A PPT uses an electrical discharge across the, rectangular end-face of a block of Teflon
propellant. The Teflon surface initially supports a high voltage between two electrodes in a
vacuum. Two semiconductor sources in one electrode of the PPT provide sparks that ignite 0
the discharge. A single, high-voltage capacitor supplies the initial voltage and powers the
discharge. As heat transfer from the discharge causes the Teflon surface to ablate, a negator
spring pushes the block into the discharge chamber. Because heat transfer to the propellant is
an important feature of PPT operation, some electrothermal component of thrust is always
present." 0

A schematic of PPT operation is shown in Figure 3-9. This technology has been available for nearly

25 years. PPT system have flown on a variety of U.S. and Soviet spacecraft. The first use was on the

Lincoln Experimental Satellite LES-6 in the 1960s [Greco 72]. A flight qualified PPT operating at

only 30 W with a total mass including controls, structure, thermal control, propellant and propellant 0

feed system of only 5.85 kg was developed in 1974 [Myers 94]. Despite their development heritage,

they have yet to see very wide-spread application in the satellite community. While the reasons for

this are not entirely clear, an examination of their costs may offer some clues.
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Solid-stateNegeIor spring in discharge

"aTeflon nousingeIgyitor
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Capacitor energy store •,

Figure 3-9: Schematic of a Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) operation (Humble 95].

3, 7.2,. Performance

Because PPTs depend on Lorenz forces (the combined effect of electric and magnetic fields) rather

pure thermodynamic effects, their performance calculations are markedly different to the technologies

previously discussed in this chapter. The electromagnetic force acting on the plasma can be estimated

by assuming the discharge geometry is a simple flat sheet of width, w, and length, h. Let z be the

distance between the first sheet and the sheet serving as the return conductor for the discharge current.

The inductance can the be estimated from

L - Eqn. 3-11
w

The component of the inductance gradient in the z-direction is

Eqn. 3-12

W

The force on the plasma discharge is then (adapted from Turchi [Humble 95])

p -2 h Eqn. 3-13

~2w

where

Fz = Thrust in the z-direction (N)

J= Discharge current (A)

u = Permeability of free space (4n x 10-7 henries/m)

Integrating this force over the pulse duration (on the order of 3 gsec) gives the total impulse, I:

I =p(I) Jj2 (t)dt Eqn. 3-14

Performance values for a PPT currently under development by Olin Aerospace, funded by NASA are

shown in Table 3-20. This system is ainied at flight qualification by mid-1997 [Olin 96a]
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"Parameter Value

Propellant Teflon (CF,)
Input Power 20 W
Voltage 28 V from spacecraft bus

... '.-. . . Thrust 7 x 10- N
Specific Impulse 1200 - 1500 sec
Total thruster mass 3.5 kg
Total impulse available 20,000 Nsec

Table 3-20: Typical performance values for a pulsed plasma thruster (adapted from [Olin 96a])

Therefore, from a performance standpoint, PPTs seem nearly ideal. With an Isp nearly 10 times that

. I "of chemical or resistojet technology, the required, propellant mass for a given JV would be

correspondingly smaller. Furthermore, the relatively high density of the Teflon propellant (specific

gravity 2.16 [Eschbach 901) means the propellant volume requirement is small as well. In terms of

power, the data from [Olin 96a] indicates requirements of only 20 W. The primary downside from

the standpoint of performance is the very low thrust. This would create very long transit times for

large orbit manoeuvres. Other potential costs of PPTs will be examined in the next section.

3. 7.2.2.Price and Mission Costs

According to Mr. Joe Cassidy [Olin 96a], the estimated price for the PPT discussed in the previous

section is expected to be about $200,000 each when 2 to 5 units are purchased. Economies of scale

* could drop this price to $100,000 when 5 to 10 units are ordered. Cassidy adds that if these thrusters

were included as part of very large LEO constellations such as Teledesic (which envisions over 700

satellites) then the unit costs could be reduced dramatically to as little as $20,000 each. However, for

purposes of comparison in Chapter 7, I will use the higher cost estimate of $200,000 per 20,000 Ns

unit as most realistic in the near-term.

In terms of safety and logistics costs, PPTs look extremely attractive. The Teflon propellant is

completely inert and can be safely handled in the clean room. This also simplifies logistics cost as

4 the thruster can be completely integrated into the spacecraft prior to shipment to the launch site with

no transport restrictions on the thruster or propellant.

Integration costs for PPTs are somewhat more difficult to determine. Certainly, their low thrust and

low power would make their integration with respect to ADCS, payload operations and the electrical

power system relatively simple. Furthermore, while high temperatures exist in the exiting plasma, the

very low flow rates should make thermal stand-off easier to achieve and overall thermal control no

more difficult than for a resistojet or small liquid thruster. Unfortunately, because of the nature (f

4 PPT operation, very high electromagnetic fields are produced during each pulse. There have been no

reported problems caused by these EM fields on spacecraft that have flown PPTs. However, because

of the fairly limited data base on this subject, very careful analysis of these effects would be

necessary as part of a PPT integration exercise.

33
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These potential integration costs of PPTs cloud their technical risk costs as well. Again. while there

is flight heritage with the technology, the potential for EM radiation to cause in-flight problems raises

the spectre of greater technical risk. Until PPTs see more widespread usage, their technical risk cost

must be assumed to be higher than that of more proven technology such as cold-gas or liquid systems.

, All the potential costs for PPT technology are summarised in Table 3-21

Cost Dimension PPT
Mass Cost Very low
Volume Cost Very low
Time Cost Very high
Power Cost Moderate
Thruster Price $200,000 per 20,000 Ns
Technical Risk High
Safety Cost Very low
Integration Cost Moderate to High
Logistics Cost Very low

Table 3-21: Summary of potential costs for pulse plasma thruster (PPT) technology.

3.8. Conclusions

Table 3-22 summarises the relative costs of each of the propulsion technology options reviewed in

this chapter. Of these options, only hybrids are not available commercially for satellite application.

Solids and liquids are available from a variety of sources with extensive heritage. Resistojets,

especially hydrazine resistojets, are becoming more and more popular for station keeping

applications. PPT systems, while not so widely used, have seen experimental applications on some

satellites and may enter the market in the near future.

In contrast, hybrids have never been used in space. Thus, while there appears to be sufficient data

available to evaluate the other options, to assess the utility of hybrids for small satellite application

will require an extensive basic research and development program. The aim of this program would be

to prove the accessibility of this untried technology, characterise its performance and amass a

database of experience from which to credibly evaluate its total system cost. Why bother? As the

above discussion indicates, hybrid rockets promise a simple, safe high-thrust rocket technology.

Once fully developed, hybrids could be a cost-effective alternative to the other technology options.

Therefore, Chapters 4 and 5 will be devoted to evaluating the hybrid option. These chapters will

present the results from a dedicated hybrid research and development effort completed as part of my

research, summarising fundamental background on hybrid combustion theory, the design and

implementation of a prototype hybrid system, experimental results of regression rate characterisation,

and a realistic evaluation of hybrid system costs based on the extensive engineering experience

gained.

Chapter 6 will return to the other side of the cost driver paradigm to consider the system engineering

side of propulsion and its impact on total cost. A minisatellite propulsion system design case study D
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will be presented as a means for quantifying total system cost issues in greater detail. All technology

options will be re-examined as complete systems in Chapter 7 as part of a parametric approach for

... .determining the most cost-effective option for a given mission scenario. 0

Cost Dimension Cold-gas Solid Bi-propellant Mono-propellant
Mass Cost Very high Moderate Low Moderate
Volume Cost Very high Low Moderate Moderate
Time Cost High Very low Low Low

* Power Cost Very low Very Low Very low Very low 0
Thruster Price $4000 $125,000 - $40,000 -$40,000

$710,000
Technical Risk Very low Low Low Low
Safety Cost Very low Moderate Very high Very high
Integration Cost Low Very high Moderate Moderate
Logistics Cost Low Moderate Very high Very high
Cost Dimension Hybrid Hydrazine Water Resistojet PPT

Resistojet

Mass Cost Low Moderate Moderate Very low
Volume Cost Low Moderate Moderate Very low
Time Cost Low Very high Very high Very high 0
Power Cost Very low Very high Very high Moderate
Price Unknown, -$150,000 Potentially Low $200,000 per

Potentially Low 20,000 Ns
Technical Risk High Moderate High High
Safety Cost Low Very high Very Low Very low

S Integration Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate
Logistics Low Very High Very Low Very low

Table 3-22: Summary of propulsion technology option costs.
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This chapter continues the second major research goal, that of fully characterising propulsion

technology options for small satellites. One important conclusion from Chapter 3 was that hybrid

rockets offer great promise for cost-effective satellite application. In this chapter, a thorough

examination of the hybrid rocket propulsion option is begun that will extend through Chapters 5. The

historical development of hybrids is first outlined with emphasis on why, despite their potential

advantages, hybrids have enjoyed only limited attention. From this discussion, the chapter lays out

the goals of a thorough hybrid research and development program undertaken to fully assess the true

potential of hybrids for low-cost applications. The chapter goes on to describe the implementation of S

this program. A step-by-step hybrid rocket system design process is outlined. A discussion of how

this process was applied to the design of a complete prototype hybrid system including system

requirements, basic design decisions, performance estimation and system component design, is given.

A complete description of the system conclude3 the chapter.

4
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4. Hybrid Research Program

4.1. Historical Development 0

If hybrid rockets offer so many advantages then why have they not been used in space before? It is

impossible to answer this question conclusively, but a brief review of the history of rocket

development gives us some clues as to why this potentially useful system has languished in the

background.

The hybrid rocket concept emerged at the dawn of rocket development in the early 20th Century

along with most of the other modem options. The earliest recorded work was in the 1930s at I.G.

Farben in Germany. In 1937, Farben, along with 0. Lutz and W. Noeggerarth, tested a 10-kN hybrid

using coal and gaseous nitrous oxide. At about the same time, Oberth experimented with

LOX/graphite combinations. However, both of these fuels have very low burning rates so their

efforts met with little success. BMW also experimented with hybrids in 1944-45 [Clark 72].

The Caiifornia Rocket Society (CRS) in the United States experimented with a LOX hybrid in

combination with fuels such as wood, wax and rubber in the early 1940s. Unfortunately, their hybrid

work was interrupted by World War II. Soon afterwards, however, in 1951, the CRS flew an

experimental rocket to 9 km altitude using the LOX/rubber combination. But the most significant * 4

work done in the early 1950s (from the standpoint of my research) was done by G. Moore and K.

Berman at General Electric using 90% hydrogen peroxide and polyethylene [Moore 56]. The results

of their work will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.

In the 1960s, several European organisations engaged in hybrid research. ONERA (with SNECMA

and SEP) in France worked on hypergolic combinations including nitric acid with amine-based fuels

[Humble 95]. In addition, M. Pugibet and H. Moutet looked at hypergolic combination using

hydrogen peroxide whereby a catalyst material was added to the surface of the fuel grain so no •

separate decomposer was needed [Pugibet 70]. In Sweden, B. Ankarsward and U. Magnusson

working with the Royal Swedish Air Force Board and Flygmotor looked at combinations of nitric

acid and a proprietary fuel they called tagaform (polybutadiene plus aromatic amine). They

successfully flew a 20kg payload to an altitude of 80 km using a sounding rocket powered by this 0

combination [Ankarsward 79] [Humble 95].

Back in the U.S., work on hybrids continued during the 1960s at United Technologies, Chemical

Systems Division. Together with Beech Aircraft they developed a supersonic target drone called S

Sandpiper using MON-25 (75% N204 plus 25% NO) and PMM-Mg. A later version called HAST

experimented with IRFNA-Pb/PMM. This version was able to throttle over a 10:1 thrust range. The

Firebolt programme, which continued into the 1980s, grew out of this work using the same propellant

combination [Humble 95]. •
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Looingat hes hitorcaldevelopments in the context of overall progress in the rocket industry, one
can infer several possible explanations which, when taken together, shed some light on why hybrid

rockets have remained largely a footnote (partly adapted from [Holzman 94]

1. Major rocket developments have been driven by military requirements-Faced with solid,

hybrid and liquid options. solid motors were selected for their long-term storability and
quick response time on ICB,\s. Liquids too had been given a development boost during

4 and large government programs decided to spend development money on solids and
liquids, there was little money left for hybrids. No individual program could justify theI research and development cost on its own. In addition, the operational success of F-I
(liquid engine for the Saturn V) and the solid rocket motors for Titan III caused hybrid
interest to wane.

2. Historically, space missions have been performance driven; price and mission costs were
willingly sacrificed for performance-Designers turned to fully liquid systems for the
greatest performance. Because performance was the primary driver, the other advantages
of hybrids did not factored in, thus they tended to be ignored.

3. Volume constraints-Hybrid density Isp or~ce again falls between solids and liquids.
Because of the requirement of achieving full combustion of a vaporising oxidiser within
the fuel/combustion chamber, these motois tend to be long and thin, thus making theirq ~packaging into short squat spacecraft somewhat more difficult.

4. Politics-All the 1960s and 70s work in hybrids was done primarily by liquid and solid
propulsion companies. Not surprisingly, in any selection process for upcoming systems,
hybrids were always perceived as second best. "Political factors interfered with technical* *
factors." [Holzman 94]

Despite tie h~storical precedent, hybrids have enjoyed a renaissance within the last ten years. In the

1980s, htybrid work was primarily focused on developing a viable alternative for solid rocket boosters

on launch vehicles. The American Rocket Company (AMROC) led the way in this effort. Their H-

500 motor used LOX/HTPB and demonstrated thrust levels of 312,000 N for 70 seconds. A later
version, the H-250F was tested at over 1,000.000 N [Estey 92] [Humble 95]. AMROC also completed

preliminary work on a hybrid upper-stage. In the early I1980s, AMROC's efforts were mainly a lone

voice in the wilderness. However, in the wake of the Challenger accident, followed closely by the

failure of a U.S. Air Force Titan 34-D (both linked directly to inherent drawbacks of solid motors)

hybrids began to receive renewed attention. These safety concerns, coupled with increasing pressure

to decrease cost and environmental impact, led to NASA-funded hybrid research.

4Much of this work is centred at the Marshall Space Flight Centre [Griener 92] [Marshall 95].
Initially, AMROC greatly benefited from this new attention. NASA awarded them $22.2M to

develop a prototype booster system [Davis 94]. Initial results impressed even the sceptics at NASA

4 [Tucci 94]. Unfortunately for AMROC, this new interest in hybrids was too little, too late ar~d they

were forced to declare bankruptcy in 1995 [Boyer 95] [Dasch 95]. Despite this commercial failure,

the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) subsequently endorsed hybrids as

safe and simple propulsion option for the future, deserving of further research and development

* [Space News 95].
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Hybrid rockets have also enjoyed astounding success in the classroom. Cadets at the U.S. Air Force

Academy, under the guidance of Air Force Officers and enlisted personnel, constructed and iaunched

the first U.S. Department of Defence hybrid rocket in 1990 powered by gaseous oxygen and HTPB. 0

Building on this success, the Academy team went on to launch a LOX/HTPB hybrid sounding rocket,

Chiron, to over 4,500 metres altitude in January 1994 [Lydon 93]. Research at the Academy

continues to exploit the relative ease of manufacture and safety of hybrid rockets for experimental and

educational purposes. Hybrid research is also going on at Purdue University in the U.S. [Ventura 93] 0

and at Bristol University in the UK [Grigorian 94].

Outside the U.S., hybrids have also recently gained renewed interest in recent years. A 1988

European Space Agency (ESA) paper study examined the advantages of a hybrid upper stage [Jansen 0

881. Preliminary interest has been shown by researchers in India [Nagappa 91] and Europe

[Kuentzmann 91]. In March 1995, 1 attended a meeting at TNO, The Netherlands along with about 20

researchers from all over Europe interested in hybrid research, TNO was awarded a hybrid research

contract by ESA in 1995 [Vincent 95]. British Aerospace Royal Ordnance has also recently started

their own dedicated hybi id program (derived, in part from. our own work) aimed primarily at tactical

applications. Finally, the inherent safety of hybrids are making them increasingly popular for hobby

rocket enthusiasts. Several makes and models have come on the market in the last few years. [Kilby *
96]

4.2. Research Proposal

Chapter 3 revealed inherent technical advantages of hybrids which give them great potential for cost-

effective applications. The last section revealed that the political environment and the performance-

driven demands of previous space missions, not purely technical issues, have prevented hybrids from

being used in space. However, within the environment of a small satellite development centre such as

CSER, it is possible to give hybrids a fresh start to fully evaluate their potential for spacecraft

application. Never before have hybrids been critically examined in this context. A program to

establish the real, not potential, costs of hybrids would contribute significantly to the basic

understanding of this important propulsion option.
S

Therefore, understanding this critical need at the outset of my work, I proposed a hybrid research and

development program aimed at characterising their combustion performance and other costs

dimensions. The overriding objective of this research was to establish whether or not hybrid rockets

really live up to their expectations. After all, it is sometimes the case in engineering that a particular S

technology application looks great in theory but is sorely lacking in practice.

Beginning in April 1994, supported by UoSAT/SSTL, I undertcok this hybrid rocket research

programme. The goals of the program were stablished as follows:
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I. Proof-of-concept--demonstrate the accessibility of hybrid rocket technology for continued
research, development and exploitation for low-cost satellite upper stages. In the process,

2.identify and solve the critical engineering problems of the technology.C
2.Performance characterisation-recognising that the actual performance of a given hybrid

propellant combination depends on empirical data, establish through experimental
investigation, the regression rate characteristics for a prototype motor and use this data as
a basis for preliminary upper stage design calculations.

3. Total cost azssessment-based on the experience gained through hands-on hybrid rocket
4 work, fully assess the syst-m price and mission costs for future hybrid upper stage 0

applications.
With these goals in mind, a research programme encompassing the following tasks was laid out:

"* Motor design-Design a prototype hybrid motor capable of eventual integration into a
small spacecraft.

"* Support system design-Design an oxidiscr delivery system along with data collection and
control apparatus to ensure safe, efficient experimental testing.

"* Component acquisition and fabrication--Locate and acquire necessary system
components (pipes, valve, tanks, regulators, etc.). Fabricate motor and test rig
components,

"* System integration-Assemble and test all rig "plumbing" and integrate data collection
and control system. Develop safe operational procedures.

"* Hybrid performance charactierisation-Perform sufficient tests to determine fuel
regression rate equation to enable accurate motor design.

"* Cost assessment-Gain sufficient practical experience with hybrid rocket design and
4 operations to allow for a realistic assessment of performance and other cost dimensions0

and enable realistic mission planning and critical comparisons with competing propulsion
options,

The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the design process used for my

4 prototype hybrid motor and a detailed description of the system. Chapter 5 will describe the

extensive testing done with this motor, focusing on experimental results and conclusions.

4.3. Hybrid Design Process
The basic design process for a hybrid rocket propulsion sy stem can be outlined as follows (adapted

40
from (Larson 92] and [Humble 95]):.

Step 1: Define system requirements
Step 2: Decide on basic design parameters

4*Choose propellants
*Choose 0/ff
*Determine oxidiser flow rate
*Determine pressure levels for combustion chamber and feed system
*Size the system
*Design combustion port 0

Step 3: Estimate Performance
Step 4: Design Components

*Fuel grain
*Nozzle

* * Combustion chamber
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"* Oxidiser delivery system
"* Support structure and parts

Step 5: Iterate as required

The following sections will go through these steps to summarise the process used to design the

experimental hybrid system,

44. System Requirements

Recall, the primary objective of the hybrid research was a critical characterisation of combustion

performance and other costs dimensions as well as support system architecture to evaluate the

suitability of hybrids for low-cost application on small satellites. To that end, a prototype hybrid

system was needed to allow flexible experimentation and data capture while being representative of

an eventual flight system. From these objectives, a detailed set of system requirements emerged as

summarised below in order of importance:

I. Safety--The overriding requirement in the s)stem design was safety. Even though
hybrids tnemselves are inherently safer to work with than other types of rockets, there is
still a need to work safely with extremely high temperatures and pressures, as well as
potentially dangerous oxidisers. Many of these safety concerns were alleviated by the
selection of the test site. This will be addressed in Section 4.8.

2. Low Price-This was the single most important driver in my prototype system design.
The entire programme budget was constrained to under £20,000. Many basic system
design decisions were made based primarily oi, price. Low price also mandated several •
related requirements such as:

"* Simple to fabricate--This helped keep manufacturing cost low
"* Use of available materials and components

3. Approximate operating configuration of a flight demonstration motor-To the greatest
extent practical, the prototype motor should resemble an actual flight motor. This 0
eliminates the problem of trying to scale data from a very small motor to predict
performance of a much larger motor. Designers of hybrid motors for booster application
often have no choice. Fortunately, the size of a flight motor for a minisatellite is
approximately the same physical size as a typical test motor. Operating pressure for the
prototype motor was partly selected for spacecraft compatibility. (Note: thrust is
primarily a function of expansion conditions. Therefore, for expansion to atmosphere vs.
vacuum it was not necessary to match the thrust requirement for a flight engine).

4. Easy to test-an experimental motor will differ markedly from an operational flight
motor because of the inherent requirement of making it easy to assemble and
disassemble.

5. Robust andflerible-In the experimental environment, it is essential that a test motor be
of robust and flexible design to accommodate large pressure fluctuations and design loads
to enable it to operate well beyond the initially predicted envelope.

6. Representative flight propellants--While it may be easier to work with some propellant
combinations than others, to validate the experionce base and allow me to extrapolate to
flight operaLions it is necessary to work with the simne basic propellants.

The next section moves on to step 2 in the hybrid system dkesign process, illustrating how these

requirements helped to drive basic system design decisions.

4-
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4.& Boskc Design Decisions @1
Given these basic requirements, the next step was to make basic system design decisions. The most

fundamental of these decisions for a hybrid system is the choice of propellants. This decision will be 0

the subject of the following subsections,

4.5.1. Oxidiser Selection

For satellite applications, an ideal hybrid oxidiser should have the following characteristics:

"* High storage density

"* Space storability
"* Handling, storage and launch safety
"* Readily available
"* Ease of ignition
"* Acceptability by launch agency and primary payload
"* Environmentally friendly combustion products

The total potential list of hybrid oxidisers include:

"• oxygen (gaseous, G02 or liquid, LOX) 0
"* nitrogen tetroxide, NTO (N20 4 )
"* nitrous oxide ("laughing gas," N2 0)

"* hydrogen peroxide (H2 0 2 )

Of these, gaseous 02 must be eliminated because of its very low storage density. Cryogenic LOX is * *
not a viable candidate for an upper stage because of the problems of long-term storability. NTO at

first appears to be a likely candidate because of its wide availability in the space industry.

Unfortunately, as a hybrid oxidiser it is less desirable because of its toxicity and the problem of

initiating combustion with the fuel. An ignition device would be required which is less desirable than 4

a spontaneous reaction. N2 0 has the additional advantage of being potentially "self-pressurising" due

to its very low vapour pressure. A nitrous oxide/HTPB was investigated by AMROC for use as an

upper stage [AMROC 94]; however, all data is proprietary and has not been published [Witinghill

94]. This is also the oxidiser favoured for hobby rocket applications as noted in Chapter 3 [Kilby 96].

Unfortunately, N20 has the drawback of requiring an ignition system like all the others listed. This

makes multiple start-ups significantly more difficult. The exception is hydrogen peroxide. For space

applications, hydrogen peroxide is generally in excess of 80% concentration and is referred to as high 4

test peroxide or I-TP. When first passed through a suitable catalyst, HTP breaks down into super

heated (>6000 C) steam and oxygen. At this high temperature, combustion is spontaneous with most

conventional fuels. The following subsections will take a closer look at this oxidiser option.

4.5.1.1. Hydrogen Peroxide Background

In one respect, hydrogen peroxide could be called the most natural of rocket propellants. There is a

small beetle of genus Brachinus that makes its home in the chalky areas of southern England. Known

as the "Bombardier Beetle," this six-legged rocket scientist fires a cloud of caustic vapour at its 4
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enemies, expelled by an explosive mixture of 10% hydroquinone and 23% hydrogen peroxide!

(Cambridge 91].

Outside the insect world, hydrogen peroxide was first discovered by Louis-Jacques Thenard and

reported to the Paris Academy of Science in July 1818. Thenard had been conducting research into

voltaic cells when he discovered that barium peroxide reacted with cold nitric acid to form what he

called "oxygenated water." Thenard spent considerable effort testing this new substance. He cited

recetions with 130 elements, oxides, salts, acids and bases. He sometimes noted that in "in these

decompositions, chemical action is evidently missing; it is necessary then, to attribute these actions to

a physical cause; but the actions are dependent on neither heat nor light, whence it follows that they

are probably due to electricity." [HPHB 67] His unexplained reactions were later explained by

Berzelius in 1836 who first described the process of catalysts and catalytic reactions.

At first, hydrogen peroxide was used only for removing sulfide deposits from oil paintings and as a

skin irritant for medical purposcs. Later, industrial grade hydrogen peroxide (less than 52% H2 02 by

weight) was found useful in a variety of commercial processes includinig textile and pulp bleaching,

synthesis of chemical derivatives, manufacture of foam rubber, oxidation of dyes, and the treatment

of metal surfaces.

Hydrogen peroxide (60%) was hrst used for propulsion applications in Germany in 1934 for

underwater vehicles. Later, it was used to drive the +urbo-pumps in thv. V-2. After the War, hydrogen

peroxide in even higher concentrations were use?. for space propulsion applications, both as an

oxidiser and as a mono-propellant. Hydrogen peroxide fell out of favour in the late 1950s primarily

due to "bad press" and the emergence of more storable oxidisers such as nitrogen tetroxide.

Hydrogen peroxide's "bad press" centred on its instability during storage. Evea contemporary

sources [Sutton 92] quote storage decomposition of >1%/year. Even though, as of 1967, storage

decomposition rates of < 0.1 Ye/year were readily attainable and in-space storage in excess of 2 years 0

had already been demonstrated. [HPHB 67]

Hydrogen peroxide has seen service on the following space niksions [HPHB 67]:

"* Mercury spacecraft
"* Scout launch vehicle
"* Little Joe 1I sub-orbital vehicle
"* Burner 11
"* SATAR satellite

• ASSET satellite
• Lunar landing simulator
* Astronaut manoeuvring unit (Gemini program)

• SYNCOM spacecraft
* COMSAT spacecraft
* HS-303A "Blue Bird" spacecraft 0

4.$
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* ATS spacecraft- 0
* Personal rocket belt

,6 . X- 15 rocket plane 0
B Black Arrow launch vehicle

All of these missions relied on "propeliant grade" peroxide or "high test peroxide (HTP)." Table 4-I

lists some important characteristics of HTP,
Parameter Value .:'

_Density (kg/m3) 1388..../ .
Freezing Point (GC) -17.9"
Boiling Point (°C) I atmosphere 136.6 i.i'

Specific Heat 20o to 60(C (kg/kg-K) 2.83
Viscosity at 20*C (N-s/m2) 1.26 x 10-3•

Latent Heat of Fus.ion (pure) (kJ/kg) 367.64

Table 4-1: High Test Hydrogen Peroxide (HTP) characteristics (adapted from [Andrews 90])

Despite its excellent chemical properties, the main criticisms of peroxide are related to its stability.

Clark in Ignition: An Informal History of Liquid Rocket Propellants [Clark 721 calls HTP "the

oxidiser that never made it." H2 0 2 will decompose in an exothermic reaction into H2 0 (steam) and

02 in the presence of a suitable catalyst or when heated. Virtually any organic substance is a potential

catalyst, thus any contamination in a storage container can initiate decomposition, releasing heat and

further aiding the decomposition. In this way, run-away reactions can begin. However, according to 0 "

Mr. E.G. David Andrews [Andrews 90] who had extensive experience working with HTP on the

Black Arrow project in the 1960's, much of this criticism came from engineers who actually had little

experience with HTP and are, in some cases, "unbalanced and dismissive, presenting much too

negative a view." One could equally argue that no oxidiser, LOX, NTO, etc. is perfectly safe to work

with. In fact, safe rocket propellant is, chemically speaking, an oxymoron. That being said, the

safety issues surrounding the use of HTP must be thoroughly understood before one should attempt to

use it. References [HPHB 67] and [Davis 52] give a comprehensive discussion of the safety

procedures, material compatibility issues and other important information for HTP handling.

In operation, the HTP is injected into a catalystpack-a small decomposition chamber containing the

catalyst material capable of high temperature and pressure. Within the catalyst pack, the HTP

chemically decomposes into superheated (>600'C) oxygen and steam. The decomposition products

are then directed into a combustion chamber where the oxygen-rich mixture can be combined with

any number of liquid or solid fuels. The decomposition products can also be expanded as-is through a

nozzie giving a mono-propellant rocket with an Isp of approximately 170 seconds. This is an added

advantage of using HTP for a spacecraft application, it can be used alone for attitude control and

minor orbit corrections.

By far, the most extensive work done on HTP was conducted in the UK during the 1950s and early

1960s. Much of this work was for classified military applications, however, HTP was also used for
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the Black Arrow-Britain's first and only space launcher [Andrews 901 [Gould 91]. Much of this

work was conducted at Westcott, England at what was then the Royal Aircraft Establishment. At that

time, HTP was being delivered to Westcott by the rail cart load. Between 1954 and 1956 alone, 462

tons of non-stabilised HTP were used [Maggs 56] (no figures are available for the amount of

stabilised HTP used during the same period, presumably an equal or greater amount). A vast army of

researchers investigated HTP catalysts, the effects of various stabilisers and additives in addition to

basic rocket development using HTP in combination with various fuels (all work was with liquid .

fuels such as RP- 1, there is no record of HTP hybrid work being conducted at Westcott at that time).

Unfortunately, because this work was in support of military programmes, all technical reports were

either confidential or secret. I was only able to obtain some key documents relatively late in my 0

research programme. These are discussed in Chapter 5 in the context of my own catalyst pack

development.

In the late. 1960s, work on HTP basically died out all together due to the success of "packaged
liquids," primarily combinations of hydrazine with the oxidiser nitrogen tetroxide, NTO. Still today,

NTO remains the most popular oxidiser for space applications [Clark 72]. However, in the last

several years, HTP has gained new attention. Among the various new ideas for single-stage to orbit is

one by Kistler Aerospace Corporation. Their sub-orbital test vehicle the K-0, (originally planned for 0 0
testing in late 1995) plans to use hydrogen peroxide for sub-orbital tests [Kross 95] [Hudson 95].

Another radical new idea for getting payloads into space also envisions leveraging from the inherent

advantages of HTP. Black Horse is a U.S. Air Force sponsored programme which would use a winged

orbiting vehicle that would take off like a conventional aeroplane using air-breathing engines

powered by normal jet propellant (JP). However, once the space plane reaches criiising altitude at

around 12,000 metres it would rendezvous with a conventional tanker such as a KC-135 or KC-IOA

but instead of loading fuel, it would load hydrogen peroxide oxidiser. The JP/HTP would then be 0

burned in rocket engines to take the space plane into orbit. HTP was a key enabling technology for

this particular applications because it "is very dense, allowing a lightweight, compact airframe to hold

a lot of it; it is non toxic, and is much cheaper than any other oxidiser except for cryogenic liquid

oxygen. The fact that hydrogen peroxide is non-cryogenic is a major plus-it allows existing tankers

to be used for aerial propellant transfer with only minor modifications." [Zubrin 95]

For the reasons discussed above, HTP was chosen as the oxidiser for the prototype hybrid system.

The following subsection explores details of HTP thermochemistry. S

4.5.1.2.Hydrogen Peroxide Thermochemistry

Hydrogen peroxide decomposition can be represented chemically by

H202 --+ H20 + 1/2 02 0

4-10
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This is an exothermic, irreversible process and while this formula represeiats the end result of the

decomposition, their are an estimated 10 to 20 intermediate reactions chemists have identified [HPHB

67], Considering both the liquid and vapour phases, there are total of 5 types of decomposition

reactions possible:

1. Homogeneous reaction in the liquid phase between the hydrogen peroxide and the
dissolved catalytic or oxidisable components.

2. Heterogeneous reaction of the liquid phase with surfaces of the container and/or suspended :
particles.

3. Heterogeneous reaction of a film of condensed hydrogen peroxide on the surfaces in
contact with a vapour phase.

4. Heterogeneous reaction of the vapour phase on dry surfaces.

5. Homogeneous decomposition of the vapour phase. •

As my work is focused on the controlled decomposition of HTP via a catalyst, reactions 2, 3 and 4

are the most important. D. Sutton [Sutton 60] provides an extensive summary of the theoretical and

experimental work done to investigate the mechanisms of hydrogen peroxide decomposition in the

presence of a catalyst (in this case silver). According to Sutton, the most likely initiating reaction is S

Ag + H2 0 2 -+-Ag+ + OH + OH-

Assuming purely heterogeneous decomposition, then the subsequent reactions are, in order:

OH + H202 -+ H20 + HO2  0 O

H02 =* H+ + 02"

Ae + 02- -* Ag + 02

Where Ag&+ stands for charged site on the metal surface.

Because of the complex nature of HTP chemical decomposition, performance predictions relied on

the U.S. Air Force Isp computer programme [Selph 92]. The program provides several key

parameters including characteristic exhaust velocity, C*, ratio of specific heats, -,, and chamber

temperature, Tc. These values are listed in Table 4-2 based on the following assumptions:

* 85% HTP (0.85 H202/0.15 H2 0)

* Chamber Pressure = 17.2 bar (250 psi)
Parameter Value

C* (m/s) 885
Temperature (K) 907.4
Molecular Weight (kg/kmole) 21.829
Moles gas/100 gm 4.581
Ratio of specific heat, y 1.275 0
Heat capacity (cal) 42.204
Entropy (cal) 233.325
Enthalpy (cal) -169.018
Density (gm/cc) 0.004987

Table 4-2: Theoretical performance of 85% HTP decomposition at 17.2 bar (250 psi) based on the
USAF Isp program.
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While this describes the theoretical result from the standpoint of pure chemistry. achieving this

reaction with high efficiency is the engineering challenge. The effort expended towards meeting this

challenge is described in Chapter 5.0

4,5. ).3.HTP Supply

Hydrogen peroxide can be made in very high concentrations (up to 99%) but, in practice, can never be

made completely pure. There are always some concentrations of contaminates left over from the

manufacturing process. In addition, other compounds, most notably tin, are normally added as

stabilising agents. For propulsion applications, these stabilising agents offer both advantages and

disadvantages. On one hand, you would like the propellant to be as stable as possible for safe

handling and long-term storage. On the other hand, if it is too stable it will not react as required.

To clarifyv the limits on contaminants and stabilisers, the U.S. Military defined propellant grade

hydrogen peroxide using MIL-P-1I6005D3 "Propellant, Hydrogen Peroxide." (18 March 1965) This

specification is summarised in Table 4-3.

Property Minimum Maximum
Weight Percent H20, 90.0 91.0
Aluminiurn _____________ 0.5 mg/litre
Chloride. _______ ______ 1.0 mg/litre
Ammonium ____ 3.0 mg/litre0 0
Nitrate _________ 3.0 mg/litre 5.0 mg/litre
Phosphate ______ 0.2 mg/litre
Sulphate 3.0 mg/litre
Tin 1.0 mg/litre 4.0 mg/litre
Carbon __ ___200.0 mg/litre
pH n/a n/a0
Surface Tension, dynes/cm n/a n/a

Evaporative residue ______20.0 mg/litre
Stability, percent5

Table 4-3.- Specifications for propellant grade hydrogen peroxide per MIL-P-16005D (adapted from
[HPHB 67]).

As noted earlier, 40 years ago HTP was in abundant supply. It was inexpensive as well. In 1967, the

USAF paid only $0.23/lb. Unfortunately, those days are gone. Very early in my research I learned

that HTP is no longer cheap or plentiful.

The problemn of locating a reliable supply of HTP slowed down the program by several months.
Fortunately, I was eventually put in contact with Air Liquide in France. They produce high purity,

85% '-'electro'iic grade" hydrogen peroxide for the semiconductor industry and, after only a few

months, the first shipment of 80 litres arrived at Westcott it two small stainless steel drums (a far cry0

4 ' from the good old days when I am sure engineers routinely wasted this amount with little care).

The chemical assay for the Air Liquide Hi? is shown in Table 4-4. Comparison to MIL-P- I 6005D is

also provided where applicable. While Air Liquide said they would be able to produce 90% hydrogen

peroxide if required, the electronic grade at 85% was readily available at a much lower price. For
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basic research work, this was deemed acceptable. Notice that all contaminant and stabiliser
parameters are well within the MIL-SPEC with the exception of phosphates. The potential effects of
this contaminant are described in Chapter 5.

Characteristic Value
Concentration 85%

(Spec >90.0%)
Density 1.37 kg/rnl3
Residue @ I 10°C 2 mg/kg
Chlorides, CL" 450 pig/kgChlorides, 

(Spec < 729.9 pg/kg)
Nitrates. NO3 2000 pg/kg

(Spec < 3649.6 pg/kg)
Phosphates, PO4- 540 pg/kg

(Spec < 145.98 pg/kg)
Sulphates, SO.- 150 pg/kg

(Spec < 2189.7 pg/kg)
Lead, Pb ISO pg/kg
Silicon, Si 25 pg/kg
Tin, Sn 15 pg/kg

(Spec < 2919.6 pg/kg)
Table 4-4: Characteristics of hydrogen peroxide provided by Air Liquide, France. All other elements

are below 5 pglkg [AL 94]. Specification is based on MIL-P-16005D.

4.5.2. Fuel Selection

With HTP selected as the candidate oxidiser, I then turned to selection of a fuel. The list of possible 0
fuels is virtually endless as nearly all polymers fall into this category. Typical examples that have
been used are hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene (HTPB), polyethylene (PE), nylon, Araldite,
Plexiglas and Stratyl [Moore 561][Pugibet 70]. Because of the experimentai success enjoyed by Moore
and Berman [Moore 56] with the HTP/polyethylene combination, as well as its inexpensive
commercial availability and ease of machining, it was chosen as the primary candidate fuel.
Generally speaking, the theoretical performance of polyethylene is virtually identical to gasoline

(petrol).

4.5.3. O/F Ratio

For spacecraft application, it would be desirable to design a motor to operate at or near the optimum

oxidiser/fuel ratio (OlFoptimum) (sometimes called the stoichiometric ratio). Figure 4-1 shows the

relationship between O/F and Isp for HTP/PE. The optimum point is OlFoptimum = 8. 1. Realise that
as the bum progresses, the port area increases. Thus, for a fixed oxidiser flow rate, the actual O/F
will increase during the firing. As a result, a flight motor would be designed to begin combustion at

an O/F somewhat lower than the optimum value so the efficiency would be increasing over time with 0
a near optimum integrated efficiency achieved.

4-13
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VariaUon in lop as a function of OIF for HTPIPE
at17.2bar
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Figure 4-1: The graphs shows the relationship between O/F and /sp (vacuum) for HTP/PE. Maximum
Isp is achieved for an O/F of approximately 8. Data computed for constant Pc = 17.2 bar and 85% HTP

(assumes near vacuum expansion to 10"4 bar).

As discussed in Chapter 3, that regression rate can be modelled as a direct function of oxidiser flux

rate, Gox,.

a G. Eqn. 4-1 0 0

Note that Gox, in combination with the port area, determines 0/F. However, the regression rate

constants, aox and n are independent of 0/F. Therefore, as part of the experimental design, it was

desirable to test a range of O/F greater than or equal to the optimum in order to have a sufficiently

large spread of data to more accurately estimate aox and n. As an arbitrary starting point, an O/F =

10 was chosen.

4.5.4. Operating Pressure

In selecting an operating pressure for the prototype engine it was necessary to trade-off the basic

relationship between chamber pressure, Pc, and Isp as shown in Figure 4-2. As you can see, higher

Pc delivers slightly higher performance. However, this desire for high Pc must be traded off against

the practical limitation of the system design. The higher the Pc, the more massive the combustion

chamber and propellant tank must be. Typically, spacecraft propulsion systems operate in the 15 to

35 bar range. However, while Isp is a direct function of Pc, over this range the effect is not so

dramatic. From Figure 4-2 you can see t.tat doubling Pc from 17 to 34t bar only increases Isp by

about 6%. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity and safety, a nominal Pc of around 17 bar (250 psi) 0

was chosen.
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Variation In lop asTa function of chamber premure for
HTPIP at OIFu 8
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Figure 4-2: The graph shows the relationship between chamber pressure and isp for HTP/PE at an OIF
of 8 (assumes near vacuum expansion to Pe = 104 bar (0.0015 psi)). 0

4.5.5. Port Design

The hybrid fuel port must be designed such that sufficient surface area is exposed to injected oxidiser

to achieve the desired O/F at a reasonable regression rate. There are virtually an infinite number of

ways to design the port geometry-rod & tube, wagon wheel, double-D, 7-cylinder cluster and the

simplest, cylindrical. These geometries are illustrated in Figure 4-3. The multi-port options offer

promise for more efficient packaging within the confines of a satellite. However, because

characterising combustion was one of the primary objectives, the cylindrical port was chosen as the

simplest and cheapest option.

0

SDouble.O 7.OY1n0 0ke

Figure 4-3: Port geometry options for a hybrid motor (from (Humble 95]).

With a port shape chosen, the next consideration was port size and length. Keeping ip mai.,d that the

physical dimensions of the motor had to approximate what could reasonably be packaged inside a

spacecraft, and further that this port would be drilled into a solid tube of polyethylene, an initial port

diameter with a convenient, reasonable size of 2.5 cm (1 inch) was chosen.

An important parameter in hybrid design is the port length to diameter ratio (LID). LID must be

selected to provide sufficient total surface area as well as volume to allow proper mixing of vaporised 0
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fuel and oxidiser. LID for most hybrids lies between 20 and 30, with smaller LID normally used for

smaller motors [Humble 95]. Unfortunately, it was not cost effective to have a different combustion

chamber length for every different port diameter to be tested. Thus, to keep the motor relatively 0

short, an initial LID of 15 was chosen. This gave a constant port length of 36 cm and allowed for

greater LID values for smaller port tests (LID varies as port diameter varies).

4.5.6. Oxidiser Flow Rate

Ideally, the oxidiser flow rate, iz,.., woutd be selected to provide the desired O/F ratio. In practice.

however, Mt,, and port design are intimately related by the regression rate equation. Gox is

determined by mh,,, divided by the port cross-sectional area.

G., - ,Eqn. 4-2

where Aport = port cross-sectional area (m2 )

Thus, once the port diameter is fixed a given rhm will give the desired 0/F, but only if a smecific

regression rate is achieved. Unfortunately, as will be discussed in the following section, there was no

completely reliable regression rate equation available. Therefore, I had to use an iterative approach

for my hybrid motor design process that relied heavily ort estimated performance as described in the

next section.

4.6. Performance Estimation

Performance estimation for system came from two primary sources

"* Theoretical results based on combustion thermochemistry
"* Empirical results based on previous work

Because of the scarcity of empirical results, design analysis relied chiefly on theoretical predictions.

using those previous empirical results available as a guideline only. 4

4.6.1. Theoretical Results

Theoretical results for rocket performance must be obtained using standard thermochemistry analysis

methods. All of my results are based on the Isp program developed by the USAF [Selph 92]. The

assumptions on which this program are based are sufficient to produce results within 1% - 5%. 0

Theoretical results for HTP decomposition where presented earlier. Theoretical results for hybrid

combustion based on the thermochemistry analysis is shown in Table 4-5. These results are based on

the earlier assumptions for HTP decomposition at an O/F of 10 (8.5 H20 2 :1.5 H20: 1.0 PE). 0
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Combustion Parameter Value
Characteristic exhaust velocity. Co (m/sec) 1522
Temperature (K) I2S05.5
Molecular Weight (kfkmoJ-) 22.05
.Moles gas/ 100 gi 4.535
Ratio of specific heat, y 1 183 A
Heat capacity (cal) 58.386
Entropy (cal) 286.38
Enthalpy (cal) -157.769
Density (gm/cc) .. 001824

Table 4-5: Theoretical performance of 85% HTP/Polyethylene hybrid motor with O/F =10 at 17.2 bar
based on the USAF Isp program.

In practice, the primary indication of combustion efficiency is theoretical vs. measured C*. Chapter 5

will compare these theoretical results to experimental data. 0

4.6.2. Previous Empirical Results

This section focuses on empirical results for hybrid combustion only. Empirical results for HTP

decomposition will be discussed in Chapter 5 in the context of catalyst pack development. 40

While theoretical results for hybrid combustion can tell you expected C* and other combustion

parameters, they do not give you the all-important regression rate parameters needed to reliably

design a hybrid motor. These parameters can -or& come from empirical results. Therefore,

regression rate data is often treated as closely guarded, proprietary information. There have been only 0

three published reports of other HTP hybrid work. These are summarised in the following

subsections.

4.6,2.l.Moore/Berman (1956) •

The definitive paper which pre-dates the work described in this thesis was published by George

Moore and Kurt Berman in the November 1956 issue of Jet Propulsion [Moore 56]. Their paper

describes work conducted several years earlier at the General Electric Company as part of an Army

Ordnance contract. Moore and Berman used the same HTP/PE combination used in my work

(although they used 90% HTP instead of 85%). AL the outset, they list several desirable

characteristics of this particular hybrid combination:

I. Good theoretical specific impulse, Isp
2. High average propellant density
3. Spontaneous ignition, usually after < 0.5 seconds. In this way the fuel combustion can be

thought of augmenting the HTP mono-propellant performance. "Ignition is generally
reliable and smooth over a wide range of oxidiser/fuel ratios."

4. With proper design of the engine and fuel charge "hard" starts should never occur; the 4
peroxide decomposition product is a gaseous oxidiser and therefore cannot accumulate in
the combustion chamber prior to ignition.

5. Intermittent operation and throttling can be accomplished by means of a single valve in the
peroxide line.

6. The system has the simplicity of a mono-propellant, but with a safety, at a given
performance, probably unattainable with most liquid mono-propellints.
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7. The design and construction of the fuel charge is not very critical in regard to the presence
of cracks or voids: there i, very little possibility of an explosion of the entire propellant,
and in these respects the system is more desirable than most solid propellants.

At the same time, they noted only a few disadvantages: 0

1. Kelatively high freezing point and potential instability of HTP
2. Difficult :o vary the fuel burning rate by more than a factor of two which can complicate

the fuel charge design for some applications.

Moore & Berman go on to note many of the inherent advantages of the HTP/PE combination already 9

explained above and of hybrids in generai as explained in Chapter 3. They also point out the potential

advantages of operating at higher than the optimum stoichiometric ratio (0/F > 8) which gives higher

overall propellant density (meaning an even smaller fuel chamber) with unly a slight loss in overall

efficiency.

Another interesting observation that Moore and Berman noted was the longitudinal uniformity of fuel

burning. They write, "there appears to be no tendency for the fuel to burn faster at one end than the

other." This is consistent with own results as will be explained in Chapter 5. They go on to 0

comment, "the combustion itself shows remarkable stability under all conditions, including very low

chamber pressures and low pressure drops. It appears, in fact, that the burning solid fuel is its own

flame holder and a very stable one." • * 4

The remainder of their paper outlines the results from over 300 tests (the benefits of a large-budget,

government-funded operation). They used three basic chamber designs-straight tube, rod & tube

and straight tubes with alternating inside diameters to generate eddy currents for better mixing. They

used both extruded tube as well as stacks of 1/2" plastic wafers (the fact that the gaps between the

wafers had no effect on burning underscores how insensitive hybrids are to cracks or voids in the fuel

grain). [Moore 561 presents a log-log plot of their results, correlating regression rate (inches/second)

to a number "which is roughly proportional to the initial mass velocity of the gas in the fuel channel."

This correlation factor is given as (in units of slug/fl2 ).

A~ Eqn. .4-3

where

Pc = Chamber pressure (psi)
,* = (C* it turns out) = Characteristic exhaust velocity (ft/s)

At =Throat area (in2 )

Aport = Port area (in 2 )

Note that Moore/Berman use the parameter, V*. This appears to have been a typographical error in

the paper, After much trial and error, I was able to prove that V" = C*. Therefore, because
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,- q. 4-4
Ce

their correlation factor, is actually the total mass flux, (G. which Is in keeping with conventional

hybrid analysis.

G -Eqn. 4-5

where G , Total mnass flux (slugift2)

Unfortunately, aside from the general praises they offer about this combination, very little hard data is

presented, No specific data for individual test runs was reported (run-to-run combustion efliciencies

for example). The sum total of results from over 300 tests is a single graph. The only discussion of

regrossion rate is the single statement that "the slope of the line indicates that r - (G) 0.45 ." The

other regression rate constant is not offered. Therefore, the regression rate equation obtained from

their data had to be interpolated from this graph.

The equation interpolated from their graph is shown below.

r(mm / sec) = 0.0465G0 '45  Eqn. 4-6

where G has units of kg/m2sec 0

However, it should be stressed that this is approxim.a-te at best. The best use I could make of their

data was as a rough order ef magnitude check for my own engine design calculations. Sadly, their

results, while presumably valid based on the vast number of tests conducted, was insufficiently

reported to allow the technology to be readily used (especially after a 40 year hiatus). Thus, to revive

this combination, the technology would literally have to be re-invented.

4.6.2,. Pugibet (1970)

Across the Atlantic, nearly 15 years after Moore & Berman, the HTP/PE hybrid once again gained

some attention as docamented by M. Pugibet and H. Moutet in May 1970 [Pugibet 70]. They

investigated using HTP as a oxidiser with a variety of polymers, However, rather than using a

separate de'omposition chamber V) first break-down the HTP, they investigated coating the inside of

the fuel with a catalyt*.; material. After experimenting with several possible combinations, they chose

a suspensiota oi 30% potassium borohydride in 70% paratoluidine solvent spread at a concentration of

0.05 gm/cm2 over the inside of the fuel grain. The fuel they chose was 96% metaluene diamine with

4% binder (nylon made plastic with cyclohexylphtalate). They tested this combination in their micro-

thruster for detailed study of ignition characteristics.

While their work is interesting from an historical perspective, it actually represents a sideline to my

own restrch. Obviously, their technique offers a simplified ignition process without the additional 0
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complexity of the decomposition chamber. This could be useful for large booster applieations.

However. because it does not offer the opportunity for a re-start. it has less appeal for spacecraft

applications.

4,6.2.3. Wernimont (1994-1995)

Concurrent with my own research. E. Wernimont at Purdue University in the U.S. was also reviving

U.S. HTP/PE hybrid work. His research objectives aid results are summarised in two papers 0

[Wemimont 94] and [Wernimont 951. The Purdue research, like my own. is aimed at producing a

low-cost, highly reliable rocket motoi However, theirs is aimed specifically at booster applications.

The goals of their research were listed as follows in [Wernimont 94):

1. Use hydrogen peroxide with concentrations levels typically used in industry.
2. Do not use silver screen catalytic beds because this decomposition device has several

undesirable characteristics such as: increased system dry mass, increased cost of catalytic
bed construction, and catalyst screen poisoning or degradation.

3. Do not use liquid injection of catalyst. A second fluid system taints the simplicity of the
hybrid propulsion system.

4. If possible, use highly stabilised peroxide (defined in [Wernimont 951 as having stannates
and phosphi..s at 10 - 100 ppm).

While I agree in principle with all these goals. the paper does not make clear (with reference to goal

2.) how any other type of catalyst system (such as the one they use) is inherently simpler or lighter in * 0

weight than a silver screen catalyst. The catalyst used is described in [Wernimont 94] as pellets of

refractory cement impregnated with potassium permanganate (KMnO4). A diagram of this catalyst

pack is shown in Figure 4-4.

Saw&qfl ($

e.qafi " Iit

C~p~tSUSS n___ __._

Figure 4-4: Diagram of catalyst pack confiuration used by Wernimont and Meyer. Catalyst rocks were
made from pellets of refratory cement impregnated with potassium perrnangenate (KMnO,..

(Wemrniont 94).

(Wemnimont 94] describes results from 6 different hybrid firings all at Pc - 120 psi (8.25 bar) with

0/ from 3.2 to 4.6 and reports combustion efficiencies ranging from 87".a to 98.3%. The paper also4
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presents a regression rate equation based on 6 data points as follows (note the equation was left in the

original imperial units to preserve imbedded units on the constants).

i(in / sec) = 0.0535G0 8  Eqn. 4-7

where G Total mass flux (Ibm/in 2 /s)

[Wernimont 95] reports somewhat different results from a more recent series of about 20 tests. For

these tests, efficiencies are reported somewhat lower, ranging from 77% to 89%. Problems with 0

nozzle erosion are also reported. The regression rate equation for the more recent tests is somewhat

different from the first series:

r(in I sec) = 0.034G°" Eqn. 4-8 0

The results from both these tests are plotted in Figure 4-5. These results will be compared to those of

Moore/Berman and my own results in Chapter 5.

Comparison of Results from Purdue University (USA) Hybrid 0
Work

0.91

0.8
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Mass flux jkglm2Is)

Figure 4-5: Results from F Vrdue University, USA, HTP/PE hybrid tests [Wemimont 94] [Wernimont 951.

4. 6.2.4.Conclusions

Realise that at the outset of my design work only Moore & Berman's results were available.

Therefore, performance estimation primarily relied on theoretical thermochemistry results from the

Isp computer program with approximate results from [Moore 56] used as a guideline to bound design

results.
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4.7. Component Design

This section will discuss specific design issues associated with important components of the

experimental hybrid system. Fuel grain design will first be addressed followed by a discussion of "

nozzle design and material issues, the combustion chamber, oxidiser delivery system and the overall

support structure.

4.7.1. Fuel Grain

From a practical standpoint, once the basic system was designed and fabricated, there were only

limited degrees of freedom in terms of the final fuel grain design. This was especially true after the

cavitating venturi was added (see Sections 4.7.4 and 4.8.4.5). The most important parameters which

were fixed by the basic system design were the nozzle throat area, At and the motor length, L. Table 0

4-6 gives a list of fixed design values for the system.

Parameter Value
Port length (in) 0.36
Ambient Pressure (bar) 1.0 0
Nozzle throat radius (in) 0.0065
Nozzle expansion ratio 3.408
Cavitating Venturi flow number 0.02189
(kg cm312 sec1 bars-"7 gin"IZ)
Cavitating Venturi pressure recovery factor 72.5%
Injector pressure recovery .80% .
Polyethylene fuel density (kg/tn) 930
HTP (85%) oxidiser detsity (kg/mr) 1370

Table 4-6: Fixed motor design parameters.

This left the following variables for further design iteration:

"* Feed Pressure, Prank (over a practically limited range 0 to 50 bar) which determines:
"* Oxidiser flow rate, mho, (over a limited range with the cavitating venturi in

place).
"* Chamber pressure, Pc (up to a practical limited of about 20 bar).

"* Port radius, Rp (practically limited by standard-sized drills, non-standard sizes available at
greater expense) which determines:

* Oxidiser/Fuel ratio, O/F
The iterative motor design process that emerged used the following steps.

"• Step 1: Select initial port radius, rport
"* Step 2: Pick a tank feed pressure which is used to approximate actual to,

ph. = FN (P,, - P•,,,,,)p, Eqn. 4-9

where

FK,' - Cavitating Venturi Flow Number

PTank = Oxidiser tank pressure (bar)
?atmosphere = Atmospheric pressure i I bar 0
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Pox - Oxidiser density

Step 3: Determine maximum possible chamber pressure

10W

P* PFP,.CVrRlPR Eqn. 4-10

where

Pc chamber pressure

CVpR = Cavitating venturi pressure recovery - 72.5%

IpR = Injector pressure recovery = 80%

v Step 4: Assume valuc fo;. initial O/F

* Step 5: Compute thermochemistry parameters using Isp program
9 Step 6: Compute theoretical mass flow rate for given O/F at 100% C* using Eqn. 4-4 0

9 Step 7: Compute required average fuel regression rate

O/F
Ma-(x /F+1)m Eqn. 4-11

1y -O Eqn. 4-12

4 - Eqn. 4-13

volfwl = Of1,time Eqn. 4-14

Vol ,, 2 0
S+ r;.w r o. ¢

fr= L Eqn. 4-15
time

where

*-I = Volume flow rate of fuel

Pfiel = Fuel density

Volfuel = Total volume of fuel consumed

time = Total burn time

Ar = Required average fuel regression rate

L - Port length

* Step 8: Compare required regression rate to Moore/Berman results [Moore 56] for "sanify
check" Iterate as required.

* Step 9: Compute all performance parameters using basic rocket relationships from •
Chapter 3.

To simplify the tedious nature of iterative calculations, this design process was implemented using

MathCAD. Table 4-7 gives the parameters for an example motor design and predicted performance

4
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parameters which result. Notice that the required regression rate is approximately 8% less than that

predicted by Moore/Berman. This is about as close as one can practically interpolate from their data.

Parameter Value
Feed Pressure, P,,ý (bar) 30
Oxidiser flow rate (kg/sec) 0.143
Chamber Pressure (bar) 17.4
01F 9:1
Motor Port Radius (in) 0.01
Ratio of specific heat. y 1.181
Chamber Temperature (K) 2581
Molecular weight (kg/kmnole) 21.94
Theoretical Characteristic Exhaust Velocity, C* (m/sec) 1534
Burn time (sec) 15
Total mass flow rate (Kg/sec) 0.151
Average Fuel Regression Rate (ni/sec) 5.16 x 10-4
Predicted fuiel regression rate (Moore/Berman) (m/sec) 5.588 x 1o04

Thrust (N) 314
Total Oxidiser used (litre) 1.484
Total Fuel used (kg) 0.226

Table 4-7: Hybrid Motor Design Characteristics

With the basic motor geometry established, the next step Was to design the remaining components of

the motor and ox'diser delivery system.

4.7.2. Nozzle

The nozzle represented one of the most challenging aspects of the entire system design. It had to

perform its function of expanding the exhaust from chamber pressure to ambient conditions under the

following :irsh conditions:

* Throat temperatures > 2340 K
* Multiple thermal cycling without fracturing
* > 18 bar chamber pressure
e Relatively high concentrations of super-heated oxygen and steam

On top of these performance requirements were laid the basic constraints of the programme. The

nozzle had to be:

"* Inexpensive (or if relatively expensive, reusable)
"* Easy to manufacture 0
* Easy to integrate into the system

Arguably, I could have opted for a simple, disposable choke-perhaps made from stainless steel or

copper. After all, if you are only interested in combustion characteristics there is no need for an

expanding nozzle. However, because the system was meant as a prototype for a spacecraft motor, 1 0

chose to include all the necessary components. Thbis would provide valuable insight into what type

nozzle to eventually pursue for space applications.
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4.. %.21.Nozzle Shape

The most fundamental decision in nozzle design is the shape. [Humble 95] and [Sutton 92] give

details on several types of nozzle shapes. Figure 4-6 gives four basic shapes and there are literally0

hundreds of possible variations on these themes.

.~17

CMjh m'1fl1T~r

Figure 4-6: Four different nozzle configurations and their flow effects (from [Sutton 92]).* *
Initially, considerable t~ime was spent looking at the plug-type nozzle. It has several inherent

advantages, especially fox space applications, which made it an interesting candidate [Berman 60].

However, in the end, a simple cone was chosen due to its ease of manufacture.

The nozzle shape was designed to give optimum expansion to 1 bar (14.5 psi) for a chamber pressure

ofi18bar.

"* Exit radius = 0.012 m
"* Throat radius =0.0065 mn
"* Expansion ratio = 3.41
"* Cone angle 150S

"* Length -0.02 1 mn
4.7.2.2.Nozzle Material & Cooling

Design of the nozzle shape was relatively easy, given that it depends only on straightforward

calculations of supersonic flow. In comparison, selection of the nozzle material was much more

difficult given that it had to withstand temperatures up to 21000 C. Therefore, material selection

ultimately depended on the type of cooling mechanism to be used. There are four basic cooling .

options to choose from:

1. Ablative
2. Radiative
3. Regenerative
4. Heat Sink
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With ablative cooling, the phase change process of subliming a solid into a gas absorbs large

quantities of heat. However, this would mean the nozzle would gradually wear away with use,

changing the exit area and distorting C* calculations. ([Wernimont 95] noted this problem with the

ablative nozzle he used).

Radiative cooling was also an attractive option. This involves radiating heat into the surroundings.

Unfortunately radiative heat transfer is very slow and requires large surface area. This type of

cooling is appropriate for longer vacuum nozzles but not for short nozzles expanding to the

atmosphere.

Regenerative cooling would involve circulating the liquid HTP (or other liquid) around the nozzle to

cool it in much the same way as a car engine is cooled. However, this creates additional complexity

for the plumbing involved. Furthermore, precise circulation tubes must be built into the nozzle,

greatly increasing its complexity (and cost). The simplest means of regenerative cooling I considered

was using water from a separate source to cool the nozzle. This was the technique employed by

Moore/Berman [Moore 56]. Unfortunately, regenerative cooling would add significant complexity.

Furthermore, because the objective was to match as closely as possible the configuration that would

be most desirable for satellite applications a simpler, passive solution was chosen uniig a heat sink in

combination with convective and radiative cooling. *

By providing a sufficient mass of high heat capacity material, such as stainless steel, the heat

generated during a short test firing could be harmlessly absorbed into this heat sink and then

dissipated after the test through convective cooling from the ambient air and radiation. However,

even with a heat sink, some means of slowing the heat transfer rate, especially at the throat, had to be

found or even stainless steel could begin to melt before sufficient heat had been conducted away.

Thus, a refractory material with very slow heat transfer was desired. Discussions with Advanced

Furnace Technologies in Cambridge led to the selection a solid graphite throat insert coated in

pyrolytic graphite.

4.7.3. Combustion Chamber

The combustion chamber design was a logical outgrowth of the motor design. A cylindrical pressure

vessel was needed that could contain the fuel rod and withstand the necessary pressure and

temperature. For ease of machining and convenience, the entire system was planned to be made from

stainless steel. However, even stainless steel would melt when faced with +20000 C combustion

temperature. Here, one of the inherent design advantages of hybrids saw direct benefit. Because the

fuel itself could act as insulation for the chamber walls, the fuel rod diameter could be oversized

without having to resort to more complex active cooling techniques.
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4.7.4. Oxidiser Delivery System

With the exception of the cavitating venturi, the design of the oxidiser delivery system was a straight-

forward fluid mechanics problem. The success of the final system lay-out was due primarily to the

help of Mr. Malcolm Paul formally of Royal Ordnance, a renown expert in test rig design,

construction and operation. One of the biggest problems encountered was in finding HTP-compatible

components. Virtually all solenoid valves on the market contain at least some 400-series stainless

steel (slightly magnetic, used in the plunger) which is not completely compatible with HTP.

Therefore, pneumatically-actuated ball valves were selected which were 100% compatible. The

complete system is summarised in Section 4.8.

The cavitating venturi (CV) was added to the oxidiser delivery system part way through the test 0
program as described in Chapter S. The CV serves two purposes:

1. Restricts maximum flow rate to eliminate wet-starts of the catalyst pack
2. Provides a calibrated means of measuring HTP flow rate

Without a CV in the system, oxidiser flow rate is a function of the square root of the pressure 0

difference between the tank and catalyst pack. This means that at start up, when the chamber pressure

is 1 bar (absolute), the flow rate is highest and then decreases to a steady-state value as chamber

pressure increases due to the catalytic reaction. As described in Chapter 5, this situation proved to be

undesirable for cold start conditions as it caused the catalyst pack to initially be flooded, leading to a
"wet start" condition whereby liquid iITP was ejected until the reaction could reach a steady-state

condition. The CV virtually elliminated this problem by creating the condition whereby flow rate is a

function of'jpstream pressure only, independent of downstream pressure.

CV's are a common feature in many experimental rocket test rigs. A basic CV consists of a narrow

orifice in the oxidiser flow line with a relatively sharp converging section (15 half-angle) and gentle

diverging section (60 half-angle). Their use for this application was first advocated as early as 1951

by L.N. Randall in the American Rocket Society Journal. He explains their basic operating principle

as follows:

"As the pressure drop across a conventional venturi is increased, a point is reached at the
throat where substantially all of the upstream head is converted into velocity head. The only
static head remaining is that of the fluid vapour pressure. If, under these conditions the
upstream head is maintained constant, a further increase of the pressure drop obtained by
decreasing the downstream pressure cannot result in increased flow." [Randall 51]

In other words, once upstream pressure is sufficiently high, the flow through the CV wili cavitate. At

this point, the maximum flow rate is fixed, independent of the pressure difference across the CV.

4.7.5. Support Structure

The support structure was designed with the help of Mr. Maartcn Meermar and Mr. David

Montegomery of SSTL. This design effort was driven by low-cost fabrication considerations and ease
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of experimentation. We wanted an adaptable system that would allow reconfiguration if needed while

including a minimum number of total parts allowing for ease of manufacture. 0

4 .

*..

Figure 4-7: Photograph showing all parts of the hybrid test apparatus, the motor, test stand, oxidiser
delivery system and data collection/control system.

4.8. System Description

This section offers a summary of the hybrid test infrastructure. The complete test apparatus is shown

in Figure 4-7. It consists of four parts: hybrid motor, test stand, oxidiser delivery system and data

collection/control system. This section begins with a brief description of the test site itself, followed

by i su-.aary of each part of the test apparatus

4.8.1. Test Site

As discussed above, the overriding wystem design requirement was safety. Initially, we briefly 0

considered conducting all testing at the University of Surrey. However, lack of facilities within CS.R

to safely support rocket testing ruled out this option. Fortunately, Mr. John Haitow of British

Aerospace, Royal Ordnance (RO), Westcott had suggested to Prof. Sweeting at a chance meeting that

they may be interested in co-operatinp in various types of research. Seizing on this opportunity, I

presented a complete test plan to Mr. Harlow and Dr. Bonner, the RO safety officer. They graciously

offered the use of test cell J-4 which had been unoccupied for several years. Figure 4-8 shows a

picture of J-4 site. It cunsists of a firing bay, separated from the control room by a thick concrete

wall. Blast-proof windows allow viewing of the firing bay. The site also offered plenty of running
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water (necessary for safe handling of HTP), power and pressurised nitrogen to drive and control the

oxidiser delivery system. A memorandum of agreement was forinalised between SSTL and RO

outlining the co-operative nature of this basic research.

S'~

MR

Figure 4-8: Test site J-4 at British Aerospace, Royal Ordnanae, Westcott.

4.8.2. Motor
Figure 4-9 shows a cut-away diagram of the hybrid motor attached to the test stand. The motor

consists of four basic components: the catalyst pack, combustion chamber, fuel element, and nozzle.

Each of these is described in the following sections. 0

Fuel Element •Combustion * .

Figure 4-9: Hybrid motor cross-section attached to the test stand showing load cels, catalyst pack,
combustion chamher, fuel element and nozzle.
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4.&2. I. Cataiyst Pack

The catalyst pack is designed to fully decompose HTP into superheated steam and oxygen. It consists

of four parts: the housing, injector plate, sleeve, and spacers. The stainless steel housing provides

structural support, heat sink mass and interface to the hybrid motor and test stand. A close-up diagram

of the catalyst pack is shown in Figure 4-10. The injector plate acts as a "shower head" for the HTP

entering the pack. This thin plate has 1.8 mm holes covering 25% of the surface. Upon passing

through the injector plate the oxidiser experien,.es approximately a 20% decrease in pressure.

The sleeve is a thin-walled, stainless steel cylinder into which the catalyst material is packed. The

catalyst materials used are fully described in Chapter 5. They consisted mostly of nickel or silver

mesh disks which were stacked and compressed into the sleeve with the spacers at the top and bottom.

The catalyst pack is mounted to the motor via a flange. A large opening in the top of the combustion

chamber allows decomposition products to flow into the centre of the fuel element.

Housing Injector 0
, -- -- -- ---o-o -_ A - -- -

. Catalyst

° ° °• ... """Spacer /

t- s-3 To Motor

• • ~Sleeve

Figure 4-10: Diagram of the catalyst pack showing the housing, injector plate and the "star-shaped"
spacers. The sleeve containing the catalyst itself is inserted into the pack. Dimensions are in mm.

442.2,Combusyion Chamber

The combustion chamber is constructed of 316 stainless steel seamless tube with a 4 inch (0. 10 16 m)

outer diameter. Ile casing is I10G (3.175 mam) in thickness. Nominal operating pressure is 18 bar, At

twice this pressure, the hoop stt•.ss safety factor is 3.7. Flanges were welded to the chamber for

attachment to the test stand.

4. &2.3. Fire Element

The fuel elements used were made from polythene rods with a combustion port drilled into them and

machined to fit into the combustion chamber. The nominal rod length was 0.36 m. The motor was

purposely oversized in diameter to provide insulation for the combustion chamber. For a 10 second
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test firing, only about 0.013 m of fuel is consumed. Figure 4-11 sHliws a photograph of a fuel rod

standing next to the combustion chamber.

%6 4

Figure 4-11: Photograph of a hybrid fuel rod standing next to the combustion chamber.

4.8,2.4.Nozzle

The nozzle assembly consists of a throat insert and outer cone/assemby flange. The throat insert is

formed from machined bulk graphite coated in pyrolytic graphite. It is fitted into the combustion

chamber, separated from the fuel by rubber gaskets to provide for fuel rod expansion during firing. A

stainless steel flange secures the pyrolytic graphite/graphite throat insert and forms the last half of the

nozzle expansion cone. A diagram of the nozzle is shown in Figure 4-12.

4 3
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Fuel Rod ur

Figu.S 4-12: Cross-sectIonal view of the nozzle sowing fte graplt ridytlc graphite Ineert and the
nozzle extnenlon section which acts as a heat ulM. Dimensions are In mam.

483. Test Stand
The complete teat stan consists of a mounting bracket, motor support brackets and HTP delivery

system "plumbing" shelf. A photograph of the complete test stand installed in J-4 site is shown in

Figure 4-13.

Figure 4-13: Test stand Installedf Into test call J-4 at Royal ornnce Westcott.

The I-shaped mounting bracket is bolted directly to the floor of the test cell into grooved rails built-in

for that purpose. The mounting bracket acts as a spine to which the motor support brackets sand
plumbing shelf is attached. The motor is supported and attached to the support plate using two spring-
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steel fiexures The attachment point at the rear of the motor can be moved along the test stand. allowing

the motor length to bc vaned if necestary. The oxidiser delivery system uses high pressure nitrogen gas

to deliver HTP to the catalyst bed and to allow for system purging and dumping folloing tests. This 4

"plumbing," consisting of the oxidiser tank. valves and lines, is attached to a separate plumbing shelf

which is bolted to the end of the test stand. It is described in the next subsection.

4.8.4. Oxidiser Delivery System ("Plumbing") 0

A schematic of the oxidiser delivery system is showm in Figure 4.14. Major components arc described

in the following subsections.

tl ....... .a.\° "..1 "" .

I -- +ll~l~- P l~

I, ~0
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vm1.k-C W.. -M-r,

Figure 4-14: Oxidiser Delivery System 0

4. & 4. 1. Oxdfiser Tank

The oxidiser tank was constructed as a pressure vessel from 316 stainless steel and tested to 2000 psi

(over 6 times the predicted operating pressure). It has a volume of approximately 5 litres and is roughly 0

15 cm in diameter and 33 cm long. Prior to use with HTP, the tank was 'pacified" by filling with 45%

nitric acid for I hr. After this period it was filled with 50% hydrogen peroxide for an
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additional I hour. The tank was then repeatedly flushed with distilled water The tank was only used

with distilled water and HTP after the pacification process.

4,4.ZLInAes and FIttinmg

Standard stainless steel lines were used throughout the system, These lines are pressure rated to 350

bar (5000 psi). No dedicated pacification process was used with the linos. The majority otf fittings

were 1/4" Swagelok. 0

4.&4.3.Nltrogen Supply

N2 is supplied by a set of 200 bar (3000 psi) bottles outside the J-4 site provided by RO.

4.&4,4,Components 0

As you can see from Figure 4-14, a wide variety of different valves and other components were

needed to complete the plumbing system, The primary driver for component selection downstream of

the oxidiser tank was HTP compatibility. Upstream of the tank. and in separate N2 supply lines t(-r

pneumatic valves, compatibility was not an issue. 0

System pressure is regulated from 200 bar inlet over a controllable range 0 - 60 bar using one Hale-

Hamilton dome regulator donated by RO. The regulator is protected from HTP damage by a non-

return valve downstream. The output pressure of the regulator is determined by the pressure applied 0

to the top of the dome via a needle valve from inside the control.

Whitey Series 40 ball valves (SS-43S4-3 IC) with pnieumatic actuators (A-SVMF4-C24D) were used

for HTP compatible applications. These include the engine control valve and the dump valve. These

valves require solenoid actuation as well as a minimum of 5 bar pressure in order to actuate. The

choice of this particular design was based on recommendations from Mr. Malcolm Paul. Unlike

similar ball valves available, this design precludes liquid from being trapped in voids around the ball

itself, a potentially dangerous problem with active oxidisers. 0

There are two Hale-Hamilton NRS-! non-return valves in the system. These valves are HTP-

compatible. They are designed to prevent HTP from migrating up stream to the N2 control valves in

the pressure line and in the purge line. One pressure relief valve set at 48 bar was used for emergency

release of pressure in the event of inadvertent HTP decomposition, 0

4. , 4. .Cavitating Venturi

The design principles for the cavitating venturi (CV) were described earlier. Figure 4-15 shows a

diagram of the CV used on the test rig. For cost reasons, three CV's were made to the same 0

specification. These were calibrated in the RO flow lab by Mr. Henry Eggleston. Table 4-8 lists the

relevant parameters for the CV used in testing. As described earlier, the CV served the dual purpose

of limiting the flow rate to eliminate wet start conditions and acting as a means of measuring oxidiser

flow rate.
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4.5 mm 1 4 I_ ....

- .1 D A = 7.0 r- 1.0

B= 5.60 mr. (re~erence)

eI C = 14.27 mm (re+erence)

0 = 1.5 mm - .'IL5 m '
Matorioa: At alloy or 316 StainLess

E > 35 mmi"

AngLes +- 1 ceg.

Figure 4-15: Cavitating venturi (CV) diagram. With the CV installed in the system the maximum flow
rate was restricted thus virtually eliminating wet starts. The known calibration of the CV was also

used to accurately determine oxidiser flow rate.

Parameter Value

Length (mm) 35
Outer diameter (mm) 6.35 (+ 0.02)
Inner diameter (mm) 4.5 (-0.1)
Throat radius (m) 1.5 (-0.05 on diameter)
Converging cone angle 15- ( 1-)
Diverging cone angle 60 ( 10)
Cavitating Venturi flow number 0.02189
(kg cm3, sec bars-1 2 

w"1
2)

Cavitating Venturi pressure recovery factor 72.5%
Table 4-8: Cavitating venturi design parameters (with margins) and calibration parameters.

4.8.5. Data Collection and Control

The system makes the greatest possible use of remote data collection and control using PC-based

software. As part of the initial system design trade-offs, a detailed industry trade study was conducted 0

to locate a low-cost, easy to use system. For the most part, the system chosen was very good. It was

easy to install and quite simple to program and change. Data collection and control was al o straight-

forward. The primary drawback with the system was its slow data rate running in the Microsoft

Windows environment. This restricted data collection to < 2 Hz which was often inconvenient for very

accurate data analysis as will be described in Chapter 5. A brief description of the system follows.

The system hardware consisted of a 486DX rack-mounted PC with 8 MB RAM. The rack-mounted

system was selected because it was initially thought the system would be moving frequently back and 0

forth to RO and so a rugged system was needed (in actual fact, once installed in the control room at RO.,

the PC was not moved).

Data input and control output from the PC was accomplished using an Integrated Measurement Systems

model PCL-813H plug-in PC board. In addition, a PCLD-780 and PCLD-789 were used for data

collection. A PCLD-786 AC/DC Power solid-state relay (SSR) and relay driver board were used to

interface to the valve solenoids.
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Primary wiring to and from the PC was done through two 25-way screened cables. A sensor cable was4

used to interface the PC data collection card to the load cell, pressure transducers and flow meter4

(when it was used). In addition, it provided excitation voltage to all these sensors. A control cable

was used to connect the PCLD-786 SSRs and all valves with the exception of the HTP control valve

which is wired separately. The thermocouples were also wired separately with special thermocouple

extension cable. The data collection boards, SSRs. amplifiers and power supply was assembled in a

rack mounted container. Interface to the Sensor and Control Cables on both ends was through 25-pin

D-connectors.

Sensors included pressure transducers, thermocouples and a load cell. A standard wheel-type flow

meter was used initially in the system but was abandoned when the CV proved to be a more reliable0

and accurate means for flow rate measurement. Pressure transducers were supplied by RO. K-type

thermocouples are used to measure temperature in the catalyst pack and record ambient temperature.

Temperature inside the hybrid combustion chamber is far too high to measure using conventional

sensors. A load cell was also installed on the system to record thrust. However, for the following

reasons, the data from this sensor was largely used as a secondary indication of performance only.

"* Thrust is primarily a function of expansion condition. Therefore, thrust measurements tell
you more about the nozzle performance than actual combustion performance

* Load cell data proved to be quite noisy due to vibrations even with a pre-load
"* Load cell data resolution was quite low (.+20 N) due to the resolution of the data collection

system.

4.&S. 1.Soft ware
Data collection and system control was done on the PC using Integrated Measurement System's

Genie software. This software allows for real-time data collection, display and control. Figure 4-16

shows the interface screen used for all rockct testing. The screen allows for control of all valves via

mouse-activated virtual push buttons. Rocket firing is set on a user-defined timer. Real-time display

* ~of oxidiser flow rate, catalyst pack temperature, thrust and chamber pressure are displayed.
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Figure 4-16: Real-time rocket control and data monitoring screen from the Genie software package.

4.9. Conclusions

This chzpter has presented the detailed background of my hybrid research program. Historical

development of hybrids was reviewed, revealing why, despite their many potential advantages, they

have remained largely in the background of propulsion research. The need for a dedicated hybrid

research program aimed specifically at satellite applications was demonstrated. The goals of this

program were established:

1. Proof-of-concept

2. Performance characterisation

3. Total cost assessment

A detailed technical discussion examined the process of hybrid motor design. Fundamental design

decisions for my own system were presented and justified. Estimates of performance, both theoretical

and empirical, were summarised. Design issues for critical system components and the complete

system that resulted was described. Chapter 5 will present experimental results and important

conclusions from this program.

0
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Hybrid Program Results

5.1. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT

5.2. CATALYST PACK DEVELOPMENT & TESTING

5.3. HYBRID PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISATION 0
5.4. HYBRID COST ANALYSIS

5.5. CONCLUSIONS

5.6. REFERENCES

This chapter summarises the results of the hybrid research program and demonstrates how the

program objectives were fulfilled. The chapter begins by addressing the first objective-proof-of-

concept demonstration-by presenting an overview of the project budget and schedule. A discussion

of the most difficult engineering challenge that had to be overcome---catalyst pack design-follows.

The various catalyst options investigated and the experimental results are presented with specific

conclusions for future satellite applications. The second program objective, performance

characterisation of hybrid combustion, is then discussed, with experimental results summarised. The S

empirically derived regression rate equation is presented and assessed. A variety of other results from

this experimental work that relate to hybrid performance are also presented including: combustion

uniformity, start-up and re-start characteristics, combustion stability, fuel selection and throttling. A

hybrid upper stage motor design process emerges which is presented along with results for an

example minisatellite mission. The chapter concludes with an overall assessment of hybrid rocket

technology for cost-effective small satellite application by evaluating price and mission costs.
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5. Hybrid Program Results

5.1. Proof-of-Concept I.

The first objective of the hybrid program was to prove the basic concept of hybrid technology for A. ..

smail satellite applications. The aim was to demonstrate the overall accessibility of hybrids for cost-

constrained research and development within a Ur.iversity environment. Basically, hybrids had to be

shown to be cheap and easy to work with. In these respects, the program was an overwhelming

success.

Table 5-1 summarises the complete budget for the program, labour costs are not included(e.g. those

of Mr. Malcolm Paul, or Mr. Maarten Meerman. My own labour, of course, was "free"). The bottom

line indicates the relatively low-level of funding required to get the program up and running. At

~413,000, this represents a very small investment considering it encompasses the entire program.

Similar programs run at government funded research organisations would spend many times this

amount (perhaps with slower or fewer results). It is important to remember that at the outset of the 0

project, the University of Surrey had no propulsion infrastructure. Everything had to be developed.

In this, we were greatly aided by the generous use of facilities at British Aerospace, Royal Ordnance,

Westcott. The use of a test cell there for safe testing with ample running water and power overcame

one of the first big programmatic hurdles.

Item Cost

Mechanical & Electcal Components £ 1,917.85
Valves £2 ,234.46
Data Collection & Controe System Fe,943.0 t
HTP d2,059c14 .p a
Catalyst f l,514.28
Fuel L278,61

Cavitating Venturi L 240.00Nozzle Insert L352.00
Misc. Labour & Components f£1,070.00

Total £L12,609.3 4
Table 5-1: Summary budget for complete hybrid research program.

Ile program schedule is shown in Figure 5-1. For purposes of discussion, the test program has been 0

divided into two phases. The differences between the phases relate to catalyst pack developm~lat as

discussed later in the chapter. Hybrid firing days are shown as significant milestones in the schedule.

Despite the many months in the program dedicated to solving a single engineering problem 0

(discussed in the next section), the overall pace of the schedule underscores the essential simplicity of

hybrid technology. Note that only 7 months elapsed from project go-ahead to the first successful

hybrid firing. During this time, the entire system was designed, fabricated, integrated and ready for

testing. To be sure, this schedule greatly benefited from the expert advice and guidance of Mr. 0
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Maarten Meerman, David Montegomery and, especially, Malcolm Paul. However, over that time

period, their overall time contribution adds to less than 5 man-months. The important conclusion

from this information is that hybrid technology is easy to use. The margins on design requirements

are large enough to allow the use of standard industrial practices with excellent performance at very

low cost.

Hybrid Program Scheul.1
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Figure 5-1: Summary Hybrid Program Schedule.

It is interesting to note another direct result of proving the basic concept of hybrid rocket technology

for low-cost applications-the keen interest generated in the press. After the first successful test, the
University issued a press release which received a startling response. Many different articles

appeareu in newspapers and magazines around the world heralding our results as a unique approach to

rocket ,-otors. We were also the subject of several radio interviews. The BBC were very interested
4 in i, ng a hybrid firing as part of children's science program but unfortunately we were unable to

coinci, ith their production schedule. Below are a sample of some of the headlines generated:

"* "British Develop Hybrid Rocket," Space News 13 - 19 March 1995.
"V. accessful Test for Hybrid Rocket Motor," Surrey Matters, 17 February 1995.

* "'ampus Boffins Cut Satellite Costs," Surrey Advertiser, 24 February 1995.
! 'ew Motor Will Cut Cost of Space Trips," The Times, 17 February 1995.

"* "Motor Sets Satellites on Cheap Orbit," The Times Higher Education Supplement, 10
March 1995.

"* "Satellites Enter Steam Age," The Sunday Times, I I June 1995.

In addition to demonstrating the accessibility of hybrid technology, another aspect of the proof-of-

concept objective was to identify and solve significant engineering problems that drive system

performance. The difficulties encountered underscores the state-of-the-art for HTP hybrids prior to

this research. There were no off-the-shelf manuals and very few experts to consult (and those experts
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still alive had to work from memory rather than documented results). The following is a list of some

of the technical problems that had to be overcome during the program.

"* Designing a reliable, long-lived catalyst pack.
"* Obtaining a reliable supply of HTP,
"* Locating HTP-compatible valves and flow meter ,
"* Designing, fabricating, calibrating and installing a cavitating venturi to overcome "wet-

start" problems.
"* Designing a low-cost nozzle insert capable of withstanding the +2300"C temperature of S 4

hybrid combustion.
Of these, all but the first one was addressed as part of the overall system design effort described in

Chapter 4. This challenge proved to be the most difficult to overcome. Catalyst pack research

eventually consumed a large percentage of the program schedule. Details of this effort are presented 4
in the following section. Following this discussion, the remaining program objectives will be

discussed.

5.2. Catalyst Pack Development & Testing 4
This section s'immarises experimental work conducted on HTP catalysts and catalyst packs. It should

be noted that at the outset of the research program, I did not envision spending the bulk of the time on

this single topic. However, developing an effective catalyst pack turned out to be the weak link in the

chain. Without a reliable catalyst, reliable hybrid combustion is not possible. The section begins 0 4
with a discussion of catalyst pack design issues followed by an overview of the catalyst research

program, a summary of catalyst results and conclusions.

5.2.1. Catalyst Pack Design 4
The hybrid combustion process begins in the catalyst pack. If it does not work, the hybrid will not

ignite. Within the catalyst pack, the HTP must be fully decomposed into superheated ox,'gen and

steam before passing into the combustion chamber. Thus, as part of an over-all system, a reliable

pack needs to initiate smooth, rapid and complete decomposition of HTP with minimum pressure 0

drop across the pack. Five design goals emerge from this description:

I. Reliable-relatively long lifetime with little degradation in performance, working "first-
time, every-time."

2. Smooth--no radical surges or oscillations in working pressure. 0
3. Rapid-decomposition time should be on the order of milliseconds. "Wet starts" should

not be observed. A wet start condition exists when liquid HTP is ejected on start-up prior
to transition to full decomposition.

4. Complete decomposition-as characterised by measured vs. theoretical characteristic
exhaust velocity, C* or decomposition temperature, Tc. 4

5. Minimum pressure drop--higher pressure drop requires higher delivery pressure. Drops
on the order of 6 bar or less should be attainable [HPHB 67].

My research revealed that these characteristics are much more easily stated than achieved. The

search for a reliable and effective catalyst pack eventually consumed the bulk of rocket development
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and experimentation time. This work was quite frustrating because reliable catalyst packs had been

fully developed and widely used in the 1950s and 60s. However. when HTP fell out of favour in the

late 60s, this technology was abandoned. Thus, the program was forced to reinvent the technology,

repeating the same mistakes of earlier researchers in the process. This was primarily due to the lack

of details presented in previous work. Moore & Berman, for example, [Moore 56] provide virtually

no details about their catalyst pack design. To correct this problem, it is hoped that this thesis can

serve as handbook to guide further research, preventing future investigators from repeating these

same mistakes.

Initially, I searched for a commercially available HTP catalyst. Unfortunately, none could be located.

The latest know space application of HTP was on the NASA Scout rocket for attitude control.

However, Valcor, Inc., the company that originally made these control jets, no longer knew how to

make them [LaTona 94]. Therefore, I had to develop my own. The best descriptions available at the

time were in (Davis 601 and [HPHB- 67]. From these, some general guidelines for catalyst pack

configuration were determined. To begin with [Davis 60] defines the loading factor as the mass flux

of hydrogen peroxide as follows:

LF = m Eqn. 5-1

A

where

LF = Loading factor (kg/s/m 2 )

? = mass flow rate of HTP (m/s)

A = cross-sectional area of catalyst pack (m2 ) •

[Davis 60] indicated that the normal loading factor is between 60 and 235 kg/sec/m 2 , with the smaller

values used for low-temperature starts. Armed with the desired HTP flow rate as described in

Chapter 4, the diameter of the pack could be determined. Unfortunately, [Davis 60] did not provide

firm rules of thumb for pack depth. Therefore, the approximate length of 5 cm described in his paper

was adopted.

This established the pack geometry. What remained was finding a suitable catalyst material to use.

Unfortunately, descriptions of catalyst material were even more vague. [HPHB 67], for example, 0

describes a variety of catalyst types including calcium permanganate "stones," silver gauze and

silver-plated brass, nickel and stainless steel gauze, 16 - 20 mesh ("mesh" is used to describe the

number of wires either per linear inch or per cm, i.e. one square inch of mesh would have a total of 40

wires woven perpendicular to each other). With only this to go on, the catalyst development program

described in the next section was initiated.
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5.2.2. Program Overview

This section provides an overview of the catalyst pack research program. It begins by describing the

approach taken followed by a summary of the program s:hedule. For purposes of discussion, the 0

program has been divided into two phases. Phase I comprises the first 34 catalyst tests (including

hybrid tests I - 6). Phase 2 comprise= all tests conducted after that period which includes catalyst

pack tests 35 - 55 (and hybrid tests 7 - 12). Note that catalyst pack and hybrid tests are numbered

sequentially, independent of catalyst type used. Results from each phase will be addressed separately

below.

Catalyst efficiency was assessed by computing characteristic exhaust velocity, C* and measuring

decomposition temperature, Tc. However, early in the program some C* values exceeded 100% of 0

theoretical. This value was determined from the known throat area, A,, and measured chamber

pressure, Pc and flow rate. ttusing the following relationship:

C* = Pe.r Eqn. 5-1 0
m

Extensive verification of all these parameters was repeatedly conducted to determine why C* was so

high (> 100% is, of course, impossible). The exact concentration of HTP was also measured to verify

the results from the Isp program and was found to be accurate. Further investigation determined that 0 •

the inaccuracy was caused by the choke desijia. For simplicity, catalyst pack testing initially used the

outer flange/nozzle extension section desigied for the hybrid described in Chapter 4. This component

had a flat inlet for interface to the graphite/pyrolytic graphite throat insert. Unfortunately, lack of a

converging inlet section in the choke used for catalyst testing was causing a vena contracta condition I

[White 86] wh-.reby a "virtual throat" slightly smaller in diameter than the real throat, was created.

artificially inflating the C* calculation. This condition was rectified by constructing of a separate

choke with contoured convergent section introduced for catalyst pack test 49 and subsequent.

Fortunately, chamber temperature, Tc, proved to be an equally effective indication of overall catalyst

pack efficiency and, most important, predictor of hybrid ignition performance. Therefore, for

consistency, Tc will be the primary means used in the assessment of catalyst performance reported in

the following sections. It should be emphasised that C* calculations for hybrid tests were not effected

by this problem, as these tests used the nozzle insert which had a well-contoured converging section.

5.2.3. Phase I Discussion
Testing during Phase I was primarily aimed at proof-of-concept. Every effort was made to get the S

test rig operational in the shortest possible time to produce reasonable results and validate the basic

feasibility of the program. During Phase 1, between August 1994 and February 1995, a tota! of 7

different catalyst pack configurations were tested.
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1. Type-]: Maximum density silver-plated nickel gauze
2. Type-2: Maximum surface area silver-plated nickel gauze
3. Type-3: KMnO4 crystals
4. 7)pe-2A: Type-2 catalyst. sintered for 30 min at 800*C
5. Type-4: LCH 212
6. Type-5: Silver-plated gauze provided by the US Air Force Academy (USAFA)

7. Type-4A: LCH 212 plus Shell 405
Table 5-2 highlights significant milestones during Phase I testing. It is important to note that testing

during Phase I was severely handicapped by a limited supply of" HTP (only 80 litres). Thus, catalyst

pack test runs l'ad to be kept very short (as little as 5 seconds). This, coupled with the relatively low

sampling rate imposed by our low-cost data collection/control system (<2 Hz), meant that collected

data could only provide a good indication of performance, especially relative performance, but not 0

exact values. It should also be noted that the cavitating venturi (CV) was added after test 18 to

eliminate wet start conditions. However, this did not effect chamber temperature results.

"The following subsections will discuss experimental results from each catalyst type evaluated in

Phase I. Hybrid tests conducted during Phise I will be addressed in a Section 5.3.

S.2.3. 1. Type- I (maximum density)

Catulyst Type-I was made up of 84 hand-cut, 40 SWG x 40 mesh nickel gauze, silver-plated for

maximum density. As described above, at the beginning of this work it was known that silver plated

nickel gauze had been used with success in the past but no details were available indicating exactly

what plating process to use. Initial discussions with commercial silver plating firms revealed that

modem plating practices strive to achieve a very smooth, thin surface finish. However, reasoning

from the standpoint that "more is better," a plating process was ordered that would deposit the

maximum densily of silver on the gauze. This was designated Type-I catalyst.

Unfortunately, only 2.5 litres of HTP was available at the beginning of research. Therefore, these

tests were used to verify system compatibility, oxidiser handling procedures and test procedures.

Objective performance data was not available as the pressure transducer failed and the thermocouple

had not been installed into the catalyst pack. However, subjective assessment of the performance

based on the exhaust and lack of hybrid reactivity indicated that this configuration did not achieve

good performance. The exhaust appeared as solid white steam, however super-heated steam should

be invisible. This was a strong indication that decomposition efficiency was low. Furthermore, an

attempt was made to ignite a hybrid motor with this catalyst configuration and no ignition or even

minor erosion of the fuel was achieved, further indicating inefficient decomposition. Following these 0

tests, a new catalyst was produced using a method to achieve the greatest overall surface area of silver

and a larger supply of HTP was obtained.
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Dante Milestones Comments

March-April e Preliminary systvm analysis and design
1994 •
23 April 1994 * Official project go-ahead
May 1994 * Detailed system analysis and design e Component selection

* Subcontractor selection for component
fabrication

June 1994 o System Fabrication * System manufacture by Project
Machinery

•Component procurement
•Plumbing system assembly_

July - August e System integration * Integrate hardware/software data
1994 collection and control system

* Integrate entire test rig into test cell
a Sensor calibration •

30 August 1994 * Preliminary catalyst pack tests A & B 9 Using Type-I catalyst
September - - Develop catalyst Type-2 a Obtained a better process for gauze
November 1994 * Obtain reliable HTP supply plating from D. Andrews

e Worked with Air Liquide, France, on
80 litre supply of HTP

23 November e Catalyst Pack tests I - 5 * Using Type-2 catalyst (maximum •
1994 surface area)
28 November * Catalyst Pack tests 6 - 7 e Using Type-2 catalyst (maximum
1994 * Hybrid Test I surface area)
6 December 1994 a Catalyst Pack tests 8 - 9 * Using Type-2 catalyst (maximum

* Hybrid Test 2 surface area)
12 December * Catalyst Pack tests 10 - 12 e Using Type-2 catalyst (maximum 0
1994 surface area)

20 December * Catalyst Pack tests 13 - 17 * Using Type-3 catalyst (KMnO4)
1994

3 February 1995 o Install cavitating venturi * CV to eliminate "wet-start" conditions
a Catalyst Pack tests I - 20 * Tests 18 - 20 with catalyst Type-2A
* Catalyst Pack tests 21 - 22 (sintered maximum surface area gauze)

* Tests 21 - 23 with catalyst Type-4
(LCH 212)

6 February 1995 * Catalyst Pack tests 23 - 26 * Tests 23 - 26 wit'- ;atalyst Type-4
s Catalyst Pack tests 27 - 30 * Tests 27 - 31 with catalyst Type-5

(USAFA catalyst)
7 February 1995 * Catalyst Pack tests 31 - 32 a Tests 31 - 32 with Type-5

* Hybrid Test 3 * Hybrid Test 3 with Type.4A
10 February 1995 * Catalyst Pack test 33 * Using Type-4A

* Hybrid Test 4
22 February 1995 * Catalyst Pack test 34 Using Type-4A

* Hybrid Test 5 (take I) _

23 February 1995 9 Hybrid Test 5 (take 2) * Using new catalyst Type-4A

Table 5-2: Summary of Catalyst Pack development milestones during Phnse 1.

5.2.3.2. Type-2 (maximum surface area)

Based on Type-I testing results, several changes were made to streamline testing and improve results:

"* Chamber pressure transducer changed and calibrated

"* Thermocouple probe added to inside of catalyst pack

"* Delivery of 80 kg of HTP from Air Liquide accepted and handling procedures developed.

* A punch and die were produced to allow gauze disks to be cut out to the exact size of the

catalyst pack,
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In addition, the Type-2 gauze was developed. The plating process for this gauze was based on

information supplied by Mr. D. Andrews who had extensive experience with HTP in the 1960s

[Andrews 94]. From his input, we tried to re-create a surface finish that would have maximum 0
surface area of silver. The process described by Mr. Andrews was adapted by a local plating firm to

yield the following procedure using 28 SWG x 40 nickel gauze:

* Type-2 Catalyst Procedure
"* Cut 28 SWG x 40 nickel gauze into 15 x 15 cm squares
"* Step I: I mmin at 50 - 56 amp. Solution of 5 &/l silver in 60 g/l KCN
"* Step 2:15 min at 24 - 30 amp. Solution of 10 l/I silver in 60 g/I KCN
"* Step 3:2 min at 50 - 60 amp. Solution of 5 g/I silver in 60 /I KCN
"* Stamp out disks to size

This process yielded a light-beige coloured gauze which, under the microscope, had a slightly frosty

appearance. Type-2 catalyst was used for catalyst pack tests I - 9. Five tests were done as a

preliminary assessment of catalyst pack performance. Two additional ttsts (6 & 7 and 8 & 9) were

performed before hybrid tests I & 2 to confirm total system performance and ensure sufficient 0
decomposition efficiency for hybrid combustion. Experimental results for the Type-2 catalyst are

summarised in Figure 5-2.

Type-2 Catalyst Result * •
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580 Ave, Stay--ay WeTernpi
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540

Test Number

Figure 5-2: Decomposition efficiency results for Type-2 catalyst. Average steady-state decomposition
temperature based on average temperature from first date point >5000C through end of run.

After the poor observed performance with the Type- tests, the initial results with the Type-2 catalyst

were very encouraging. The exhaust was invisible a noticeable distance away from the nozzle and

decomposition temperatures were reasonably high. Based on these results, we pressed ahead with

two hybrid tests using this catalyst configuration (described in the hybrid results section). Ignition

was very good for hybrid tet 1 but hybrid test 2 presented a wet start. It was concluded that the pack

had been simply "used up" (at the time, no data indicating the expected lifetime of a catalyst pack was
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available, however it seemed reasonable to assume that it should be longer than the total duration of

less than 2 minutes to which this one had been subjected).

Dismantling the pack it was noted that approximately the first third of the 80 gauze in the pack were

stripped smooth. The appearance of fresh catalyst disks were light beige or dull white a with frosty or

hairy surface. The disks in the top layer of the pack (nearest the injector) were smooth in appearance

with a dull copper or brown colour. In addition, there were localised darker areas. Further down the

pack this transformation was less pronounced.

These results were consistent with those described by D. Sutton [Sutton 62a] (in a restricted internal

Royal Propulsion Establishment (RPE) memo only released to me viry late in Phase 1). Sutton

clearly describes the mechanical process of HTP decomposition within a catalyst pack. At start-up, 0

liquid HTP penetrates a considerable fraction of the entire length then rapidly retreats toward the

entry end as temperature rises. When thermal equilibrium is reached, the change of phase settles

down near the entry end. Understanding this process helps to explain why the front-end gauze in the

pack were stripped. According to Sutton, this is due to chemical solution of the silver in the liquid

HTP at the entry end. Most of the dissolved silver is re-deposited but a small fraction is blown out so

gradually the total silver available decreases. Furthermore, use of HTP 3t low temperature and

repeated stopping and starting of a pack accelerates the loss of efficiency due to increased rate of 0

silver erosion. Since the rate of decomposition decreases with decreased temperature, the use of a

pack at low temperature involves a greater penetration of liquid HTP and thus a higher erosion rate.

In addition, Sutton explains the localised darker areas on the catalyst material. This is due to

channelling. Channelling is caused by preferential erosion of silver over certain parts of the gauze

akea caused by two principal factors:

1. Lack of uniform HTP distribution by injector
2. Cooling effects on gauze periphery due to heat loss 0

Sutton [Sutton 62a] concludes that these two effects, along with chemical poisoning of the catalyst

surface by HTP contaminants such as tin and phosphates [Sutton 62b], will decrease the life time of

the catalyst. As indicated in Chapter 4, phosphates were the one ingredient which exceeded the

MiISPEC in the HTP supplied by Air Liquide. Thus it appeared that some or all of these effects 0

conspired to give the mediocre lifetime of the Type-2 catalyst.

5.2.3.3. Type-3 (KMnO1 )

It has long been known that permarganate (as either calcium, CaMnQ4, or potassium KMnO4) is a

superb catalyst for hydrogen peroxide. The Germans used it in liquid form to decompose the

peroxide used in torpedoes and in the turbo-pumps on the V-2 [FIPHB 67]. Unfortunately, liquid

injection of KMnO4 would greatly increase the complexity of the hybrid system. [HPHB 67]

describes the use poly-surfaced silicon carbide "stones" impregnated with calcium permanganate in •
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the gas generator of the Redstone missile. This is the same approach used by Wemimont at Purdue

University [Wernimont 94] as described in Chapter 4. Unfortunately, such stones were not available

"off-the-shelf" (however, a similar material subsequently became available during Phase 2 described 0

below). Therefore, a simple approach was applied to construct a catalyst pack using four layers of

approximately 10 gm each of KMnO4 crystals interspersed between layers of Type- I gauze (a total of

84 gauze).

Results with this configuration were disappointing. The chamber pressure was much lower than the

results with the Type-2 catalyst (10 bar vs. 15 bar). Furthermore, both tests 11 & 12 gushed liquid

HTP throughout the test.

While KMnO 4 is chemically a good catalyst (it practically explodes even with 3% hydrogen

peroxide), the difficulty is in presenting sufficient surface area to a high speed flow of HTP while

preventing the catalyst from being dissolved and washed away. During our tests, the KMnO 4 was

effectively blown out of the pack. As a result, this approach was abandoned. .

5.2.3.4. Type-2A (maximum surface area, sintered)

After the dismal results with the Type-3 catalyst, the lifetime issue of the Type-2 catalyst was

reconsidered. Information on the plating process supplied by Mr. David Andrews [Andrews 94]

indicated that the gauze should be sintered for 45 minutes at 850*C. For simplicity, this step had been

omitted for the Type-2 catalyst. Subsequent discussions mith Mr. David Andrews revealed that

sintering should help to maintain the mechanical integrity of the gauze, possibly giving a longer

lifetime. A 30 minute sintering at 850'C was done to the remaining batch of Type-2 catalyst creating

Type-2A.

The catalyst pack using the Type-2A catalyst consisted of a total of 87 disks. The appearance of the

gauze was significantly different following the sintering process. It was distinctly white rather than

light beige. Under microscopic examination, the frosty, hairy appearance was replaced by a rough,

granular surface.

While overall performance of the Type-2A catalyst, as indicated. by average decomposition

temperature as shown in Figure 5-3, was respectable (in most cases >5500 C), wet starts continued to 0

plague the operation. With an initial cold start-up of the pack, the chamber pressu:- remains low

causing a very high liquid flow rate, exacerbating the wet start problem. Therefore, it was reasoned

that if this initial flow rate could be moderated, the pack could be given time to warm up, alleviating

the wet st' condition. For this reason, a cavitating venturi (as described in Chapter 4) was added to

the system after test 18. Results were dramatic. Along with providing a more reliable indication of

flow rate, the CV practically eliminated the wet start condition. Thus, while the Type-2A catalyst

configuration was abandoned, the CV was retained for all subsequent tests. .
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Following tests with the Type-2A catalyst, the pack was again dismantled and examined. Some

stripping of the top portion of the pack was noted, but not as severe as with the unsintered Type-2.

However, significant channelling was present. Ironically, subsequent discussions with Mr. David .

Andrews [Andrews 95] revealed that the sintering time for the process he provided in [Andrews 94]

should have read 4-5 minutes rather than 45 minutes!

Type-2A Catalyst Results 0
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Figure 5-3: Decomposition efficiency results for Type-2A catalyst. Decomposition temperature based
on average temperature from first data point >5000C through end of run. Test #18 not included due to
total lack of decomposition activity. The cavitating venturi was added for test #19 and all subsequent

tests.

4 5.2.3.5. Type-4 (LCH 212) 0

In the process of trying to discover a good HTP catalyst, commonly used catalysts for hydrazine

mono-propellant engines were also examined. This material goes by several commercial names such

as LCH 212 or Shell 405. It was reasoned that if these commercial products could be used for

hydrazine, it was possible they could be equally effective with HTP. This reasoning was based on the

chemical composition of these commercial hydrazine catalysts which rely on iridium as the active

catalytic agent. This element was listed as possible catalyst for HTP in [HPHB 67]. Furthermore,

because this material was available commercially, it would make it easier to procure at known 0

standards. Because these products came into common use after HTP had fallen out of favour, to my

knowledge they had never been tried with HTP so in that respect this investigation represents truly

unique results.

The basic constituent of LCH-212 and Shell 405 is iridium on a porous ceramic substrate. The actual

material used was of unknown heritage donated by RO. The catalyst pack consisted of approximately

9.0 x 10-3 m3 of LCH-212 granules constrained between plain nickel gauze. The granules are black,
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roughly cylindrical in shape, about 3 mm in diameter by 3 mm in length. This configuration was used

for tests 21 - 26.

Overall performance with the Type-4 catalyst was fair. Start-up was relatively slow (accounting for

the low average Tc) but overall performance was consistent with no wet starts observed. On all runs,

temperatures consistently reached nearly 6000 C. Results from Type-4 tests are summarised in Figure

5-4.

After test 26, the Type-4 catalyst was examined to reveal that the glossy black finish on the pellets

had taken on a white discoloration over much of the surface. This was most likely due to oxidation of

the iridium by the peroxide. Because of this rapid oxidation, LCH-212 and Shell 405 had to be ruled

out for long-term space applications. However, because of its consistent performance, a modified

catalyst pack, Type-4A using both LCH and Shell was used for hybrid test 3 as discussed later in the

chapter.

Type-4 Catalyst Results
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Figure 5-4: Decomposition efficiency fesults for Type-4 catalyst.

52.3.6. Type-5 (USAFA gauze)

While our work progressed at the University of Surrey, colleagues at the U.S. Air Force Academy

(USAFA) in Colorado Springs were pursuing similar lines of research. The team at USAFA was

headed by Capt. Mike Lydon and consisted of several other faculty members and 10 - 20

undergraduate -ngineering students. Because our test apparatus was already set-up and running while

theirs was not, we agreed to test some silver-plated nickel gauze they had made. This was designated

Type-5 catalyst. The exact manufacturing process for this gauze was not available. The Type-5

catalyst was used for tests 27 - 32. Results of these tests are shown in Figure 5-5.
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Performance with the Type-5 catalyst was somewhat erratic. Temperatures eventually reached

respectable values as high as 618°C on tests 29 and 30. However, start-up was very slow with wet

starts observed on tests 28, 31 and 32. Therefore, the Type-5 catalyst was not considered for hybrid .

application and the modified Type-4, called 4A, was used for hybrid test 3.

Type-6 Catalyst Results

650.0

550.0
- 00.0

450.0 ---- Ave. Steady-State Tenrp.•

400.0 --- 100% Theoretical
350.0

L300.0
250.0

200.0
27 28 29 30 31 3Z

Test Number

Figure 5-5: Decomposition efficiency results for Type-5 catalyst, silver-plated nickel gauze supplied by *
the US Air Force Academy (USAFA). Decomposition temperature based on average temperature from

first data point >500 0C through end of run. Note change of scale from previous results to fit lower
stead-state temperatures on the graph.

5.2.3.7. Type-4A (LCH 212/Shell 405)

In an effort to keep up the pace of hybrid development concurrent with catalyst pack experiments, the 0

partial success of the Type-4 was adapted to form the Type-4A configuration. Type-4A catalyst

consisted of a combination of pellet-like LCH 212 along with small, -1 mm beads of Shell 405. In a

conventional hydrazine mono-propellant engine, a layer of the smaller grained material is placed at 0
the inlet end of the pack with a deeper layer of the larger grains nearer the exit. This approach was

adapted by putting a 1 cm layer of Shell 405 followed by the remaining 4 cm of LCH separated by 3

blank nickel gauze.

Normally, we had conducted two catalyst pack tests prior to each hybrid firing for system check-out. 0

However, because we feared that we could use up some of the catalyst's lifetime by doing these

additional tests, I chose to press ahead with hybrid test 3 (which was successful) without a separate

catalyst pack test. However, test 33 was done prior to hybrid test 4 (which did not ignite reliably).

Test 34 was done prior to hybrid test 5 (this time with no ignition).

The results for tests 33 and 34 indicated a rapid drop off in performance between the two. However,

there were 3 attempts to ignite hybrid 4 in between the two tests, with duration of 15, 15 and 5

seconds respectively, which were only moderately successful.
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5.2,3.8.Phase I Conclusions

Results from Phase I of testing were encouraging but frustrating. It was demonstrated that good

decomposition could be achieved leading to hybrid ignition but achieving this reliably was an elusive I .

goal. Toward the end of Phase 1, RO released a wealth of documents describing HTF work done in

the late 1950s and 60s. The important results from the RO work and its influence for planning during
Phase 2 are discussed in the next section.

5.2.4. Phase 2 Discussion

Late in Phase 1, several events happened which influenced the direction of the research and led to

Phase 2.

* RO released 11 previously CONFIDENTIAL or RESTRICTED documents on HTP work
from their archives dating from 1955 - 1967.

* Dr. John Rusek at USAF Edwards AFB in California developed a permanganate catalyst.

* A 1963 NASA document was obtained describing another early catalyst based on pure
silver gauze.

Table 5-3 summarises the important milestones during Phase 2.

Date Milestones Comments
March-June 1995 * Obtain Type-6 catalyst * During this time several upgrades were

Acquisition and review of RO made to the test rig
documents * Flow rate measurement re-calibration * *

* Type-7 catalyst development using CV
* Acquistion of [Runckel 63] report * Improved HTP handling process
* Type-S catalyst development * Complete sensor re-calibration

19 June 1995 * Catalyst pack test 35 e Using Type-6 catalyst
* Very poor results

20 June 1995 e Catalyst pack tests 36 - 45 * Type-7 catalyst
a Excellent results

3 August 1995 e Catalyst pack tests 46 - 47 • Type-7 catalysts
* High speed data collection system added

in parallel to measure chamber pressure
4 August 1995 & Catalyst pack tests 48 - 55 * Type-8 catalyst

• Excellent results
• problem with inflated C* results due to

vena contracta effect discovered
8 August 1995 9 Catalyst pack test 56 9 Type-8 catalyst

* Hybrid tests 7 - 9 * Very good hybrid start-up
6 September 1995 a Catalyst pack tests 57 - 58 * Type-8 catalyst

o Hybrid test 10 • Very good hybrid start-up 0
7 September 1995 e Hybrid tests 11 - 12 9 Type-S catalyst

* Very good hybrid start-up
Table 5-3: Summary of Phase-2 milestones.

The RO reports came at a critical time. As the discussion from Phase I indicates, different catalyst

options were being tried with the hope that one would eventually prove effective. However, RO had

been through this loop before in the 1950s. At that time, they had hundreds of people working on

HTP development. There was no way one lone PhD student could hope to match the resources

50
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dedicated to the problem back then. Fortunately, the release of documents by RO provided access to

these early results. Experimental results with the updated RO catalyst are reported below.

5.2.4.1. Type-6 (Edwards AFB)

Collaboration with my colleagues at USAFA brought me into contact with Dr. John Rusek at the

USAF Edwards AFB in California. The recent increase in industry interest in HTP (as described in

Chapter 4) led Dr. Rusek to establish a loose co-ordination group (dubbed "Jabberwokky") which

includes dozens of HTP researchers connected via the Internet. He was working on developing a

cheap, reliable catalyst material that had the potential to solve the problems noted during Phase 1. He

used a straight-forward chemical process to deposit KMnO 4 onto a molecular sieve material. A

sample of his catalyst was received in May 1995 and designated Type-6.

The Type-6 catalyst material consisted of tiny (-1 mm diameter) beads with a slight dusty

appearance. The single test with this catalyst type yielded very disappointing results. The HTP

gushed through the pack in liquid form. No decomposition was observed. This run was aborted part

way through the planned 30 second trial to save HTP. The pack was dismantled following the test

and the beads were found to have been effectively turned to powder. Some of the powder had

dissolved forming a purple paste in places. No further tests with Type-6 were conducted. The results

from these tests were reported back to Dr. Rusek to aid his further research while other options were 0 0
pursued.

5.2.4.2. Type-7 (updated S-2)

The most important bit of information to come out of the RO reports was the complete specification

for their catalyst along with performance data. [Walder 55] describes the Royal Aircraft

Establishment (RAE) specification for "very rough" silver-plated nickel gauze, called RPD Spec. S2.

This specification is shown in Table 5-4.

Silver Plating Bath Electrolyte: 0
"* Silver cyanide 5 gm/litre
"* Sodium cyanide 72 gm/litre

Solution should contain:
"• Silver (metal) 4 gm/litre
"• Sodium cyanide (free) 70 gm/litre

Operating condition Room temperature
Time and current density 30 sec @ 4.0 amp/dm'
for total area 5 min @ 0.8 amp/d.'n"
_ _ _5 min @ 4.0 amp/din2

Sintering Electric furnace at 8000 C for 30 min
Table 5-4: RPD Specification for very rough" silver plating of nickel gauze, RPD Spec. S2. 0

The S2 catalyst was not designed to provide optimum lifetime, rather it was intended as a stardard for

determining operating characteristics without excessive expenditure of HTP [Southern 67]. The

lifetime of the S2 catalyst was designed for a total throughput of 1.055 x 104 kg/m 2 (15 lb/in 2 )

(Shufflebotham 57] (which equates to a lifetime of 137 seconds for my catalyst pack design with a
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nominal flow rate of 0.1 litre/sec). At least 10 start-ups were expected at this load rate. However,

performance data given in (Shufflebotham 57] indicates actual performance was much better in

practice with packs using this catalyst giving 20 to 30 start-ups, 30 seconds each, at load factors of

around 280 kg/m2/sec (0.4 Ib/in 2/sec) before C* dropped below 92%.

Based on these reported results, I set about having this circa-I 950s specification updated to the 1990s.

With help from Mr. Richard Brown of Project Machinery, we held several meetings with Mr.

Kirwood of Electro Hi-Tech. Using the S-2 specification as a starting point, Mr. Kirwood was able to

update this process, making some modifications to time and current to achieve an excellent result.

This catalyst was designated Type-7. Tests results are reported below.

The direct data from the RO results also reinforced the importance of controlling the initial 0

temperature of the HTP and, to a less extent, the catalyst pack. [Shufflebotham 57] indicates a rough

correlation of I m/s per 1° C. By pre-heating the HTP tank (with a simple hair drer) to 200 C an

increase in C* of about 2% could be expected. Furthermore, raising the initial HTP temperature may

make a big difference in whether or not the catalyst works at all. [Andrews 90] indicates that "in

temperate conditions, with a good pack, full decomposition was reached after 0.025 to 0.05 seconds,

but at 00 C the starting delay was near 0.5 seconds, and at a temperature between -30 C and -5' C a

pack became completely inactive." [Andrews 90] Therefore, temperature was more closely 0 *
monitored during Phase 2 testing.

A catalyst pack was constructed using Type-7 catalyst consisting of 52 plated disks with 12 blank

disks interspersed. Nine 30-second tests and one 20-second test were conducted with the Type-7

catalyst. Overall results were excellent. These results are summarised in Figure 5-6. On the very

first test, the exhaust plume "disappeared" as should be expected with super-heated steam. Virtually

no white steam was observed on some of the tests. However, the performance did appeared to

degrade steadily throughout the trials. In addition, there was a sudden drop in performance between 0

test 45 and 46 which t' rebounded on test 47. This result seemed to indicate the pack needs to be
"run-in" after being left idle for long periods (there was an approximate 6 week delay between tests

45 and 46). The reason for this performance behaviour could not be fully explained.
4 S1

Had no other options been available, I would have gladly pressed ahead with hybrid testing using the

Type-7 option. However, in paraliel with the Type-7 catalyst plating process development, the Type-

8 was being developed as a back-up option. These results are reported in the next subsection.

* S
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Type-? Catalyst Results
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Figure 5-6: Decomposition efficiency results for Type-7 catalyst. Decomposition temperature bEsed on
average temperature from first data point >500°C through end of run. (NOTE: Tests #46 and #47 were 0

conducted after a 6 week break.)

5.2.4.3. Type-8 (NASA spec)

What turned out to be one of the most useful references for my work was a June 1963 NASA

Technical Note by Runckel, et al entitled "Investigation of Catalyst Beds for 98% Concentration 0 *
Hydrogen Peroxide." (Runckel 63] This detailed repo.t described experimental results using pure

silver gauze treated with samarium nitrate as a catalyst for 90% and 98% HTP. While no details wer.

offered describing the actual samarium nitrate treatment process, experimental results described

success with both 2% and 10% solutions of the compound. In addition, results indicated better start-

up characteristics with 40-mesh than v. 'th 20-mesh silver gauze. Furthermore, Runckel reported

decomposition efficiencies around 90% with an average bed lifetime of about 2 hours.

With the promise of these results, I set about trying to duplicate the 30 year-old catalyst material.

Because no details on the samarium nitrate process were available, I had to improvise. A 5% solution

of the compound was prepared and 80 40-mesh pure silver gauze disks were soaked in it for 30

minutes. After vacuum drying, these disks were loaded into the catalyst pack. Every 5 silver disks

were separated by 1 plain stainless steel disk. Even with the stainless steel disks, the pure silver pack

compressed far more than silver-plated nickel disks. To make up for additional space. 25 used Type-

2 disks were added to the aft end of the pack.

Figure 5-7 summarises results from the first eight of these tests. Subsequent tests were interspersed 0

with hybrid tests so their throughput lifetime is effected by this additional usage. Figure 5-7 shows

the efficiency of the Type-8 catalyst as measured by decomposition temperature. As the plot

indicates, the efficiency actually improved somewhat with time. It was not possible to determine the

final lifetime of this catalyst type due to lack of HTP. (It did not seem prudent to simply waste
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unknown quantity of HTP in order to see how long the catalyst would eventually last.) Instead, I

elected to resume hybrid testing using this catalyst to complete the characterisation of hybrid

combustion.

Type-S Catmlyt Reults
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Figure 5-7: Decomposition efficiency results for Type-8 catalyst. Decomposition temperature based on

average temperature from first data point >50 0 °C through end of run.

5.2.5. Catalyst Testing Conclusions

Despite several initial difficulties, two effective and reliable catalyst materials were identified by the

research. These are the Type-7 and Type-8 specifications. Figure 5-8 effectively sum. marises the

entire catalyst development effort. The graph illustrates the relationship between :fficiency and

lifetime for the most active catalysts tested. The data indicates that both Type-7 and T[ pe-8 offer

superior performance with long life. Of these, the Type-8, samarium oxide treated silver, was best. It

should be noted that the "dip" in performance of the Type-7 catalyst at the right side of the graph

came after 6 weeks of program down-time while the catalyst was left in the catalyst pack at J-4 site. 0

Following an initial low-performance run, it quickly regained its performance. It seems the pack

needs to be "run-in" after long periods of inactivity. This is most likely due to natural oxidation of

the silver over time which is largely removed by flushing with HTP. Unfortunately, due to the cost of

HTP, it was not feasible to run either catalyst "to death." Thus, actual lifetime was not determined.

Given the performance demonstrated by this data, it is reasonable to baseline a spacecraft catalyst

pack system using the Type-8 catalyst.

9
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.. Hybrid Performance Characterisation
This section addresses the second hybrid research program objective, that of experimentally

characterising the HT-ITPE combustion process. The aim was to derive the all-important regression

rate equation which governs the relationship between oxidiser flow rate and fuel regression. Armed

with this function, realistic hybrid upper stage design calculations and performance estimations could

be derived. The overall program schedule was presented earlier in the chapter. Table 5-5 highli 8hts* *
important schedule milestones during hybrid testing.

The following subsections will summarise the results from experimental hybrid testing. The

regression rate data derived from the research will be compared to empirical results presented in

Chapter 4. Following this discussion, the remarks section will highlight additional interesting results

that emerged from the program, including the issue of post-combustion chambers, re-stant and

throttling capability as well as combustion uniformity and stability. Finally, these experimental

results will be used to develop a hybrid upper stage design process which will be applied to an

example minisatellite mission in order to evaluate performance costs.
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Date Test Comments

28 November Hybrid Test I 9 Good combustion
1994 * Catalyst-Type 2
6 December 1994 Hybrid Test 2 * Slightly wet start

e Catalyst-Type 2
7 February 1995 Hybrid Test 3 * Good combustion

9 Catalyst-Type-4A
10 February 1995 Hybrid Test 4 9 Unreliable ignition

* Catalyst-Type-4A
* Re-start capability demonstrated S

22 February 1995 Hybrid Test 5 e Failed ignition due to unreliable catalyst
e Catalyst-Type-4A

23 February 1995 Hybrid Test 6 o Failed ignition due to unreliable catalyst
• Catalyst-Type-4A

8 August 1995 Hybrid Test 7 * Good combustion
* Catalyst-Type-8 S

8 August 1995 Hybrid Test 8 o Good combustion
* Catalyst-Type-8

8 August 1995 Hybrid Test 9 * Good combustion
* Catalyst-Type-8
e Post-combustion chamber added

6 September 1995 Hybrid Test 10 e Good combustion S
o Catalyst-Type 8

7 September 1995 Hybrid Test I 1 * Good combustion
* Catalyst-Type-S

7 September 1995 Hybrid Test 12 * Good combustion
I I * Catalyst-Type-S * *

Table 5-5: Summary of hybdd testing milestones.

5.3.1. Discussion

Table 5-6 summarises important data from the 9 successful hybrid tests. As noted in Table 5-5 in the

previous section, tests 4, 5 and 6 demonstrated unreliable or complete lack of ignition due to poor

catalyst performance and are therefore excluded from analysis. Test 4, however, was useful in

demonstrating re-start capability as discussed in the following section.

Fuel regression rate was determined by measuring the difference in mass of the fuel rod before and

after firing. From this information, and a knowledge of the pre-combustion port geometry, an average

regression rate was derived by dividing the average change in radius by the combustion time.

Unfortunately, from an experimental standpoint, one of the greatest difficulties encountered was

determining the actual combustion time. The very slow sampling rate (approximately 0.5 Hz) of the

low-cost data collection system used made it difficult to measure the precise time of fuel ignition.

With relatively short burns (15 - 20 sec), a difference of even I seco~ad can be signifik ant. The actual

combustion times used represent a best estimate based on the cdata sampled, cross-checked by

reviewing the video tape of the firing. To resolve this problem &nd better characterise start-up

conditions, a high speed (1000 Hz) system was added to record chamber pressure for tests 7,9, 10 and

11. These results will be addressed in the remarks section.
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Despite the few instances of poor ignition and the data collection system drawbacks. the overall

results of hybrid testing were excellent. Combustion efficiency as measured by L* averaged greater

than 90% over a wide range of 0/F. With a good catalyst, combustion was quite reliable with an

ignition delay of I to 2 seconds.

With the exception of the flow meter which was replaced by the simpler, more reliable cavitating

ventJri, all system components functioned nominally. The nozzle far outperformed expectations.

Two nozzles were purchased with the expectation that one would wear out or fail after repeated

firings. However, I was pleasantly surprised by the overall robustness of the graphite/pyrolytic

graphite nozzle insert. Despite often abusive handling during the fuel rod extraction process, the

same nozzle insert was used for all firings with virtually no sign of damage or wear. This is

ertremely encouraging from the standpoint of designing a flight nozzle which would be subjected to

large temperature extremes and hard vacuum in the harsh space environment. It is quite possible that

a similar, low-cost nozzle insert could be adapted for satellite applications.

Test lait. Burn Steady- Oxidiser Total G. G, Average Ave. C* Theo- %
Port Time state P, mdot mdot (kg/mr (kg/rm r0ession O/F (m/s) retical eft,

Radius (see) (bar) (kgis) (kg/s) /see) '/see) rate (104 C*
(U) m/s) (m/s)

1 12.60 17.8 13.1 0.144 0.162 160,6 179.9 0.446 8.3 1482.2 1575 94%
2 12.60 16.9 16.9- 0.155 0.170 241.8 265,4 0,502 10.2 1320.4 1522 87% * *
3 8.33 13.2 18.9 0.162 0.180 319.8 354.9 0,662 9.1 1395.4 1554 90%
7 12.60 173 16.1 0.142 0.157 168A4 1864 0.437 -94 1362.7 1554 88%
8 8.33 18.6 17.5 0.!V ' 0.161 255.2 282,8 0.550 9.3 1446.8 1554 93%
9 8.33 18.3 18.2 0.143 0.164 222.4 255.7 0.653 6.7 1472.4 1568 94%

10 12.60 17.8 16.3 0.144 0.159 171.5 188.8 0.421 9.9 1366.4 1522 90%HI!1 8.33 18 19.3 0.163 0.181 271.1 300.9 0.612 9.1 1413.0 1554 91% •
[12 12.60 17.9 17.6 0.153 0.168 179.3 197.0 0.434 10.1 1389.9 1522 91%

Table 5-6: Summary of experimental results from hybrid testing. Note that Test 9 included a post-
combustion chamber.

Figure 5-9 plots the average fuel regression rate vs. the total mass flux. The numerically derived

regression equation is also shown. Note that for consistency, these results exclude test 9 which

included a post-combustion chamber. This classic form of the equation is

r naGn1  Eqn. 5-2

where

a = 0.0205

n = 0.5869

Glotal = total mass flux (kg/m 2 /sec)
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Experimental Regression Rate Data with Derived Regression
Rate Eqwtian

rdot -0.02M5' "
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Total Mhom Flux. 0 (kgmnbse)

Figure 5-9: Summary of regression rate results. Plot shows measured regression rate data vs. the
regression equation derived from this data.

As discussed in Chapter 3, it is sometimes more useful from a design standpoint to use the other form

of the regression equation which relates regression rate only to oxidiser flux. This data is plotted in • *
Figure 5-10 along with the numerically derived function which is also repeated in Eqn, 5.3.

= 0.0223GO.5819  Eqn, 5-3

Hylbid Regmvion Ratb asa Function of Oxidlur Flux

0,600
07M0S0,•05 dt002GWi

0,500 -.0- lBkPm taM Dat

I 0400 EquaUi

0.350

0.300

0,200
100.0 110.0 200.0 250,0 300.0 350.0

Olddber lux, Gom (kgim2fe¢)

Figure 5-10: Regression rate results plotted vs. oxidiser flux. This form of the equation is somewhat
more useful for motor design calculations.
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Now that a regression rate relationship has been experimentally derived, it is important to examine its

validity. As discussed in Chapter 4, prior to my work there was only one other publishcd report of

HTP/PE hybrid results, Moore/Berman in 1956 [Moore 56]. Unfortunately, their results were

insufficiently detailed and could only he used as a rough order of magnitude comparison for design

parameters. As a result, the primary argument for the validity of my regression rate equation is the

close agreement with theoretical results as evidenced by the generally high (>90%) combustion

efficiencies (measured vs. theoretical C*). 0

However, for purposes of discussion, it is interesting to compare my results with the interpolated

results of Moore/Berman. In addition, as noted in Chapter 4, Wemimont at Purdue University il the

USA has been examining this same hybrid combination in parallel. Figure 5-11 plots my results along

with Moore/Berman and two results from Wernimont [Wemimont 94] [Wemimont 95] published

concurrently with my own. As the graph indicates, my results appear to agree more closely with

Moore/Berman than do either of Werimnont's. The derived regression rate exponent of 0.5977

compares more favourably with Moore/Berman's result of 0.45 than Wemimont's values of 0.88 and 0

0.8 respectively.

It is interesting to note that the regression rate from [Wernimont 95] is somewhat lower than

[Wernimont 94] and from Moore & Berman's results. Wemimont explains the higher regression

rates of his earlier results by saying that it is "probably a result of shorter burn times used (with the

earlier work of about 4 sec) in which the ignition device (catalyst pack) would have more of an

influence." [Wernimont 95] However, the relatively short start-up transients (on the order of < 0.05

sec) reported with both results should imply that start-up conditions reach steady state very quickly 0

even for a short burn which seems incongruous with the explanation. Furthermore, he offers no

explanation for his relatively large differences with Moore & Berman.

I would offer that the higher regression rate reported in [Wernimont 94] is possibly a result of using

slightly higher concentration of HTP than with his later results (88% HTP rather than 85%). No

explanation is offered for this change in percentage. Another explanation which also addresses the

somewhat low combustion efficiencies is simply a lower efficiency catalyst pack.

From this discussion, I would conclude that the regression rate relationship derived from my work is

valid. Furthermore, it is, in fact, the most reasonable data currently available. Therefor-, this data

can be confidently used for preliminary upper stage design work with reasonable accuracy.
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Comparison of Experimental Reaults -
with Other Empirical Date
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Figure 5-11: Comparision 0t regression rate data. Plot shows results from Moore/Berman and
Wemimont [Wemimont 941 and [Wemimont 95] vs. our experimental data.

5.3.2. Remarks

This section will summarise various performance-related observations that emerged during the hybrid

test program. These include combustion uniformity and stability, the efficacy of post-combustion

chambers, re-start demonstrations and experience with throttling and alternate fuels.

S.3.2.I.Combustion Uniformity 0

Recall from Chapter 4 the summary of conclusions from Moore & Berman's work [Moore 56] which

commented on the uniformity of combustion for the HTP/PE. My own results confirm this

observation. Figure 5-12 shows sectioned fuel rods from tests 11 and 12. As you can see, the port

widens slightly at the injector end (left-hand side osf photo) but overall regression is quite uniform.

This implies good homogeneous mixing along the length of the port which means regression rate is a

weak function of length along the port. This important feature of the combustion process supports the

00

Faidityuoe derivedregression rate equation ratendata. Plote sws c red ults from u ore/eremanar

chambers de-signs mntatosadeprinewt.hrtln n ltraefes
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4MST

Figure 5-12: Cross-sectional views of spent fuel rods showing the overall uniformity of combustion.

5.3.2.2.2Start-up Characteristics

To better understand and characterise hybrid start-up characteristics, a high speed data collection

system (1000 I Il,.) was added in parallel with the primary system to measure chamber pressure for 0

tests 7. 9. 10, II and 12. Figure 5-13 shows the plots from the tour runs for which this system was

available. These graphs indicate dimensionless chamber pressure as a f"nction of time. Notice

similar start-up characteristics for each run. As the HTP control valve is opened, pressure tends to

spike as the cataly,'o reaction begins. A transient steady-state condition is then reached as the catalytic

reaction stabilises. Once sufTicient pressure and, probably most important, temperature is reached,

fuel ignition begins as evidenced by the second well-defined pressure spike. This entire process took

up to nearly 3 seconds in sonic cases. 0

Recall, Moore/Berman I Moore 560 noted start-up delays of only around 0.5 second. I cannot

completely explain the relatively large difference with my own results, However, I would ofler that

for my experiinicnts. no cl'l'frt was made to raise the initial temperature of the IITP or the catalyst

pack. Anecdlotal evidence offered by 113rown 961 suggests that this start-up delay can be significantly

reduced by first "priming" the catalyst pack with a short duration pulse ofl IITP to raise its initial

temperature. This operation was not attempted for my experimental runs. While start-up

characteristics are important to understand for future space applications, the fact that the delay itself*

may be relatively long (a few seconds) is less important than being able to predict its effect. For

relatively long hybrid firings in support of large AV missions, a few sec•nds start-up delay would not

present significantt ope rational concerns.
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Figure 5-13: Hybrid combustion start up characteristics represented by chamber pressure for hybrid
0tests 7,9-11. Data was captured at 1000 Hz.

5.3.2.3.Re-start

The capability to reliably re-start a hybrid motor is one of its principle operational advantages over a

solid motor. By splitting a large burn into several smaller ones, the omerail mbrgins imposed on the

* orbit determination and pointing system are wider and easier to meet. In other words, margin for 0

error is introduced such that if determination or pointing is slightly off during the first portion of the

burn. there is an opportunity to correct it during the next portion. This, of course, is impossible with a

solid motor. Being able to re-start a hybrid also allows for the simple fact of orbital mechanics that

dictates for large orbit manoeuvres that ivo separate manoeuvres be done: one to raise (or lower)

apogee, the other to raise (or lower) perigee. Again, missions relying on solid motors (such as FREJA

described in Chapter 6) must use two separate solid motors in order to carry out the desired orbit

change. The same manoeuvre can easily be done with a single, re-startable hybrid motor.

Hybrid motor re-start is identical to initial start-up. The only difference is the initial size of the port

which changes initial O/F and LID. However, if a hybrid motor is designeA to do a total AV of 200

m/s, for example, from a performance standpoint, there would be little impact to dividing this into 4, •

50 in/s bums. The primary concern would be in efficiercy losses during start-up phase which would

accumulate over the total number of start-ups. However, for a reasonably long total burn time (on the

order of 2 minutes for a 200 m/s AV motor) split into a few start-ups (~ 4) this effect would be

* insignificant compared to the gain in operational flexibility.
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Re-start capability was demonstrated during hybrid test #4. As noted, earlier this particular test 4
exhibited unreliable ignition due to problems with the catalyst pack. Therefore, because the ability to

reliably measure regression rate was already compromised, this test was used to demonstrate re-start.

No problems specific with re-start were noted. In fact, because the start/re-start sequence was

relatively close in time (on the order of a few minutes) the catalyst pack was still quite warm making

the re start somewhat faster than the initial start-up.

Based on this experimental experience, it is quite reasonable to plan a series of burns with a hybrid

upper stage motor. Ideally, the operational mode for a given upper stage design would be defined

initially allowing for the actual sequence of firings to be tested sufficiently to enable reliable

modelling and performance prediction. 0

5.3.2.4.Combustion Stability

Another important feature of any type of rocket motor combustion is stability. [Greiner 93] provides a

good introduction and overview of the literature pertaining to the combustion instability problem as

applied to hybrids. [Jenkins 95] provides a theoretical basis for modelling its causes.

While some localised variation in combustion chamber pressure is inevitable due to the dynamic

nature of the process, large variations are undesirable because of the potential effects on performance

and the danger of interaction with the natural frequency of the oxidiser delivery system or other

system components. In liquid booster systems, such instabilities have led to the so-called "Pogo"

effect. Classically, a rocket motor is said to present unstable combustion if the steady state chamber

pressure oscillates by greater than 5% to 30%. For hybrid motors, instabilities have most often been

noted in relative low frequency range (0 - 1000 Hz). Greiner notes four potential causes of

instabilities in hybrid rockets:

I. Incomplete atomisation and mixing of the oxidiser
2. Chuffing-periodic accumulation and breaking off of char or melted layers of the fuel

surface
3. Pressure-coupled combustion instabilities (nominally, regression is only very weakly

dependent on pressure but localised boundary layer effects can increase this dependence)
4. Vortex shedding-vortices are formed in shear layers between high and low speed

streams. This can occur in regions of sudden expansion such as near the injector and in
post-combustion chambers.

The conclusion of Greiner's study was that, overall, little research has been done to fully characterise

combustion instabilities in hybrids. Certainly, in the case of my work, this was not th. major focus.

Furthermore, the high speed nature of the phenomenon (up to 1000 Hz) ma•.. it impossible to capture 0

with the low speed data collection system used.

However, as discussed above, a high speed data collection system (,1000 Hz) was added in parallel to

the primary system for the last few runs of the test series to meL.'ure chamber pressure. While the

original purpose of having access to the high speed data was to provide better insight into tl- hybrid
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stan-up procyess, this data also provides some initial clues to the instability problem. Note from

Figure 5-13 that while tests 7 and 12 appear to be relatively stable, tests 9 and 11 exhibit pressure

fluctuations that approach 15%. While characterising this instability was not the focus of the

program, it is important to note that potential instability modes have been identified. Future work

aimed at specific upper stage applications need be aware of this potential problem and seek to avoid

or mitigate its effects.

5.3.2.5.Post-Combustion Chambers
According to [Humble 95], a simple straight tube combustion port may not provide sufficient mixing

of products to insure complete combustion. To eiihance mixing, designers can undertake any one or

combination of the following options:

i. Add length to the motor (increase LVD)
2. Provide a physical mixing surface (vortex generators)
3. Use a submerged nozzle
4. Inject a gas or more oxidiser at the end of the combustion chamber

From a practical enginec ring standpoint, the easiest approach is to increase the length of the motor

and submerge the nozzle by adding an aft mixing chamber (sometimes called a post-combustion

chamber) with an LID of 0.5 to 1.0.
0 E1

To investigate the effect a post-combustion chamber would have on the combustion process, one was

added for hybrid test #9 to measure the difference in performance. The simplest me•ans of doing this

was to drill out a section at the aft end of the fuel rod, 5 cm diameter by 2.5 cm deep. To allow for

true comparison, test #8 was identical in all respects except for the addition of the post-combustion 0

chamber. Table 5-7 repeats the performance summary data for these two tests. Note that there was

no significant effect on overall combustion performance. The primary effect was on O/F ratio which

shifted from 9.3 to 6.7. From this data I would conclude that our initial L/D was sufficient to provide

adequate mixing such that the post-combustion chamber made no measurable increase to efficiency.

However, for shorter motors, especially for multi-port configurations, the post-combustion chamber

may be essential to ensure adequate mixing.

Test Init. Burn Steady- Oxidiser Total G., G,., Average Ave. Measured Theo- %
Port Time state P, mdot mdot (kg/I (kg/m2l/ regression O/F C* retical eff.

Radius (sec) (bar) (kg/s) (kg/s) /sec) sec) rate (10" (m/s) C*

(in) Im/s)I (m/s)
8 8.33 18.6 17.5 0.145 0.161 255.2 282,8 0.550 9.3 1446.8 1554 93%
9 8.33 18.3 18.2 0.143 0.164 222.4 255.7 0.653 6.7r1472.4 1568 94%

Table 5-7: Post-combustion chamber effects. Tests 8 and 9 were identical except for the addition of a S
post-combustion chamber for test 9.
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5.3.2.6.41ternate Fuels

As discussed in Chapter 4, virtually any polymer is a potential hybrid fuel. Perhaps the most widely

used hybrid fuel has been hydroxi-terminated polybutedien (HTPB). This compuui.,i is basically

common rubber. In practice, the HTPB is prepared as a soft dough-like compound. It is then poured AIN"

into moulds and allowed to harden. This is a relatively simple industrial process requiring unly a few

basic kitchen-like tools such as a standard food mixer. Table 5-8 comp. -. the theoretical

combustion parameters for HTPB vs. PE. As you can see, their performance is essentially the Rame

(less than 1% difference).

Parameter PE HTPB
C* (m/s) 1575.1 1567.2
Isp (sec) 319 322

Table 5-8: HTPB vs. PE purformance comparison assuming 85% HTP, 17.5 bb,. P,, O1F 8 and 150:1
vacuum expansion.

However, HTPB has several potential integration and operational advantages oN PE as a hybrid

fuel: 0

e Flexible Port geometry--because HTPB can be cast into a variety of shapes it is far easier
to form complex port geometries (wagon wheel, double-D, etc.).

* Increased fuel performance-Flexibility to supplement the basic composition of the fuel
through the use of additives. Carbon black, for example, has been added to fuel rods made
at the Air Force Academy to enhance radiative heat transfer during combustion.
Aluminiim powder or other metals can also be added, increasing the combustion
temperature and thus performance.

* Higher regression rate-because HTPB is significantly softer and more volatile than PE,
it sublimes and combusts faster giving a higher overall regression rate which can be useful

* for some applications.
Despite these basic advantages, PE was chosen for proof-of-concept testing for the reasons discussed

in Chapter 4. However, as part of on-going co-operative research with RO, there was an opportunity

to do some limited testing with HTPB. RO is primarily interested in tactical applications for hybrid

technology. Their facility at Stevenage, UK already has the equipment for doing HTPB casting as

part of their work with solid motors. To help jump-start the RO hybrid program, we agreed to do

some initial tests with HTPB to demonstrate basic combustion potential and throttling capability.

Their test rig was modelled after my own, so the combustion chambers were of identical dimension,

allowing an HTPB fuel rod to be easily inserted and removed. Figure 5-14 shows the computed

regression rate for the two HTPB runs for which data was collected. As expected, the HTPB

demonstrated significantly higher regression rate than PE. Unfortunately, due to lack of time and

supply of HTPB rods, it was not possible to fully characterise its regression rate equation. However, 0

these results have been partially corroborated by anecdotal data from [Brown 96].

5 0
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Figure 5-14' Comparison of derived PE regression rate relationship with preliminary results from HTPB
testing. Note the significantly higher regression rate for HTPB.

Future research aimed at developing an upper stage motor would probably use HTPB or a similar

derivative. Special attention needs to be given to selecting a particular fuel with known outgassing

proncrties in order to comply with launch agency requirements as discussed in Chapter 2. The cost

and time necessary to develop the in-house capability to cast HTPB motors would not add

significantly to the overnlt program schedule and brings all the advantages discussed above.

Hoeaver, one potential disadvantage of HTPB was noted during our preliminary work with this fuel.

Subjective assessment of the combustion characteristics of PE vs. HTPB indicates the HTPB

produces far more particulate in the form of black smoke and other residue than the cleaner burning

PE. This could be an important integration issue for this fuel as it may lead to contamination of

spacecraft sensors and solar panels. Quantifying the extent of this problem would be part of the full-

scale development prognrm for a hybrid upper stage.

5.3.2.7. Throttling 0

As part of the HTPB tests conducted for RO, the feasibility of throttling a hybrid motor was also

evaluated. Work cited in Chapter 4 [Willis 60] indicates that 10:1 throttling of hybrids is possible

with only about 10% loss in efficiency. This capability is one of the primary advantages of hybrids

over solids for tactical applications. To demonstrate the proof-of-concept for this capability, the

oxidiser delivery system was modified to allow a decrease in flow rate in order to reduce chamber

pressure and thrust. Figure 5-15 shows the results from this test. A 3:2 throttling capability was

achieved with a relatively crude flow reduction system. .
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While the ability to throttle has little practical use for upper stage applications, the success of these

tests was greeted with enthusiasm by the tactical hybrid researchers. Perhaps most significant, these

tests further demonstrates the inherent flexibility of this versatile technology

HTPB Hybrid ThroWing Test

Start-up transient

20

Boost-mode
15 Throttle-down

5

0
C0:00.0 00:0a.6 00:17.3 00:259 00:34.6 0043.2 00:51.8 01:00.5 01:09.1 01:17.1

lime (see)

Figure 5-15: Throttling experiment using HTPB fuel. Plot shows chamber pressure, P,. over time.
Throttle down occurred at approximately 24 seconds as evidenced by the 30% reduction in P,. 0 *

5.3.3. Upper Stage Motor Design

As described in Chapter 3, the reliable estimation of hybrid motor performance depends on empirical

data, specifically the regression rate equation. Determining that equation was one of the primary

objectives of the hybrid research. This relationship can now be used to develop a process for

designing spacecraft motors. Along with the regression rate equation, two other tools are also

needed:

1. Models of thermochemistry parameters.
2. Simulatico of fuel regression and other parameters during the course of a bum.

The first of these can be derived using data produced by the Isp program. Figure 5-16 shows the

relationship between O/F and Isp for an 85% ItTP/PE hybrid. This combination was chosen to

correspond to data derived during the test program. 0
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OIF va. lop for B% HTPIPE Hybrid at 260 pal and 150:1 0
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Figure 5-16: Relationship between OIF and Isp for 17.5 bar (250 psi) chamber pressure, 150:1
expansion and 85% HTP. Darker line indicates derived 3'd order polynorrial relationship between the

parameters used in simulation results.

From this data, a polynomial approximation of Isp vs. O/F can be derived as follows:

Isp =-0.0392(0/F)3 -0.8139(0/F)' + 21.419(0/F)+217.06 Eqn, 5-4 * *
This relationship, along with the regression rate equation and other fundamental rocket equations, can

then be used to develop a simulation tool as called for above. The entire design process is summarised

in Table 5-9. For the simulation described in Step 4, 1 developed a simple tool using a Microsoft

Excel spreadsheet running a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. Details of this simulation algorithm

are summarised in Table 5-10.

Table 5-11 summarises the results of applying this process to a sample mission with the following

requirements: 0

* Deployed spacecraft mass = 250 kg
* HTP concentration = 85%
* Maximum thrust = 400 N
* Maximum motor length = 0.3 m S
* Average O/F = 8 (for optimum performance)
* Initial LID = 25

It is interesting to highlight two important results from this process. Figure 5-17 shows the 0/F shift

that occurs during a 120 second bum and Figure 5-18 the change in regression rate. These results

illustrate the necessity for numerical analysis. An analytic approach must assume average values for

these parameters. The numerical simulation allows these parameters to be modelled much more

accurately. These results indicate the real performance costs for a typical hybrid motor.
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Design Step Outcome
1: Define mission requirement• & design * Total 41"
goals: e Deployed spacecraft mass

a HTP concentration
9 Maximum thrust
* Maximum motor length
9 Average O/F

2: Assume initial values 9 -Chamber pressure, Pc
e Motor configuration (e~g. tube, Double-D, etc,) -•
9 initial port radius
* Oxidiser flow rate

e Initial LID
e Expansion ratio. E

3: Derive lsp vs. O/F relationsidip * Eqn. 5-4 (for example)

4: Iterate using simulation (see Table 5-10) * Actual oxidiser flow rate
* Actual average O/F, Isp 0
e Actual average thrust
* Total bum time
* Total propellant required

5: Continue analytic modelling e Actual nozzle dimensions
e Total motor dimensions

6: Compere results to Step I and iterate if
required

Table 5-9: Summary of steps in the hybrid motor design process.

Iteration step Equation
Compute instantaneous port radius, r ri+ I = ri + iAt

Compute oxidiser flux, Gox
Gox,..

Compute regression rate, i Eqn. 5-3

Compute fuel mass flow rate, 'hfuei (,2 - 2

Compute O/F thox
(0/1F),~1 - .nfe

Mfuell-,

Estimate Isp, c Isp per Eqn. 5-2
C1i.+ I---' Ispi + Igo

"Compute thrust, F Fi+I = i+ci+ 1  "

Compute cumulative oxidiser & fuel mi+1 = mi + A At + Mo, At
mass consumed
Update spacecraft mass s / c_ massi + I = s / c_ massj, - mi + I

Compute cumulative DV s I c massi 4
s , /cmassi+I

Increment step ti+2 = ti++ 4At
Table 5-10: Hybrid motor design simulation algorithm and governing equations.
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Parameter Value
Initial port radius (in) 0.008
Initial L/D 25
Ave. Isp (sec) 299.60
Ave. OF 8.4
Total propellant mass (kg) 16.5
Fuel mass (kg) 1.8

Oxdsrflow rate (k s) 0.123
HTP volume (litre) 10.8
Ave, Thrust (N) 404
Thrust time (sec) 120
Total impulse (Ns) 49,480
Throat diameter (in) 0.0062
Expansion Ratio 150:1
Nozzle length (in) 0.268
Motor length (in) 0.25

Table 5-11: Results of spacecraft hybrid motor design exercise. Performance is assumed to be 95%.
Port geometry is assumed to be "double-D."
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Figure 5-18: Simulation results for regression rate change during a 120 sec hybrid motor firing.
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5.4. Hybrid Cost Analysis

With realistic performance costs established in the previous section, we can now turn to address the ,

price and mission costs for hybrid motor technology. The assessment of these costs is based on my

own engineering judgement, tempered by two years of detailed hybrid research and hands-on i

experience with HTP handling and hybrid testing. Mr. Malcolm Paul collaborated in this costing

e;'ereise.

5.4.1. Motor Price

Motor prices were estimated based on rapid development of an engineering moder for qualification

testing in parallel with construction of the flight article. The primary differences between the two

would be in the way the nozzle is integrated. Ease of qualification testing would dictate a removable

nozzle (e.g. bolted flanges) wnile the flight article would be of all-welded construction. This

development program assumes continued access to J-4 site at RO and is "success oriented," in that no

significant development problems are anticipated. Program costs are sunimarised in Table 5-12. As

you can see from the bottom line, even with the significant head-start given to the program by my

own work, an additional £60,000 investment would be -needed along with over two man-years of

effort. However, this is for the first flight article. Subsequent flight articles of identical design would

cost approximately £15,000 with a requirement for about 5 man-months for fabrication, assembly and . *
testing. Significant deviations from the base-line design would require additional qualification testing

adding to the cost.

Program Requirement Man-Power Monetary Cost
Facilities Improvement: 4 man-months £5,000

"* Test Rig Upgrade
"• Data Acquisition System Upgrade_

Consumables (HTP, Fuel and Catalyst Material) I man-month £8.000
Engitteering model motor 4 man-months £4,000
Flight model motor I man-month £6,000
Nozzles (experimental plus flight article) 4 man-months £10,000
Environmental test facilities: £1 0,000

"* Vacuum firing chamber
"* Vibration test facility

Ground Support Equipment I man-month £12,000
Qualification Testing: 12 man-months £5,000

* 10 start-ups (ambient)
* 10 start-ups (vacuum)
* 5 full-duration
SVibration testing

Totals: 27 man-months £60,000
Table 5-12: Summary of development costs for a proto-flight hybrid motor. 0
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5.4.2, Minion Costs

This section will address the unique mission costs associated with hybrid upper stage motor .-

applications. Technical risk cost will first be discussed, followed by integration, safety and logistics

costs,

S.4.L Technical Risk

The first flight of any new propulsion technology creates technical risk for the mission. Fortunately,

the inherent nature of hybrids makes the chance of a catastrophic failure ext'remely low, In addition to

the failure scenarios that accompany any chemical system (such as nozzle structural failure or burn-

througth causing thrust vectoring and potential loss of control) there are only two significant ones

unique to the hybrid configuration:

I. Failure to ignite or very poor ignition
2. Oxidiser contamination leading to run-away decontamination requiring venting of all

oxidiser.

Both of which lead to partial cr total loss of 4V capability in the worst case. However, the inherently

simple nature of hybrd technology, as demonstrated by this research, indicate% the real likelihood of

failed or poor ignition is rather low, Experimental results indicate that with a reliable catalyst,

ignition is almost assured. Furthermore, the extensive work on catalyst development has shown that

both pure silver and specially plated nickel gauze offer reliable options.

Unfortunately, the second failure scenario could not be fully addressed by the research. It is well

known that any organic contamination can lead to HTP decomposition. If this decomposition were to

begin in a sealed tank, the growing pressure could further fuel the process leading to a run-away 9

condition. To safeguard against this contingency, relief valves would be prudent, set above the

operating tank pressure but below the minimum burst pressure. Nevertheless, background

information such as [HPHB 67] discuss.-d in Chapter 4 indicates that HTP has been reliably stored in

space for years without mishap. To re-gain confidence in this capability, long-term ground storage

tests using flight tanks are recommended. Such an experiment is planned to begin in the Spring of

1996 using tanks donated by Arde, Inc. Unfortunately, the data from this experiment will take over

one year to accumulate.

Despite tlese potential failure scenarios, it must be emphasised that the hybrid technology this work

has developed is inherently simple. When the oxidiser valve is opened, ignition begins. In operation

it is both safe and reliable. Once hybrid technology has overcome the stigma of being untried in

space, these inherent features would make its overall technical risk roughly equivalent to mono-

propellant technology.
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5.4.2.2.1negration Cois

The combined thermal control and ADCS aspects of hybrid motor integration costs would be roughly

the same as those discussed for solid motors. Thermal control issues would be somewhat more

demanding due the relatively hot (>600*C) catalyst pack that would most likely be integrated within

the spacecraft. The insulation properties of the fuel would protect the spacecraft from high

temperatures in the motor. The nozzle, of course, would have to be fully exposed to space to allow

for radiative cooling. Compared to solid motors, ADCS issues would be significantly less demanding

because of much lower thrust levels (-400 N vs. -16,000 N).

In addition, hybrids have a significant overall integration advantage over solids in that the motor can

be fully integrated within the spacecraft prior to shipment. Launch site preparation would require 0

only the loading of oxidiser. Figure 5-19 gives a cut-away view of the hybrid motor described earlier

installed in the minisatellite structure. The mechanical integration complexity for a hybrid would be

similar to a mono-propellant system in terms of overall requirements for support systems (tanks,

valves, etc.).

Figure 5-19: Cut-away diagram showing possible configuration of a hybrid motor and support tanks

within the minlsatellite structure.

5.4.2.3.Safety and Logislic.s Costs

Safety issues associated with small satellite applications for hybrids arise from two sources:

1. Storage and handling of high pressurant gas
2. Storage and handling of HTP

The first safety issue is not unique to hybrids and must be addressed as part of cold-gas or other liquid

propellant options (bi-propellant, mono-propeliant or resistojet). As discussed in Chapter 4,

procedures and regulations governing high pressure gasses are well established, References such as

[MS 1522A] specify design criteri& for tanks and lines to ensure safe operation.
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The second issue is the most important to address. A fair assessment of the safety aspects of HTP

must be done in context with other propellant options such as hydrazine, MMH or MON. Both [CPIA

84] and [HPHB 67] provide extensive background on HTP safety requirements. There is also a 1950s •

vintage safety film produced by Royal Aircraft Establishment that is both informative and amusing

(the viewer is shown the actual effects of using HTP as a hair bleach). Of these, concluding remarks

from [HPHB 67] in particular are worth noting:

"The potential safety hazards in dealing with hydrogen peroxide fall into the following
general categories: detonation and/or explosion, uncontrolled decomposition. fires, and
personnel injury. While these hazards may sound ominous, it must remembered that similar
hazards exist for various other compounds which are in widespread use and safely handled by
industry. If operating personnel are armed with knowledge of the potential hazards and how
to avoid them, there is no reason why concentrated hydrogen peroxide cannot be safely
employed in commercial processes."

While HTP can cause skin irritation, [HPHB 67] classifies it as non-toxic in sharp contrast to other

liquid propellants. This greatly alleviates demands on the necessary safety infrastructure as

"respiratory protection is ordinarily not required" [CPIA 84] in sharp contrast to hypergolics which,

as Chapter 4 describes, require the use of full SCAPE suits. For HTP handling, much less expensive

and complex vinyl-coated trousers, coats and hoods with Plexiglas face protection are sufficient.

Ordinary rubber gloves offer adequate protection for equipment handling.

The single most important equipment for safe handling of HTP is a capability for water deluge. In the

event of a spill, rapid dilution with water can prevent or contain reactions with the environment. In

our experience at Westcott, HTP was routinely spilled on the surrounding concrete. These spills were

routinely washed with water, however, even whein the dilution was delayed several minutes, no

spontaneous reactions observed. (In fact, attempts to initiate reaction of HTP with organic material

such as paper met with no success).

For these reasons, from a safety cost standpoint, HTP operations even at remote launch sites would 0

bring relatively small additional cost. Assuming water of any kind is available at the site, the launch

campaign would require:

"* Personal safety equipment-vinyl-coated suit, boots, face protection, hood and gloves)
"• Ground support equipment-self-contained cart for pressurising HTP into flight tanks.

Nominally, this system would be designed such that the HTP is never directly exposed to
the environment. Safety equipment would be for contingency only.

"* Water pump-hand or electrically operated pump for directing supplied water onto spills
and for washing personnel after exposure.

The biggest potential impact of safety considerations on mission costs relates to logistics. HTP must

either be delivered to the launch site by the supplier (e.g. Air Liquide) or directly to the satellite

manufacturer for shipment as part of the overall launch campaign. According to [CPIA 84], HTP is

authorised for transport aboard military aircraft when packaged in accordance with DOT regulations
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4| which defines it as an oxidiser under UN2015. Unfortunately, it cannot be carried on commercial 4
aircraft in any quantity. However, discussions with supplier Air Liquide [Tremblot 96] indicates that .

"the rules governing HTP ground transport are the same that apply to 70% hydrogen peroxide which is S

used world-wide in the pulp and paper industry. Therefore, ground transportation of even very large

quantities virtually any where in the world would be relatively easy to arrange given sufficient

delivery notice. i

5.4.3. HTP Mono-Propellant Option

One advantage of the HTP hybrid (as discussed in Chapter 4) is the possibility of using HTP alone in

a mono-propellant mode. Table 5-13 summarises the performance costs for such a thruster operating

at the 1.0 N level for station keeping or lunar mid-course correction applications. Higher or lower •

thrust engines over an approximate range of 0.5 N to 10 N would be practical.

Parameter Value
Propellant 85% HTP
Chamber pressure (bar) 17.3 0
Specific impulse, Isp (sec) 149.3
Density specif;.z impulse, dlsp (s.g.sec) 204.5
Thrust, N .
Mass flow rate, gn/sec 0.75
Throat diameter, cm 0.66
Nozzle exit diameter, cm 7.0 5
Expansion ratio 110:1

.Nozzle length, cm 1.2
Total HTP required for 250 kg 31.9 kg
spacecraft, AV = 200 m/sec (23.3 litre)

Table 5-13: HTP mono-propellant thruster design option. Isp value assumes 90% decomposition
efficiency.

The potential price for an HTP mono-propellant engine would be significantly less than a hybrid for

first use. The lower price would be due to the reduced complexity of building a thruster to operate at

maximum temperatures of <700'C, a regime where conventional materials such as stainless steel

relying on radiative cooling could be used for the nozzle rather than more complex refractory metals

or ceramics. Based on the experience gained from building and operating the catalyst pack for the

hybrid program, the estimated price for a prototype HTP thruster would be <$30,000.

The mission costs for a mono-propellant HTP thruster would be identical to those of the hybrid

discussed below. The important exception is the integration costs which would be more similar to

those of the hydrazine mono-propellant engine as discussed in Chapter 3 due to the lower thrust and

thermal demands. •

4, •
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5.5. Conclusions I .
This chapter has d.monstrated that the primary objectives for the hybrid research program have been

met:

Conceptproven-hybrids represent a readily accessible technology allowing full-scale research , ,

and development in a budget-constrained, University environment. The program demonstrated 0.,

rapid results with minimal cost, and addressed and solved a number of fundamental

engineering problems, most notably catalyst pack technology.

Performance characterised-the prototype hybrid motor was used to fully characterise the

PE/HTP combination and publish the first-ever regression rate relationship applied specifically

to small satellite upper stages. The resulting design process will enable mission analysis

cmitical to future applications.

Total cost assessed-price and mission cost issues for hybrid applications on small satellites

were identified and analysed from the basis of practical knowledge and experience. The total 0

cost and schedule for a first-use hybrid upper stage mission was outlined. Technical risk,

integration costs, safety and logistics issues for such a mission were thoroughly assessed and

recommendations for future research given.

All near term technology options have now been fully characterised. The next chapter returns to the

other side of the total cost equation to assess the impact of system architecture and acquisition on

total system cost. Chapter 7 will return to consider the hybrid technology and compare it to

competing options to determine the most cost-effective system for a given application. Specific •

recommendations for future hybrid research aimed at developing an upper stage are summarised in

Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6

System Costs ..

6.1. BACKGROUND

6.2. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

6.3. TOTAL SYSTEM COST

6.4. CONCLUSIONS

6.5. REFERENCES

The preceding chapters have concentrated on characterising the tctal cost of propulsion technology.

The research goal described ;n this chapter shifts the focus to characterise the total cost of propulsion

systems. The aim was to apply the design justification process by developing a versatile, cost-

effective system to meet specific mission requirements while, in parallel, deriving a realistic

understanding of total cost trade-offs. Using off-the-shelf bi-propellant and cold-gas technology, this

system design case Atudy examined the influence of each mission phase--definition, design. and

acquisition--on the nine dimensions of the total cost paradigm. The minisatellite mission on which

the study was based is first described,, highlighting the critical cost drivers. A baseline system

architecture is then presented derived from standard industry practices. This baseline served as a

starting point from which to minimise total system cost. From this background, the system

development is described. Propulsion systems on other low-cost missions are examined to learn from

their experiences with cost-constrained systems engineering. System requirements for the case study, 0

including the trade-offs and acquisition process used, are then described. The results of this effort are

presented and unique aspects of the final system architecture are highlighted. The most important

conclusion to emerge from this research was that a complete understanding of costs can only come by

looking beyond technology to assess the influence of mission definition, system architecture and 0

acquisition on the critical aspects of a total propulsion system. By focusing on these cost drivers, total

propulsion system costs can be drastically reduced. In addition, the research resulted in a flexible,

cost-effective "generic" system design that can be readily adapted to a variety of technologies and

effectively integrated on small satellites with easily quantifiable total cost. These results will encble a

more realistic comparison of system options for various mission scenarios.
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6. System Costs I

6.1. Background
This section begins by defining the mission cost drivers for the propulsion system developed during

the case study. A baseline system architecture is then described that was derived using standard

industry practices. Cost estimating relationships (CERs) are then applied to this baseline design in

order to quantify system price. This analysis is complemented by results from a market survey.

6.1.1. Mission Cost Drivers

.0

/

00

Figure 6-1: Configuration of the UoSAT/SSTL Minisatelite used for the design case study. Dimensions
are in mm.

This section provides a brief overview of the cost driver environment during the phases of the mission

used in the case study. The purpose is to understand the restrictions imposed by these drivers so that

steps can be taken to minimise overall system cost whilst complying with their mandates. These

iprticular mission parameters were defined to reflect those of the real UoSAT-12 minisatellite

mission being developed in parallel with this research as defined by SSTL Technical Director, Dr.

Jeff Ward [Ward 95]. The mission objective is stated below:

6-2
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Mission Objective--demonstrate advanced technology including on-orbit manoeuvre and
attitude control capability on an experimental UoSAT minisatellite in LEO.

The mechanical design and dimensions for the minisatellite are shown in Figure 6-1. Restrictions "

imposed on the design study that follow from this mission objective as they effect each mission phase

are summarised in Table 6-I.

Mission Phase Cost Driver Case Study Restrictions
Definition Political Environment * University-funded mission

* Spacecraft deployed mass 250 kg
e Main Engine: LEROS-20, Thrust 20 N
e Propellants: MON/MMH, nitrogen pressurised'

Cold-gas thrusters for attitude control: Thrust = 0. 1 N,
nitrogen propellant

Launch & Space 9 All system components capable of withstanding standard LEO S
Environment vacuum and radiation environment..

sFinal launch vehicle to be defined.

Design Performance * AV: sufficient to develop and demonstrate proficiency in orbitRequirements/ manoeuvring, guidance and navigation.

Margins * Component integration constrained to integrate entirely on the
minisatellite attach frame.

e System in compliance with Vandenberg AFB range safety
restrictions

o Total loaded mass of propulsion system < 50 kg
Quality Level No special restrictions
System Architecture To be determined by case study 0 -

Hardware Hardware Source All components purchased, no in-house development
Acquisition

Procurement process To be determined by case study
Space qualification No special requirements
requirements

4 Table 6-1: Summary of mission lifetime phases for the hypothetical minisatellite mission indicating cost 0
drivers and specific restrictions imposed a the case study.

6.1.2. Baseline Architecture

As a starting point for a discussion of the system design process, a configuration bast,,.

4 commercial spacecraft propulsion systems such as CPS, Cluster and EuroSTAR [Paul 94] was

defined. This architecture is shown in Figure 6-2. Interesting features to note in this dcsign are:

* Mechanical regulator to drop pressure from the 240 bar supply tank to the 24 bar
propellant tanks.

* * Redundant cold-gas thruster attitude control branches
e Use of latch valves
* Use of pyrotechnic valves

The next subsection begins to address the question of system price.
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6l.3.1.Smith M Horton Model

In 1984, Smith and Horton [Smith 84] performed a comprehensive survey of available propulsion

systems and developed cost functions to allow realistic cost estimates of liquid propulsion systems.

They established ROM costs and mass estimates for critical system components and simple cost q

functions for tanks in terms of diameter, D, in cm as follows. i

ShellTankCost 20D 2 (recurring) + 4000D(non - recurring) Eqn. 6-1

Applying their cost relationships to the following baseline assumptions:

"• Spacecraft deployed mass = 250 kg.
"* Shell tanks for oxidiser, fuel (10 litre each @ 20 bar, 27.18 cm diameter, 1.65:1

oxidiser/fuel (O/F) ratio) and pressurant gas (10 litre @ N,, 200 bar, 27.18 cm diameter).
"• Orbit Correction AV = 200 m/s.

gives an overall propulsion system cost estimate as summarised in Table 6-2. ([Smith 84] worked in

ESA accounting units where IAU= $1US.

Component Qty. Unit Total Recurring Non- Total First
Mass Mass Cost Recurring spacecraft cost
(__) (kg) Cost

20-N Thrust Engine 1 0.60 0.60 $833,600 $96,000 $929,600
Propellant Tank 2 1.02 2.05 $14,775 $108,720 $138,270
Nitrogen Tank 1 4.18 4.18 $14,775 $108,720 $123,495
Regulator 1 0.84 0.84 $30,000 $100,000 $130,000
Pressure Transducer 6 0.23 1.38 $6,500 $20,000 $21,495
Pyrotechnic Valve 7 0.15 1.02 $2,500 $50,000 $67,500
Relief Valve 1 0.45 0.45 $10,003 $80,000 $90,000
Filter 3 0.23 0.68 $4,000 $30,000 $42,000
Fill/Drain Valve 3 0.15 0.44 S2,700 $10,000 $18,100
Cold-Gas Thruster 12 0.10 1.20 $20,000 $I00,000 $340,000
Thruster Isolation Valve 2 0,15 0.29 $2,500 $50,000 $55,000

Total 11.63 $1,352,020 $603,440 $1,955,460
Table 6-2: Smith & Horton (Smith 84] cost model applied to a 250 kg spacecraft with a 200 m/s AV

requirement along with cold-gas thrusters based on baseline system architecture. Engine cost estimate
based on 'thruster to suit typical spacecraft industry requirement" [RO 94].

We would conclude from this analysis that a small satellite designer is faced with a propu!sion system

price of >$1.3M in non-recurring mission design costs in addition to around $600k per mission. For

total mission cost targeted for around $7M, this means the propulsion nystem would consume nearly

30% of the budget, an unacceptable scenario. Furthermore, looking at these results from a system

standpoint, it would appear that of the total system price, nearly one-half (47.5%) comes from the

price of the engine alone.

&l.3.2.Aerospace Corp. Model

Recall, the approach developed by [Smith 84] was based on data from large, commercial satellite

missions and therefore may not have direct applicability to small spacecraft. This has been
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substantiated by recent studies az the Aerospace Corp. which have shown that "cost-reduction

techniques employed on modem small-satellite programs result in system corts that are substantially

lower than those estimated by traditional weight-based parametric CERs." [Burgess 95] Realising

this bias of industry cost models toward large satellites, engineers at Aerospace Corp. developed new

models based solely on small satellite historical data. Their propulsion system CERs, published in

[Burgess 951 was based on data from 15 modem (post-1990) small satellites. The CERs were derived

using a general-error regression model assuming constant percentage error. Of the 15 satellites in the

study, only 6 included propulsion systems. These were

"* MICIOSAT-US Defence Advanced Research Project Agency sponsored communication
satellite built by DSI (now CTA) laun..hed in July 1991.

"* STEP O-USAF Space Test Programs (STP) Office sponsored experimental satellite built
by TRW/CTA launched in March 1994.

"• STEP I-STP sponsored atmospheric physics satellite built by TRW/C T A launched in
June 1994.

* SEASTAR-NASA sponsored oceanographic satellite built by OSC launch TBD.
* MSTI-1-US Strategic Defence Initiative Office sponsored experimental satellite built by

Spectnim/JPL launched in November 1992.
* FREJA-Swedish National Space Board sponsored plasma measurement satellite built by

Swedish Space Corp. launched in October 1992.

"The Aerospace team developed two separate CERs, one based on system dry mass (Eqn, 6-2) and the * *
other based on total number of thrusters (Eqn. 6-3):

Cost(FY94$k) = 76.3. System_drymass(kg) Eqn. 6-2

Cost(FY94$k) = 264. Number-thrusters Eqn. 6-3

Of these, the first is the more applicable to the case study as the second approach assumes the same

type of thrusters throughout the system (while the minisatellite system has both bi-propellant and

cold-gas thrusters). Using the system mass estimate from [Smith 34] presented above and applying

mass-based Aerospace Corp. CER to the baseline system yields a system price estimate of $887k,

about 50% less than the price results of [Smith 84].

This value provides a realistic criteria by which to evaluate the total system cost savings realised by

focusing on the hardware cost drivers. The final system cost determined by the case study will be

compared to this value in order to quantify the efficacy of this approach. System mass estimates from

[Smith 84] will be used to assess that cost dimension.

6.1.4. Market Analysis

While the results of CER data presented in the last subsectiop provide a good starting point for

assessing propulsion system costs, a more realistic analysis requires that we turn to the market place

itself. To quantify price ranges and availability of propulskin system components, I prepared a formal

0
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Request for Quotation (RFQ) which was sent to nearly 30 aerospace companies. The RFQ component

requirements were established by the baseline system described earlier.

The covering letter in the RFQ tried to establish a rapport with suppliers in order to have them work .

as part of a team to lower costs. In part, the letter explained "Our experience in building other

satellite systems has demonstrated that there are ways to lower component costs by relaxing

performance requirements and judiciously modifying the procurement and parts production process.

We know that a $50,000 component can't simply be changed into a $20,000 component by changing

the amount of paperwork that gets shuffled. We recognise that the less expensive component can not

have the same assured quality as its more expensive counterpart, however, in many cases it may be

sufficient for our higher-risk, low-cost missions. We are asking you to tell 9s how best to reduce the 0

cost of each component with understandable consequences."

Companies were given an abbreviated set of component req.;xements and asked to provide two

separate quotations:

I. Individual components in compliance with all typical industry standard performance
requirements and acceptance testing (usually provided in a document several inches thick
e.g. NASA, ESA or DoD programme specifications).

2. Individual components at minimum possible cost as the result of relaxation of
requirements as addressed in the attached RFQ and modification of normal production 0 0
processes.

Unfortunately, response to this RFQ was not overwhelning. Only 12 companies provided serious

responses to any components. These responses are summarised in Table 6-3 (because most companies

only provided the second type of bid asked for, minimum cost, only those results are reported).

It is interesting to note the wide range of responses for some components. Tanks in particular span

nearly a difference of nearly 10:1. The results of this market analysis provided two useful results:

1. High-cost component prices (those at the high end of the range) agree roughly with those
predicted by [Sinith 84].

2. A working relationship was established with a supplier team, Arde and EG & G Wright,
for further evolution of the design as part of the minisatellite case study.

By working with Arde as part of a team effort, as this Chapter will demonstrate, tank and support

system prices were reduced still further and a true lowest-cost solution was achieved. The results of 0

this effort are discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections.
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Component Bids

N2 Tnk 9 Arde, Inc: $15,000
a Dowty: $160,000 NRC + $48,000 RC S208,000 I st unit

MMH Tank a Arde, Inc: S 150000
* Dowty: S16,0ONRC $11,200RC =S27,2001stunit

MON Tank * Arde, nc: $15,000 W
* Dowry: $16,UN0 NRC + $11,200 RC = £27,200 1Ft unit

N2 Fill/drain valve * Moog: $4,000
* Dowty: $19,200 NRC + $6,400 RC = S25,600 Ist unit
a OEA: $6,000 NRC + $4,000 RC = $10,000 1 st unit 0 Q
* Raufoss: $16,000

Propellant Fill/drain valve 9 Moog: $4,000
a Lowty: $9,600 NRC + $6,400 RC = $16,000 1st unit
a OEA: $3,750 NRC + $6,000 RC = $9,750 Ist unit
* Raufoss: $16,000

Pyrotechnic valve '* OBA: $6,000 NRC + $6,000 RC = $12,000"1 unit 0
N2 or Propellant Filter ' Dowty: $19,200 NRC + $6,400 RC = $25,600 Ist unit
Pressure Transducers 9 Lucas: $350
Pressure Relief valve * Carlcton: $30,000

* Hale Hamilton: $675
* R&D Institute of Mech. Eng.: $ 2,770

Pressure regulator * Carleton: $30,000 0
* R&D Institute of Mech. Eng.: $3,950

Cold-gas thruster isolation valve * EG & G Wright: $3,750
• Moog: $4,000
• Valcor: $3,100
* MMS:$1,623NRC+$9,494NRC=$11,fl7 lstunit •
• R&D Institute of Mech. Eng.: $7,500

Cold-gas thruster valve a EG & G Wright: $2,525
* Moog: $4,000
* Valcor: $3,100
* MMS: $693 NRC + $9,518 NRC = $10,21 1 1st unit
9 R&D Institute of Mech. Eng.: V12,560 0

Propellant check vahes * Moog: $24,000
Engine control valve 9 Moog: $36,800

* Valcor: $1,250 NRC + $4,600 RC = $5,850 1st unit
Engine e R&D Institute of Mech. Eng.: $35,470
High pressure N2 valve 9 EG & G Wright: $3,750

* Valcor: $5,800 0
9 Hale Hamilton: $1.440

Engine isolation valve (latch valve) e Moog: $19,250
* Valcor: $1,400 NRC + $8,000 RC = $9,400 1 st unit
e R&D Institute of Mech. Eng.: $7,500

HTP valve * No bids
HTP tank * No bids 0

Table 6-3: Results of market analysis.

6.2. System Development

This section will summarise the development of the minisateilite propulsion system. Here, the cost

driver lessons described in Chapter 2 will be implemented in order to achieve the most cost-effective

system overall. Recall the design justification concept was defined whereby the system design and its

cost model are developed concurrently. The aim of this case study is to put this concept into practice

by designing a complete system and fully characterising its cost along the nine dimensions of the total
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cost paradigm. In tis way, system trade-offs can be better characterised and the restilting design

adapted to other applications with predictable, quantifiable results.

Chapter 2 described the primary cost drivers during each mission phasedefinition, design and

acquisition. While this was discussed as a sequential process, the results of this case study confirm

the importance of the interrelationships between each mission phase. By understanding the mission

environment and trading system requirements and architecture layout with the realities of the

acquisition process, a lowest-cost solution was achieved that was safe, simple and easy to integrate.

The mission was defined in the previous section. From this definition, the propulsion system

gradually evolved, modified by focusing on the key coit drivers and quantifying real cost trade-offs

with our acquisition partner. To describe this iterative process as it actually unfolded would be

redundant and potentially confusing. Therefore, for purposes of discussion, the philosophy behind the

system architecture will first be described by defining the system design requirements. To provide

important background for the design process, system engineering techniques employed on other low-

cost propulsion systems will then be summarised. With this understanding as background, technical

trade-offs for the case study are addressed. The acquisition process adopted with the prime contractor

will then be summarised. The section concludes with a description of the resulting minisatealite

system, highlighting its unique features. 0 0

6.2.1. Desigu Requirements

The primary design requirements for the system architecture were:

"* Mechanical interface restrictions

"* Liquid/gas pressures & flow rates
"* Range safety requirements

Eaclg of these is addressed below.

The minisatellite configuration along with dimensions was shown in Figure 6-1. As this mission is 0

one of technology demonstration, mass budgets were not overly constrained. However, the

minisate!:-te design imposed inflexible constraints on the mechanical envelope for which

considerable effort was expended to ensure compliance. As noted as part of the mission performance 0
requirements, the entire system had to be containad on the attach frame of the satellite. This attach

fram: is the bottom honeycomb panel on which the module boxes are stacked. The attach frame also

provides the launch vehicle interface. This requirement was intended to make spacecraft integration

easier allowing for independent installation and testing of the propulsion system separate from the

rest of the satellite. The available envelope for tanks and associated plumbing is shown in Figure 6-3

and rummarised below:

* Allowable tank envelope--maximum diameter 3 11 mm (equates to maximum volume of
15.75 litre for spherical tank) 0
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Allowable component envelope--integration within standard module box, Available
footprint 290 x 298 mm with total modute box height 100 mm.

Liquid and gas pressure as well as flow rates follow directly from the mission requirements for the main

engine and cold-gas thrusters Table 6-4 shows these requirements for the LEROS-20 main engine and

tht EG&G Wright cold-gas thrusters.

-- .-- 0 532., .

- 326 •

3764

Figure 6-3: Mechanical drawing showing the inside surface of the minisatellite attach frame on which
all propulsion system components must be integrated. Envelope limitations are indicated in mm.

Parameter LEROS-20 EG&G Wright Cold-gas
Thrusters

Thrust (N) 20 N 0.1
Chamber Pressure (bar) 8.88 4.0
Propellant flow rate (gm/s) 7.8 0.016
Inlet Pressure Range (bar) 10 -20 0 - 13.8

Table 6-4: Nominal pressure and flow rate requirements for the Minisatellite propulsion system.

Because the launch site for the spacecraft was unknown, the system had to be safe enough to operate

front virtually any site. Therefore, Vandenberg AFB range safety requirements were chosen as the most

constraining. These rules are governed by WRR 127-1 Range Safety Requirements [WRRI. In

addition to this regulation, MIL-STD, 1522A [MS 1522A] covers "Standard General Requirements for

Safe Design and Operation of Pressurised Missile and Space Systems." These regulations make the

following specific design impacts:

* At least 2 physical breaks between high pressure gas tanks and the outside.
* At least 3 physical (and electronic) breaks between propellant tanks and the engine (I

pyroxchnic valve counts as 2 breaks).
* All components proof tested to 1.5 x maximum expected operating pressure (MEOP).

• Pressure relief valves setto 1.5 xMEOP.
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The initial design criteria were established using these VAFB requirements with the belief they would

be the most stringent that could be expected. Regulations at Russian sites, for example, were not

expected to be more demanding than this and would, in all probability, be less restricting. Before

proceeding to a discussion of system trade-offs, the next subsection will examine experiences fromn

previous low-cost missions to gain insight into the potential applications for various system

engineering techniques.

6.2.2. Previous Examples

Before dezigning a cost-effective propulsion system for the minisatellite, it was useful to examine

previous experiences in this area to avoid re-inventing the wheel. Chapter I described the emerging

need for propulsion systems on small satellites. Unfortunately, this need is relatively new. Therefore,

there is little previous experience to draw upon. In fact, there are only three missions which I believe

can justifiably be placed in the category of tr:iy low-cost missions that depended on propulsion.

These are ARSENE, FREJA and the OSCAR series spacecraft. With the exception of FREJA built

by the Swedish Space Corporation for the Swedish National Space Board, these fall in the category of
"amateur" satellite projects. It is important to note, however, that most of the so-called "amateurs"

working on these satellites are actually experts with regular jobs within the aerospace community.

* They donate their vaPuable time to projects such as ARSENE and OSCAR. 0

6.2.2.1.ARSENE

The ARSENE project was begun by the French Radio Amateur Club d I'Espace (RACE) in 1981. Its

mission was to provide packet radio communication for users around the world. As the project

developed, it grew beyond the scope of the resources available to RACE, so CNES agreed to take

over sponsorship with financial help from the French Space ministry. The spacecraft was hexagonal

shaped, 785 mm in diameter and 618 mm high. At separation, the total spacecraft mass was 157 kg.

The ARSENE propulsion system consisted of a 74 kg (propellant mass) carbon fibre-wound solid 0

apogee kick motor donated by Societe Europ6enne de Propulsion (SEP) of France and a nitrogen

cold-gas system consisti.ag of four nitrogen tanks (donated by Air Liquide of France), four

spin/despin thrusters and two tilt thrusters. [ARSENE 92]

After deployment into GTO, the spacecraft was spun up using the cold-gas thrusters to 60 rpm.

Following measurement and correction of the satellite's attitude, it was spun up further to 90 rpm.

The solid motor was then fired, raising perigee to 20,000 km. The spacecraft was then de-spun to 60

rpm and the spin vector precessed to point out of the orbit plane, again using the cold-gas thrusters. 0

[Pidoux 92]

Following initial orbit insertion and commissioning, ARSENE appeared to be functioning nominally.

Unfortunately, after 9 September 93 it stopped sending telemetry [OSCAR 93]. The final cause oithe

failure has not been completely identified [Llareus 94].
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While the limited success of ARSENE demonstrated that propulsion systems could be effectively4

deployed on an "amateur" satellite, it did little to advance the cause of low-cost propulsion. Because

all major propulsion 5,ystem components were donated, there was no need to rigorously analyse or

reduce costs.

6.2.2.2FREJA

FREJA was a magnetospheric research spacecraft built by the Swedish Space Corporation for the

Swedish National Space Board. As such, it represents a commercial endeavour with real cost data.

The low-cost (under $1 6M) design, construction and launch of this 214 kg spacecraft is another good

example of the high quality engineering that can be done by a small group (8 people) working in a

"skunk works" environment. It was launched on 6 October 1992 from the Chinese Jiuquan Satellite

Launch Centre into 213.7 x 317.4 km with an inclination of 63.

The FREJA propulsion system consisted of two solid rocket motors for orbit adjust (a STAR 13-A

and a STAR 6-B3 manufactured by Thiokol, Inc., USA) providing a total impulse of over 110,000 Ns.

In addition, a total of 4 solid spin-up/spin-down rockets with a propellant mass of 370 gm and total

impulse of 750 Ns each were employed. These were made by the Beijing Institute of Space Machine

and Electricity under the Chinese Academy of Space Technology.

Following deployment from the second stage, small solid rocket motors were fired to spin-up the

spacecraft to 50 RPM. The STAR 1 3A rocket motor was then fired, raising apogee to 1756 km. One-

half orbit later, the STAR 6B motor (mounted on the spacecraft to point in the opposite direction to

the first motor) was fired to raise perigee to 601 km. Once this operational orbit was achieved, the

remaining two small solid rocket motors were fired reducing the spin rate to 10 RPM.

[Grahn 93] provides detailed cost data for the FREJA mission. Converting to $US based on ($1 = 6.6

SEK) the total mission cost was $15M. Of this, the spacecraft cost (including equipment, subsystems,

engineering management and labour) was $7.7M of which $520,000 represented the total propulsion

system cost. This value roughly agrees with the solid motor cost estimates presented in Chapter 3 and

is somewhat less than what would be predicted by standard CERs. Thus, while FREJA offers a very

good example of a low-cost propulsion system or. a commercial mission, there are no unique lessons

that can be applied to the design of a more flexible minisatellite system using liquid propellants. For

these insights we must look to the OSCAR series satellites.

6.2.2.3. The OSCAR Series

Since their first spacecraft in 1961, the OSCAR (the Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio)

series has grown in size and sophistication. Built by ham radio enthusiasts and other 'amateurs" in the

space industry, these spacecraft have had a long and distinguished career providing radio relay and
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store-and-forward communications for ham operators world-wide and have gone a long way toward

advancing the cause of low-cost spacecraft engineering.

It is the latest series of OSCAR spacecraft which have included propulsion capability that are most

relevant to my resea: ch. These include the "Phase III" series of spacecraft (which have corresponding

OSCAR designations). The first three spacecraft in this series are briefly described below.

# Phase IIHA-lost in Ariane launch failure 23 May 1980.(First OSCAR to fail to reach .
orbit) [Clark 80]. Propulsion system relied on a TE-345 solid motor donated by Thiokol.

* Phase 1IB (OSCAR 10)-Launched aboard Ariane 16 June 1983. Main engine donated by
MBB used N20 4 and UDMH [Daniels 87].

9 Phase IJIC (OSCAR 13)-Launched aboard Ariane 15 June 1988. MBB engine, N20 4 and
AZ-50 [Daniels 87]. 0

The latest and most ambitious OSCAR design is Phase III-D (P3D). At 400 kg, the P3D spacecraft

will dwarf its predecessors as shown in Figure 6-4. Launch is planned on the second flight of the new

Ariane V booster in 1996 into GTO (200 km x 36,000 km, inclination - 7°). From there, it will use

its main propulsion system to raise perigee to 4000 km, apogee to 47,000 km and change its

inclination to 630. This 16 hour modified Molniya orbit will offer optimum coverage to amateur

radio operators in the northern hemisphere.

0

I ,I

10

Figure 6-4: OSCAR Phase 111-D spacecraft built by the AMSAT community for launch in late 1996. Its
propulsion system design provided important lessons in the art of low-cost systems engineering.

From the standpoint of my research, the Phase III spacecraft offer useful insight into low-cost

4] propulsion systems engineering practices. According to the propulsion system designer, Mr. Richard

Daniels, "the design is an absolutely bare-bones approach emphasising simplicity and economy."

[Daniels 87] While the OSCAR team has benefited from the generous donations of critical

components, they have done this only after carefully minimising the complexity (and cost) of the

overall system so as not to be overly dependent on such generosity.
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For gas pressure regulation, P3B relied on a standard mechanical regulator. In contrast, for cost ,

reasons P3C used a "bang-bang" pressure control approach as does P3D.. The schematic for the P3D1

propulsion system is shown in Figure 6-5. The main propulsion system uses a 400-N thrust bi- ,

propellant engine (MMH/N2 0 4 ) donated by MBB (now DASA) of Germany. Propellant

pressurisation is provided by a single 400 bar helium tank. Helium isolation and pressure regulation

is accomplished using two series-redundant solenoid vwives. Pressure is regulated by a "bang-bang"

system whereby the solenoid valves are pulsed on/off with feedback from a pressure transducer to

maintain the desired pressure in the propellant tanks, buffered by a manifold/accumulator. Orbit

maintenance will be accomplished using a 100-millinewton ammonia arc-jet thruster developed at the

University of Stuttgart. Power requirements for the thruster are approximately 750 W [AMSAT 95]

(Zube 95].

I had the unique opportunity to take part in the propulsion system integration campaign for P3D at the

AMSAT facility in Orlando, Florida. Under the guidance of subsystem manager Mr. Richard

Daniels, Mr Malcolm Paul and I were able to help with the mechanical integration of system pipes

and tanks. In the process, we gained valuable insight into the engineering techniques employed by

the OSCAR team to reduce costs while maintaining safe, effective performance.

A detailed study of the P3D propulsion system schematic in Figure 6-5 reveals several important 0

lessons in low-cost systems engineering.

"* Reduced performance requirements-typical space industry design criteria specify tight
performance margins. By relaxing these requirements, even by a relatively small amount,
potentially large cost savings can be realised. On P3D, this is evident by the use of a .
bang-bang pressure regulation scheme instead of a more precise (and much more
expensive) regulator. This of course leads to a potentially higher risk level for mission
performance, however, on missions like P3D spending more money may reduce the risk
by some unspecified amount but may price the mission out of existence.

"* Use of terrestrial components-to the largest extent possible, the system depends on
commercial-grade components. These are evident in the high pressure iso/bang-bang
solenoid valves, check valves, pressure transducers, filters (He, fuel and oxidiser) and 370
flare fittings (in place of orbit welds). These terrestrial components are far cheaper than
their "space qualified" equivalents. Typically, the major drawback of such components is
higher mass or less efficient power consumption.

"* Reduced documentation-Because the entire system design, assembly and operations is
conducted by "amateurs" donating their spare time to the project, and because the project
management does not have to answer to a "higher power" i.e. a government agency,
documentation is kept to the minimum amount needed to communicate within the team
and comply with launch agency requirements.

"• "Build-your-own" approach to hardware-High pressure helium tanks for both P3B and S
C used mo..ied fire extinguisher tanks. The propellant tanks for both P3B and C were
designed and built by AMSAT-DL engineers. These tanks consisted of a common
bulkhead separating fuel and oxidiser. T1. design took maximum advantage of available
spacecraft volume. [Daniels 87]
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Table 6-5 contains cost data for various components of the P3D spacecraft and Table 6.6 for earlier .

Phase III spacecraft. As you can see, many of the significant cost items have been donated or offered 4
at a reduced price. Therefore, while the Phase III spacecraft design experience offers much to learn in

low-cost systems engineering, their experience in selecting low-cost components cannot be directly I%

applied to commercial missions. Furthermore, the nature of each Phase III mission was essentially a

"one-off," taking advantage of whatever cheap or free components happen to be available at the time.

Thus, there was no requirement to establish long-term relationships with component suppliers on a

commercial basis.

He
Tank

(400 bar)

He Fill/Drain
Valve [Transducer

Filter

ýSolenod Pressure
Control Valves

Pressure

Msnifo'ld 
Relief Valve

and Test Port

Chec VCheks
ChlekVle

Vent/drain Valves Accumulator Vent/drain

Valveyl'

Fill Valve Fill Valve

I MBB 400-N Engine
S~with Pneumatic Valves

Figure 6-5: Main propulsion system schematic for Phase 111D spacecraft.
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Component Source Cost 4
Phase IlIC Fill/Drain MBB (DASA) $0 (Donated)
Phase HID He Fill/Drain OEA $2841
Phase HID prop Fill/Drain Circle Seal K220T-4TB $25 1 each

6 total
(LOX cleaned) (modified

check valves) _ _.....

Phase IIID He isolation/bang-bang Steering Engineering $2000 total (refurbish one left
solenoid valve over plus two new, price reduced

from quoted value of $3500) "
Phase ilID He filter Steering Engineering $ 0 (Donated)
Phase KID pressure transducers Lucas P 1241-0004 $350 each
Phase HID check valve Circle Seal $304.90 each

2x K220T-4TT $325.80 each
2x K220T-4BT
LOX cleaned __•

Phase iHID He tank Russian source Cost data proprietary
I flight, I test
200 bar MEOP _

Phase IIID propellant tanks Russian source Cost data proprietary
6 flight, I test
15 bar MEOP

Phase IIIB, C & D engines MBB $0 (Donated)
Phase IIIC & D tubes and fittings Parker Hannifin Corp. $750 (estimated)

37*-flared fittings.
Tubing "scrounged"

-Phase IIlB, C & D welding AMSAT-NA $0 (Donated) * *
Phase IIIB, C & D cleaning and AMSAT-NA $0 (labour and facilities donated)

-testing

Phase IIIB, C & D ground support MBB $0 (loaned by MBB, operations
S equipment (fill/drain) supervised by their personnel)

Table 6-5: Available cost data for OSCAR/P3D spacecraft propulsion system components [Daniels 95].

a

Component Source Cost
Phase IIIC pressure Shavevitz (Lucas) Leftover from OSCAR 10
transducers P2503-0001
Phase IINC relief valve Circle Seal 5120A-4T $237__
Phase IIIC relief valve Circle Seal 5120A-4T $372.55
Phase IIIC check valve Circle Seal

2x K220T-4T7 $183.45 each
2x K220T-4BT $231 each

Phase ilIC He isolation Sterer Engineering $0 (Donated, estimated value $3,325 0
I /bang-bang solenoid valve each)

Phase IIIB and Phase RIIC AMSAT-DL Total cost unknown. Design used a
He tank modified fire extinguisher
!'hase IIIB & C propellant Launch Site SO (Donated)
Phase IJIC propellant AMSAT-DL Total cost unknown

4 tanks Common bulkhead tank machined from 0
Al billets

Phase IliA solid rocket Thiokol TE-345 $0 (Donated by U-SAF)
motor

Table 6-6: Propulsion system components for other OSCAR spacecraft [Daniels 951

6 •
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While the OSCAR missions provide little insight into low-cost components, their on-orbit experience

with the cost-effective systems engineering techniques described above have direct application to the

minisatellite case study. The trade-offs associated with applying these techniques will be described in

the following subsections.

6.2.3. Trade-offs

During the initial system design phase, the follov, ing trade-offs were encountered that effected the

eventual architecture

* Liquid propellant expulsion method
* Liquid propellant pressurisation margin
* Pressure regulation method
* P.opellant flow control an" isolation methods

The following subsections will step through each of these major trade areas to analyse the critical

factors involved in the final decisions. Following this discussion, the system acquisition process will

be addressed.

& 2.3.1.Expulsion Method

There are two types of expulsion methods used for propellant tanks: passive and active. Passive

methods refer to simple, free-surface expulsion whereby inertial forces (either spacecraft spin rate or

acceleration from cold gas jets or the engine itself) orient liquid at the exit end of the tank and the less

dense gas at the other. Obviously, this is the simpler and cheaper method but requires that the

spacecraft be spun or that a short, propellant-settling pulse is given prior to main engine ignition.

However, using spacecraft spin to achieve passive orientation of the propellant requires careful •

consideration be given to the exact location of the tank outlet line so it is roughly parallel to the

effective liquid surface. This requires calculating the resultant total acceleration seen by the

propellant due to both centripetal acceleration and engine thrust which was done for the actual tank

designed.

Active expulsion methods use either pistons, diaphragms or propellant management devices (PMDs)

to ensure the propellant stays at one end while the pressurant gas stays at the other. The operation of

pistons, diaphragms or bladders is fairly easy to envision. The primary disadvantages of these 0

methods is the extra ullage volume needed (meaning wasted propellant) and the necessity of finding a

material compatible with the reactive propellants (this is especially difficult for MON). PMDs rely

on surface tension to ensure the liquid remains over the exit port. In the simplest case, a PMD can be

a "bubble trap" screen over the exit which will keep at least some liquid over the exit at all times with 0

inertia combined with surface tension forces maintaining a steady flow of liquid toward the bubble

trap. PMDs can also be much more complex, including wings and various shapes of screen to funnel

the liquid to the outlet.
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As cost and component availability were the primary drivers in tank selection, the design started from

a free-surface tank developed by Arde as described below. This particular tank, designed for another

mission, included a simple bubble trap which would have allowed propellant expulsion in a non- .

spinning mode. The design was then modified to incorporate a "dip leg" to allow propellant feed

from a spinning mode as well.

.. 3.2.Pressurisation Margin

Rocket engines are designed to function over a specified input pressure and flow rate. Depending on

the particular engine, this range can be very narrow or relatively wide, In either case, optimum

design performance is achieved at only one specific input pressure and flow rate. For this reason,

virtually all space missions choose to precisely control the gas pressure in the propellant tanks to

ensure that optimum performance is achieved. This approach requires the flow of pressurant gas

from a high-pressure upstream reservoir to be carefully controlled throughout all propulsion system

operations. However, even during Space Shuttle missions, a point is reached when there is sufficient

ullage volume in the tanks to close off gas supply and complete engine operations in blow-down

mode.

Once a blow-down capability is achieved, the propellant will continue to be supplied to the engine at

a gradually decreasing inlet pressure. As long as this inlet pressure range is within the performance 0 0
specifications of the engine, it is a perfectly acceptable practice with only a small, quantifiable loss in

overall performance. Normally, the need for sufficient ullage volume to begin blow-down operations

is far outweighed by the competing requirement to maximise propellant tank loading for mission

lifetime. Thus, few missions hegin in a blow-down mode. Blow-down is normally initiated only

after the first major series of orbit manoeuvres when the remaining tank pressure is sufficient to meet

attitude control requirements.

For the purposes of the Minisatellite propulsion system design, it was initially planned to operate in a 0

regulated mode to maximise propellant loading. However, subsequent trade-off considerations led us

to go to a unique complete blow-down system accepting the loss of AV capability (about 7%) in

exchange for enhanced safety as well as integration and operational simplicity. This design approach

will be discussed in greater detail later in the chapter.

6.2.3.3.Pressure Control

While it is acceptable in terms of performance and advantageous in terms of system safety to operate

the liquid part of the propulsion system in a blow-down mode, this is not practical for the cold-gas 0

portion. For this system, some means of reliable pressure control is essential.

There are two approaches to reducing a high-pressure supply gas to a lower specified operating

pressure: 0
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* Pressure regulator

* "Bang-bang" pressure control

pressure regulator is a mechanical device which takes in high pressure gas at one end, and using

mechanical feedback within the body of the regulator, delivers gas at a lower, constant pressure out

the other end. Pressure regulators are the preferred approach in traditional systerns. 9QV

A "bang-bang" pressure control scheme uses one or more valves in series with a pressure transducer
downstream to close the loop. In operation, the valves are pulsed on/off to slowly bleed pressure

downstream, usually into a buffer volume known as a plenum or accumulator. The valves are pulsed

on and off until the desired downstream pressure is reached. A pressure transducer in the K

accumulator senses the downstream pressure and feeds this information to a zontroller that decides

when and for how long to pulse the valves open. This "bang-bang" approach has beeni used on the

OSCAR P3 spacecraft as already discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of each type of

pressure regulation method are summarised in Table 6-7.

Pressure Regulation Advantage Disadvantages
Method

Pressure Regulator * Reliable - Very expensive
* Accurate • Leak rates may be too high for a
a Light weight small ullage volume system
* Requires no external feedback e Once downstream pressure is set, * *

can not be changed
* Difficult to design, build and test

"Bang-bang" control system * Inexpensive 9 Heavy
* Flexible, positive control over * More cornlex

downstream pressure a Potentially less accurate
* Potentially lower leak rate * Requires additional flow restriction
* Easy to build and test and accumulator volume

Table 6-7: Comparison of Pressure Regulation Methods.

It is important to note that with a bang-bang system, the accuracy of the regulated pressure is based

on a feedback control system using the pressure transducer information. The longer it takes for the

downstream pressure to reach the desired value the greater the potential for accuracy. Figure 6-6

shows the downstream pressure in a 1.3 litre accumulator as a function of time immediately after the

bang-bang valves are opened to a 240 bar reservoir. As you can see, a desired downstream pressure

of 20 bar is reached in less than 20 ms! To increase this time, flow restriction such as a Lee Visco Jet 0

can be easily and inexpensively added to the system to insure a specific, specified gas flow rate to

increase the time between valve opening and reaching desired downstream pressure [Lee 84]. Figure

6-7 shows the effect of limiting the flow rate to 2.0 x 10-4 kg/s using either a 1.3 litre or 0.5 litre

accumulator. As you can see, the time to reach 20 bar increased to between 50 and 150 sec depending

on the accumulator volume. An added advantage of the Visco Jet is that its predictable flow rate

provides a limited but effective means of doing open loop pressure control in the event of a .ransducer

failure.
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Figure 6-8: Rate of downstream pressure increase from 240 bar reservoir without flow with a 1.3 litre
accumulator.

Accumulator size a Time to reach 20 bar at combant
flow raft 1.01- kg/s
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0 so 100 150 2W0
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Figure 6-7: Downstream pressure as a function of time for a system employing a flow restrictor and
various sizes of accumulator.

Because of the massive cost savings associated with a bang-bang system, its ease of implementation

and testing, and the flight heritage demrcrnstrated by the OSCAR P3 spacecraft, this method was

selected for the minisatellite system design.

6.2.3.4.Flow Corntr~-I Isolation

Components used for propellant flow control and isolation include valves, lines and connectors. This

section will address the trade-offs confronted in the system architecture for these components

beginning with valves. The primary function of a valve is to control flow (ON/OFF). Typically,

there are three types of valves used in spacecraft systems:

1. Solenoid (normally open or closed)
2. Solenoid latch valves
3. Pyrotechnic valves (normally open or closed)

Solenoid valves are perhaps the most widely used. They arm spring-loaded into a normally open or

normally closed position. When current is provided to the solenoid, a stem is pulled against the
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spring to open or close. This means the non-default condition can only be maintained while current is

applied. Solenoid valves are used most often in engine valves and cold-gas thrusters.

Because it is wasteful to provide constant power to energise a solenoid valve for long periods, latch

valves are sometimes used to isolate branches within a system. A latch valve is also powered by- a

solenoid but has no default position. It will latch into either the open or closed position and remain

there without the need for additional power. While the operational nature of latch valves make them

an attractive option, their main drawback is expense. Quotations for latch valves were on the order of

$20,000 each and up. For this reason, they were not considered seriously for the system design case

study.

The final type of valve commonly used is a pyrotechnic valve. Again, t,,,se can be configured either

normally open or closed. When power is provided to the pyrotechnic charge, it changes

configuration--permanently. Therefore, pyrotechtnic valves can only be used once. The main

advantage over latL11 valves is their lower cost and perceived reliability, They are mainly used to

provide isolation of propellant tanks either prior to or after a mission manoeuivre phase. Because they

provide a positive metal-to-metal seal, they are preferred by range safety offices for isolating

propellant tanks from the engine during ground operation and launch. However, pyrotechnic valves

have several drawbacks which caused them be dismiss from consideration for the system: * *
I. Pyrotechnic valves are expensive (-$8000 each)
2. They require more complex pre-flight operations to install
3. They can not be tested as part of the entire system
4. They have recently been linked to several expensive failures of spacecraft propulsion

systems [AWST 951
With latch valves and pyrotechnic valves dismissed from consideration, this left only solenoid valves.

Recall, range safety requirements dictate there be three physical breaks between the propellant tanks

and the engine. The dual-redundant LEROS-20 engine solenoid valves provide two of those breaks

but a third was still needed. It was initially planned to use an additional solenoid valve in this

application and accept the operational requirement of providing extra power to keep them open during

engine firing (meaning a total of 6 valves would have to be on in order to fire the engine, one

isolation valve and two engine valves in each line). Fortunately, there was another option to

consider-burst disks.

Burst disks are commonly used in ground systems to provide emergency pressure relief. They consist

of a metal housing containing a perforated metal disk designed to burst at a given pressure (±-+ 10%).

They can be used to provide reliable propellant isolation during ground operations and launch, then

burst when the tanks are pressurised in-orbit allowing propellant to flow to the engine valves. Thus,

the additional power and reliability impacts of extra solenoid valves could b- avoided at lower cost.

The primary drawback was the need to accept the additional testing complexity and expense of a bolt- 0
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up version of the burst disk housing to allow disks to be changed during system integration and

testing. Disks would have to changed after each ground test. A welded version with the disk pre-

installed would be added prior to close-out of the system before launch, However, because of the cost

savings and additional reliability, these integration problems were deemed to be an acceptable trade-

off.

Another important flow-control decision to be made was the selection of propellant lines. Frequently,

spacecraft propulsion systems use titanium lines to accommodate high pressure with the lowest

possible mass. However, titanium lines are very expensive and require complicated and expensive

transition welds from components which normally end in stainless steel stubs. Thus, for the

minisatellite system it was decided to use standard, industrial stainless steel lines, 6 mm outer

diameter. These are normally proof-tested in excess of 400 bar and are more than adequate for this

application at far less cost.

Finally, there are two viable options for component-to-component connections in a spacecraft S

propulsions system:

"* Welded
"* Standard aerospace 370 flared fittings, sometimes called "AN" fittings used for a variety

of commercial applications including military and civilian aircraft S 0
Table 6-8 lists the advantages and disadvantages of each option

Option Advantages Disadvantages
Welded * Standard approach used on 9 High cost (special orbit weld

virtually all spacecraft equipment needed)
"* High reliability * Fixed configuration makes
"* Robust, less susceptible to changes difficult and expensive

vibration * Orbit welding equipment limits
* Lower weight size, bend and location ofjoints

* Common metal transition
pieces may be needed e.g. Ti to
stainless steel

* X-ray ofjoints often required
Flared fitting * Inexpensive * Inherently less leak-tight than a

* Easy to use welded joint
* Flexible and adaptable to * Wire locking needed to protect

changing plumbing layout against vibration
* An industry standard outside of * Higher overall parts count in

spacecraft applications system
* More likely to introduce

particulates into system
e Higher weight

Table 6-8: Advantages and disadvantages of connector options.

The propulsion system team spent considerable time debating these options. In the end, flared fittings

were selected primarily because of price and flexibiiity. This decision was aided by the knowledge

that OSCAR spacecraft have used this approach for many years with no problems. Another important
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consideration was that certain low-cost components only come with screwed fittings. To adapt these

to a welded joint wo,•id require additional complexity and cost.

6.2.4. Acquisition Process 0

The ultimate proof for the utility of the cost-saving techniques developed in the research would be in W

realistically evaluating the acquisition process for the system. This effort was undertaken in parallel

with the system architecture design effort as indicated above. System manufacturers at Arde, Inc..

teamed with EG&G Wright Systems. were selected as the prime contractor for support systems

(everything except the LEROS-20 engine). In working with Arde, the aim was to apply the cost

driver lessons identified during the Hardware Acquisition Phase discussed in Chapter 2.

At ,he outset af our working relationship, the following cost-saving options were listed for the team to

consider:

I. Use of terrestrial hardware-Nearly every single component in a spacecraft propulsion
system (filters, relief valves, etc.) has a terrestrial, industrial-standard equivalent.

2. Reduced requirements for acceptance testing-Typically, all components, regardless of
heritage, undergo final acceptance testing prior to delivery. They are then tested again as
part of in-house screening and system integration. Reducing, or in some cases eliminating,
redundant tests could realise real cost savings with a quantifiable risk.

3. Reduced vibration and thermal/vacuum lesting-ln many cases within the aerospace
industry, individual components, such as engine valves, undergo separate vibration and
thermal/vacuum testing. The valves are then installed on the flight engine, and together
they undergo additional vibration and thermal/vacuum tests. Finally, the engine and
valves are integrated into the spacecraft which undergoes yet another round of testing.
Arguably, (especially in the case of engines and valves which have already been flight
proven) the only vibration and thermal/vacuum tests which are necessary are the final
ones.

4. Elimination of unnecessary documentation-The primary purpose of most documentation
associated with component procurement is to manage the uncertainty in its performance.
A large amount of the documentation generated as part of component procurement is
intended to ensure no incorrect materials or procedures are used and to provide a clear
paper trail in case of failure. Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), parts lists,
materials lists, etc. give programme managers a "warm fuzzy" feeling that the part will
work, but can not guarantee it. By their very nature, small, low-cost missions accept
higher levels of risk than much larger programmes. Thus, much of the documentation
associated with the traditional approach becomes unnecessary in light of the overall risk
level of the mission. 0

5. Relaxingperfo-mance requirements and margins-As discussed in Chapter 2, the stricter
the performance requirement and the tighter the margin, the higher the cost of the
component,

The philosophy which eventuaily evolved was incorporated into the system design process and

emphasised the use of:

"* Standard, proven designs for essential modules

"* Simple interfaces
"* Careful selection of components from established volume production items.
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The propulsion system requirements were carefully evaluated in conjunction with Arde and relaxed 4
when possible to arrive at an effective design solution. Ensuring that the system could be delivered "
on schedule and at low cost was a major driver in the selection of the final approach and specific

components. To the greatest extent possible, the propulsion system team used existing hardware and

selected only those suppliers with a known record for good quality products to reduce risk during

ground testing and in flight.

The systems requirements were evaluated from the very beginning of the design phase to allow the

inclusion of selected key space-grade components. These components would require little or no

analytical effort to determine their structural and thermal compatibility to the space environment.

The history of each component was used to preclude unnecessary testing and its associated cost.

Actual component selection was made using experienced engineering judgement based on traditional

space programs. Specific cost reduction guidelines were determined for the component procurement

process:

"* Flexible system specification
"* Relaxed component specifications (data requirements sheets, if necessary)
"* No formal configuration management required
"* No supplier data items (other than a certificate of compliance) 0 ,

* Supplier standard practices and procedures
"* Balance performance against cost and perform trade-offs (This was aimed at taking

advantage of large production runs, in some cases these may already be in place to support
larger, more formal programs).

Another feature of the component selection and procurement process used by Arde was the use of a

network of suppliers and customers developed over numerous formal space programs. Knowledge of

production lines and previous performance were a major consideration in component selection. A

key element was the formation of a strategic alliance to support small satellite propulsion system

requirements. This alliance essentially committed the suppliers of the two major cost elements of the •

system (tanks and valves) to the team. This achieved a favourable reduction in unit cost, as well as

control of that cost for the duration of the project.

Simple and easily manufactured work packages characterised the design of the propulsion system.

The entire system was broken into the following subassembly kits:

* Module box kits--containing valves, ullage/accumulator bottles, pressure transducers and
filters, flow restrictors, burst disks

* Propellant tank kits--containing propellant tanks ready to mount

* Cold-gas thruster kits--containing a valve/nozzle assembly plus connectors
* Fill/Drain kits-containing all fill and drain valves

Each kit could be assembled and tested at the factory. The kits would contain all necessary

connectors. Spacecraft integration '.:ould require the addition of lines and mechanical brackets to
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hold the components in place. This overall approach was designed to support rapid system assembly

and testing and thus reduce cost as well as program risk.

"* Q6.2.5. Results ,

With an understanding of the critical performance drivers, the effects of various system trade-offs and

an appreciation for the component acquisition process as discussed above, numerous changes were

made to the baseline design presented in Section 6.2.2. Throughout the system development, those

dimensions of cost controlled by the architecture were constantly in mind. Safety cost was paramount

while performance (specifically system mass and volume) was traded-off to minimise integration

cost, technical risk and the bottom-line price. The resulting final system architecture, shown in

* Figure 6-8 evolved considerably from the baseline presented at the beginning of the chapter and

incorporates the following unique features and design goals:

1. Complete de-coupling of cold-gas system from bi-propellant system
2. Total blow-down liquid propellant delivery allowing for complete de-coupling of oxidiser

and fuel tanks
3. Replacement of mechanical regulator with "bang-bang" pressure control
4. Elimination of all pyrotechnic valves
5. Use of burst disks
6. Use of Lee Visco Jets for flow restriction

* 7. Elimination of unnecessary redundancy i.e. additional cold-gas branch
8. Addition of two cold-gas thrusters for a total of 8 to provide 3 axis-control while keeping

all components on the attach frame
9. Maximum use of off-the-shelf components
10.Reliance on flared fittings

* 1 I.Maximum re-use of standard components to minimise total parts count
12.Dual propellant extraction modes, spinning and non-spinning
13.Identical sized nitrogen and propell3nt tanks for identical bracket design

The detailed engineering design work and discussions with the acquisition partner Arde, Inc.

culminated in a critical design review (CDR) of the entire system held at their offices in New Jersey 0

and attended by Mr. Maarten Meerman, Mr. Malcolm Paul and myself. Following the resolution of

open items from the CDR, final component selections were made. Detailed descriptions of each

component with engineering drawings were part of Arde's contractual deliverable items with SSTL.

* Important specifications for tanks are summarised in Table 6-9. Specifications for valves and other

components are summarised in Table 5-10.

6 •
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20 112 x 1.3 l!r 2 1.U liter4

r__Nuloy* tanks uIlaQ. tanks

Valve otrainaaacs Frlll/ai
LmVcmJtVolvo VaN.

Prs-AmU'* Pressure
Trained...e Tran~au.c.

baflq-banq N~Hgtr-Pro.sure t-P.ur
Prosirar. Control Soeanoid Valve SO 2IOCrOVolv

Accumulators Pressure Tranducer Nofl-Ratutf Nan-R.turn

VVal"

MMH N10 \Bla s' MON
S Tank mtn T ank Fil/drain

Cold ras Thrusters Burst Disk Burst Ns

MMII Filtor MON Fillor
Pressure rn~r
Transducer Transducer

Edngin Cntro Enie Cnd ntro
Valves C(dual Valvnes Cdalt

TankVoleedundMa ant d-imension

Accumulator/ 82i' 500 psi (35 bar) 2.25 lb Cylindrical, O.D.: 3.5 in
Ullage (1.344 litre) (1.02 1 kg) (0.089 m) Length: 11.4 in

(0.29 m) 4

Nitrogen 68in' 3000 psi (206.8 bar) 9.6 Ilb Spherical, O.D.: 10.8 in
(10.291 litre) (4.354 kg) max (0.274 m) (dome to
_________________________________________boss 11.6 in (0.295 mn))

Propellant 628 in3  247 psi (17.03 bar) 3.5 lb Spherical, O.D.: 10.8 in
(10.291 litre) (designed for 600 psi (1.588 kg) (0.274 m) (boss to boss 12.5

* __________ _________ (41 .4 bar)) ______in (0.318 mn))

Table 6-9: Specifications for minisatellite propulsion system tanks.

Component Supplier Specifications
High Pressure "bang-bang" EG&G Wright MEOP = 241 bar

* ~~~valve__ ___

Ullage tank isolation valve EG&G Wright MEOP =34.5 bar
Cold-gas thruster EG&G Wright 0. 1 N thrust at 4 bar operating

pressure
____ ____ ________ ___ EOP 13.8 bar

Relief Valve Circle Seal Set at 12.8 bar relief
*Lee Viscof Jet Lee Lohm se 25,000

Propellant Filter Nupro 7 micron
Nitrogen Filter Nup;o 7 micron
Check Valves Circle Seal __________

Nitrogen Fill/Drain Valve OEA __________

Propellant Fill/Drain Valvre OEA __________

Pressure Transducers Taber High pressure 0 - 200 bar
_____________ ________Low pressure 0 - ? bar

Table 6-10: Specifications for minlsatelilte propulsion system components.
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6.3. Total System Cost

With the system architecture fully defined and system components selected, the total cost of the ,

system can now be assessed. Analysis of operational performance along with recommended .

operational configuration will first be summarised. System price will then be addressed including the 4
additional costs for support hardware and manpower. Integration costs will then be addressed

followed by safety, technical risk and logistics.

6.3.1. Performance

Of the four performance dimensions of cost, volume was fixed by the minisatellite envelope, time and

power by the decision to use the LEROS-20 engine and cold-gas thrusters. Therefore, the most

* important dimension to be assess was system mass. Table 6-11 gives the total dry system mass break

down. Notice the bottom line of 22.75 kg is more than 10 kg greater than that estimated by [Smith

84] as presented in Table 6-2. This represents about 4% of the total spacecraft mass and proves a

rough estimate of the "mass cost" of this system architecture.4 *___________ ___ ____

Component Number Unit Mass Total Mass
_ (kg) (kg)

Accumulator 2 1.1 2.2
Ullage tanks 4 1.1 4.4
Propellant tanks 2 1.6 3.2
Nitrogen tank 1 4.35 4.35
Bang-bang valves 2 0.54 1.08
Isolation valves 2 0.54 1.08
Cold-gas thrusters 8 0.32 2.56
Filters 2 0.05 0.1
Visco Jets I 0.05 0.05
Pressure Transducers 6 0.35 2.1
Burst Disks 2 0.2 0.4
Non-Return Valves 2 0.1 0.2
Fill/Drain or Vent Valves 5 0.045 0.225

* Relief Valve 1 0.2 0.2 •
LEROS-20 Engine (w/valves) 1 1 0.6

Total 22.745
Table 6-11: Mass break-down for minisatellite propulsion system.

4 Another important aspect of performance cost to consider is the mass efficiency of the system. For

the cold-gas system This was relatively easy to determine. MEOP of the tank was designed to be 200

bar because this is the easiest standard pressure to werk with. Higher operating pressures would

• require the use of pressure intensifiers which would greatly complicate launch logistics from remote

launch sites. Therefore, the mass performance of the cold-gas system was solely a function of the Isp

of the thrusters.

The propellant loading for the bi-propellant system, however, was not so simple. The following
4 parameters were fixed by the system architecture:
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"* Propellant tank volume = 10.291 litre
"* Ullage tank volume = 1.344 litre
"* Number of ullage tanks per tank= 2

* Maximum ullage tank pressure = 35 bar

The actual mission AV was then determined by the following interrelated parameters which define a

trade-space:

I. Initial ullage tank pressure.

2. inital ullage in propellant tank (which determines available propellant).
3. Engine performance as a function of tank pressure.

The first two items in this trade-space determine the initial and final blow-down pressure as well as

the total propellant available. The third item relates this blow-down pressure to instantaneous

performance which must be integrated over the total available propellant to get mission AV.

Obviously, the design goal was to maximise total AV. This means we want to the maximise the initial

propellant loading (minimise the propellant tank ullage) while maximising performance.

Unfortunately, a compromise is needed. To achieve the greatest amount of pressurant gas, it was

decided to operate the ullage tanks at their maximum operating pressure of 35 bar. This established

the first variable in the trade-space and left the remaining two.

Looking at the second item in the trade-space (initial ullage in the propellant tank) Table 6-12 shows

the initial and final blow-down pressures for various initial ullage volume options.

Initial Propellant Initial Blow- Final
Tank Ullage down Blow-

(lItre) Pressure down
(bar) Pressure

(bar)
1 25.8 7.3
2 20.29 7.45

2.5 18.40 7.49
3 16.86 7.53

Table 6-12: Propellant tank blow-down ranges at various initial ullage volumes assuming 35 bar ullage
tank pressure.

Using these blow-down ranges as options, the final key to optimising the design was to analyse the

performance as a function of tank pressure and integrate over the blow-down range. According to 0
[Wood 90], the LEROS-20 engine specification allows for a blow-down range of 20 to 10 bar.

Typically, orifices are placed downstream of the propellant tanks to create an additional pressure drop

in the system both to better de-couple engine pressure from the rest of the system and to "tune" the

blow-down performance range [Wood 95]. This orifice arrangement has the effect of dropping actual 0

inlet pressure.

Additional data provided by RO [Wood 95] allowed me to derive actual engine performance as a

function of tank pressure. In practice, the analysis requires you to pick a set-point at the initial blow- 0

down pressure. An orifice is then placed in the engine to give maximum performance at this set-point
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pressure and drops off correspondingly from there. Analytic performance relationships were derived

from this data to allow performance simulation over various blow-down ranges. Figure 6-9 shows the

performance drop-off in terms of Isp for the I litre ullage option which delivers an inlet pressure i 0

blow-down range of 25.8 - 7.3 bar. Based on the results from my systems analysis, this loading

option was selected to deliver mvximum total AV, Table 6-13 summariscs performance for both the

cold-gas and bi-propellant systems. Notice the total AV available from the bi-propellant system 0
operating in blow-down is 239.8 m/s. Operating in a regulated system at constant inlet pressure, the

average Isp would be 290 sec for a total AV 257 m/s with this propellant loading. This equates to a

loss of about 7% for using the total blow-down method. The next subsection will address the total

system price.

*.Propelllnt Systmi Pe kin ance Drop-off Ouring Now-
Down oermUona

*50

20CL0
O.O0 Wo 20.00 .-OD 400 50.00 00,0 70.00

lme (min)

Figure 6-9: Bi-propellant System performance drop-off during blow-down operations. Simulation
assumes 1 litre initial ullage in propellant tanks with initial ullage tank pressure of 35 bar.

Parameter Cold-gas System BIRI-Propellant
_ System 0

Propellant(s) Nitrogen MMH/MON
Propellant mass, kg 2.367 21.61

(MMH = 8.16,
MON .• 13.44)

Feed pressure, bar 4.0 25.8 - 7,.
Thrust, N (Torque, Nm) 0.1 (0.048 Nm) 14.6 (average)
Average specific impulse, sec 65 267.4
Total impulse 695 Nmsec 57,173 Nsec
AV, m/sec n/a 239.8
Approximate Total thrust time 243 65
available, mrin -

Table 6-13: Summary of propulsion system perfurmance parameters.
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6.3.2. System Price

Perhaps more important than the system engineering issues negotiated with the prime contractor were

* the detailed component prices. Table 6-14 summarises .'r.ese prices for each part of the system and

provides subtotals for the cold-gas and bi-pr3pellant systems separately. Price information for the

LEROS-20 engine was provided by RO through separate negotiation as discussed in Chapter 3.

It is interesting to note the percentage of total system price represented by the thrusters alone, I hese 0

results indicate that thrusters (cold-gas and bi-propellant) account for only 35% nf total system cost.

Stated another way, support system hardware accounts for at least 65% total system price, relatively

independent of actual technology used. This is a significant shift from that predicted by the standard

* model which indicated a rough parity between thruster and support system orice. 0

However, the hardware price represents only part of the story. Once delivered, this hardware must be

fully integrated into the spacecraft and subjected to a variety of operational testing prior to flight. The

budget for this effort, both in price and manpower, is summarised in Table 6-15. 0

Component Number Unit Cost System Cost
Cold-gas Attitude Control System
Nitrogen tank 1 $10,E77 $10,627
Accumulator 2 $2,447 $4,894

4 Bang-bang valve 2 $3,100 $10,200
Cold-gas thrusters 8 $4,046 $32,368
Lee Visco Jet I $1,066 $1,066
Nitrogen fill/drain valve 1 $1,443 $1,443
Pressure relief valve I $1,836 $1,836
Nitrogen filter 1 $160 $160
Pressure transducer 2 $1,442 $2,884
Svbtotal $65,478

Bi-propellant Orbit Control System

LEROS-20 Engine I $36,160 $36,160
* Ullage tanks 4 $2,447 $9,738 0

Propellant tanks 2 $12,728 $25,456
Isolation valves 2 $5,100 $10,200
Check valves 2 $2,538 $5,076
Filter 2 $160 S320
Vent valve 2 $5,856 $11,712 0
Fill/drain valve 2 $5,856 $11,712
Pressure transducer 4 $1,442 $5,768
Burst disk holder 2 $410 $820
Burst disk 2 $304 $608
Subtotal $117,620
Miscellaneous

Shipping containers 4 $401 $1,604
Program management I $11,784 $11,784
System Total $196,486

Table 6-14: Detailed cost data for minisatellite propulsion system. Adapted from [Arde 96] [RO 94].
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Item cost Man-power

Total System Cost $196,436 ____

RO Facility Hire S5,O0004
Proto-flight Mech, Model Development $41,837 123
Ground Support Equipment $74,160 76
Additional Flight Hardware $1,280 39
Consumables $2.440) _____

Flight Model Integration ______ 6104
Flight Model Testing ______ 148
Misc. $9.200

Hardware Total $330,403 447

Labour at $I 00,000/man-year $122,466 ____

Blottom Line $452,369 ___

Table 6-15: Estimated budget for minisatellite propulsion system acquisition, integration and testing
including ground support equipment for launch support.

6.3.3. Integration Cost

This section addresses the integration costs that were identified and addressed during the system

design case study. Figure 6-10 shows an estimated schedule for completing mechanical and electrical

integration and all testing prior to launch. Further details of mechanical integration and electrical

interface will be addressed in the following subsections, followed by a summary of attitude and orbit* * 4

control system and payload operations issues.

Miftlategllt. Proplagate System Intqnrtlon Schedule

EMC.Mtebr T""u~

PM C~m~ Pabqcak,-

FM"oam Dow"

oan 11011004ft

hlsp T.gbg

Sh4 to LeMI anU

Figure 6-10: proposed spacecraft integration schedule for the minisatellite propulsion system.

& 3.3. 1. Mechauical Integration

A substantial effort was put into defining the mechanical interface for the propulsion system

components within the minisatellite structure. Much credit is owed to Mr. Richard Williams and Mr.
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Andy Currie for their ideas and wizardry with AutoCAD, Recall, one of the primary mechanical

constraints was to restrict all propulsion system integration to the minisatellite attach frame. In

addition, the structure of the minisatellite is based on the module box configuration. Working with the 0

mechanical design team, we decided to integrate all system components (valves, burst disks, etc.) into

100 mm high module boxes. The LEROS-20 engine would be in the centre of the attach frame. The

cold-gas thrusters would be on the underside of the attach frame. The configuration for the module

boxes and tanks is shown in Figure 6.11 with the underside of the attach frame 5elow it revealing the

cold-gas thruster locations.

* 0

Figure 6-11: Two views showing the configuration of the minisatellite attach frame where the propulsion
system is to be integrated. On the top see the three module boxes which contain the system

components with the tanks in between. The LEROS-20 engine can be seen in the centre. The bottom
figure shows the underside of the attach frame with locations for cold-gas thrusters.

To simplify mechanical integration while maintaining low-cost, our guiding principle was to

minimise total parts count by re-using mechanical bracket designs. We were greatly aided in this

effort by the inherently elegant symmetry of the system architecture itself. By design, the three main

tanks, 2 propellant and one nitrogen, have identical outer diameter allowing for 3 identical tank

mounting bra.ckets. Associated with each tank are identical sets of components:

* I (or 2) solenoid valves
* 2 pressure transducers

9 2 accumulator/ullage tanks
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This sklowed us to configure two, completely identical, module box layouts with associated brackets

(one for each branch of the liquid system) and one nearly identical module box for thi cold-gas

system. The symmetry of this layout is shown in Figure 6-12. Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14 offer 4

different perspectives of the same layout. The conclusions of the mechanical design team was that

this configuration would allow rapid. modular integration and testing with minimum impact to other

spacecraft systems.

p*

Figure 6-12: Diagram showing a top view of the propulsion system mechanical layout. Notice the
system is split into three, nearly identical module boxes for ease and economy of integration.

* 4

* 4

Figure 6-13: Side view of propulsion system mechanical integration onto the attach frame. 4
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00

Figure 6-14: Two additional perspectives on the propulsion system mechs-ilcal integration,

6.3. 3.2.Electronic Intgration

Power supply and control of all 16 of the system's valves, as well as sensing of the 6 pressure

transducers, would be via two dedicated electronic module boxes. These would be placed on top of 0

two of the component boxes shown in the last section. Initial design architecture envisions that each

electronic module box would contain a single control area network (CAN) interface microcontroller.

8 relay drivers and 5 analogue signal inputs. These would be configured such that either

microcontroller could command all 16 valves to allow for some degraded functional redundancy. The

electrical interface requirements for the valves are listed in Table 6-16.

Parameter Cold-gas Thruster Bang-bang Valve N2 Isolation Valve Engine Valve (model
18212-1)

Number 8 2 2 2 (series redundant) 0 0
Power * 30 W @ 28 34 W 34 W

VDC, 68°F
Voltage * 28+4 VDC 28+4 VDC 28+4 VDC * 22-35 VDC

6 Pull-in voltage: * Pull-in voltage 22
20 VDC, 681F VDC per series

* Drop-out pair
voltage; 2 VDC, a Drop-out voliage
68 0F 0.75 VDC per

series pair
Resistance I I Ohms per coil min

@ O°C (total of 4
coils per valve)

Response % Opening I8 ms 0.15 sec maximum 0. 15 sec maxinum
max., closing 10 opening and opening and closing
ms max. closing

Flow e Thrust. 0.0225 Equivalent to Equivalent tc
Ibf(0, 1 N) @ 58 0.0394 in (I mm) 0,0787 in (2 mm)
+ 10 psia (4+0.7 diameter orifice diameter orifice
bar), 68"F, GN, (CD = 0.8) (CD = 0.8)

* Expansion
Ratio: 100:1

a Flow: 0,000357
Ibm/sec (1.619 x
S10"' kg/sec) _

Duty Continuous at 16 Continuous at 16 Continuous with flow.
VDC, 10 sec min. VDCo 10 sec min. at 120 sec. no flow.
at 32 VDC 32 VDC I

Table 6-16: Electrical interface requiremenm for ptopulsion system valves.
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6,3.3.3Atilude A Orbt Control

A key consideration for main engine operations is the attitude control scheme during manoeuvres and

the corresponding integration issues imposed on the spacecraft attitude determination and control 0

system. The purpose of this discussion is not to present the complete answer to the problem of

pointing and stabilising the platform during manoeuvres. Rather. this subsection is intended to

identify the sources of disturbance torques and apply fundamental analytic techniques in an attempt to

bound the complexity of the problem.

The primary sources for disturbance torque during main engine firing are:

* Engine misalignment angle (Ok-causes torque about an axis in the transverse plane
e CG offset/movemeni duringflight--causes torque about an axis in the transverse plane 0

These are illustrated Figure 6-15 where

Fengine = Engine thrust
Fraiss - Force due to engine misalignment
Fcg - Force due to CG movement
dmiss = Distance to CG (moment arm of misalignment torque)

dcg - Movement of CG

CG '-T • -. Fengin ¢

C d;e lIs l Fmiss

- Idca _Mae
Fcg

Figure 6-15: Simplified lay-out showing potential sources of disturbance torque for the minisatellite.

For analysis purposes, the following assumptions can be made:

"* la = Axial moment of inertia = 20 kg-m 2  1
" It = Transverse moment of inertia = 22 kg-m2
"* No off-diagonal components of moment of inertia
"* dmiss = Distance from engine to CG = 0.288 m
"* Thrust =20 N
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Using these parameters as a starting point, both open loop control (i.e. no stabilisation) and 3-axis

control using the cold-gas system were considered. Even using best-case assumptions, neither option

w'is practical. In open loop mode, disturbance torques quickly cause the platform to spin out of 0

control. While the cold-gas system has the control authority to maintain pointing against the

disturbance torques, there is not sufficient cold-gas propellant onboard to maintain pointing

thkoughout the lifetime of the bi-propellant system. Therefore, the only remaining control option is

inertial stabilisation attained by either spinning the entire spacecraft or spinning a momentum wheel

aligned with the thrust axis. For simplicity, the spinning option was assumed in order to determine

the total system momentum needed to provide sufficient platform stiffness. However, from an

operational standpoint, it may be more desirable to use the momentum wheel approach. This makes

attitude determination less complex and eliminates the potential problem of propellant sloshing which

can lead to system energy damping and potentially unstable modes [Wertz 95].

Using the above assumptions, a technique for determining the nutation cone angle of a spinning mass

subjected to a constant torque described in [Greenwood 88] was adapted to the problem. This analysis

determined the minimum spacecraft spin rate to provide inertial stiffness in the face of a moderate

disturbance torque from CG displacement and engine misalignment. Figure 6-16 shows the

relationship between spin rate and maximum cone angle for a constant I cm CG displacement and 1P

engine misalignment. As the figure shows, maximum cone angle decreases dramatically as spin rate

is increased from zero to about 15 RPM. Diminishing returns is reached as the spin rate is increased

beyond about 15 RPM.

Spin Rate vs Maximum Cone Angle for conslant I cm CO
off-et and I dog engine mIulignment angle

70.0

-60.0

50.0

K 40.0

30.0

J 200

10.0
0,• 0

0.0 10.00 20.00 3000 40.00 50.00 60.00

Spin Mate (JM)

Figure 6-16: The effect of spin rate on maximum cone angle for a constant disturbance torque caused

by a 1 cm CG displacement and 10 engine misalignment.

Taking 15 RPM as the minimum spin rate to provide stability, we can look at the trade-off between

CG displacement and engine misalignment as shown in Figure 6-17. This allows us to define a trade-

space for these two design budgets which dictates a requirement for a maximum 2 cm CG

displacement throughout the mission and a maximum 1.5' engine misalignment angle. These
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requirements result in the following worst-case disturbance torques induced during main engine

firing:

0 * Torquecg - (20 NXO.02 in) = 0.4 Nm

* Torquemis = (20 N)(sin 1.5*)(dcg) = 0.151 Nm

We can construct a worst-on-worst case by adding the two to get a combined disturbance torque of

* Torquetotal Torquecg + Torquemiss = 0.551

Cone Angle vs. Engine Misalignment Angle for various CG
displacementse at 15 RPM spin rate

25.0 _____________"__________________
26.0

20.0

10.o
.....3. ..... . 3 cm

5.0

0.0

0 O.s 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

BEgine Minallgnmint Angle (dog)

Figure 6-17: Trade space for CG displacement and engine misalignment angle for a constant 15 RPM
spin rate.

It is important to note the sensitivity of these results to the assumed values for axial and transverse

moment of inertia. Figure 6-18 shows the variation in maximum cone angle for a spin rate of 15 I

RPM with a 1.50 engine misalignment and 0.01 in CG displacement. As you can see, the maximum

cone angle changes by a factor of 4 between 1t values of 21 to 25 kgm2 . Obviously, all these results

would have to be re-analysed when more precise moment of inertia data becames available for the

actual spacecraft configuration.

Assuming the spacecraft is inertially stabilised during manoeuvres, ignition time must be planned

such that it takes place when the inertial attitude coincides with the desired thrust attitude. For pro-

grade manoeuvres, this will occur only at one point per orbit when the thrust axis will be pointed

directly along the orbit velocity vector. Unfortunately, this perfect alignment occurs for only an

infinitesimal length of time while the practical manoeuvre time is of finite duration. Thus, we must

accept that all inertially targeted manoeuvres can only bracket the ideal attitude with less than ideal

pointing before and after.
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Eftect of Tranwera Moment of Inertla value on "
Maximum Cone Angle (with Ia = 20 kgm2)

14.0 _ _ _ _ __

12.0.2 10.0 :

8.0

6.0

4.0
.,•;202.0 ..

I0.0
21 21.5 22 22.5 23

It (kgm2)

Figure 6-18: Sensitivity of maximum cone angle to assumed value of transverse moment of inertia (It)

for a 15 RPM spin rate, 1.5° engine misalignment and 0.01 m CG displacement.

To minimise these losses due to non-optimal pointing, we would like to keep the burn length quite

short. However, practical aspects of manoeuvre targeting, monitoring and execution would argue that

bums should be as long as possible. To help balance these conflicting requirements we can look at

the actual effect of off-nominal pointing for a hypothetical manoeuvre to quantify the losses.

Assuming an initial circular orbit at an altitude of 700 kin, the period would be 5926 seconds. This

implies the velocity vector rotates at a rate of 0.0607°/sec. Thus, during a 10 minute manoeuvre, the 0

orbit velocity vector would rotate about 36.4*. Assuming we bracketed the ideal point in the middle

of the manoeuvre, we would begai and end the manoeuvre with about 18.20 misalignment. In other

words, the manoeuvre starts out with an 18.20 misalignment, gets better until it is optimum half way

through, then gradually gets worse again.

Optimally, a 10 minute burn with 20-N thrust would give 12,000 N-sec of impulse along the velocity

vector. However, integrating throughout the 10 minute burn produces an effective total impulse of

11,798 N-sec which equates to a loss of only about 2%. However, for a 20 minute bum this loss

increases to almost 7%. Therefore, given that attitude control pointing losses must be added on top of

this misalignment error, a 10 minute limit for manoeuvres is recommended.

6.3.3.4.Payload Operations

The preceding discussion on attitude control during orbit manoeuvres has important implications for

payload operations. Note that analysis indicates that the spacecraft requires some type of stabilisation

during main engine firing to compensate for induced disturbance torques. Unfortunately, this attitude

control mode will be somewhat different from that used for nadir-pointing payload operations.

Furthermore, the engine location is on the opposite facet from the Earth-pointing side of the

spacecraft. As a result, payload operations will have to be interrupted for manoeuvres which are

targeted parallel to the velocity vector. In addition, this necessitates two separate attitude control
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modes, one for engine firing and one for payload pointing. This would have additional cost

implications for the entire mission. 4

4 6.3.3.5.Other Mission Costs

Thie remaining mission costs to consider for the minisatellite system are technical risk, safety, and 4
logistics. The technical risk for the first flight of any new system is difficult to quantify. While the

system architecture itself is unique, the majority of components have proven flight heritage.

4 Therefore, the majority of risk is tied to integration and operation of the system. Here, the fact that

UoSAT/SSTL personnel must climb a learning curve adds some overall risk to the program.

Fortunately, the simplicity of the system provides a large margin for error. By de-coupling the cold-

4 gas system from the bi-propellant system, a failure in one will have no effect on the other. 0

Furthermore, the blow-down arrangement for the bi-propellant system virtually eliminates the chance

of oxidiser and fuel mixing outside the engine. While it is possible that one or both could leak, they

would most likely sublime harmlessly into space without creating a catastrophic situation.

A final consideration of the system design is its safety and logistics costs. The system fully complies

with USAF safety requirements with the assumption that this represents the minimum acceptable

level. Additional features could be added at greater expense but with little additional contribution to

overall safety. While the system is as safe as possible in design, there is still the inherent safety cost 0

associated with handling and using hypergolic propellants as described in Chapter 3. Furthermore,

the necessary propellant and ground support equipment must be delivered to the launch site. It should

be noted that until relatively late in the program, the system described in this chapter was intended for

the UoSAT-12 mission in early 1997. However, because this mission is planned for launch on a

Russian ROCKOT launch vehicle, uncertainties associated with the actual launch site greatly

increased the potential for high safety and logistics costs to the point where the hi-propellant system

was eliminated, leaving only the cold-gas system. "
a

6.4. Conclusions
This chapter has presented the results of a propulsion system design case study. The goal of this

effort was to look beyond the technology chosen, to fully characterise the influence of mission

definition, system design and acquisition on total cost, This research effort represented significant

engineering development aimed at defining the actual system for a real mission. The resulting design

represents a completely new system that now exists on-the-shelf with well-defined costs and

performance. 0

From the cost analysis in the last section, we can conclude that the system delivers good performance,

well within 200 m/s AV requirement called for in the mission definition. More significantly, the

system design presents a quantifiable trade-off between total system mass, performance and price.
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Compared to more conventional systems using all space-qualified hardware and regulated pressure,

this system adds only about 4% to total spacecraft mass and sacrifices a about 7% in delivered AV.

Furthermore, armed with the price data derived, the effectiveness of the steps taken as part of the

system design case study can also be evaluated. Recall from Section 6.2.3, the best target cost

available was based on the CER developed by Aerospace Corp. which gave a projected system cost of

$887,000. To be the most conservative, one can assume this CER price includes integration and

testing costs in addition to hardware. However, because this CER wa- based on the orbit control

system requirement alone, for comparison the cost of the cold-gas attitude control system must be

removed from the bottom-line price (for simplicity, other integration costs will not be changed as a

result of removing the cold-gas system). In Table 6-14, the hardware price for the cold-gas system

was shown to be $65,478. Removing this price from the bottom line leaves a total price for the orbit

control system alone of $387,391. This is about 44% of the amount predicted by the CER or a cost

reduction of greater than 50%.

The point of this pricing exercise is not to get into a "bean counting" argument over which numbers

are correct. The objective is to evaluate the design justification process described in Chapter 2

whereby system design and cost data are established concurrently. By comparing the price reached

through this process with that predicted by the CER, we arrive at an indication of the potential • 1

effectiveness of applying the cost reduction strategies outlined in this thesis. The results indicate that

these cost reduction strategies are effective and can significantly reduce total system price with a

quantifiable trade-off in mass and performance.

Another important result from this exercise was quantifying the contribution to total system price

from thrusters vs. support hardware. This analysis reveals that the ti.ruster itself represents only

about 35% of total system price. In other words, the majority of system price is in the support

components-tanks, valves, etc. These costs are somewhat independent of engine technology. This

implies there is far more leverage to lowering overall system price by focusing on architecture and

acquisition issues than in building cheap thrusters alone.

Equally important, this research now provides a "generic" system that can be readily adapted to

6 support mono-propellant, hybrid or resistojet applications with realistic and predictable total cost. The

detailed analysis of system performance and integration issues highlights how the system could be

effectively used in orbit, as well as how it will interact with other subsystems including mechanical.

electrical, ADCS and payload operations. This "generic" system will be adapted to various 0

technology options for further comparison in Chapter 7.
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In summary, the research goal of this chapter has been fully met. The minisotellite case study has

allowed the complete characterisation of the costs that are driven b- the systems engineering issues of

propulsion design. The important conclusions from this research are:

a A complete understanding of propulsion system costs can only come by looking beyond
technology to assess the influence of mission definition, system design and acquisition on
the critical aspects of systems engineering. By focusing on these cost drivers, total system
price can be drastically reduced with quantifiable trade-offs in performance.

* * Thruster price accounts for only about 35% of total system price. Thus, total system price 0
and performance depend, in large part, on the actual system design used. in other words, a
cheap technology does not necessarily deliver a cheap system.

* A flexible, cost-effective "generic" system was developed that can be readily adapted to a
variety of technologies and effectively integrated on a small satellite with easily
quantifiable total cost data.
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Chapter 7

Comparing Propulsion

System Costs

7.1. OVERVIEW

7.2. DESCRIBING TOTAL COST
7.3. COMPARING TOTAL COST 0
7.4. RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS

7.5. REFERENCES

The final goal of the research was to develop a useful metric for evalur..ing the cost-effectiveness of

propulsion system options by using the results from the previous objectives to derive a total cost

figure of merit and demonstrate its utility for future mission planning, To that end, a process was

derived to provide a useful technique for quantifying and comparing propulsion technology options in 0

terms of total mission cost. This process produces a figure of merit for competing options to allow

one-to-one comparisons and provide important insight into fundamental system-level trade-offs, The

derivation of this figure of merit is first described in ter.ns of the design justification concept that has

been applied throughout this thesis. The dimensions of the total cost paradigm used to assess 0

propulsion technology are reviewed and a means of combining these dimensions parametrically is

described. The technique is then applied to a series of different scenarios to provide an indication of

the most cost-effective option for a given mission. Results indicate that the this technique provides a
uuseful tool for resear'ch and mission planning that gives new insight •nto real propulsion system cos,-,,
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7. Evaluating Propulsion System Costs

7.1. Overview
The primary objective of my research was to evaluate hybrid rocket.; and other cost-01kclfive

propulsion system options for small satellites. The first research goal to he attained on the way

toward this objective was an understanding of the fundamental sources of spacecraft hardware costs.

Chapter 2 presentcd a methodical approach for viewing the development of a mission in order to

understand where the primary cost drivers were for system hardware, From there, the nine

dimensions of the propulsion system cost paradigm were derived. It was found that the values tor

these dimensions were determined by the technology chosen ond the system architecture designed to

support it.

Chapters 3. 4 and 5 first focused on the technology aspects of this problem. The goal wits to analyse

and characterise all near-term options with respect to the total cost paradigm. From this analysis.

hybrid rockets emerged as a promising technology with the potential for cost-eflfective application.

The lack of previous research into hybrid applications for small satellites prompted a dedicated

program or study aimed at understanding all aspects of hybrid rockets. 1The results of this program

proved the basic concept of' hybrid rocket upper stages and demonstrated the accessibility oft the ,. 0
technology. Experimental results served to characterise important parameters fundamental to

describing the hybrid combustion process and essential for realistic design work on satellite motors.

Finally, the hybrid research program fully assessed the price and mission costs of' the technology and

concluded that hybrid motors offer a safe. simple technology option.

In the previous chapter. the influence of' the systems engineering aspects of propulsion costs were

examined. A detailed system design case study was documented. The rcsults of this study

demonstrated the importance of considering the complete system design when trying to reduce overall

costs. Support systems account for the majority of total system price and strongly influence final

performance and other dimensions. The "generic" system developed during this study can he readily

adapted to support any liquid or gaseous propellant technology and its total price readily estimated.

*rhe purpose of'this chapter is to take all these important results one step further by combining them 0

in a cogent way to simplify future applications. The research goal described here was to develop i

simple method for synthesising my results and applying them to preliminary mission planning to

enable important conclusions about cost-efTective propulsion systems to be drawn. It should be

emphasised that the results described in the previous chapter can stand on their own merit. This

chapter represents additional work intended to ease the interpretation of these results and make them

accessible to a wider community.
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Previous work on propulsion system costs as described in Chapter 2 IMyers 041 has i'ocused

exclusively on a single aspect of pertormance-n-nass-in the pursuit ot" low-cost systems. Figure 7-I

compares the relative performance of the technology options analysed in this thesis based on this

single criteria. From this analsis alone, mission planners would be motivated to pursue the best

performing option which is clearly pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) tv.-chnology. At an I/p it' 1500 sec. it

far surpasses cold-gas and chemical options as well as other less elficient electric options such as
resisto jets,.:=

Comparison of Propellant Mau Requirements for 300 mis A V

800

7,00

6,00

4.00I3.00
2.00

1.00
0.00_•

Technology Option

Figure 7-1: Comparison of propulsion technology options in terms of propellant mass needed to

complete 300 mis AV for an initial 250 kg satellite.

However, as this thesis has repeatedly emphasised, in the pursuit of cost-effective systems. mass 4

alone is not the answer. In fact, as pointed out in Chapter 2, focusing solely on reducing mass may

actually riis system costs due to the incrvase in overall system complexity. This fact is supported by

Figure 7-2 which plots the same technology options described above with respect to thruster price

alone. Here, the conclusions from the mass analysis are turned upside-down. The cheapest thruster

in terms of price (cold-gas) was actually the most expensive in terms of mass. Similarly. the best

perf'orming option in terms of specific impulse. IPT, is one of the most expensive in terms of price.

7 4
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Propulsion Sydem Thrusr Coist
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so ri n rA i R i R
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Figure 7-.2: Estimated thruster costs for various propulsion technology options. Cost data adapted from
results presented in Chapter 3.

Clearly, neither mass nor thruster price alone can provide the complete answer. Instead, a simple

means of comparing and trading all aspects of system cost is needed. To accomplish this aim, the

chapter begins by developing a simple means of describing total system cost. Obviously, there are a

variety of ways that one could approach this problem. Howeer. a complete parametric analysis

could easily consume another thesis. Therefore, the purpose of this research was to develop a simple.

useful method for performing a systematic trade-off between the various cost dimensions. Improving

on this approach to enable it to cope with more detailed mission planning will be left to future

research, 0

To demonstrate the utility o1r thiG method, the chapter applies it to a standard commercial station

keeping mission. This mission is examined from two difference perspectives. The first takes a

traditional approach which places a premium on system mass. The second is a budget-constrained 0

perspective which places the highest priority on low price, sacrificing performance to meet that aim.

The flexibility of the method is then demonstrated by applying it to both a low AV experimental

mission and a high AV, h:gh risk lunar mission. The system architectures for each propulsion system

option are presented. Performance characteristics are developed and the total system cost figure of

merit for each option is computed and compared. Conclusions are then drawn from these results.

0
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7.2. D acrlblng Total Cost

This section develops a simple method for succinctly describing the total system cost for a given

propulsion technology option, The design justification concept Ns first outlined and each ol the cost

function dimensions arc reviewed. A total cost figure of merit is then derived and discussed.

7.2.1. Design Justification

In Chapter 2, the three phases of a mission %ere discussed and the cost drivers in each were

examined. The de.ign jfisxi/k'uaiw# concept was also presented which relates to the process ot'

developing a cost model concurrently with system design. Thms discussion led to the definition of the

nine dimensions of the propulsion system cost paradigm that include performance. price and mi-s.•ion

costs: 4

I, Mass
2. Volume

3. Time
4. Power 4
5. System price
6. Technical risk
7. Integration
8. Safety
9. Logistics • 0

This concept of design justification was applied to the examination of technology options presented in

Chapters 3-5 in order to characterise their performance and other costs. Chapter 6 extended this

process by undertaking a design case study which developed a versatile system architecture and a

corresponding system price model. Figure 7-3 illustrates this process as it has developed throughout 0

the thesis.
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Figure 7-3: The diagram illustrates the design justification process developed throughout the thesis.

7.2.2. Total Cost Figure of Merit

We can now develop a method for combining the nine dimensions of the cost paradigm to derive a • *) a

single figure at' merit. As stated earlier, this figure of merit is intended as a useful method for

comparing and trading otf the various dimensions which comprise total propulsion system cost. It

was derived from research into a•;.st estimating relationship development and operations research

techniques. The basic background for the cost fuanction will first he discussed tidlowoed by a•

presentation of the final equation and discussion of variables.

7.2.2. I.Sack ground

As discussed in C'hapter am cst estimating relationships (('i~s) are widely used tools e t r •

management planning within the aerospace community. The primary purpose of CIERs is to allow

managers to predict final system or program costs based on a lf•w variables known at the o•utset,
WMandell 92n provides a good overview to mathematical derivation thf CcRs and their historical

development. As he points out, there are two basic paradigms currently used in aER development, f

The Rand Pfrodigm produces a statistical correlation between estimating variables such as mass or

volume and the final system or program ost. This approach was used by iBurgess e5d presented in

Chapter 6. However, due to the difficulty in developing CERs .r entirely new tchnology programs *
without historical precedent, the PRosE Paradigm was developed which bases the CER in data from

similar systems or programs in other industries.

Unfortunately, accerding to d Christensen 92] "it is widely agreed that aiabd cost estimates tisr

technology progrsms are difficult to derive and the bases of estimates typically used have many
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flaws. Another basic problem with CERs is their total reliance on only one or two variables from

which to estimate system cost. Nly, research has clearly cmphasised the importance ol" consideringt all

aspects of system cost. not focusing on mass or the bottom-line price alone. Ilowever, my literature 0

searches were unable to reveal any previous research on this specialised aspect of total system cost

estimation.

Taking a broader view, the rcsear,:h led me to consider techniques employed in the science o1'

operations research. ihi specialised branch of statistics attempts to tmodel and predict organisationul

operations to optimise processes and aid decision making. The process of parametrically combining

the various cost dimensions into a single tigure of merit is based on the same methodiology used in

linear programming techniques Illillier 86). This dvelopmenit is summarised in the next section. 0

7.2.2.2. Ftgrt of Merit

The vatriable.s used for the nine cost dimensions are listed below:

PropAlaws = Propellant mass (scaled 0. 100) 0
PropYo = Propellant volume (scaled 0 - 100)
Thint = Total thrust time (scaled 0 - 100)
Power = Power consumed (scaled 0 - 100)
Logistics = Logistical cost factor (0 - 100)
Integral = Integration cost factor (0 - 100)
,•fe4,_('oY1 = Personal risk cost factor (0 - 10 0)*1
Tech_Risk Technical risk cost factor (0 - 100)
,%s Price Estimated price of complete system (including gromud support equipment)

(scaled to 0 - 100)
Of these variables, the performance dimensions (Pr.:p..us., .Prop_ lol. Timne) and .S Price are a

function of both the mission AV and the technology chosen. lit all cases. the actual values for a given

AV are comput.d for each technology option and the results are scaled from 0 - 100 to eliminate units

and allow for normalised comparison between options. P.ower. hitegrtt. iTich-lisk, L.ogiti'cs and

qfey_( "',t arc assumed tu be functions of the teclmology option alone, i

The approach taken in operations resvarch Is to combine variables dtrough linear combination.

However, in reality each variable d.ws not necessarily have the same importance for a given mission.

Theretore, it is necessary to provide some nieans of weighting each accordingly. Recognising the 0

necessity of consciotisly trading off the various dimensions, I have elected to derive these

dimensional weighting by rank order. Depending on the basic mission environment, as determined

during the Mission Definition Phase, the nine dimensions arc rank ordered in importance front 8 to 0.

with 8 being the most important and 0 implying no importance. For example. a given mission

scenario may want to maximise total payload and may not be concerned at all about how long the

total manoeuvre takes. Therefore, for this example, mass would be ranked at number 8 and time as 0,

The total cost function is written as follows: •
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Total Cost = A. Prop_ Mass + B, Prop_ Vol + C Time + D. Power +

E, Logistics + F, Integrat + G . Safety_ Cost + H. Tech- Risk + I, Sys_ Pr ice Eqn. 7-1

where 0

A-I= Weightings on each dimension (appropriate units to produce a dimensionless final
cost)

The next section wil! apply this figure of merit to three mission scenarios to compare the cost-

effectiveness of each option.

7.3. Comparing Total Cost

This section will determine the propulsion cost figures of merit for various mission scenarios and

technology opcions. This method will first be presented, followed by a discussion of each scenario

and its corresponding dimensional weightings. The technology options to be considered will then be

presented along with values for their multi-dimensional cost.

7.3.1. Approach

Figure 7-4 illustrates the approach used in the cost analysis methodology developed. The approach

begins with the selection of a mission scenario. This determines, on the one hand, the mission

environment which drives the weightings apolied to the nine cost dimensions. On the other hand, the

mission scenario determines the total AV ,equired which drives the performance dimensions that can

be derived for each technology option. These are combined with the other mission costs inherent in

each option using the total cost function discussed in the last section. This approach will be applied

to various missions to compare the relative costs of each system option and determine the most cost-

effective for a given scenario. Results from this analysis will be used to assess the overall utility of

the technique.
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Figure 7-4: Basic approach for applying the total cost figure of merit.•

7.3.2. Mission Scenarios

For purposes of comparison, the following three mission scenarios were considered which span the

range of typical missions envisioned for UoSAT-class minisatellites:

* 0 1. Commercial Mission--Commercial minisatellite communications or remote sensing
satellite in either LEO or GEO. AV = 200 m/s, based on a conservative estimate of the
amount needed to provide 3 years of station keeping.

2. Experimental Mission-LEO minisatellite mission to demonstrate autonomous on-orbit
manoeuvre capability. AV = 20 m/s, sufficient to provide -40 km of semi-major axis
change to demonstrate capability and objectively verify performance using ground and
onboard measurement techniques. Launch site undefined. System design must be flexible
enough to accommodate a variety of launchers and launch sites to take advantage of the
lowest cost option either as a primary or secondary payload.

3. Lunar Orbit Mission-Minisatellite Lunar mission beginning in GTO. AV = 1600 m/s.
Launch site undefined. System design must be flexible enough to accommodate a variety 0
of launchers and launch sites to take advantage of the lowest cost option either as a
primary or secondary payload.

These scenarios allow us to view three widely different mission environments with correspondingly

different weightings applied to the nine cost dimensions. To demonstrate the analysis technique, the

first scenario, commercial station keeping, will be examined from two different mission perspectives.

The first perspective is a traditional commercial approach which emphasises performance above other

cost dimensions. The second approach will be that of an SSTL-type company which strives to attain

the lowest price solution and is willing to sacrifice some performance to that end. Once the results of

this analysis are presented, the remaining two scenarios will be examined to demonstrate the

flexibility of the approach. The dimensional rank orderings for each scenario are shown in Table 7-I.

A justification follows.
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Rank Traditional Non-traditional Experimental Lunar Orbit
(weighting) Commercial Commercial Mission Mission

Mission Mission

8 Mass Price Price Time
7 Volume Integration Integration Price
6 Technical Risk Safety Logistics Safety
5 Integration Logistics Safety Logistics
4 Logistics Technical Risk Power Integration
3 Safety Mass Volume Technical Risk
2 Price Volume Technical Risk Volume 0
I Power Power Mass Mass
0 Time Time Time Power

Table 7-1: Dimensional rank orderings for each mission scenario.

A traditional commercial mission places the highest priority on those dimensions that most affect the

mission performance of the primary payload-mass, volume, technical risk and integration

complexity. Because such missions are directly financed by a paying customer who is most

interested in the delivery of clear images or communication channels, lower priority is placed on

price, logistics, power and time. This is not to imply, for example, that safety is not important.

Rather, the mission is prepared to trade-off the cost of providing safety infrastructure in favour of

mass and volume.

In contrast, a non-traditional commercial mission, such as one undertaken by SSTL, would have

different priorities. For such a mission, price is the driving cost dimension. As discussed in Chapter

1, there is a critical threshold price level above which the mission cannot proceed. Important price-

sensitive dimensions such as integration, safety and logistics also rank highly for such a mission.

Integration cost was ranked next highest because of the potential impact on payload operations and 0
the overall desire to keep development cost for the ADCS system low. The logistics cost was ranked

third because of the mission mnvironment that intends to retain flexibility on the final launch site

selection until late in the mission design phase. This flexibility is needed to take advantage of low-

cost launches but means that extensive logistics may be required to support launches from these 0

remote sites. The same is true of safety cost at these sites. Of much lower priority are mass and

volume. These higher risk missions are more willing to trade these dimensions in order to get a lower

mission price. •

For an experimental mission, such as one conducted in a University environment, the top priorities

are similar to those of the non-traditional commercial mission. However, the AV for this mission is

very much lower, allowing us to assess the effect of changing performance requirements on figures of

merit. A high-risk lunar orbit mission operates within a mission environment similar to the 0

experimental mission. This mission would take advantage of a secondary payload launch opportunity

to geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO). Commercial communication missions bound for

geostationary orbit (GEO) are normally launched first into GTO from which an upper stage performs •
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the necessary manoeuvre to place it into GEO. The OSCAR P3-D mission. as discussed in Chapter 6.

will start from GTO and then manoeuvre t. a 16 hour Molniya orbit. Interestingly enough, the AV

needed to go from GTO to Lunar orbit is approximately the same as that needed to go to GEO.

Several researchers have proposed using these GTO opportunities as springboard for low-cost Lunar

exploration [Uphoff 92] [Belbruno 87] [Chicarro 94]. UoSAT/SSTL have similar plans to launch a

minisatellite to the Moon by the end of the century, probably starting from GTO.

4 The AV to go from GTO to Lunar orbit can be readily approximated using patched conic techniques

described in [Sellers 94a]. This value is about 1600 m/s. Cost priorities are effected by the choice of

initial orbit. By beginning in GTO, the highest cost priority is time. Spacecraft in GTO travel i

through the entire depth of the Van Allan belts twice per day, receiving a high total dose of ionising •

radiation, damaging sensitive electronic components. A Lunar mission as currently envisioned by

UoSAT would achieve the lowest cost by relying on the same proven electronic components that have

been used on microsatellites in LEO. Unfortunately, this means the lifetime limit in GTO is iess than

three months [Underwood 95]. The next most important cost dimensions for such a mission are price, .

safety and logistics. The fate f such a mission, completely funded by in-house funds, would hinge

on keeping the total mission price low. Furthermore, with launch intended from a remote, low-cost

site such as Svobodny, Russia, mission planners are not in a position to finance required safety

equipment and logistics requirements to support certain options, preferring to trade off mass and

volume to gain this flexibility. Power is lowest in priority for this mission because no payload

operations would begin until after the major mission AV has been completed.

41 The propulsion system options to be considered for each scenario are addressed in the next •

subsection.

7.3.3. Propulsion System Options

Table 7-2 lists the technology options considered and summarises the basic performance values

assumed for this analysis. It should be noted that for operational reasons, the solid option would not

be practical for the low AV experimental mission or for the station keeping application of the

commercial mission. Similarly, due to the very low dlsp requiring impracticably large tanks, the

cold-gas option was not considered for the higher AV commercial or lunar missions. Finally, because

the very low thrust of the PPT requires transfer times that are far too long, it was not considered for

the lunar mission.
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System Isp (see) Oxidiser/ Fuel O/F dlsp Thrust Power
Propellant specific (N) (W)

specific gravity

gravity
Bi-Propellant 290 1.447 0.8788 1.65 337.33 20 2
Hydrazine mono-propellant 225 1.008 226.80 20 1
Hybrid 295 1.36 0.93 8 381.60 500 I
Cold-gas 65 0.23 14.95 0.1 .5
1120 Resistojet 185 1.0 185.00 0.3 500
Solid (STAR 17-A) 286.7 1.661 476.21 16000 0 0
Hydrazine Resistojet 304 1.008 306.43 0.33 500
PPT 1500 2.16 3240.00 7.0 x 10' 20
HTP mono-propellant 150 1.36 204.00 1 1
Table 7-2: Comparisons between propulsion technology options (based on data from in Chapter 3).

As emphasised throughout this thesis, the actual performance for a given technology options depends 0

not only on the inherent efficiency of the technology itself (Isp, dlsp, etc.) but on the system support

architecture as well. The basic architectures for each option are shown in Figure 7-5 through Figure

7-9.

To maximise inherent safety, the bi-propellant system was designed with independent blow-down of

each propellant as discussed in Chapter 6. The mono-propellant system options were also designed

for blow-down, accepting the minor performance loss for overall simplicity. However, due to the

* natural 01F shift during long bums, the hybrid system was designed with regulated oxidiser 0

pressurisation. For low cost, the regulation scheme used was a "bang-bang" system as discussed in

Chapter 6. Therefore, the potential exists to actually change oxidiser delivery pressure, thus flow rate

and O/F, duri6g the mission which would not be possible in blow-down mode. The cold-gas system

6 was also based on this approach. Finally, the need to carefully control very low flow rates for

resistojet systems means a regulated pressurisation is needed, again using the "bang-bang" approach.

No system architecture is shown for the solid or PPT systems as they requires very little in the way of

support infrastructure. The price of each of these options will be the subject of the following

subsection.

7 •
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Figure 7-9: Basic system architecture for resistojet options.

7. 3.3.1l.System Price

As stated earlier, the actual system price for a given mission depends on the final system architecture:

*as presented in the previous subsection. This total system price can be divided into fixed and variable 0

prices. Table 7-3 lists the component breakdown and total fixed price for each system option. Fixed ..

prices were derived based on the system architectures assumed in the previous section and the system

price ,"del developed in Chapter 6. The system variable price depends entirely on the number of

prop .... tanks used. This number was determined by dividing the total propellant volume needed

by thb volume. For simplicity, it was assumed that all propellant tanks are 10 litres. Stated

another way, a 20 litre tank is assumed to cost twice as much as a 10 litre tank. This assumption is

4approximn". ' ut gives a final result adequate for purposes of relative system comparison.
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System System Fixed Variable Cost
_ _ _ , Cost ($)

Bi-Propellant $151,423 Number of Propellant Tanks
Hydrazine mono-propellant $94,378 Number of Propellant Tanks
Hybrid $158,919 Number of Propellant Tanks
Cold-gas $35,086 Number of Nitrogen Tanks
H20 Resistoje' $81,258 Number of Propellant Tanks
Solid (STAR 17-A) $710,000 None
Hydrazine Resis/ojet " $204,378 Number of Propellant Tanks
PPT so $200,000/20,000 Ns impulse 0
HTP mono-propellant $84,378 Number of Propellant Tanks

Table 7-3: Propulsion system fixed and variable monetary costs. Based on thruster cost data
presented in Chapter 3 and system cost model data presented in Chapter 6.

7.3.3.2.Mission Cost Factors
As presented in Chapter 3. the technology options differ widely in their inherent mission costs. To

enable direct comparison of these qualitative factors, the technology mission costs summarised in

Chapter 3 were each assigned a value on a scale of 0 - 100, with 0 being no cost (such as PPT

logistics) and 100 being high cost (such as hybrid technical risk). This scaling was based on the •

analysis presented in Chapter 3 and on my own engineering judgement. These qualitative factors are

listed in Table 7-4.

Option Safety Cost Technical Integration Logistics
Factor Risk Factor Factor Factor , 0

Bi-Propellant 1o0 50 80 100
Hydrazine mono-propellant 90 40 70 90
Hybrid 50 100 100 60
Cold-gas 10 10 10 20
H20 Resistojez 10 80 20 20
Solid 20 30 O00 80
Hydrazine Resistojet 90 40 40 90
PPT 10 80 80 10
HTP mono-propellant - 50 80 70 60

Table 7-4: Comparison of qualitative cost dimensions for five propulsion technology options. Scale is 0
- 100 with 100 representing the highest cost. Based on discussion presented in Chapter 3.

In the next section this data will be applied to the total cost function to derive figures of merit for each

option and mission scenario.

7.4. Results
7.4.1. Commercial Missions

Applying the cost function developed earlier in the Chapter to the commercial mission scenarios

discussed in the previous section produces the results summarised in Table 7-5. The table ranks the

system options for each scenario based on the figures of merit. For comparison, total propellant mass

and system price are also given. Figure 7-10 and Figure 7-11 plot the figures of merit for visual

comparison.
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Looking at the results for the traditional commercial mission scenario, the most cost-effective options

overall were the electric propulsion systems with the highest Isp option, PPT. clearly ahead of the

rest. Note that the cheapest overall option, PPT, was actually the most expensive in terms of price

alone. These results are to be expected given the traditional focus on the mass and volume

dimensions of cost as the primary mission drivers, irrespective of system price, Furthermore, these

results justify the research emphasis placed on developing technologies such as PPT or ion thrusters

in order to attain the highest possible performance, regardless of the final system price. 0

With these results alone, the utility of this figure of merit procedure would be questionable,

However, applying this process to a non-traditional approach for the same mission reveals some

interesting and counter-intuitive results. For this mission, the most cost-effective option is a simple •

water i'esistojet thruster, a technology that has received very little attention. Despite its much lower

Isp (185 vs. 1500 sec), its total cost was determined to be significantly lower than the PPT.

Furthermore. another little-used option, the HTP mono-propellant, demonstrated relatively low total

cost. For a mission planner of such a non-traditional commercial mission, these results would •

indicate that by simply "following the pack" and adopting the traditional approach of using a PPT,

you exclude the possibility of other options which, when considered from a total cost perspective,

may offer a more cost-effective solution over all. More general conclusions from these results will be

addressed in the next section.

Mission System Propellant System Normalised
Mass (kg) Price (5) Total Cost

Traditional PPT 3.37 $500,000 47.4
Commercial Hydrazine Resistojet 16.22 $229,942 74.3•

HO Resistoiet 26.09 1$119,604 77.7-.
Hybrid 16.69 $171,701 84.3

Bi-Propellant 16.97 $176,987 84.9
Hydrazine mono-propellant 21.66 $132,724 88.8
HTP mono-propellant 31.77 $122,724 100.0
Hydrazine Resistojet 1.67 $217,160 3.2 0

Non-Traditional HO Resistojet 26.09 $119,604 56.2
Commercial PPT 3.37 $500,000 76.1

HTP mono-propellant 31.77 $122,724 86.3
Hydrazine Resistojet 16.22 $229,942 90.0
Hybrid 16.69 $171,701 91.7 1
Hydrazine mono-propellant 21.66 $132,724 92.0
Bi-Propellant 16,97 $S176.987 100.0

Table 7-5: Summary of cost analysis results for traditional vs. non-traditional commercial mission
scenarios,
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Comparison of Propulsion System Cost Figures of Merit for 0
Traditional Commercial Mision Scenario
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Figure 7-10: Figure of merit results for a traditional commerc'al mission scenano.

Comparison of Propulsion System Cost Figures nf Merit
for a non-Traditional, SSTL-type CormerclaI Mlison Scenario
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Figure 7-11: Figure of merit results for a non-traditional commercial mission scenario.
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7.4.2. Experimental and Lunar Missions

To demonstrate the versatility of the figure of merit process. it was also applied to both the

experimental and Lunar orbit missions described earlier. Results for both are summarised in Table 7- 4

6 including mass and price data for comparison. Figure 7-12 plots the figures of merit for the

experimental mission and Figure 7-13 for the Lunar orbit mission.

For the experimental mission scenario, the most efficient option in terms of mass is clearly the PPT. 0 4

However, the least mass efficient option. cold-gas. comes out the overall most cost-effective due to

the high weighting put on price, integration and logistics dimensions for this particular mission.

Furthermore. as with the non-traditional commercial mission, other little-used options, the H20

resistojet and HTP mono-propellant, are shown to offer cost-effective advantages over more 0 4

traditional approaches such as the hydrazine mono-propellant.

The results for the Lunar orbit mission are equally interesting. Traditionally, the clear choice for such

a mission would be solid. hydrazine mono-propellant or bi-propellant. However, this total cost

analysis reveals that not only are these options more expensive in price and mass terms, they do not

offer the most overall cost-effective option. Instead, the hybrid rocket, a technology that has never

seen application in space emerged as the clear choice, even when the high technical risk for a first-use

mission is considered. • •

The results for both these missions highlight the flexibility of the total cost figure of merit process. It

can easily be applied to widely different missions with varying AV cost priorities. More general

conclusions will be addressed in the next section. 4

Mission System Propellant System NormaliseA
Mass (kg) Price ($) Total Cost

Experimiental Cold-gas 7.72 $77,594 30.9
H20 Resi~tojet 2.82 $94,040 46.7
HTP mono-propellant 3.37 $97,160 65.4 0
PPT 0.34 $200.000 67.4
Hydrazine mono-propellant 2.26 $107,160 79.5
Hybrid 1.72 $171,701 89,2
Hydrazine Resistojet 1.67 $217,160 97.9
Bi-Propellant 1.75 $176,987 100,0

Lunar orbit Hybrid 106,18 $248.393 49.0 0
HTP mono-propellant 165.72 $23'-,762 59.1
Hydrazhme mono-propellant 128.90 $260,544 59.8
Bi-Propellant 107.54 $279,243 64.0
Solid (2 x STAR 17-A) 108,46 $1,420,000 68.5
H20 Resistojet 148.98 $272,988 69.6
Hydrazine Resistojet 103.80 $332,198 100.0

Table 7-6: Summary of Total System Cost analysis results for an experimental mission and a Lunar
omit mission.

7
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Comparison of Total Sydern Cad Figures of Merit
for Experimental Mlison Scenario
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Figure 7-12: Total system cost figure of merit for experimental minisatellite mission scenario.

Comparison of Total Mision Cod Figures of Merit
for Lunar Orbit Mison Scenario
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Figure 7-13: Total cost figures of merit for Lunar orbit mission scenario.
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7.5. Concluslona

Reviewing the results presented in the last section. some important general conclusions can be drawn

about the efficacy of the total cost figure of merit approach developed in this Chapter. In some 0

respects, some of these results could be considered controversial. PPTs, for example. are currently

enjoying considerable research support by NASA [Myers 941. However, for certain applications they

did not emerge as the most cost-effective option despite their promise of high performance.

Furthermore, solid motors. often preferred for high AV missions. such as the Lunar Orbit scenario.

appear far too costly compared to other options. especially the hybrid which has struggled to receive

supporc within the aerospace community.

it is important to emphasise that the results presented above are not intended to be the final word. My

purpose in developing this process was to produce results from which to start discussion, not iO 3n-

clad answers intended to end all debate. For example, different schools of thought may take

exception with the exact qualitative values assigned to certain technology options or the weightings

applied to various dimensions for a given mission scenario. This is to be expected, The results may

differ depending on the actual assumptions made, although, the process used remains the same.

Therefore, the more general conclusions about the utility of the process itself are the most important

to consider.

To begin with, this unique method for comparing system options provides a vi.rsatile tool for mission

planners that allows them to quickly quantify and compare all available technologies and assess their

relative total mission costs. Thus, for the first time, complex system information can be easily

quantified. As pointed out in chapter 1, low-cost satellite engineering at the University of Surrey and

elsewhere has epitomised the virtue of applying appropriate technology to a given problem. The

appropriateness of a technology is judged by taking a wider view that encompasses more than simply

price or pertbrmance. Until now, engineers typically relied on completely subjective engineering q
judgement or "gut feeling" in order take into account such indirect cost factors as integration and

Rafety, The totai cost figure of merit process now provides a quantifiable means of making those

important engineering decisions.

Furthermore, because the process results in a quantifiable parameter, it can serve as a useful total

quality planning tool. By queatifying the start'ng point for various options, this technique can

provide important indications of where best to invest in improvement and enables any incremental

improvements to be measured, In this way, the controversial results reported above may help to spark •

debate and force a re-examination of research priorities for small satellite propulsion. For example,

in deciding where best to invest money in a PPT development prog-3m, this process (as evidenced by

the results above) would in~dicate that more effort should be aimed at lowering the price and

7 2
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integration complexity of the thruster rather than on increasing its delivered Isp. In doing this, it

would clearly offer a better overall cost-effective solutions to competing options.

The most immediate application for this method as a research planning tool is at the University of

Surrey. These results indicate that three propulsion technologies offer real benefit for future mission

scenarios:

"* Cold-gas-for near-term experimental missions to develop basic orbit control techniques.

"* H?0 resistojet-for commercial applications for the minisatellite bus for station keeping
requirements in LEO or GJEO.

"* Hybrid rockets-for future high AV options such as a Lunsr. rission. Research into this
technology also provides an I-TP mono-propellant capability as a necessary spin-off which
is a competitive option in its own right for other mission scenarios.

In summary, this chapter has presented the development of a total propulsion system cost analysis

tool. Figures of merit for system options can be derived within the context of a specific mission

scenario. Preliminary results offer important quantifiable data to direct future research at the

University of Surrey. Beyond the university environment, this process provides a valuable planning

tool to industry, enabling complex system options to be easily quantified. In application, this tool can

empower mission planners and research directors to effectively trade-off the multi-dimensional

aspects of propulsion cost to determine how best to invest in future technology.
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Conclusions

.1. RESULTS

8.2. CONCLUSIONS

8.3. ACCOMPLISHMENTS S

This final chapter reviews the specific results presented in the thesis. Significant conclusions are

highlighted which include:

e Spacecraft hardware cost drivers can be identified and resolved during each phase of a
mission-definition, design and acquisition. By focusing on these cost drivers and making
quantifiable trade-offs between the various cost dimensions, a truly cost-effective system
design results.

* Propulsion system cost includes far more than just Isp and price. A new paradigm for Y 0
understanding the total cost of propulsion systems, one that includes nine dimensions of
performance, peice and mission costs, was definetu .id validated through applicati-n to
individual technology options and complete systems. The total cost figure of merit process
derived allows these cost dimensions to be combined into a useful, quantifiable results for
mission planning and research management.

* Hybrid rockets offer a safe, high-thrust rocket technology which is a more versatile, cost-
effective aitemative to solid rocket motors. Furthermore, high test peroxide, HTP, is a
safe and effective hybrid oxidiser that can also be used mono-propellant applications.

Recommendations for future work are also included. Notable accomplishments are summarised.

S
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Chapter 8: Conclusions

8. Conclusions

8.1. Results "

An effective way to summarise the results of this research is to return to the research goals laid out in

Chapter I and review specific results from each. Table 8-1 lists these four main research goals and

enumerates their significant results. These results have been discussed in detail throughout the thesis.

The following sections will summarise important conclusions along with recommendations for future

applications for these results and potentially fruitful areas for additional research. An ovwrview of

significent accomplishment completes the chapter.

Reserch Objective Results
1. Determine key cost drivers for * Detailed methodology for understanding spacecraft hardware cost

spacecraft systems to identify drivers during each phase of a mission with specific engineering
useful cost-effective recommendations for how to address them.
engineering practices and * A new paradigm for evaluating the total cost of propulsion systems.
develop a paradigm for
evaluating the total cost of
propulsion system options.

2. Identify candidate propulsion All propulsion technology options with potential for near-term
technology options and application on small satellites identified and fully characterised
investigate them to a sufficient with respect to the total cost paradigm.
level to fully characterise their A significant hybrid research program defined and completed.
total cost, performance, and * Concept proven-hybrids were proven to be an accessible 0
overall potential for small technology within reach of the small satellite research
satellite application, environment. Important engineering problems were P

identified and solved.
* Performance characterised-hybrid combustion

performance was experimentally modelled allowing
realistic mission planning and upper stage design. .

* Total cost assessed-hybrid monetary and mission costs
were completely defined allowing for credible comparison
with competing options.

3. Design and eva'uate a Propulsion system design case study completed which focused on
representative propulsion the total cost paradigm and applied the cost-reduction strategies
system architecture for the defined by my research. 0
minisatellite in order to identify * Demonstrated the importance of looking at complete systems rather
and evaluate useful cost- than technology alone.
effective engineering practices * A useful "generic" system designed and evaluated that can be
and fully characterise total immediately adapted for a variety of small satellite applications.
system costs. V

4. Develop a useful metric for * Total system cost figure of merit process derived. i S
evaluating the cost- 9 Figures of merit determined for all system options using
effectiveness of system options representative mission scenarios.
by using the results from the * Usefulness of the figure of merit technique demonstrated as a
previous objectives to derive a mission and research planning tool.
total cost figure of merit and
demonstrate its utility for future •
mission planning. ___

Table 8-1: Summary of results for each research goal.

0
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8.2. Conclusions -
This section will summarise fundamental conclusions from the three broad areas of my research:

* Spacecraft hardware costs
* Cost-effective propulsion systems
* Propulsion Technology

Recommendations for future research in each area will also be offered.

* 8.2.1. Spacecraft Hardware Costs

A coherent strategy for understanding and resolving spacecraft hardware cost drivers during every

mission phase can be defined. During the Mission Definition Phase, important aspects of the launch

and space environment are established, both of which effect the cost decisions made later on. During

the Mission Design Phase, performance requirements and margins are established along with quality

requirements and fundamental system architecture. It is during this phase that designers can take full

advantage of low-cost engineering practices. As the mission moves into the Hardware Acquisition

Phase, an iteration loop can be established with the mission design to allow the selection of low-cost ; 0

components as part of well-integrated procurement process. All of these issues were documented as

part of the system design case study for future .eference.

The ultimate proof of these conclusions will bI• in the applications they see. These results will be

published as part of new industry-standard refererice edited by Dr. Jim Wertz called Reducing Space

Mission Cost. With this wide dissemination, it will be possible to revisit these cost issues with the

benefit of a greater experience base to refine and expind the model for future use.

,* 8.2.2. Cost-Effective Propulsion Systems

The cost of a propulsion system depends on far more than its specific impulse or thruster price. By

expanding the paradigm to include other performance dimninsions-along with price and less obvious,

but often more important, mission costs-a new perspective on total system cost is obtained. In

application, this total cost paradigm allows all available systems to be re-evaluated in a new light.

Furthermore, the total cost figure of merit process developed based on this paradigm gives a versatile

tool for quantifying and comparing system options within the context of a given mission.

* These conclusions will see immediate application at the University of Surrey as this approach is

applied to future mission planning. For example, a Lunar mission is envisioned for the turn of the

Century for which a cost-effective propulsion system will be a critical issue. Applying these new

too!s to that problem will enable mission planners to sift through the many options and select the
41

most cost-effective option for that application.
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j, 8.2.3. Propulsion Technology

Although the actual propulsion hardware itself may only represent a small portion of the overall

system price, the technology on which it is based drives the other cost dimensions. As a result, the

conclusions in this area are of particular relevance.

&2.3.1.Hybrid Rockets

Hybrid rockets offer a simple, safe high-thrust rocket technology that is a more versatile and cost-

6 effective alternative to solid or liguid systems for certain applications. This research has taken this

technology to point where it can seriously be considered for in-orbit use. The remaining development

issues hate been clearly identified. Most importantly, this research has demonstrated the ease with

which this hybrid developmert can be conducted within the under-capitalised context of a University 0

or small-company environment,

Of the many potential hybrid research topics awaiting further attention, the following are essential

ones for most rapidly developing the technology for a near-term demonstration mission: *

* Examine combustion characteristics of other fuel options-The obvious next fuel option to
consider is hydroxl terminated polybutedien (HTPB or rubber). This is perhaps the most
widely used hybrid fuel and is commonly used as the fuel base for solid propellants. Its
advantages were discussed in Chapter 5. While preliminary work was done with this fuel,
additional work would be needed to fully characterise combustion behaviour. 0

e Model and demonstrate multiple restarts-One of the biggest advantages of hybrid rockets
is their ability to be stopped and re-started on demand. While I was able to demonstrate
this capability during my research, further investigation is required to measure and model
the start-up characteristics during multiple restarts, ideally following the expected
manoeuvre schedule for given mission application. .0

* * Investigate nozzle robustness-A significant challenge to adapting a hybrid for space use
is designing and testing a nozzle capable of withstanding multiple vacuum restarts over
widely varying temperature extremes. My research has proven the inherent robustness of
a graphite/pyrolytic graphite throat insert. However, more work is needed to determine if
this is a viable option for space applications. If it is not, alternative technologies would

* have to be considered including exotic, refractory metals (which are potentially very 0
expensive) or regenerative cooling (which is more complex).

* Investigate multi-port injection/combustion-Because volume is at a premium for satellite
applications, multi-port, such as "double-D" or "wagon wheel," or rod & tube combustion
chamber configurations deserve careful consideration. These options can serve to shorten
and condense the combustion chamber, making it easier to package within the spacecraft.

e Investigate start-up characteristics and combustion stability--My research revealed
relatively long start-up times and the potential for unstable combustion. Further research
is needed in this area with high speed data recording to better measure and model these
phenomenon and determine what design steps can be taken to address these issues.

While this list of research topics may seem daunting at first, realise that most of these can be pursued
U?

in parallel as part of an overall development program. Another area of applied research which must

also be pursued in parallel concerns the use of HTP.
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8.2.3.2. Hydrogen Peroxide

HTP is a safe, versatile oxidiser that also be used as a cost-effective mono-oronellant. My research

indicates that Type-8 catalyst, pure silver gauze, would offer an effective, long-lived and inexpensive 0

option for mono-propellant cr hybrid applications. .

Figures of merit indicate that a simple HTP mono-propellant thruster offers an attractive option for

some applications. Most important, this capability comes as a ready-to-use spin-off from the hybrid

development. Thus, in a cost-constrained research environment, unable to pursue multiple propulsion

options, the HTP hybrid/mono-propellant combination allows for technology to cover a wide range of

mission options. -

4 While special care and attention is needed when handling HTP, it represents a much safer option than

hypergolic propellants. The most important integration problem with this oxidiser involves its long

term storage onboard a spacecraft. As indicated in Chapter 4, long term orbit storage has been

demonstrated, but th-.t was over 25 years ago. Furthermore, while our experience demonstrates the

inherent safety )fthis oxidiser, this conclusion is not universally shared by the aerospace community.

Considerable elfort may be needed, for example, to convince launch authorities to allow its use on a

secondary payload.

1 Some interesting areas for future research related to HTP applications are:

* Long-term HTP storage-While evidence suggests that HTP has been stored on-orbit for
years without mishap [HPHB 67] this would need to be verified before undertaking any
mission. Two important variables effecting the long-term storability would be the tank
material and the passivation method used. Work is already underway with Arde, Inc. who ,

• have offered to provide a flight-like tank which can be used for long-term compatibility
experiments. To be most effective, these experiments must be conducted over months or
even years to return the best data. I recommend that such experiments begin as soon as
possible. Fortunately, this experiment is quite passive in nature. Once the HTP is sealed
into the tank, only periodic (say once per month) monitoring of temperature, pressure and

• concentration is required.
"* Catalyst lifetime-As discussed in Chapter 5, the best catalyst configuration tested was

pure silver gauze treated with samarium nitrate. Unlike the silver-plated gauze which has
very well-defined wear-out mechanisms, the silver gauze has no readily obvious
mechanical means of depletion. As of this writing, the lifetime of this catalyst is
unknown. During a full-blown hybrid development program, this catalyst lifetime issue 0
could also be resolved to better predict on-orbit performance and duration.

"* Catalyst performance variables-During the catalyst pack research, there appeared to be a
"correlation between HTP temperature, catalyst temperature and performance.
Furthermore, evidence presented in Chapter 5 indicates that after long idle periods the
catalyst pack needs to be "run-in" again to return it to its original efficiency. Again, these

* performance variables would need to be observed and understood during a full-scale:
program.

8.2.3.3. Liquid Systems

Based on the analysis of available liquid systems and on the results from the system design case

• study, one can conclude that small satellites that plan to use hypergolic propellants can benefit
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choosing small thrusters originally designed for attitude control on large satellites. The LEROS-20

bi-propellant engine is an excellent example of a state-of-the art engine designed for low-cost

manufacture. These engines are capable providing large total impulse while allowing for more cost- 0

effective integration than larger, 400-N class engines which are the industry standard for large

manoeuvre requirements. Furthermore, the analysis of the figures of merit for various mission

options indicates that while mono-propellant hydrazine engines do appear more cost-effective than bi-

propellant, the difference is not nearly as big as conventional wisdom would expect.

Well-established large satellite builders have a significant investment in the necessary safety and

logistics infrastructure needed to use conventional liquid propulsion options. Certainly, these

technologies will continue to see wide applications for many years to come. However, for a small 0

satellite builder with no vested interest in these technologies, a frank assessment of their mission costs

may dissuade mission planners from committing to their use in favour of less efficient, b1.1

logistically more versatile options such as hybrid or water resistojets.

Because of the inherent danger of hypergolic propellant handling, there is little or no hands-on

research to be recommended for this technology. Actual system application would have to be handled

on a mission-by-mission bases.

8.2.3.4. Cold-gas Systems

Cold-gas systems offer a safe and simple option for small satellite attitude control as well as limited

station keeping. They can be included as part of a hybrid or liquid system with a modest additional

cost and very little additional complexity. However, because of their low thrust, they offer a

significant advantage over hybrid or liquid systems in terms of attitude control system integration. As

a result, cold-gas thrusters are an ideal technology on which to learn the basics of propulsion system

integration and on-orbit navigation and guidance. Analysis indicates they are the lowest cost option

for such a technology demonstration mission. I have recommended a complete cold-gas system for

the UoSAT-12 mission.

As cold-gas thrusters are a very mature technology, there is very little additional research that can be

recommended. It is not clear that a thruster produced in-house would offer significant cost or

performance advantages over the ones offered by Arde.

8.2.3.5. Electric Propulsion

The figures of merit for both hydrazine and water resistojets indicate that both could offer cost-

effective applications for station keeping missions. While the hydrazine option offers a clear

performance advantage over water, it comes with the inherent mission costs of hypergolic propellants.

Although the PPT option offers the best performance of any option studied, its exorbitantly high price

tag make it much less attractive overall compared to other options.
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Future research into a water-based resistojet could have significant long term benefits for small

satellite station keeping. The use of water as a propellant offers the ultimate in flexibility for mission

that face launch operations from remote sites with little in the way of safety infrastructure. A small 5

scale program with the same basic objectives as the hybrid program could conceivably be undertaken

for a modest initial investment.

Another resistojet option to consider is one using HTP. Like the hydrazine option, the decomposing

HTP is already at high temperature so less additional power is needed to raise its temperature to high

levels. While this option was not considered as part of the systems analysis done in Chapter 7, it is an

interesting option worthy of future consideration.

In addition, these results point the way for future development directions for PPT. If this highly

efficient, low-power system can be reduced in price, even at the sacrifice of performance, it could

revolutionise current approaches to station keeping propulsion.

8.3. Accomplishments

As you can see, this research has made unique contributions to the field of hybrid rocket technology

specifically, and to satellite engineering in general. The most notable of these contributions include

the first ever:

"* Publication of a coherent strategy for understanding and resolving spacecraft hardware
cost drivers during each mission phase.

"* Complete characterisation of propulsion system options with respect to all relevant cost
dimensions.

e Hybrid- research program aimed solely at satellite application.
"* Documented case study of a small satellite propulsion system design justification process.
"* Development of a technique to quantify total propulsion system cost.

Most important, each research goal was met and the primary objective of the research--evaluating

cost-effective propulsion system options for small satellites-was achieved. I believe my work has

made a significant contribution to astronautics and will be an important basis for continued

propulsion work both aP i..e University of Surrey and elsewhere. I hope this research will help to

make affordable access to space a more achievable goal.
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Appendix A

Rocket Propulsion Fundamentals

A.I. BACKGROUND

A.2. BASIC ROCKET SCIENCE

A.3. REFERENCES

The purpose of this appendix is to provide a general overview of the rocket propulsion concepts most

relevant to my thesis. For a more detailed background on these topics the reader is referred to the 0

general references listed in the bibliography. This appendix begins with a summary of significant

developments in rocket history. Basic rocket science concepts and relationships are then reviewed

including dynamics, thermodynamics, thermochemistry and performance.
,-e .

0

0 0
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A. 1.B ckground

Several good references [Baker 781 (Sellers 94) [Humble 95] [Clark 72] can provide the reader with

details of rocket development throughout history beginning with the invention of gun powder

sometime during the Han Dynasty in China, around 200 B.C. Table A-! summarise the major

developments which have influenced the current state-of-the art. i

Given this perspective on rocket development, the next section present additional background in the

form of an overview of the fundamental principles of rocket science are discussed. This discussion

will firmly lay the foundation far the detailed analysis of rocket propulsion technology options that

follows.

A.2. Basic Rocket Science
For a complete introduction to the fundamentals of rocket science and propulsion systems the reader

is referred to Unaerstanding Space: An Introduction to Astronautics by Sellers, et al [Sellers 941.

Humble. et al, in Svace Propulsion Analysis and Design [Humble 95] and Sutton in Rocket 0

Propulsion Elements [Sztton 92] offer a more detailed treatment of these topics. This section presents

a brief overview of the basic concepts and parameter which were particularly relevant to my research.

A.2.M. Dyn&omics,

The basic principle of rocket tirust derives from Newton's Third Law, "for every action there is an

equal and opposite reaction." Mass is expelled from one end of a rocket at high velocity producing a

equal but opposite reaction in the other direction. A rocket has three basic part-a combustion

chamber, throat and nozzle (the discussion here will focus on conventional, chemical rockets, more 0

exotic types i.e. ion, solar sails, etc. rely on slightly different principles of operation). Within the

combustion chamber, propellant is burned producing hot gasses. The throat is designed to restrict the

outflow of these gases. causing pressure in the chamber to increase. At the throat, the flow becomes

4 choked, meaning the exhaust products are flowing at the speed of sound, achieving the maximum 0

possible flow rate. The exhaust products are then expanded through the nozzle which directs their

flow in the desired direction. Expanding a fluid already at sonic conditions causes the velocity to

increase to supersonic. Thus we have hot gasses (mass) moving out the back end of a rocket with

very high velocity.

2
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Date Significant Rocket Event
1232 * Chin Tartars defend Kai-feng-fu in China by firing rockets at the attacking Mongols 0
1806 * British army fires over 200 rockets developed by Sir William Congreve (1772-1828)

in less than 30 minutes against the French at Boulogne. They are also used against
Copenhagen in 1807 to prevent the French from seizing the Danish fleet. Although
Britain created a rocket corps as an adjunct to the Royal Artillery in 1815, their utility
in battle is soon supplanted by more accurate and longer ranged conventional
artillery.

1880s 9 Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935) calculates the "rocket equation." He made the
first serious analysis of the problems of space flight.

1926 a Robert Goddard ( 882-1945) launchts first liquid fuelled rocket.
1927 9 Society for Space Travel founded in Germany.
1930 * Italian researcher Luigi Crocco fires first rocket using nitrogen tetroxide (NO 4) as

oxidiser.
1937 * British Interplanetary Society prepares a detailed study of a lunar landing spaceship. 0
1936 - 1945 * During World War II, German rocket scientists at Peenumunde develop the V-2. Its

liquid engine burned alcohol (actually 70-30 alcohol/water) and liquid oxygen
(hydrogen peroxide. "T-Stoff" was used to drive the fuel turbopumps).

1940 e Helmut von Zborowski and Heinz Mueller at BMW discover that certain fuels ignite
spontaneously on contact with nitric acid (oxidiser). Zborowski's code name for 4

nitric acid was "Ignor" and for his fuel "Ergol." Out of this grew the term still in use
today, in German, English and French, "hypergol" or the adjective "hypergolic"
which describes this ignition process.

1946-1957 a During the post-War era, American rocket development efforts focused on
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) systems such as the Thor and Atlas. These
liquid systems would later form the core of America's expendable launch vehicles.

July 1957 • Responding to requirements for storability and rapid response, the U.S. Air Force 0
begins to pursue a solid propellant ICBM which would later be called "Minuteman."

October 1957 e Soviets shock the world with the launch of Sputnik I. The rocket engines used liquid
oxygen and kerosene.

1961 o Yuri Gagarin becomes the first human to orbit the Earth. His rocket is not
significantly different than the one used to launch Sputnik 1. President Kennedy sets 4

goal of landing men on the Moon before the end of the decade.
1962 9 John Glenn becomes the first American to orbit the Earth on 20 February (5 days

before the authors birth!).
1969 * Apollo I I mission fulfils Kennedy's goal by delivering Neil Armstrong and Buzz

Aldrin to the Moon. The massive Saturn V booster used both LOX/kerosene and
LOX/H2 engines. The Lunar Excursion Module engines used Aerozine-50 (50-50 4

mixture of hydrazine and UDMH) and NTO. First test of the NERVA-XE nuclear
rocket engine demonstrating an efficiency more than double that of chemical
engines.

1971 * First and only launch of Britain's Rlack Arrow launcher. First, second and third
stage engines used hydrogen peroxide/kerosene. Fourth stage was a solid motor.

1972 * First in-space use of an ,on thruster aboard the SERT II spacecraft.
1981 * First launch of the Space Shuttle and first-ever use of solid rocket boosters on a

manned vehicle. UoSAT-I launched on a NASA Delta-Il booster.
1986 * Chall-nger accident and Titan 34/D explosion, both linked to solid rocket booster

burn-throughs.
1"4 9 First successful test of the University of Surrey hybrid rocket motor.

Table, A-1: Summary of significant events in the history of rocketry. 4

Where does the thrust come front? Newton defined linear moment as

V= mJ Eqn. A-1

where 0

3
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- linear momentum (kg m/s)

m mass (kg)

17 velocity (mis)

The exhaust gasses depart a rocket with significant linear momentum. Momentum is a vector

quantity and because total momentum is conserved, the moment gained in one direction by the

exhaust gasses must be matched in the other direction by a gain in moment of the rocket.

Proct, = -Pehwl Eqn. A-2

or

•- -- m~exai Eqn. A-3

where

= time rate of change of momentum of the rocket (N)

mh = mass flow rate of exhaust products (kg/s) 0

= exit velocity of exhaust products (m/s)

Notice that the momentum change of the rocket has the same units as force. This is equivalent to

thrust, which in this case, is defined as the moment thrust of the rocket (dropping vector notation).

F..... = m V~ Eqn. A-4

But momentum thrust isn't the only consideration when determining the thrust on a rocket. Consider

the control volume around a rocket. Acting on the boundaries of this control volume, everywhere but

the exit, is atmospheric pressure. At the exit we have Pexit. Due to symmetry, Patmosphere cancels

everywhere but in the direction parallel to momentum thrust.

This pressure thrust is therefore defined as

FM. = A4,jt ( Pja, - P Eqn. A-5

The total thrust on a rocket can then be expressed as

Ftht =V,.tr + Aex. (P.,it - P j. .) Eqn. A-6

Typically, we define the effective exhaust velocity, c, to be

CiWVi, +A r (Pi - Pa•m•Ph) Eqn. A-7

Total thrust can then be expressed as

Foh mc the Eqn. A-8

4
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This makes intuitive sense, The greater the velocity of the mass ejected (higher c) or the higher the

rate of mass ejection (higher m) the more thrust is produced. From Newton's First Law we also

know 4

t =eqn, A-9dt

Setting this equal to Eqn. A-9 we can then solve for the famous rocket equation (the complete

rigorous derivation can be found in (Sellers 941)

AV +c'In Eqn. A-10

whom
AV- velocity change imparted to a rocket (m/s)

c , effective exhaust velocity (m/s)

minitial initial rocket mass (kg)

rt final = final rocket mass (kg)

From a mission planning standpoint, this is perhaps the single most useful equation in a, of rocket I
science. It allows us to easily compute the amount of propellant required to move a satellite from one

orbit to another for a given engine.

Applying thrust to a spacecraft for a given amount of time imparts a total impul,, 1, ý-fined by
If Fdt = dp Eqn, A-11 I

whomeI =total impulse (Ns) . -

This concept is important because it means the same total impulse can be achieve by applying a large

thrust for a short time or a small thrust for a long time. Unfortunately, while total impulse is useful

for describing what eventually happens to a spacecraft as 3 rocket is fired, it does not address

efficiency. For this reason, rocket scientist long ago defined a concept called specific impulse. Isp.

defined as

I,sp = Eqn. A-12

where
Isp = specific impulse (sec)

I - total impulse (Ns)

dW - weight change (N)

Note that the non-intuitive units on Isp are the result of using the weight rather than the mass change

of the rocket. Unfortunately, this is the long-established convention. Isp can be thought of t"miles per

gallon" as it tells us the amount of impulse imparted to a rocket by expelling a unit of mass. The

higher the Isp the more efficient. isp can be related to the effective exhaust velocity, c, by I S

5
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C
Isp Eqn. A-13

go

where 4
go = gravitational acceleration at seal level (=9.81 mis2)

Armed with these basic rocket equations from simple Newtonian dynamics, we can now examine the

thermochemistry within a rocket engine to see where all the energy comes from.

A.2.2. Thermodynamics and Thermochemistry

An understanding of the thermodynamics and thermochemistry actions within a rocket allows the

amount of energy liberated by burning a propellant as well as how much thrust it will produce to be,

determine. We begin by defining some basic concepts.

A.2.2.LPerfect Gasses

From kinetic theory, a perfect gas satisfies at least two conditions:

1. The spin energy of the particles are negligible.
2. The molecules are widely enough spaced that molecular force fields are not significant.

The perfect gas law can be expressed as

P= pRT Eqn. A-14

where
P = prcssure (N/m 2 = Pa)

p =density (kg/m3)
R = specific gas constant (J/kgK)
T= temperature (K)

This can also be expressed as

p pR,,.iv T Eqn. A-15

M

where
Runiv= Universal gas constant (= 8314.14 J/kmolK)

M= molecular mass of gas (kg/kmol)

The concept of specific heat allows us to determine the amount of heat energy a system gains or

losses as a function of temperature change. This quantity is defined as (NOTE: I am using

conventional notation. Here specific heat, c, should not be confused with effective exhaust velocity,

c).

c = -- kg Eqn. A-16

dT

where

c specific heat (J/kgK)
(6 indicates path dependence)
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q heat transferred to system (J)
T= temperature (K)

..0. A.2.2.2.Specific Heat

The path dependence of the heat transfer requires we consider two types of specific heat. The first,

specific heat of constant volume, is defined as

c= Eqn. A-17

where
cv = specific heat of constant volume (J/kgK)

u = specific internal energy of gas (J/kg)

Similarly, the specific heat of constant pressure is defined as

C= Eqn. A-18
p '

where
cp = specific heat of constant pressure (J/kgK)

h = specific enthalpy (J/kg)

The two types of specific heat can be related by

c. = cv + R Eqn, A-19

The ratio of these two values is one of the most usefui thermodynamic relationships in rocket

performance analysis. This is defined as

y =- Eqn. A-20
C',

where

y = ratio of specific heats (dimensionless)

A.2.2.3.Assumptions

In practice, the computational fluid dynamics would be required to completely model the flow of

superheated gas in a rocket engine. Fortunately, we can make several basic assumptions that will simplify

this analysis and deliver reasonable predictions of rocket behaviour within 1% - 5% [Sutton 92].

1. Isentropicflow-this means that after combustion, the flow of products from the chamber
to the nozzle is reversible and adiabatic. Adiabatic implies that heat transfer does not
dissipate energy from the flow.

2. One dimensionalflow-for most nozzles this assumption is good to within 5%.
3. Exhaust products obey the perfect gas law. 4
4. Frozenflow-exhaust products do not change once they leave the combustion chamber.
5. Steadyflow-this implies mass, momentum and energy are constant.

From these assumptions we can develop several useful relationships. To begin with, the speed of

sound, a (the velocity of the exhaust products in the throat) can be found from
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a =1 3R Eqn. A-21

where .

a speed of sound (m/s) r,

The mach number, Mach, is defined by r

V I
Mach = Eqn. A-22

a

where

Mach = mach number
V= flow velocity (m/s)

Because the velocity of flow within the combustion chamber is relatively low (typically Mach < 0.3)

we can apply stagnation conditions which allows us to develop a useful relationship between

expansion conditions 'etween the throat and the nozzle exit, the ratio of specific heats of the exhaust

products, and the exhaust velocity.

S1tI

C A, = 1 2 lý! Mach;'itY ' Eqn.A-23

At Mach,1, yl + 1 2

v'here

e expansion ratio

Ae nozzle exit area (m2 )

,At = nozzle throat area (In2 )

Machexit = mach number of exhaust products at nozzle exit

A.2.2.4. Thrust

Another useful definition is the coefficient of thrust which allows us to analyse the nozzle

independent of the rest of the rocket.

CF F Eqn. A-24

where

cF= thrust coefficient (dimensionless)

F = thrust (N)

Pc = chamber pressure (Pa = N/m 2 )

From continuity we know mass flow rate in the throat is given by

Ah= pAjV, Eqn. A-25

Applying this to sonic relationships within the throat the following expression for thrust can be

developed

8
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F22
F At -1Y Pb A q.A2

4 Lj-) exitPambrent)eqn

and for cF

' CF= 2yL (2 Pet Yl + - Pabiern )A, Eqn. A-27

A.2.2. 5. Characteristic Exhaust Velocity

- Finally, another useful concept, characteristic exhaust velocity, C*, allows us to focus on propellant

and chamber perfobriance independent of nozzle. Applying the continuity equation above to the

sonic conditions in thL; throat along with the perfect gas assumption we arrive at an express for mass

flow rate.

PC (2_ N2(y-1)
-h Eqn. A-28

Sft r+ l)

+0

Q iCharacteristic exhaust velocity is then defined as

C* Pc At Eqn. A-29

* where

"C*= characteristic exhaust velocity (m/sec)

Notice that C* is only a function of y, and T which are the gas properties in the combustion chamber.

Because these are solely determined by the thermodynamic reaction within the chamber, C* allows

4 us to analyse the combustion efficiency independent of the nozzle. As we will see in chapters 4 and

5, C* is the single most important parameter for analysing experimental combustion data. In practice,

the measured value of C* is, at best, around 96% to 98% of the theoretical value (to account for

4l deviations from our original assumptions).

A.2.2.6.Real Nozzles

As mentioned earlier, our assumption of one-dimensional flow is not exactly true for real nozzles. To

compensate for this slight non-linearity we apply a performance correction factor based on the

4 divergence half-cone aagle of the nozzle, a.

2-actual thrust Idetal thrust = -(I + cosa) Eqn. A-30ideal thrust 2

" 4I where S

9
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= thrust correction factor i 4
(= nozzle half-cone angle (° or rad)

The optimum half-cone angle is between 120 and 18' [Sutton 92]. A much smaller half-cone angle

requires the nozzle be too long to be practical. A much larger angle leads to too great of thrust loss.

4A.2.2.7. Thermochemistry

A brief discussion of thermochemistry is useful in order to understand how we solve two basic

problems:

I. Determining the chemical reaction products for a given set of propellants'and combustion
chamber conditions (temperature and pressure).

2. Determining the combustion temperature given the chemical reaction products.

As you can see, this appears to be an unsolvable problem. Fortunately, there are computer codes

available which iterate to achieve valid solutions to both problems. There are three basic approaches

these codes take to determine the chemical species of combustion:

1. Frozer flow assumption--chemical species do not change from the combustion chamber •
to the nozzle exit (i.e. no reactions outside of the chamber).

2. Shifting equilibrium assumption-accepts that reactions do take place outside of the
chamber and re-computes a new equilibrium condition at every point.

3. Kinetics assumption-somewhere between the frozen and equilibrium assumptions, this
approach recognises that a flow field is a chemically reactive gas mixture in which true
equilibrium may not actually be achieved.

Because the kinetics assumption is the most realistic, it produces the most accurate results.

Unfortunately, its dependence on chemical rate data makes this method very difficult to implement in

practice. However, for most applications, the losses due to reacting flow fields accounts for less than

10% of the results obtained by the more simple frozen flow approach [Humble 95] with the

equilibrium method falling somewhere in between. Therefore, I chose to use the equilibrium method

which is built into a computer code called Isp developed by Curt Selph for the U.S. Air Force.

* Quoting from the programme description: 0

"The Isp code is based on a standard physical model, whose major assumptions are that
the chamber products are completely mixed, at chemical equilibrium, and are equal in
enthalpy (adiabatic) to the injected propellants. The flow down the nozzle is assumed to
be one dimensional and isentropic and that infinite chemical rates are available to shift

• the concentrations so as to maintain chemical equilibrium.. .The solution technique is a
variation of the minimisation of free energy method. The free energy is computed for an
assumed concentration, and tbe behaviour of the free energy surface around the initial
point is approximated by a second order Taylor series. The derivatives with respect to
concentrations are computed and set equal to zero to approximate the stationary or

* equilibrium point, yielding a set of linear equations, conveniently solvable by standard •
techniques. The output is a better estimate of composition, which is submitted as the
input to a new iteration. The process is repeated until -esults from additional iterations
are unchanged" (converged solution). [Selph 92]

The minimisation of free energy technique used in the Isp programme is used to determine the

* chemical species present at a given temperature. This technique is based on the Second Law of

10
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Thermocdynamics which states that for any spontaneous process, the total entropy of the universe

increases. Entropy is a measure of the randomness or disorder in a system. This can be expressed as

* ASLT. AS,. 'AS),,. Eqn. A-31

where

ASuniv = change in total energy of the universe

*i ASsys change in entropy of the thermodynamic system 0

ASsurr = change in entropy of the surroundings

At constant pressure, the change in entropy of the surroundings is based on the heat transferred into or

out of the system as expressed by the change in enthalpy, Hsys.-

AS,, = H,, /r Eqn. A-32

We then define the free energy, or Gibbs free energy, G, as

G = H- TS Eqn. A-33

* where

G Gibbs free energy

H= total enthalpy

T = temperature •. S! S = total entropy

or

ZIG = -TdSm, Eqn. A-34

I From a rocket combustion stanc*?oint, we are most interested in the case when AG = 0 as this implies

an equilibrium condition. Thus, the "minimisation of free energy" technique iterates to solve for the

chemical equilibrium point using this concept. As described in [Humble 95], "the big advantage of

the free energy approach is that a computer program can converge very rapidly on a solution by

6 iterative methcds...[and it] can handle a mixture of condensed (solid and liquid) and gaseous species.

Today, the minimisation of free energy is the preferred approach."

Once the equilibrium concentration of chemical species is determined, the flame temperature can then

* be calculated using the available heat method. This too requires iteration as described in the

'ollowing process:

1. Assume a combustion temperature, Tc Tc
2. Determint the equilibrium concentration of combustion gases at Tc' and the given S

chamber pressure, Pc using the minimisation of free energy approach.
3. Determine available heat, Qavalable.
4. Calculate heat absorbed by the products, Qrequired, to take them from standard

temperature (298K) to Tc'.

t0

II <
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5. Compare to Qavailable. If the available heat is less than the required heat then the
assumed temperature, Tc', is too low and visa versa. If so, go back to step one and pick a .
new Tc'. Iterate until convergence. .

Fortunately, all this tedious math and reference to standard enthalpy tables for chemical species is

built into the Isp programme. Chapters 4 and 5 will show how the performance estimates from Isp

were used in the hybrid rocket motor dt..oign process.

A.2.3. Performance ;

It is now useful to review how these basic rocket science concepts can be used to determine the

important performance dimensions of cost listed in Chapter 2. Recall, these are

* Propellant mass

* Propellant volume

* Total elapse thrust time (to complete desired AV)
* Power required

Calculations of the first three of these dimensional values depends on the actual mission AV,

deployed spacecraft mass and the following technical specification of the propulsion technology used.

* Specific impulse, Isp (sec)
e Propellant density (kg/m3 )

e Oxidiser/fuel ratio (0/F) (for two-propellant systems)
* Thrust (N) 0 4

Propellant mass consumed is found by rearranging the rocket equation.

i.,.' .

mprop = ndeployed mdeployede Eqn. A-35

Knowing the mass ot propellant, the total propellant volume is found from the propellant densities

and O/F ratio.

O/F

&oF= mprop' Ox + 1 Eqn. A-36

mkuel 1 I po

1

-- ox
POX Eqn. A-37

Pfue'
V ful= •Ouc

Total elapse thrust time is solved by integrating thrust over the velocity change. This can be closely

approximated using the following relationships [FSSR]:
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a- Eqn. A-384A A

Vrao = - Eqn. A-39
61,rg0, AV.

TGO= AV Eqn. A-40
I + 3Vrato + 3Vratio2)

where

a = Spacecraft acceleration (m/s 2 )

Vratdo = Dummy variable

go= 9.81 m/s2

TGO-= Time to Go, thrust time (sec)
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